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PREFACE 

The Coptic text, English translation and word indices of 

this dissertation were revised in 1975 according to the photo- 

graphic facsimiles of Codex II in The Facsimile Edition of the 

Nag Hammadi Codices, Published under the Auspices of The Depart- 

ment of Antiquities of the Arab Republic of Egypt in Conjunction 

with the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization: Codex II (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1974). See also 

M. Krause and P. Labib, Gnostische und hermetische Schriften 

aus Codex II und Codex VII, Abhandlungen des Deutschen Archao- 

logischen Instituts Kairo, Koptische Reihe, Band 2 (Gluckstadt, 

Verlag J. J. Augustin, 1971 [appeared 1972]), pp. 88-106, for 

Coptic text and German translation by M. Krause, and review by 

H.-M. Schenke, "Sprachliche und exegetische Probleme in den 

beiden letzten Schriften des Codex II von Nag Hammadi," Ortental- 

ische Literaturzeittung LXX 1, (1975), 6-14. The textual revi- 

sion necessarily creates some minor discrepancies between the 

text and the remainder of the dissertation which is unaltered 

in accordance with the wishes of the editors of this series; 

for these the author begs the indulgence of the reader. 

Addenda et Corrigenda: 

Delete entry MNVTE|{ from Index, p. 42, and add MRT 141:29 

"vitality" to Index, p. 54, s.v. WNP? - 
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THE BOOK OF THOMAS THE CONTENDER 

FROM CODEX II OF THE CAIRO GNOSTIC 

LIBRARY FROM NAG HAMMADI (CG Imei )e 

The Coptic Text with Translation 

Introductions and Commentary 





INTRODUCTION 

The Book of Thomas the Contender, or as we shall refer to 

it, Thomas the Contender, is the seventh and last tractate of 

Codex II of the Coptic Gnostic Corpus discovered in 1945/6 at 

Nag Hammadi, Egypt. Because of its unavailability, this short 

318 line document has not received much attention. H.-C. Puech 

and Jean Doresse have published surveys of the entire Nag Hammadi 

discovery which included a few pages relative to this document. 

Outside of a few illustrative passages from the tractate pub- 

lished in the Works Cited, there exists no rendering of the 

treatise into a modern language. 2 

The purpose of this dissertation is to place before the 

scholarly world new material contributary to the study of the 

history of religions. The aim is to provide a translation, in- 

dices, grammatical analysis, and commentary on Thomas the Con- 

tender. This material is offered as a contribution to what will 

hopefully be an ongoing discussion of this document, and no claim 

to finality in interpretation is intended. 

Restorations of the text have been offered wherever justi- 

fiable on the basis of the clues provided by fragments of words 

together with the context of the portion of text where these 

word-fragments appear. Since Thomas the Contender is likely to 

be of interest primarily to scholars the translation will be 

kept as literal as possible without being wooden. 

The chapter on the grammatical analysis of the tractate is 

divided into sections, one dealing with the dialect, and the 

other with the syntax, of the Coptic text. The analysis is pre- 

sented in virtually tabular form, with a view to providing ease 

of access to the main features of the Coptic text. It repre- 

sents only one among many possible ways of presenting the gram- 

matical profile of Thomas the Contender and is offered primarily 

as an aid to readers who are neither beginners nor experts in the 

language, but whose linguistic skills are average. No attempt 

is made either at finality or exhaustiveness; rather we offer a 

"bird's eye view." To this end various kinds of anomalies or 

obscurities are left to be treated in the commentary. 



The commentary is divided into sections whose extent is 

basically governed by the form of the tractate. Where the trac- 

tate is dialogue, that is, the first three-fifths of the text 

which, for reasons which will be explained, we designate "sec- 

tion A," the division corresponds to the changes in speaker. 

Each response by Thomas or the Savior will be treated in a 

separate section, except in cases where individual speeches are 

best treated by subdividing them according to subject matter. 

Where the tractate is monologue, that is, the last two-fifths 

"the division corres- of the text which we designate "section B, 

ponds to the form of the discourse; accordingly, a section 

apiece is devoted to the apocalyptic introduction (142:26-143:7), 

the chain of woes (143:8-145:1), the beatitudes (145:1-8) and the 

conclusion (145:8-end). In the commentary, reference is made to 

the text by the Coptic page number within Codex II, and the line 

number counting from the top of the page. References to other 

tractates in the Nag Hammadi Corpus are designated by library 

(CG, "Cairo Gnostic" library), codex number in Roman numerals, 

tractate number in underlined "Arabic" numerals, plus codex 

page and line number (e.g. Thomas the Contender would be CG II, 

7,138,1-145,19). 

Paleographical matters are not dealt with, since they have 

been treated tn extenso by Sgren Giversen and Martin Krause.? 

Giversen dated Codex II around the middle of the fourth century, 

although it is possible that the date may extend before this 

time, even to the second half of the third century. The actual 

content of Thomas the Contender, however, and especially the 

content of section B, is probably older than the earliest of 

these dates, perhaps much older. 

Section A, the dialogue, teaches that if one wants to be 

perfect, that is free from the cumbersome passions that weigh 

down the soul, one must be aware that he inhabits a lust-ridden 

bestial body whose ultimate fate is dissolution. The cardinal 

passion is described under the metaphor of the fire of lust; 

he who submits to the body's fire of lust will likewise be de- 

stroyed by the fire of Hell. Thomas, the twin of the Savior, 

receives this teaching just prior to the Savior's ascension, 

that is while the Savior is in his resurrected state, thus re- 

vealing his true nature as the light that is about to withdraw 

back to the heavenly essence of light. As the light, he serves 



to illumine the secrets of darkness, to reveal the truth about 

existence in the body. By acting on his teaching, one becomes 

perfect. 

On the other hand, section B, the homily, is shown to repre- 

sent a very late stage in the "sayings of Jesus" tradition, which 

contains little more than speech-formulae traditionally attri- 

buted to Jesus, while the body of the saying consists of little 

else than contemporary ascetic teaching placed in Jesus' mouth. 

In an attempt to provide a more creative vehicle for the 

ascetic teaching of section B than the limited scope of its 

character as a sayings-collection could provide, it is suggested 

that a redactor combined section B with section A to form the 

current Book of Thomas the Contender. Such creative potential 

was achieved by construing the entire tractate as a scribal 

record of the most authoritative last-minute revelations of the 

resurrected Savior to a revered apostle. It is speculated that 

sections A and B were composed in Greek in the first half of the 

third century, and translated into Coptic and then combined in 

the second half of the third century. 



NOTES 

lyenry-Charles Puech, "Les nouveaux écrits gnostiques dé- 
couverts en Haute-fgypte: premier inventaire et essai d'identi- 
fication," Coptie Studies in Honor of Walter Ewing Crum (Bulle- 
tin of the Byzantine Institute, ed. W. Schneemelcher. No. 2; 
Boston: Byzantine Institute, 1950), pp. 105, 117-120; id. "The 
Book of Thomas the Athlete" in E. Hennecke, New Testament Apoecry- 
pha, (2 vols. 1; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1963), Vol. 2, pp. 
307-313. Jean Doresse, "Nouveaux é6crits coptes," Vigiliae Chris- 
ttanae III (1949), 34; td. The Secret Books of the Egypttan Gnos- 
ties, trans. Philip Mairet (New York: Viking, 1960), p. 225f. 
See also C.D.G. Muller "Buch von Thomas dem Athleten," Kindlers 

Literatur Lextkon, I (Zurich: Kindler Verlag, 1965), p. 1936f. 

cs have given an account of the content and provenance of 
the tractate to the national meeting of the Society of Biblical 
Literature meeting in December 1968 at Berkeley, California. 
The tractate is due to be published by Martin Krause and Pahor 
Labib, Gnostische und hermetische Schriften aus Codex II und VI 
(Abhandlungen des Deutschen Archadologischen Instituts Abteilung 
Kairo, Koptische Reihe 2, to appear in 1970 (appeared 1972). 

3sgren Giversen, Apoeryphon Johannis: the Coptte Text of 
the Apoeryphon Johannis in the Nag Hammadi Codex II wtth Trans- 
latton, Introduction and Commentary (Acta Theologica Danica, 
vol. V; Copenhagen: Munksgaard, 1963), pp. 19-45; Martin Krause 
Die dret Verstionen des Apokryphon des Johannes im Kopttschen 
Museum 2u Alt-Katro, Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archaologischen 
Institutes Abteilung Kairo, XIX, 1963), pp. 106-113. Cf. Doresse, 
Seeret Books, pp. 138-145. 
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TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION 



8 Pi Sosa 

Nugaxe EBHTT Nal ENTAYWAXE MMooy Wb: TICUp N 

2 JovAasc 6wMac N&i ENTAICAZOV: awOK 2WWT MS 

@dlAC NEEIMOOWE EEICWTM EpOOY EYLYsKE MN 

4 NOvVEpHY maxcy NGI CWP KE TICAN’ OlWMde 2WC 

EVNTSR MmMav Novoelty 2M TIKOCMOG CwTM epor 

6 NTabwatt N&k* EBOA ETBE NENTAK'MEEVE €poor 

zpat QM TIeK QHT* ETIEIASHY AVKOOC XE NTOK TA 

8 COE iu AVW TILYBPMMHE’ 7ET2WTK NKMME 

X€ NTK NIM dywW dsKUyoOTT Naty WE H EKNALY 

10 Te NN&w NpHTe eneiAH cemovte Epok’ KE TACO 

TETEC WWE AN TE’ ETPEK YwTTe EKO NaTCOov N'e’ 

12. &poK MMIN* MMoK* avw TPCOOVNE Ke SKMME’ AKOY 

W Tsp EKMME MMOE! KE ANOK TE TICOOYN NTMHE 

14 Qwe €KMoowe bE NMMAE!I KAN NT&K* OVAT*COOVN® 

AKOVUW EKCOOVNE AYW CENSMOYTE Epok XE TIipey 

16 COoVIN'E Epoy MMIN MMoy Xe TETE MyCOoY 

WNY Pap’ MTYCOVWN AsdV’ TIENTSYCOYWNY de ov 

18 AaTY SYOVW ON’ CYS! COOVNE’ ATTBSG0C MmTH PY 

ETBE Trai 6€ NTOK* TTSCON OWMAC AKNAY ATITIEOHT 

20 EBON IN ppwWwME ETE TAI TE EToOYXI Xpor €poy en 

CECOOYN dn’ Traxey AE N61 CwMac MrTxoEic KE 

138:7 eneidc for emeiAn ; perhaps ene: Ae , "Now since..." 
138:18 8 in Raeoc written over original mn for taeoc. 
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II,7: The Book of Thomas the Contender 138:1-21 9 

The secret words which the Savior (owt) spoke to 

Judas Thomas, the ones which I wrote down, even I, Mathaias. 

I was walking, listening to them speak with 

one another. The Savior (owtt\p) said: "Brother Thomas, while (ws) 

you (sg) have time in the world (xéoyos), listen to me 

that I may reveal to you (sg) the things you have pondered 

in your (sg) mind. <Since (émev6h)> it has been said that you (sg) are my 

twin and my true companion, inquire that you (sg) may understand 

who you (sg) are, and in what way you (sg) exist, or (n) 

in what manner you (sg) will come to be. Since (émevdyh) you (sg) are 

called my brother 

it is not fitting that you (sg) should be ignorant 

of yourself. And I know that you (sg) have understood, 

because (ydp) you (sg) had already understood that I am the knowledge of 

the truth. 

Now while (Ws) you (sg) walk with me, even though (utiv) you (sg) are 

unknowing, 

you (sg) have come to know, and you (sg) will be called 'the one who 

knows himself.' For (ydp) he who has not known 

himself has known nothing, but (6¢) he who has known himself 

has also already obtained knowledge about the depth (Bd90s) of the All. 

So, therefore, ,you (sg) are my brother, Thomas. You (sg) have beheld 

what is hidden 

from men; that is, that on which they stumble without 

knowing." And (6é) Thomas said to the Lord: 

138:19 or: “the one who is hidden" 

Note: "(sg)" denotes the use of the second person masculine 

singular pronoun. 
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II, 138:22-43 

€ETBE TIE! GE tcoTTe MMoK ACKARC EKNSKW NA) 

fANJepuyiNe MMOk* €pooy’ 286H NTEK SNdAHMYIC 

[sv] 2oT an’ E€lWanNncwTM EBOA 2ITOOTK 23TTPd 

NN&OHTT’ TOTE OVNGomM MMOEI EWadakE ETBH* 

Tidy &VW COVON2 EBOA NSE! KE TMHE CMOK? & 

Sic] NN&2pN Npwme dyovwwB N61 mcwp cyxw M 

Mole KE EWME NETOYON2 EBOANHTN CE?HTT 

NINQIPN THNG Navy N26" evVN6&m MMwTN acwTM 

SNETE NCEOVON? CBOA AN ciytTE N2BHVE NTMHE 

ETOVON2 GBOA 2M THKOCMOC CEMOK2 ATPETNS 

dV EGlE WC GE ETETNAEIPE NN&TTMEFESOC ET 

KOCE’ SVW N&STTTTAHpWwMad ETE NCEOVON? EBOA 

BN’ NNAW Ge N2€ EVNAMOVTE GPWTN KE EprdTHe 

ETBE TY NTWTN 2€NCBOVE! &vwW MTATETNA! M 

TWmMeresoc NTMNTTEAEIOC Ayovusuge Ac NEI 

Qwmac Messy MICWP KE Koc NaN ETBE [N]aci 

ETKXW MMOOV XE CEOVON? GBOA AN* [AAA CE]2HTT 

EPoN’ TSKE CWP XE CwMa [NIM |NT|e Npwme MIN 

NTBNOOVE EvKTIO MMooyv ofvwN Aorjoc [eci]e 

Ce[ov]on2 el[slon Mmipxte Nee Nlovcwn}r ew 

[IMmMoy Novaorijkfon] Nat 2wwy NETMTNCAN Tre 

KEOVON? EBOA dN IN] NETOVON? EBOA AAAA-€[Y] 

138625 May read NtTcenty 
138,43-139,1 Elv] /onz €BoOn for EVOVON? EBOA 
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II,7: The Book of Thomas the Contender 138:22-43 sha 9 

"Therefore I beg you (sg) to tell me 

[the things] about which I ask you before your Ascension (dvdAnues) . 

And whenever (Otav) I hear from you (sg) about 

the hidden things, then (téte) I can speak about 

them. And it is obvious to me that the truth is difficult to 

perform before men." The Savior (owttp) answered, saying: 

"If the things that are visible to you are hidden 

before you, how is it possible for you to hear 

about the things that are not visible? If the deeds of the truth 

which are visible in the world are difficult for you to perform, 

how (is) indeed, then, will you perform those (deeds) of the 

exalted Majesty (uéyeSos) and those (deeds) of the Pleroma (tARPwya) 

which are not visible? 

And how will you be called 'Laborers' (€pydtns) ? 

Therefore you are disciples, and have not yet received 

the Majesty (uéye90s) of the Perfection (-té\evos)." And (6€) Thomas 

answered 

and said to the Savior (owtrfp): "Tell us about these things 

which you (sg) say are not visible, [but are] hidden 

from us." The Savior (owtto) said: "[Al1] bodies (oipa) [of men and] 

beasts are begotten [irrational (-Adyos). Surely] 

they appear just like [a creature] who reckons 

{himself rational (Aoyuxdv)]. Those, however, that are above 

[do not appear in] visible things. Rather (dAAd) they 



12 ET, 139:1=21: 

ONZ &BOA 2N TOYNOVNE OVASTOV dvW NEY KAP 

2 MOC TET C&SNW MMOOY NEEICWWMA NTOOV ETOY 

ON? GRON evWM €BOA 2A NcwnT ETINE MMoov 

4 TBE TAT Ge Ncwma cewlBe MEeTwyiBe Ac ynate 

KO NYWXkN Ave MATEY 2EATIC Nw? &M Tina 

6 &€tTicwma rap’ OVTBNH Ne NNeE be NATBNOOYE 

Cwspenovcwms TEKO TEE! TE OC NNEEITIASCMA 

8 CENATEKO’ MHT! OVEBOA AN NE 2N TCYNOVCIA NI 

SE MN&NTBNOOVe’ ELyX€e OVEBOA N2HTC 2 

10 WY TE Nay AI2E EYNAXTTO NovAiagops N20vo 

Epoov ETBE Td! 6€ NTWTN 2ENKOVE! waNTE 

12. TNPTEAEIOc: syovwye Ae Ab) EwMaAC XE € 

TRE Trai Txw MMoc Nak TTXOEIC XE NETUYAKE 

14 €TBE NETE NCEOVON? EBOA AN’ BYW NETMOK?Z 

NBOAoY EVTNTWN ANETAKWAKY NNEYCATE AY 

16 MHINE 2N TOV YH CexXWAK MEN NEVCOTE AOE 

N2O€INE KE EVXWAK STMAINE’ AAAS Yovon? 

18 EBOA aN’ 2oTaN AE EpLydaNTOVOEIN EI cBOA Ry" 

wit Mnkske Tote T2WB MTlovd TOVS N&OVWN? 

20 €BON NTOK’ Ae TAOVoOEIN’ EKPOVOEIN TIXOEIC 

Taxey N61 IC XE TOVOEIN cyyoom 2M troy [o] 

E3923 EvwM for Evoywm 
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II,7: The Book of Thomas the Contender 139:1-21 13 

appear from their own root, and it is their fruit (naptds) 

that nourishes them. But these bodies (cia) that are visible 

eat of creatures similar to them; 

| so, therefore, the bodies (o@ya) change. But (6¢€) that which changes will 

be destroyed and perish, and has no hope (€Ants) of life from now on, 

for (yéo) that body is bestial. So just as the body (dua) of the beasts 

| perishes, so also will’these bodies (nAdoua) 

perish. Does it (the body) not (uftLt) derive from intercourse (ouvovovta) 

like that (body) of the beasts? If it too derives from it (intercourse) , 

how will it (the body) beget anything different (Stagopa) from 

them (beasts)? So, therefore, you are babes until 

you become perfect (téAeLos)." And Thomas answered: 

"Therefore I say to you, Lord, that those who speak 

about things that are not visible and difficult 

to explain are like those who shoot their arrows at a 

target at night. To be sure (uév), they shoot their arrows as 

anyone would, since they shoot at the target; however, (AAG) it is 

not visible. 

But (6¢) when (6tav) the light comes forth and 

hides the darkness, then (téte) the work of each will appear. 

And (6¢) you (sg) are our light, because you enlighten, Lord!" 

Jesus said: "It is in light that light exists." 
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IT, 139:22-42 

EIN’ TIaXey* N61 EwmMac GYXwo MMOC KE mxoferc] 

ETBE OY TIIOVOKIN® ETOVON? EBOA ETPOVOCIN 

ETBE Npwme’ U4ayrtppie svw ugay Zw Tmaxey’ 

N61 TCWPH KE w TIMAKAaPIOC SWMAC THOYOEIN [p]w 

STOYONZ GBOA SY PCYOEINE ETRE THNE KEKaRG 

SN CTETNAGW ATIMA ANAS SE ErETNSE! EB[OA] 

N2HTY 20T&N Ac EpEewadNcwTM THpoy Kw [ez 

Pdi NTMNTTBNH’ TOTE TlovocIN UN&APaNas 

RWPEl E2pdr STEY OCIA sYW TEYoyclds Natyory? 

Cpoc Xe OV2VITHPETHE ENSNOVYy TIE TOTE 

SYOVw2 ETOOTY N6i Tcwp ma&Kzey XE W TETE 

MaVWNpaTe Taran Mitovoein® & nee M 

TIK WT’ ETXEPO 2Pat IN Ncwma NNpwme my 

NEvaTtKac <4Xepo 27pal N2HTOV NTov wh MN 

dloov] &VW ETPWX IN Mmenoc NNpwme* avw 

€[rpenjev 2HT T2€° avw NevWV XH elt poy muuge 

S[vw eT KIM] ep[dov 2pai 2N N20VT. MN NcZome 

(MJtTe20]ov MN TOVYyH &YW ETKIM’ Epooy [2A] ov 

[kM cy[kim’ JN ovgwr ma OVW? EBO[N ce] 

[kim rap’ N61 N20ovT clewim’ E2PS! XN AczIo} 

Me” &VW Nc2IOMe’ ax[A N200Y7T €TBE Trai ce] 
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II,7: The Book of Thomas the Contender 139:22-42 15 

Thomas spoke, saying: "Lord, 

why does this visible light that shines 

on behalf of men rise and set?" The Savior (cwtrp) 

said: "O () blessed (uwaxdeLos) Thomas, this same visible light 

shone for your sakes, not in order that 

you might remain here, but rather (GAA) that you might come 

forth; and (6¢) whenever (étav) all the elect abandon 

bestiality, then (téte) this light will withdraw (dvaxwpetv) 

up to its essence (ovata), and its essence (ovota) will welcome it, 

since it is a good servant (Stnpétns)." Then (tdéte) 

the Savior (owttp) continued and said: "Oh (i) 

unsearchable love (aydmn) of the light! Oh (%) bitterness of 

the fire that burns in the bodies (o@ya) of men, and (in) 

their marrow, burning in them night and 

day, burning in the limbs (uéAos) of men and 

making their minds drunk and their souls (~uxh) deranged 

[and moving them] within males and females 

[by day and] night and moving them {with] a 

[movement that moves] secretly and visibly. 

For (ydp) the males [move. They move upon the females] 

and the females [move] upon [the males. Therefore it is] 
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IT, 1401-21 

XW MMoc KE OVON NIM ETWYINE NC& TMHE EROA 

0N TCSBH MMHE YNSCMINE Ndy! N2ENT AQ dTpey 

WA e4yrAT. PHTE NTEeTmey Mia eTpwk NMTNS 

NN pwme’ avo YNSCMINE Nay N2ENT IN? cyTwt 

QHTY MINS NIM: ETOYON? GBOA: SYOVWYB N61 

SWMAC €yXW MMoc KE TrXOEIC Nai pw iretuys 

Né MMOK’ ETBHTY 2wWc EmIAH aciMme Xe NtoK 

TIETPNOYpe NaN’ KAT ©€ ETKAW MMOC NaAIN ay 

OY WugB N61 TrCwp TWEXSY KE ETBE TT8i OYANArKH 

SPON TE &3XCOC NHTN XE TSEl Tap Te TECBW NNTE 

AE\OC SWYTTE TETNOVWYye 6e’ APTEAEIOC TETNS 

SPE2 ENSEI EWWwEe MMON* TTETNPAN Te &TCBW* 
EnIAH MNw60m: NTEOVPMN?2HT' Ovw?2 MN ov’ 

Co6é MpMNZ2HT rap’ YXHK €BOA Ncopia Nim? 

M06 NTow TIITETNANOVY THITTESOOY Tivywuy 

Novwt* Nay ne BE TICOPOC PP YNacaaNny 7h 
TMHE dVW YNaUwITe Nee MNWHN Sut ds sans) 

XN TIMoyv Ncwpm eniAn SYN20€EINE EVNTAZ 

MmMooyv eviTwy 214N NETOVON? EBOA NEI & 
TOVHY <BOA IN TMHE TE<T>XI MOEIT rap 2HTOV® 

ele TkweT ne: YNST NdY Nov dantacia Minne 

140:13 Or: Ovw72M A- 
140:20 TetAi for TWerx 
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said: 'Everyone who seeks the truth from 

the truly wise One will make himself wings so as to 

fly, fleeing the lust (émuSuuva) that scorches the spirits (nvetya) 

of men." And he will make himself wings to flee 

every visible spirit (mtvetya)." And Thomas answered 

saying: "Lord this indeed is what I am asking 

you (sg) about, since (ws émevér) I have understood that you (sg) 

are the one who is good for us, as (xaTd-) you (sg) say." Again (mdAvv) 

the Savior (owtp) answered and said: "Therefore it is necessary (dvdéyxn) 

for us to speak to you, for (ydo) this is the doctrine for the perfect 

(téXELOS)» 

If, now, you desire to become perfect (téAetos) you shall 

observe these things; if not, your name is ‘Ignorant,' 

since (émev6%) it is impossible that a wise man dwell with a 

fool, for (ydép) the wise man (co9és) is perfect in all wisdom (sogta) . 

To the fool, however, the good and the bad are the 

same. For (ydéo) the wise man (c096¢) will be nourished by 

the truth and will become like a tree growing by 

the meandering stream. When (€mev6%) others have wings, 

it is upon the visible things that they rush, things that 

are far from the truth. For (ydép) that which guides them, 

the fire, will give them an illusion (gavtacta) of truth, 

140:13 or: “answer" a fool 
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[aVJw YNa&povOEIN <pooy IN oycacie eYyNaTe 

[Ko] AVY YNaPdIXMaAWwTIZE Mmooy’ 7N OV2A 

6& NK&ke NyToproy 2N ov 2HAONH Ect CToE! ? 

yw YNASIV NBAAE Zpai 2N Temievma Natcel 

SVW YN&Xd384YxXG NNEVWVxoovE' svw Ny ww 

[me] Nav Nee NNoviymove EcTAKE 2M Trov7HT 

E[nJN 60m MMoov Naz €NE? d&vw Nee Nn 

OVX&AINOS IN’ OV TATTPO €ycwk MMOov atrey* 

OvWwYye MMIN' MMoy> avw ayYMepoY 2 NEYy* 

MAY CIC BvW NEVMEACC THpoy s4yconroy N 

UPd! WW Nciwye ATMppe Nremievmeia’ NN! 

ETOVON? SBOA ETNATEKO AVW ETNALYIBC’ 

dsVW ETNSTIWNE KSTS TICWK NTIVCOKOV: 

NTT1e amit Novoeiyy NIM ev2WTB MMO 

EVCWK MMooy 21xN NTBNOOVE’ THpoy Mir 

KWIM a&yovwige N6) BwMAc Trasfey xe] y° 

OVONZ EBON Svw svsoo<cy KE 2[92] Njeté6wan]* 
€[B0A] NNETE NCE COOVN ain xe cena]} foce A] 
[rev] Yvxu Ayovwuys8 Ae N6fl TWEWP] eyxw 

[MMoc XE NAcIaTY M]McasBe NPwMe Neray [yi] 

IN€é NC’ TMHE avw NT]&peyONTT syMTON B 

141:38 Ms. has ~avxoov 
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and will shine on them with a beauty that will perish 

and will imprison (atyvoAwtttetv) them in a dark 

sweetness and captivate them with fragrant pleasure (néovi). 

| And it will blind them with insatiable lust (énuSvpva) 

and it will burn their souls (bux4) and it will be 

for them like a stake stuck in their heart 

which they can never dislodge. And like 

a bit (yaduvés) in a mouth it leads them according to its 

own desire. It fettered them with its 

chains (dAvous), and bound all their limbs (uéAos) 

in the bitterness of the bond of lust (émuSvuta) for these 

visible things that will decay and change 

and swerve by (xatd) impulse. They have 

always been attracted from heaven to earth: as they are killed, 

they are drawn upon all the beasts of 

corruption." Thomas answered and said: "It 

is obvious and has been said: ['Many are the things revealed] 

to those who do not know [that they will forfeit] 

[their] soul (puxf).'" And (6¢) [the Savior (owtrp)] answered, saying: 

["Blessed is] the wise man who [sought] 

[after the truth, and] when he found it, he rested 
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Moy’ e€2pal exwe UfaENEP AV Mnyp20T«e 7HTOV 

NNETOVWLYE SlyT PTLpYy’ SYoY WUT N61 @lomMac 

Traxcy” Xe Cp Noy pe N&n* TIXOEIC’ AMTON MMON 

2N NETE NWN NE Trdxey N6i TCwp KE TTETP yay 

Tap Te’ aYW NANOVC NHTN emAH NeTovon? 

EBOA WW Ppwme’ CENSBWA GBOA TICKEVoC rap N 

TOV CAPZ N&BWA BOA dvw CYYANXWPE EBON 

YNaWwTIE IN NETOVON? EBOA DN NETOYNAY € 

Pooy davw TeTE TKWIT ETOVNSY Epoy’ ut TKAC NAY 

ETBE TAPATH NT MictIic’ ETE CYNTAYC 236H Mr) 

OVOEIW TTSAIN’ CEN COOY20V ATTETOVON? EBOA 

NETNSY Ae EBOA DN NETOVON? EBON aN’ &XN 

TWOP? N&PattH CENATSKO 2M Mpflovy MrBloc 

MN Tpwx 2M Mkw2T NoyKovi NOvociw wan 

TEYBWA EBON N6I TETOVON?2 EBON TOTE CENA 

tywrte N61 2En'cI\AWAON EMNTEV MopdH a&Vvw 

NTMHTE NNTSboc Ncewwrre 2IXN NKwe Nya 

ENE€2 2N ovt TKIC MN ov Tako MYVXH dyovw 

LyB Ac N61 ewmac TaXey KE OY TETE OVNTany’ 
akooy’ NNa7pN Nael H OY TIETN N&kooY. NBAAE 

Eve Npwme H dw Acew TETNNAXOOE NNIT[AAa] 

141:9 Ms. inserts Tote above the line 141:14 Ms. reads Tr pw xX? mx THKW2T" 
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upon it forever and was not afraid of those 

who wanted to disturb him." Thomas answered 

and said: "Is it good for us, Lord, to rest 

among our own?" The Savior (owtfip) said: "Yes (yde) it is useful. 

And it is good for you since (énevé) things visible 

among men will dissolve; for (ydép) the vessel (oxeUos) of 

their flesh (odp&) will dissolve and when it is brought to naught 

it will come to be among visible things, among things that are seen. 

And then (téte) the fire which they see gives them pain 

on account of the love (dydmn) of the faith (mtotLs) which they 

formerly possessed. They will be gathered back (mdAuLv) to that which 

is visible. 

But (6¢) as for those who see among things that are not visible, without 

the first love (dydmn) they will be destroyed by the concern for this 

life (fos) and the scorching in the fire. Only a little time 

until that which is visible dissolves; then (téte) 

formless (-uope) phantoms (etéwdov) will arise and, 

in the midst of the tombs (tdgos), they will dwell upon the corpses 

forever in pain and corruption of soul (bux) ." 

Thomas answered and said: "What have we 

to say in the face of these things, or (fj) what shall we say to 

blind men, or (fj) what teaching should we express to these 

———$————————. 

141:15 or: "the one who is visible" 
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22 Trwpoc NeNHToc NETKXW MMOC KE aNé| Alp tre] 
TNANOYY avW aYca70v AN” TTBAIN Ac CENA X]ooc]s 

24 KE ENE MTOV ATION 2A TCOAPR NENNACOYWN [ra 
TE ANTE Trakey N6i TCWP Xe IN ovmHE NJai] € 

26 = TMMay Mmp kaay Nak? NPwME AAR OTTOY 2[wW< NTB] 

Noove™ Nee rap NNTBNoove Eevoywm Nn]eve] 
28 PHY Tac! Te 6 QWoY AEE pwme NTE mine ce] 

OVWM* NNEVEPHY dAAA Cé20vpociT" ATMNT|Wr7] 
30 emAH cemacie NT2AbE MTIKW?T avw ceo N 

WM2sA MimMov avuw ceTHT’ SN2BHYE Mrxw ome 
32 CEXWK SBOA NTETIOYMEIS NNEVEIOTE Cena 

NOXOV €2pai &3TINOVN' Ncepmactiroy Amooy 
34 EBOA DITN TaNarikH MITC IWye NTOVOy cic €eo 

OV CENAPPaTEAACY rap’ MMoov ATpovTIwT Ni 
36 CAKWOV ATMA ETE NCECOOVN MmMoy an* avw 

CEN[aA]o NNEYMEACC IN OY 2YITTOMONH &N an 

38 AS LIN OY]KS ToOTAcy EBON avww CE paUe ex|h ny] 
Ploovy MAmiBioc 2M] TAI BE MN Tw Ev N]20c1] 

40 [Ne] WHT Nea TilMwwye A2HT* en{JemMme ain Mrroy} 
laijee’ Cv [Meclve xe pNcaBeey NIE evcwk 217%] 

42 |Mclaeve Mrrovcwma Qe KYNATSKO aN’ tv] 

—_____ 
141:38 Ms. reads Kt} TOOTK 141:42 or [mmM]scie , "the love of their body" 
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II,7: The Book of Thomas the Contender 141:22-42 23 

miserable (tadkaUnwpos) mortals who say: 'We came to [do] 

good and not to curse' and yet (nd\vv) claim: 

"Had we not been begotten in the flesh (odp&) we would not have 

known the fire.'" The Savior (owttp) said: "Truly, as for 

those, do not esteem (sg) them as men, but regard (sg) them [as (ds) ] 

beasts, for (ydp) just as beasts devour one another, 

so also men of this sort 

devour one another. Rather (é\Ad) they are deprived of [vitality], 

since (émev6r) they love the sweetness of the fire, and are 

servants of death and are rushing to the works of corruption. 

They complete the lust (énmLSvuvta) of their fathers. They will 

be thrown down to the abyss and be afflicted (yaotuyovyv) 

by the torment (avdyun) of the bitterness of their evil nature (gJous). 

For (ydép) they will be scourged (gpayedAotv) so as to make them 

rush headlong to the place that they do not know, and 

they [will not abandon] their members (yéAos) patiently, but (GAAC) 

[with] despair. And they rejoice over [the] 

[concern for this life (ftos) with] madness and derangement. [Some ] 

pursue [this] derangement without realizing [their] 

madness, thinking that they are wise. [They are beguiled by] 

[the] beauty of their body (o®pc) [as if (ds) it would not perish, And] 
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EPENOVINT* TIOONE Epooy: EpeTovMeeve 21 

Nevipagic’ Toate Ae TETNApwK?2 Mmoov’ ay 

OVWWB Ac N61 ewmac’ Trakey XE TrAoEIC’ NEN 

TAY NOXY E2pal Epooy EYN&pov fimepimnas 

Pap Mra et rBHToY 282 Pap’ NET+ oYeHy ayov 
wwe N61 NcoOp Taxey ke eVATAK TIETOYON? 

EBOA N&k* TrSxcy N61 iovAac: mai eTovmoyte <« 

poy XE QwmMac KE NTOK TrKoejc' TIETC ptr pertel* 
N&K Awexe’ aNok Ac ATACwTh Epok® ay ov* 
Wwuy8 N6i romp xe corm AMIE PFNSKOoY’ Nak’ 

NkPmicteve 2N TMHE TIET’XO MN TIETOVAO Mmoy’ 

CENSBWA EBOA 2M TIOW KWOT* N2pai 2M rrKWw2T* 

MN TMOoY [a}yw NCE QWIT IN NTapoc’ Ankake 

avw MNNca 242 NOvoeiyy CENSOVWND EBOA N 

Nk apttoc NNWHN’ Ce00¥ EVPKOAAZE MMooy Ev 

CYTBE MMooy 2N Ttarpo NNTBNOOYE MN Npvo 

Me 2N Tadopmn® NN200V MN NTHY MA TraHp 

MN MOVOEIN ETPOVOEIN’ MITCSN2 pe syovuugB 

Ae N61 Owmac’ xe AKpIT1©€ MEN’ Mmon* x0EIC* 

SNPNoe! 2M TAHT av Ww COVONZ EBOA XE TaEl 

[Te Be &vW TEkwasxe o N&THOONOK dAAd Nia 

142:21 Ms. inserts 0 above the € of waxe. 
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they are frenetic; their thought is occupied 

with their deeds (mpG&ts). But it is the fire that will burn them!" 

And (6¢) Thomas answered and said: "Lord, what will the one 

thrown down to them do? For (ydp) I am most anxious (yeEpUuvay) 

about them, for (ydp) many are those who fight them." 

The Savior (owtrip) answered and said: "Do you (sg) possess that which is 

visible?" Judas said - the one called 
————————-—<“—=*—*i“‘“s«sCC 

Thomas - "It is you (sg), Lord, whom it befits (npénevv) 
———— 

to speak, and (6¢) I to listen." 

The Savior (owttp) replied: “Listen to what I am going to tell you (sg) 

and believe (nmuotevevtv) in the truth. That which sows and that which 

is sown 

will dissolve in the fire - within the fire 

and the water - and they will hide in tombs (tdg0s) of darkness. 

And after a long time there shall be revealed 

the fruits (uapndéds) of the evil trees, being punished (HOAGTELV) , 

being slain in the mouth of beasts and men 

| at the instigation (dgopunt) of the rains and winds and air (ano) 

18 

20 

and the light that shines above." Thomas 

replied: "You (sg) have indeed (uév) persuaded (meUSetv) us, Lord. 

We realized (voetv) in our heart and it is obvious that this 

[is] so, and that your (sg) word is sufficient (-e%dévos). But (dAdAd) 

142:6 or: "the one who is visible" 
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22 [KE ETKAw Moov NaN’ reNcwBE NE MITKOC 
[Mo]c’ avw IWAKwae! Ncwov ne’ emdAn ceco 

24 [ov]NE MMoov an’ Nau 6€ NpHTe Ennawyawk & 
[Ta]lwe o¢iwy MMooy emAn xe cewr MMon* 

26. [ENIM TkoCMOC AYovww® NG TTCWP TTaxcy Ke 
LZaM]BN" kw MMoc NHTA Ke TeTWACwTM ame 

28 [TNwWJdxe oyu NYkKTO Mrteyro Epox H NYAKYE 
iJ Nowy" re) Ny cut p NINEY cTtoTOY 2! N&€f] 23 

30° MHN PXwW MMoc NHTN KE CENST Ady STOOTY 
MITSPXWN ETMITCaNTIC: Mai ETAPXE! Epa € 

32 XN Nezovcia TH pov €4o Nppo Exwov NYkTO 

Mitac) eTMmMay NYNOXY XN NTE’ warmitN & 
34 TINOVN’ Nee wpex spwy' 2N ovma EY6HY EYo 

NK&Ke’ MayW6N6wm be MITONEY’ W AKIM €TBE 
36 TTIN06 NBASOc’ NTE TITAPTAPOC MN tifxolje € 

Itrro]py NTE AMNITE Trai ET TAXPHY alpwy cly 
38 [wrt] Fmooy e20vy €poy Xe[kaac NNey Ff 

IM BOA]’ NceNp]kw an: eBon M[rora ee [aru] 
40 [NISPXWN ETNJATWT Aca THNE ClenatiapaAidfoy] 

{[Mmooy E?pai qTmar|reAoc TIT ApTa pov xfo]c 
42 LRYxX! N2enmactig Ncpte eymHt’ Acwor 

es 
142:29 Ms. reads Nowy’ pe y N- 
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these words that you (sg) speak to us are laughing-stocks to_the 

world (xdoyos) and derided, since (€mevsn) they are not 

understood. So how can we go 

preach them since we are reckoned 

as in the world (xécyos)?" The Savior (owtrfp) answered and said: 

"Truly (duiv) I tell you that he who will listen to 

your word and turn away his face or (i) sneer 

at it or (4) smirk at these things, truly (duty) 

I tell you that he will be handed over to 

the Archon (&pxwv) who is above, he who rules (dpxetv) over 

all the powers (€GovoUa) as their king, and he will turn 

that one around and cast him from heaven down to 

the abyss, and he will be imprisoned in a narrow 

dark place. Moreover, he can neither turn nor move on account of 

the great depth (fd9%0s) of Tartaros and the [wide wall] 

of Hades that is set [against him. They are] 

[imprisoned] in it in [order that they might not] 

[escape]. Their [madness] will not be forgiven. [and] 

[the archons (épxwv)] who will pursue you [will] deliver (napaédvédvav) 

[them over to the] angel (Gyyerkos) Tartarouchos 

| [and he will take whips (udotus) of] fire, pursuing them 
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INJ2ZEN'p pdTEAROV Neate’ Evnex tk FR EBON Cr0¥ 

EPO MNETOVTIHT New cyt ATramnTeE e461 

INJe NTCaTE” CYyYya&NKTOY’ APC SYENTC ON MMay 

EYWANKTOY S2HT WYaSCTWMT Epoy sn’ N61 T3TTIAH 

Nc Te’ €CBPBP May6ine Ac NTOY NOIH MrrsciBre 

sTIWT” EMay Nyovxsel MITeyGNTC Pap Moor ey 

2N cum] xe kaAC EYNAE6NTC Moov NTKpIcic’ 

TOTE AYovwe aTooty N61 ncwp eyxw MMoc 

X€ OVOE! NHTN Na&tNoyte’ ETE MNTEV 2EATIIC 

€T'TAwpaiT: E72 pdl KN NETNSWWTE aN CYC! NHTAN 

NETP2EATIZE ATCSPZ AVYW NUJTEKO ETNSTEKO Ws 

TECY WITTE ETETNOBY AVW NAT’ TEKO ETETNME 

EVE Epooy KE CENATAKO AN’ ETEfTA]ZEATTIC TSxpHy 

ds4N TKOCMOc Avw NETNNOYTE TE TNEEIBIO‘ 

ETETNTAKO NNETNWYXO0OVE’ OVOE! NHTN 2par 

UM TIKW2T ETPWKZ 2padi IN THNE XE OVATCI TrE 

OVOEI NHTN EBON 21T00TY MITKAT’ ETKWTE 2N 

NETNMEEYE OVoE] NHTAN NTOOTY Mirmov{2l 

ET IA] THNE XE YNavwM NNETNCApR 2N ovwN? 

EBON AVW YNATIW? NNETNYYX00VE 2N ov 

2wrr NycetTeé THNE Ups) 2N NETNEpHY: ovofi N]H 
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[with] fiery scourges (gpayyeAotv) that cast a shower of sparks into 

the face of the one who is pursued. If he flees westward, he 

finds the fire. If he turns southward, he finds it also there. 

If he turns northward, the threat (dmevdt) 

of seething fire meets him again. Nor (6¢) does he find the way to 

the East 

so as to flee there and be saved, for (ydo) he did not find it in the day 

he was in the body (o@ya), so that he will find it in the day of 

Judgment (xptous)." Then (téte) the Savior (owtfp) continued, saying: 

"Woe to you, godless ones, who have no hope (eancts), 

who rely on things that will not happen! Woe to you 

who hope (¢AnUgevv) in the flesh (oép—) and in the prison that will 

perish! How long will you be oblivious? And the imperishables, do you 

think that they also will perish? Your hope (éants) is set 

upon the world (xéoyos) and your god is this life (8Uos)! 

You are corrupting your souls (~vxf) ! Woe to you for 

the fire that burns in you, for it is insatiable! 

Woe to you because of the wheel that turns in 

your minds! Woe to you because of the burning 

that is in you, for it will devour your flesh (odp&) openly 

and rend your souls (vx) secretly, 

and prepare you for your companions! Woe to you, 
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TN N&ixmaaAwtoc && TETAMHP. IN NcrrHAfat) 

ON TETNCWBE ETETN PSHE Dpal 2M AcwBIe] 

NAIBE TETNPNOE! AN MITETNTAKO OVTE TI[€] 

TANPNOEI AN’ 2N NETETETNZHTOY ovTE Met 

Mme XE TETNUYOOTT’ 2M TKAKE’ MN TTMofy] 

AAAA CTETANTSIZE 7M TKW2T dvW TETN[ME?] 

Nciwe Spee TAN2HT* Trowt GpwTN ETRE Ty[MJov2 

EfTZ]N THNE* avo Y0r6 NHTN N61 TIKAOM N 

TITAHEH NNETA X8KE dV TIKAKE BYYdE NH 

TN Nee Mrrovoein’ TETNMNTPM2E Pap sTeTA 

TSAC NTMNT 2M23A STETNEIPE ANETNIAT N 

QHT* NK&KE AVW NETNMEEVE' ATETNTAIYV 

NTMNTCE6E* aVW BTCTAMOY?2 NNETNME 

lye] 2N THKATINOC’ MTIKWw2T ET2N THNE av 

W [Ay 2] NGI METNOVOEINE’ 2N TKAOOAE 

INK&ke av T2BCW ET TO 21 THNE STETNIT[OZ~] 

Lav dTETNulByy’ 3vw dVPKITEXE Mmw[TA 21] 

[TN] Ge alnic ETYoort aN av AIM TMENTTE] 

[rN] ricteve] Epoy TETNcoofyn an’ xe TeTA] 

[wjootr THPTN 2A NeTlovwuye ETPETNal] 

OV MMwtN owe epleTeTAZEATIC WYoorT dn] 
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You laugh! In mad laughter you rejoice! 

You neither recognize (voetv) your perdition, nor (ote) 

do you reflect (voetv) on your circumstances, nor (oUte) have [you] 

understood that you dwell in darkness and death! 

On the contrary (dAAd), you are drunk with the fire and [£11] 

of bitterness! Your mind is deranged on account of the [burning] 

that [is in] you, and sweet to you is the victory of 

smiting (mAny) your enemies! And the darkness rose for 

you like the light, for (yép) you surrendered your freedom 

for servitude! You darkened your hearts 

and you surrendered your minds 

to folly, and you filled your thoughts 

with the smoke of the fire that is in you! And 

your light has hidden in the cloud 

[of darkness] and the garment that is put on you, you {rent]. 

[And you have forgotten] and you were seized (natéxetv) [by] 

[the hope (éAtts) that] does not exist. And whom is it [you] 

[have believed (nuotetetv)]?. Do you [not] know that [you] 

all dwell among those [who want you to curse] 

yourselves as if (ws) [your hope (¢ants) is non-existent]? 

—<$$————_——— 

143:39 literally: "crown of the smiting" 
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STETNWMC NNETNWVKH 2M TIMOOY MITKaK]E] 

ST ETN aw 2N NeTNOVwW WE MMIN MMWTN Of] 

O€1 NHTN NET UooTT’ 7 TICwpM ETETNOayT 

AN STIOVOEIN MMPH TIETKPINE MITHpYy ET 

6ST SSN TTHPY KE YNAKWTE ARN N2BHVE 

THpoy STPENK&KE H2M2IA Av ON TETNPNOE! 

AN Mtoo7 KE Naw N26 NTOvYH MN poov ey 

6dwWT E2psi CYNaV 3INCWMA NNETI[AI2ETBE OVO! 

NHTN N€TMA<IE NTCVNHOEIS NTMNTCQIME 

MN TECUWITe NMM&c ETCOOY dvw OVOE!> 

NHTN NTootTov NNEZz0Y Cla MTMETNCwWMa Ke 

NéeTtTMMo rap CEN 3OMKE THNG’ OVO! NHTN NTO 

OTOV’ NNENEpre!ds NNAaimMwn"’ MoH pon* 

OVOl NHTN Net Cwk* NNEVMEAOC 2M 1 KwW?T* 

NIM TETNAQWOV NHTN NoVEIwTe NMTON* 

KEKISC ECNADWTM N2S27 NKW2T* CBOA IN THNE 

MN TETNPWKZ2 NIM TIETNAt NHTN PITTpH amp 

PIE SXN THNE SBWA CBOA MITKAKE ETON THNE 

SYW dw MITKAKE MN Moov cTCooly! TPH 

MN T02 Nt CtNOVYE NHTN’ MN TraH|p] MN 

TITNS MN ITK22 MN TTMOOV TIpH Pap’ eyT® 
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You baptized your souls (vx1) in the water of darkness! 

You walked in your own desires! Woe 

to you who dwell in error, not looking at 

the light of the sun that judges the All, that 

looks down upon the All, for it will circle around all things 

to enslave the enemies. You do not even notice (voetv) 

the moon, how by night and day it 

looks down, looking at the bodies (oW@ya) of your corpses! Woe 

to you who love intimacy (ovviSeva) with womankind 

and polluted intercourse with it! And woe 

to you because of the powers (€Eovota) of your body (o@ua), 

for (ydp) those will afflict you! Woe to you because of 

the forces (évépyeva) of the evil (tovnpdv) demons (datuwv)! 

Woe to you who beguile your limbs (uédos) with the fire! 

Who is it that will rain a refreshing dew on you 

in order that it might extinguish a multitude of fire from you 

together with your burning? Who is it that will give you the sun to 

shine upon you to disperse the darkness in you 

and hide the darkness and the polluted water? The sun 

and the moon will give a fragrance to you, together with the air (do) and 

the spirit (mvedyua) and the earth and the water. For (ydo) if the sun 

[does not] 
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II, 144:22-42 

TIPpie SKN NICWWMAa CENSACYACY’ Nceft]ako 

[Pn pute Zwwy NovNTH6 H OVXOPTOC Eqwite 

[MIEN CTpH TIpple AxWY WYydYyéNEam NYyw6T* 

[R]rew Nenoone’ ewywrte Ac ecuysN6N60M' 

[RJ61 BW NEACOAE Ncp2aiBec 3XxN NINTHES 

[MA] NIKEwWNd THpoy ETpHT* E7pai NMmac Nk] 

[mwp]u’ EBON SY NCovocTN €BOA UysCPKAH 

[ponolmel MT Kaz OVAATE Trai ETCPHT’ 2pal N2HTY 

SY WwW <UPSCPNSTT IMS WIM ETACPZSEIBEC AkWY” 

TOTE 6€ ECWYSNAYZSNE WYSCPNETI ATIKAZ THPY 

BV WYACP 2ENOVYE MrrecKoeIC NCPaNay: 

N20VO KE NEYNdLywTT’ Tap N2ENNO6 NZICE 

TNE” ETBE NINTHO LYSNTUTTOpKOV dAAX TBYW 

NEAOOAE OVAATTE SCYITOY MMayY Av dCw6T x 

Moov avMov’ dvwwiTe Ne€ MIka? TOTE [34] 

OVW? ETOOTY’ NEI IE TAKEY NAY KE OY[oK! N]H 

[TN] K€ MITETNAI NTCBW’ YW NETO [Natco] 

[Ovn] CENSZICE EVTALYE O€lLYy [eTTMAa ATE TH] 

[Ne] Sv TELTNITHT 820VN S[TAN]T YN] 

[ovN20«EINE Ac] E4V TNNOOVOly an]ITN ANNA 

[ym Na&€! THpoy NtaTE]TANMOOV TOV MMHNIc] 

144:35 Ms. inserts Cc above dy Tov to read dcuiToy. 
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II,7: The Book of Thomas the Contender 144:22-42 35 

shine upon these bodies they will wither and perish 

just like weeds ox (") grass (xéptos). If, 

now (u¢év), the sun shines on it (the weed), it prevails and chokes 

the grapevine; if, however (6€), the grapevine, 

prevails and shades those weeds 

[and] all that other brush growing up with it, and 

spreads and broadens out, it alone 

inherits (xAnpovoyetv) the land in which it grows 

and it dominates every place it shaded. 

So then (téte) when it grows up (av&dverv), it dominates all the land, 

and it is bountiful for its master, and it pleases him 

even more, for (ydéo) he would have suffered great pains 

on account of these plants until he uprooted them. But (AAG) the 

grapevine alone removed them and choked 

them, and they died and became like the land." 

Then (téte) Jesus continued, and said: "[Woe to] 

[you], for you did not receive the doctrine, and those who are [ignorant] 

will labor at preaching [instead of you]. 

Ana [you] are rushing into [debauchery]. 

[yet (6¢) there are some who have been] sent down to [rescue] 

[those whom you] killed daily 
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Ti LAS 23 

XEKSAC EYNSTWOYN 2M ITTMOV NdEI8T’ THNE 

NeT Pup NMME’ ANCKANABSAON® &vw ETTWT? 

QHTG NNAAOCTPION NSGIaT* THNE NETOVNO6 

N€é6 MMoov avlw EYTT MMooy &N* ETRE TMACIE 

ETEVNT YY’ E20VN Epooy NEI TTOVKOEIC Na&elat~ 

THNE NETpIME’ AYW ETOVPOAIBE MMOoY 2ITN 

NeTemNTe]Y 2EATILC KE CENSBWA THINNE 2ITM MP 

Pe NIM poelC ETETNCONE KE ETETNALYWTIE BN: 

WN TCApPZ SAAS KE ETETNSE! EBOA IN TMPpE MrrcI 

Wé NTE MBloc AVW ETETNCONE TETNNAGINEG 

Nov MTON XE ATETNKW NCWTN Mnz1ce MN TTNO6 

Ne6 A2HT’ ETETNWANE! TAp EBOA 2N NZICE MN 

Mraeoc ATe NCwWMaS: TETNAS! [Nofvanataycic 

NTooTy Mmsrseoc svwW TETNSPPPO MN TIppo € 

TETNTHT NMMS8Yy. GCYTHT NMMHTN XIN TENOY Lyd 

ENE? N&ne? 23MHN; 

THKWME NOWMAc 

TYIACAHTHG eyczat 

NN TEAEIO“ 

| Spl ramecve ie NSCNHY | 

U8] NETN TT pocevxH® 

| S\PHNH FONE EA HNO | 

MN NITINEVMATIKOC | 
<a 
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II,7: The Book of Thomas the Contender 145:1-23 Si 

in order that they might rise from death. Blessed are you 

who have prior knowledge of the stumbling blocks (oxdvéaAov) and who 

flee alien things (dA\détepLov). Blessed are you who are reviled 

and not esteemed on account of the love 

their Lord has toward them. Blessed are 

you who weep and are oppressed (SrAUBeLv) by 

those without hope (€ants), for you will be released from 

every bondage. Watch and pray that you wiil not come to be 

in the flesh (odp&), but rather (d4A\d) that youwill come forth from the 

bondage of the bitterness 

of this life (fos). And as you pray, you will find 

rest, for you have left behind the suffering and the 

disgrace. For (ydép) when you come forth from the sufferings and 

passions (td90¢) of the body (ota), you will receive rest (dvdtavovs) 

from the Good One (dya9dés), and you will reign with the King, 

you joined with him and he with you, from now on, 

forever and ever. Amen." 

The Book of Thomas 

the Contender (&9Antris), writing 

to the Perfect (tédeLos). 

Remember me also, my brethren, 

in your prayers (mpocevxt) : 

Peace to the Saints (elprvn tots aylous) 

and the Spiritual (mvevuatixds) 
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INDEX TO THE TRANSCRIPTION 

COPTIC AND GREEK WORDS 

PROPER NAMES 

Coptic Index? 

WATKAC N.M. "marrow" (6b) 

B03. 9 12/35) 

sMNTE Nn.m. "Hades," "the West" (8b) 

142:37 "Hades" 
14332 "the West" 

SN negative part. (10b) 

138:11,21,30,34; 139:8,14,17,26; [140:39]; L422) 23), 25150 

27 ADs) 242 323)7:3977 143:10,24,25,39,[40]; 144:4,7; 145:4,8 

sNai "be pleasing" (lla) 
Bp SNe 144:32 "to please" 

ANOK first pers. indep. prn. "I" (11b) 

L382, 135) 14229 

svuy coord. conj. "and" (19b) 

138:8,9,12,15,24,26,33,35,38; 139:1,5,14,24,35,36,36,37,39, 

42; 140:4,17,[22],23,25,26,26,28,31,33,3
4,38; Avila Se SG 

UG723 7307101 se7 142:13,14,20,21,23,28; 143:11,12,14,20, 

372930, 331, S531 30 lood cot 144:6,10,19,[27] ,28,30,32,35, 

38,40; 145:2,4,6,10,14 

sly interrogative "who," "what" (22a) 

Navy Ne 138:9,29,34; 139:10; 144:7 “how" 

Nd NpHTE 138:10; 142:24 “in what manner" 

buy N- 141:21 "what" 

leach Coptic word is followed by: 1) the "part of speech" it 

functions as, except for verbs, for which no "part of speech" is 

listed; 2) its English definition; 3) a reference, enclosed in 

parentheses, to the page and column of its entry in W.E. Crum: 

A Coptte Dtettonary (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1962); 4) alternate 

forms, if any, of the main entry as they appear in the text; and 

5) the location of the Coptic word in the text, cited by page and 

line number of Codex II of Nag Hammadi. The listing of alternate 

forms, which includes different states of the verb, dialectal var- 

iants, and distinguishable syntactic applications, are followed 

by their respective English translations, if they differ from the 

main entry. Any instance of (3) in which the reference is pre- 

ceded by "K" (e.g- K103), refers to a word entered in R. Kasser, 

Compléments au dictionnatre Copte de Crum (Le Caire: Inst. 

Frangais, 1964). 

41 
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sxN- prep. "without" (25b) 
Adee 

Bu nef, "tree" (28a) 
BW NEAooAE 144:25,26,34 "grapevine" 

BwK "go," "depart" (29a) 
Bwke~ 142:24 

BWA "loosen," "dissolve" (32a) ; 
BWA EBA 14136,7,15; 142:127 144318 "dissolve" 

Bode 139:15 "explain" 
BWA ITN- 145:7 “be released from" 
P BoA 142:[39] "escape" 

BANE n.m. "blind person" (38a) 
dd” N BANE T4025) ton "bland 
n.em.pl. BA\cEvVE Npwme 141:20 "blind men" 

BPBP "boil," "seethe" (42b) 
143:5 

EACOAE n.m. "grape" (54b) 

Bio NEAooAE 144:25,26,35 "grapevine" 

ENE? prefix of unfulfilled condition (56b) 
with neg. first perf. 141:24 

ENé2>) nom. “eterndty": (57a) 
adv. abs. 140:28 "ever" 
UZSENEZ TA NaS G6 foneven" 
Nwdsene? 141:17£ "forever" 
VBSENE? N&Ne? 145:16 "forever and ever" 

€pHY Nemote  wetellowl 3(59a) 
w. poss. adj. 138:4; 141:[27],]9; 143:21 "one another" 

€T6e" prep. "because of," "concerning," “in behalf of" (61a) 
138:6,25,37; 139:14,24,26,[42]; 140:7; 141:10; 142:5,35; 
143:28; 144:34; 145:4 
€TBE Tri 138:19,22,35; 139:4,11,12,[42]; 140:9 "therefore" 
€TBE OV 1395723 whye 

EWKE conj. “if,"\"as if” (63b) 
139:9 

él "come" (70a) 
€1 EBON ae L398 ilcome sronehy 
€1 €BOA 2N- 139:27; 145:9,12 "come forth from" 
eiw 141:22 "come (in order) to do" 

ips n. "eye" (and its sight) (73b) 
n.f. MNT[era] LAs 20) Msaght! 
nom. vb. nNaciat- 140[41]; 145:1,3,5 "blessed is" 

ele surely, then m7) 
Eele 138:32,[40] 

(eee BT n.m. "East" (76b) 
ACIBTE 143:5 
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EINE 

C\pe 

e1woT 
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ts "know," "recognize" (77b) 
MME EBC lon Les) L4isa05) 143226 

MMe MMO KE SNOK TIE... - WSSea3 

MMé 3 L4522 

be "like" (80b) 
INE MMo* 139:3 

doy "make" (83a) 

SIESIN 138:32; 143:32 
P- (often w/ Gk. inf.) 139:12,20,23,26,29; 140:22,23; 
141:1,[22],33; 142:4,8,11,15,18,19,20,(38]; 143:11,24,25, 
38; 144:6,6,26,28,30,30,31,32; 145:2,6 
ay 138:27£,31£; 140:25 
SN’ 138:11; 141:30; 142:21,32,34; 144:38 
imper. dp 145:20 

n.m. "father" (86b) 
n. pl. €lote Eadie s2 

elwre nat. “dew” (87b) 

EI TN 

KE 

Koy! 

Kw 

KdSKE 

144:15 

nem. ground” | (87>) 
ATT ITN 144:[41] "down" 
Nine amitn 140:35 "from heaven to earth" 

AN NTNE LWATITN av 142:33 "from heaven to the bottom of" 

n. "other," “also"  (90b) 

144:27 

n. "young person" (92b) 

n.m.pl. KOvV¢! 139:11 "babes" 

adj. Kovil N- 141:14 "short" 

"place," "appoint," "make" (94b) 

Kae Nw NZ 141:26 “esteem as" 

KW €BOoA N’ 142:39 "release" 

kw €zpat Rv 139:28 "“abandon" 

KW Ncws N’ 145:11 “leave behind" 

KsTooyTs EBOA 141:38 "despair" 

n.m. "darkness" (101b) 

139:19; 142:13; 143:26,30; 144:1,18,19 

adj. NkadKEe 140:24; 142:35; 143:33,[37] "dark" 

KAO OAE n.f. "cloud" (104a) 

KACOM 

KIM 

KW 

143:36 

n.m. . "crown" (104b) 

143329 

"move" (108a) 

138:(40],[41],[41]; 139:39 

n.m. 139:40 "movement" 

"bury" (120a) 

Ree iwe Tide compse: 
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KWTE "turn," "go around" (124a) 
143:17 
Kwte ssun-~ 144:5 “circle around" 
n.m. KatT 143:17 "wheel" 

KTO Veurn, | “surround™ — (1'2°7b) 

KTO M120 €BOA 142:28 "turn face away," “reject" 
KTO N° 142:32 "turn around" (trans.) 
KT0% 3” 143:3,4 "turn (self) toward" 

Ket nem ee Lande (a3ia) 
144:21,29,31,36 

KweT Nem. “eiretee (ssh) 
139:34; 140:21; 141:9,14,30; 142:12,12; 143:216,27; 144:14,16 

Ao "abandon" (135a) 

141: [37] 

A\BE n.m. "madness" (136b) 
141:39,[41]; 142:39; 143:24 

Ad3Vv "anything" (146a) 
P3847. 

AoyAry "perish" (148b) 

AouAey 144:22 "wither" 

Ma NiMeme places (53a) 
139:27; 141:36; 142:34; 144:30, [39] 

Me to "love" (156a) 
Macle 141:30; 144:9 

n.mM. MAciE 145:4 

Me nef erueh  AbSi6b) 
MHE 138%13;,26,30; D4022,17,20, [422 142-10 
adj. MMHE 138 899 VA0s2 22) true! 
adv. 7N OVMHE V4¥325- 9 "truly! 

Moy "die" (159a) 
144:36 

nem. 141:31; 143:26; 145:1 "death" 

MK&2 "be painful," "be difficult" (163a) 
Mok?) Sa 3 8i:216,,.30) 
Mok? N~ 139:14 

MMN~ "not be" (166b) 
MNTE* 139:5; 141:16; 143:9; [145:7] "not have" 
MNW60m ATE~ (conjunctive) 140:13 
MNW60M MmMoe N- (plus inf.) 140:28 
particle (Cwwne) MMon A OFZ) U5 (Gee eo 

MMIN "own," "proper" (168b) 
MMIN MMoz 138:12,16; 140:30; 144:2 

MN, NMM23 prep. "with" (169b) 
138:3,14; 144:10,27; 145:14,15,15 
as coord. conj. 139:34,35,38,40; 141:14,18,39; 142:11,13, 
16,17,17,18,36; 143:26; ais pL Oly ils, LO), 20) 2 Oo oe oi 
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(ABS Tas iePwon ands 
prep. MNANca 142:14 "“after" 

MEIN nee sign memark.  \(17.0b) 
n.m. MAINE 139:17 "target" 
nem. MHINE 139:16 "target" 

MHNe adv. "daily" (172a) 
MHINC] 144:42 

MINE mot. oisort,  iqualaty: = (72b) 

adj. NTEci Mine 141:28 "such," "of this sort" 

Mnys adv. "very" (180a) 
142:5 

Movp "bind" (180a) 
Mop* 2N- 140:30 “bind with" 

Mup’ 2N- 143:22 “bound in" 
n.£. mppe 140:32; 145:7£,9 “bond," "bondage" 

ModT nem. "road," "path" (188a) 

%) MocIT 2HT* 120220 9 to “dead, " "guider 

Mure n-£. . "middle" (190b) 

NATMHTE N- 141.17) “dan the midst, of! 

Movté "call," "speak" (191b) 

MOVTE Epo~ KE” 138:10,15,34; 142:7 (passive) "be called" 

MTON "rest," "be relieved" (193b) 

MTCN MMo* 140:42; 141:3 (reflex) "rest oneself" 

nem. 145:11 "rest" 

adj. NMTON 144:15 "refreshing" 

Msy (place) "there" (196b) 

adj. €TMMav T4ALs26. Asse that, "those" 

subst. NETMMO 144:12 "those" 

adv. MmMav 138:5; 143:3; 144:35 "there" 

adv. @Ma&v 143:6 “away” 

Moov numa “water” (197b) 

MAD ees eel A Aree tO oe 

Moy NCwpM 140:18 “meandering stream" 

mMeeve “think” (199a) 

MEeEVE €° 138:6 
meeve wer 141241 
meeve €por Ae” was 2i 

nem. | L422; 143:18,33,34£ "thought" 

dpl (ma)meeve 145:20 "remember" 

Moyov T "kill" (201a) 

MoovT? 144:42 

Moowe "walk" (203b) 

LS S23 

Moowe NMM23* 138:14 
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Move "fill" (208a) 
Mov? 28’ 143:34 "“£ill with" 
IMef}2N- -:143:27 "full of" 

Mov? "burn" (210a) 
nem. 143:[18],[28] 

N4 Naz preps to, oo for) (26b) 
138:6,22,26,28,37; 139:13; V40'3)2),4),8, 20; LO, 2d s H4i23 757.9, 
265° 14237, 9), V0); 22),2 7, 30% LAS LOL 7 Lo) LAL 29, SO 144:3, 
NL 2 lay, arpa Ol Siero 

Naw "be great" (218b) 
Na&eiaT4 145:1,3,5 “blessed is (one)" 

NHB Dea LOLAie (22 arc) 
PNatT & 144:30 "dominate" 
pNem do 144:31 "dominate" 

NIM adj. "every" (225b) 
adj. 138:[39]; 140:5,35; 144:30; 145:8 
n. indef. ovon NIM 140:1 "everyone" 
interrog. pron. NIM 138:9; 143:39; 144:15,17 "who?" 

NOoVN nem. "abyss" (226b) 
L4L233% a2 a, = 

Na&Nov- "be good" (227a) 
139": 315s aS 
subst. TeTNANOVY 140:15; 141:22f "the good" 

NOovNné Tistte en OO tum 122i) 
13931 

Nov Té Nem s JOdt 230) 
143:14 
adj. asTNovTe 143:9 "godless" 

NTokK second pers. indep. prn. Soi, osthour 
138:7,19; 139:20; 140:7; 142:8 
NTK~ 138:9 
ATaK 138:14 

NTwTtnN second pers. indep. prn. pl. "you" 
lesiesisce ILelCyGala! 
dep. prn. THNeE 138:29; 139:26; 142:40; L432 16,197, 217.297, S5S04 144:12,16,18,18, [39]; LEAS lend Spi Oreen 

NTOOY third pers. indep. prn. pie whey" 
as intensifier 139:2 "but," "however" 

Atoy third pers. indep. prn. sg. "he" 
as intensifier 140:15; 143:5 "but," "however" 

NTH6 nem. "plant," "weed" (233a) 
144:23,26,34 

Nav "look," "behold," "see" (233b) 
INN XS 138:19; 141:8,0; 144:8 
N&Vv €BOA 141:12 
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Nay nem. "“time," "moment" (234b) 

XM TINayY 139:5 “from now on" 

Novyp "be goodr-) (2395) 
PNoupe Na&x 140:8; 141:3 "be profitable for (one)" 

n.m. cP Novye 144:20 “good smell («Tot )," "fragrance" 

PZENOVYE N- 144:32 "be good season (2¢ )," "be 

plentiful for (one)" ; 

Noy 76 "Shake Off" (241b) 

N27 140:28 "dislodge" 

Nov7M "rescue" (243b) 
Na2M* 144:[41] 

Noyse "throw," "cast" (247a) 

Nox’? E72 pal x 141:33; 142:4 "cast down" 

NOX? AN ATIVE WastitTN wx 142:33 “cast from heaven down to" 

NExX* EBOA €2OVN EF 143:1 "cast into" 

Nob adj. "great," "large" (250a) 
No6 N* 142:36; 144:33 

N61 particle of extra position "namely" (252a) 

138s1,4,21,277,30% 139212),211, 22),25 7927 42) 140:5,9,37,40; 

TALS 4, 5 LO 2 142:3,6,7,10,19,26; 143:4,8,29,36; 

144: [26],37; 145:5 

No6NE6 "reproach," "revile" (252b) 

T4533 
nem. NOo6NC6 NZHT 145:11 "mocking" 

ONDadv. also, “again, Estill (255b) 

138:18; 143:3 

&N 143:4 

svw on 144:6 (with neg.) “not even" 

oce nem. “loss”  (256b) 

ay oce 140: [39] "forfeit" 

See ay reaye (2270) " 4 nom " 

Tdwe Oly 142:25; 144:39 proclaim, preach 

eo7 _n.m. "moon" (257b) 

144:7 

oz 144:20 

nysy TA; Nd poss. adj . (258b) 

passtm 

Tie 785 NO poss. art. "the one belonging to" (259a) 

4 438232; 3317-13979 

Tre n.f. “heaven" (259a) 

Nae aTITN 140:35 "downwards" 

SN NTN WATIITN & 142:33 "all the way down tou 

subst. NeETMTMCA NTE 138:42; 142:31 "the things above" 
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mai, tal, nat demon. "this" (259a) . 
Mal, maci ,Meel- 5 Tac, TEE 5 Nal, Nacl, NEEI- passim 
STE Tal ne LISTZOe st thatbesas,) Sec 
TSEl TE GE U3 9)3573) 4s 28) P42 20f meso al som 
TBE Tdi (6e) 138:19,22,35; 139:4,11,13; 140:9 "therefore" 
TT3c! ETM May W423 3peutehatwone.” 
Nel ETHMSyv At Seechose. 

Tho, TW*, Nw poss. prn. (260b) 
NETE NWN NE 141:4 "our own" 

TIWWNE "turn," "Change" (264a) 
TWNE 140:34 
TIONG? 142:35 

T1.2HT Toone! epor (refl.) "be frenetic" 142:1 

Téipé _ "shine," "come forth" (267a) 
Tp pre 139:24; 144:7,22,24 

TwpK "uproot" (268b) 
TIOpk~ 144:34 

Twp Ly "be spread out" (269b) 
[tw p]uy <B0A 144:28 
€frrdpuyt 142:37 

NOt Sefrun; selec Mao" (274a) 

yRwa ee hades 4312-6 
TIWT A20VN a- 144:40 "rush to" 
TWT Ncaxws dX 141:35 "rush headlong to" 
Tur Noam 141:40; 142:40,42; 143:2 "pursue" 
TwT 7N- 144:2 "walk in," "behave according to" 
MTWT 2HT?% N- UA03, 47 A5e2 “ellen 
TIWT 2!XN- 140:19 "rush upon" 

THwye "be beside oneself," "turn aside" (279b) 
TMwwWe €% 139:[37]; 143:28 (refl.) 
nem. THwwe 141:39 "dernagement" 
n.M. Twyt NIHT 141:40 "derangement" 

"be deranged" 

Twe =6"burst," "rend" (280a) 
143:20 

To? 143: [37] 

Te Xe ~ gsay 9 (285a) 
WAKE” = =—-« 138 39 
TI AKE* 138:4,21; ISO GPa, APA ALY 2ibe TAO S75 Malis SAPO 25 )= 
142:3,6,7,26; 144:37 

TEX 138:37; 140:9 

ps nem. "state," "condition" (287a) 
prep. 2&mp&s 138:24 "concerning" 

PH NEM sun (287) 
14434 7), 19),21),24 

po n.m.. "mouth" (288a) 
Spw- 142:34,[37] "against" 
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part. "same," "again" (290a) 
MSO 25 e) 140's'6 

‘burn, . scorch” | (2934) 
PwK2, pwx 139:36: 141:14; 142:2; 143:16 

pk 140:3 
neM. pwk? 144:17 "burning" 

"weep" (294a) 
145:6 

nem. "man" (294b) 
13'83:20,27,(1391; 139:24,34,36; 140:4,41; 14126,21,26,28; 
142:16 
n-M. PMNQNT 140:13,14 "wise man" 

n.m.f. "free person" (297a) 
Tinks MNT pM2e 143:31 "freedom" 

nem. "name" (297b) 
140:12 

Nemes. “king” (299a) 
145:14 
PPppo MN- 145:14 “reign with" 
SNPppe ©xN- 142:32 "be king over" 

Nemes south" (299b) 
HAS 213 

"watch," "be awake" (300b) 

145:8 

neme foot” | (302b) 

ETE MAVYNPSTC adj. 139:33 "unsearchable" 

"grow" (303b) 

pH, E2pei MN- 144:27 "grow up with" 
PHT 2pair 2N~ 144:29 "grow up in" 
pHT 21XN- 140:17 "grow beside" 

n.m. "manner," "fashion," "likeness" (304b) 

MATPHTE Qwwy N~ 144:23 "the same way as" 

MitipHTé NOG N- 138:41 : 

NSU NpHTEe 138:10; 142:24 “in what way," “how" 

poovy "have care for" (306b) 

pauye 

ca 

n.m. 141:13,[39] "concern" 

"rejoice" (308b) 
pale CXN* = 141:38 
pSwe 7p) 2N- 143:23 

nem. © Uiside,; ye part) 
prep. Ncw 140:1,42; 141:[40]; 142:23,29,40,42; 143:2; 

145:11 "after" 

adv. Nc sxw~ 141:35 "headlong" 

adv. Mics NTTWE 138:42; 142:31 "above" 

adv. MiTca N2pe 142:14 "above" 

prep. MNNCSX 142:14 “after” (temporal) 
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CS "be beautiful" (315a) 
n.m. Crcie 140:22; 141:[42] "beauty" 

cel "be satisfied" (316a) 
adj. arc€)i 140:25; 143:16 "insatiable" 

C&BE n.m. "wise person" (319a) 
n.m. CBE Npwme 140:41 "wise man" 
n.f. CSBH MMHe 140:2 “wise One" 
n.pl. C&Becv 141:41 "wise ones" 
n.M. CBOVE! 138:35 "disciple" 
nef. Caw 140:10; 141:21; 144:38 "doctrine," "teaching" 
adj. 437T<BW 8=140:12 "ignorant" 

CWBE "laugh" (320b) 
143223 
nem. 142:22; 143:23 “laughter," "laughingstock" 

copTe "prepare," "Set in order" (323a) 
CBTE THNE 2pal 2N NETNEPHY "prepare you for one 

another" (?) 
143:21 

cwWK "draw," "beguile," "impel," "gather" (325a) 
140:29,34; 141:[41] "drag," "lead" 
CwK IN“ 144:14 "“beguile with" 
Cwk 21%N“ 140:36 "drag upon" 
nem. 140:34 "impulse" 

CMING "establish," "construct" (337a) 
CMINE N2&*% 140:2,4 "make (for oneself)" 

CON nom. "brother" (342b) 
138:10,19 
nem. CN 138:4 
n.pl. CNHY 145:20 

CONT Dsé. “creature” (345a) 
138 2 [4L]is 23923 

CASNY "nourish" (347b) 
139225 VAOsL6 

CWN? "be bound, "_ "be fettered" (348b) 
CON?* N27 par IN ~ 140:31 “bind with" 

CONG pray, ueent coats 52a) 
U3 8s 225 e528) LO 

CTIOTOV Nee ep Sues >So) 
142:29 

CwpmM "wander," "err" (355a) 
New Lasso WError 

adj. Mov Ncwpm 140:18 "meandering stream" 

CATE Nie fe ares 36 0a) 
141,[24]; 142:2,[42]; 143:1,3,5 
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cite "throw" (360b) 
Waite Comme 139:16 “arrow" 
Wis Lo Cae 1392.55 s"arrow" 

CTol "smell"  (362b) 
+ CTOE| 140:24 to "be fragrant" 
T CPNovye 144:20 "give a fragrance" 

CwTt™ "hear," "listen" (363b) 
QUST Mead 38 13:7 5i5.299) bl 42 3971 0).27 a9 SListen: tox 
CWT NEBON 212 Om 2X7 138:24 “hear from (s.one) about" 

qwrt "choose" (365a) 
nem. 239328 "elect 

CuwTp "turn," "twist" (366a) 
CwTp f...cTrotoy 142529 "sneer" 

COoovN "know" (369b) 
COOVN 138:21; 140:39; 141:36; 143:40 

SOOVNG §) 5138212, 1559 1422.23 
COoVWN- 138:17; 141:24 
COVWN*% 138:16,17 
Ki COOVN Ac 138:18 "obtain knowledge about" 
nem. CoovnN 138:13 "knowledge" 
adj. »3TCooyvn 138:14; 144:[38] "ignorant" 
adj. x»tcoovne 138:11 "ignorant" 
n.m. peY4yCoovNe €po* 138:15 (refl.) "self-knower" 

Cwov? "gather" (372b) 
Coon 27 L4d 3d 

Cociuy ne. pair,” “twin” (374b) 
138:8 

Ciwe "be bitter" (376b) 

nem. 139:33; 140:32; 141:34; 143:28; 145:9 "bitterness" 

Coy "be polluted" (378b) 
cooyf 144:10,[19] 

c2ai "write" (381b) 
145:18 
CNG 1382 

c2IME n.f. "woman" (385a) 
n.-pl. C210oME 139:38,[41],42 "women" 

n.f. MN7Tc721ME 144:9 "womanhood," "womankind" 

cazov "curse" (387a) 
143: [41] 
subst. inf. Svcrjov AN 141:23 "not for (a) cursing" 

Bos einem foolls e(3e8a) 
140:14,15 ; 
n.f. MNTCé6E 143:34 "folly" 

A "give"  (392a) 
+ Na* 140:21; 144:17 "give to" 

Pat €ToOeyT 142:30 "hand over" 
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Fax N- 143:32,33 "exchange for," "surrender (smg) to" 
ay Gers 140:24 "be fragrant" 
Tt CTNOVYE 144:20 “give fragrance to" 
4 TKSC 141:9,18 "give pain" 
A OCEN S40): (39) es tortert" 
t OYBH- 142:5 "fight against" 
Tot Que 143:37 “wear," "be put on" 

TBNH n.m. "beast" (400b) 
n.pl. TBNOOVE 138!) 407) 39267949240 3S67 240126) p27 3 La 2 

n.f. MNITTBNH 138:29 "bestiality" 

TOK anders burns (404) 
TK TK 143:1 "(shower of) sparks" 

Tako "destroy," "perish" (405a) 
U393Si P4137 (42) 5 - Lasers 5s U4 422) 
MeO 394 ise LA0s 22), So elas sel 
n.m. T&KO 141:18; 143:24 "destruction" 
adj. ATTEKO 143:12 "“imperishable" 

TwkC "be pierced," "be stuck" (406b) 
Take wN- 140:27 

Sho Gruen eI. eee Pasir (407b) 

T+ TKAC Ney 141:9 "give pain to" 
TN OV? TKAG 141228" "ine pain" 

TuwMrT "meet" (416b) 
143:4 

TM’ neg. inf. 144:[21] 

TNNoov "send" (419b) 
TNNOOYV~ 144:41 

TONTN "be like," "resemble" (420a) 
TNTWN' 139215 

TN2 nem. "wing" (421a) 
140:2,18; 144:4 

TJyatpo nef. "mouth" (423a) 
140:29; 142:16 

iat Pa adj. "all," "whole," “every" (424a) 
139:28; 140:31,36; 142:32; 143:41; 144:6,27,31 
n.m. WHPY 138:18; 144:4,5 "the All," "the "universe" 

TwpEe Not. hands (425a) 

K& TOoT~ EBOA 141:38 to "despair" 
prep. Ntoot~ 143:18; 144:11,12; 145:14 "on account of," 
(instrum) "with" 
prep. (€B0A) TN’, 72! Toot 138:24; 141:34,[41]; 143:17,[38]; 
143:36,47) "by, "through" 
Tar eT007”% 142:30 "hand over" 
OVW) ETOOT4 139:32; 143:8; 144:37 "continue" 

Twp "seize," "rob" (430b) 
Topr~ 140:24 
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OM Va} Odn pee UNBee ee KG43\7b) 
TH IMM 145:15,15 “be united with" 

THY nem. "wind" (439b) 
142:17 

Twovn . "arise" (445a) 
145:1 

Tayo "increase" (452b) 
Tee OCI 142525)" 144239)  “proclaim" 

+7e "be drunk" (456b) 
139:37 
Taze‘ 2N~ =: 43:27 "be drunk with" 

eMKO "afflict," "humiliate" (459b) 
OMKE~ 144:12 

TAxpo "make, strong" (462b) 
TAXPHY 7) : 142:37; 143:13 "be fixed," "make fast against" 
Tee parr E7prl G4N- 143:10 "rely upon" 

OV interr. prn. "who," "what" (467b) 
139:23; 141:19,20; 142:4; 143:12 

Oovad n.m. "one," "someone" (469b) 
indef. art. 139:8,9,31; 141:14 
Tlows roves 139:19 "each one" 

OVA pant.. Malone; ) self" (470a) 
138:17; 139:1; 144:29,35 

Ove "be distant" (470b) 
OvHY' cBOA 2N~ 140220 

OVOE! interj. "woe" (472b) 
143:9,15,17,18; 144:2,10,37 
ovol 143:10,[21]; 144:8,12,14 

Ovw "cease" (473b) 

ovw + circum. 138:12,15,18 "to have already (done, etc.)" 

OVBE*, OVBH* "against," “opposite" (476a) 

T OV BH’ 142:5 "fight against" 

OYWM "eat," "bite" (478a) 
141:27,29; 143::19 
SVWM BOA QN- 139:3 "eat of" 

OVOEIN nem. "light" (480a) 
139:18,20,21,21,23,25,29,33; 142:18; 143:31,36; 144:4 

PevoeIn 139:20,23,26; 140:22; 142:18 "enlighten," 

"j1llumine" 

OVON "be" (481a) 
OYN- 140:18; 141:39; 144:[41] 

OVN’ + noun MMoz 140:18 "have" 

OVNT a7 138:5; 141:10,19; 142:6 "have" 

OVNTS* E20VN & 145:5 "have (an affection) towards" 

OvN6om mmo €7 138:25 "be able" 
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OVON prn. "someone," "Something" (482a) 
OVON NIM 140:1 "everyone" 

Oovnoyv n.f. “hour" (484b) 
XIN TENOV 145:15 "from now on" 

OVWN? "appear," "reveal," "be visible" (486a) 
OVWN2 EBOA 1392192 24214 
OV ON? EBOA £38'2267,29730 S27 oo, S614 ty L43l paso lecdin eso 
L4717,237267 14025,,19;,33,38; L4i2 5,8), 11, 12,059 4256, 20 
n.M. 2N OVWN? EBOA 139:40; 143:19 "openly" 

OYOCTN "broaden" (492b) 
OVOCTN EBOA 144:28 

OVWT adj. "single," "alone" (494a) 
ywu Norvwtr 140:16 "one and the same" 

OVOEILY n.m. "time" (499b) 
38353) V4 Uae VAD 14 
MITIOVOaI Wy L411 "now! 
NOVO Gelyy NIM 140:35 "always" 

OYWYYE "to desire" (500a) 
WA Oe a4 a2 VAS 4a 
nem. 2402303 244:2) "desire" 

ovwyy nom. “gap” (50a) 
OvWN- 138:[40] "without" 

OVUYH Nicene Ht e502) 
13916735, 39 78 L447 

OYwy4B "answer" (502b) 
1385277367 )1392127 14035,8,37 40s) 14122) a8 142:3,5,9,18,26 

OYw?2 "put," "set" (505b) 
Cvywe €TOOT* 139:32; 143:8; 144:37 "continue" 
Ovwr7 MN- = 140:13 (?) "dwell with" 

Ovw27M "repeat," "answer" (509a) 
ovw2mM N-  140:13 (2) 

OVX I "be safe" (511b) 
OV XAE| 143:6 "be saved" 

wey "forget" (518b) 
143:38 
eam’ 143:12 "be oblivious" 

WAK "be bent" (522a) 
AK wyrel Noa 142:23 "sneer at" 
AK Wee Nca 142:28 "sneer at" 

wmMc "plunge," "submerge" (523a) 
144:1 "baptize" 

WN2 "live" (525a) 
nem. WN2 PSO eae! 

wir "count," "esteem" (526a) 
loty 138:41; 145:4 
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wt + circum. 142:25 "reckon as" 
Ome qwo 141:26 “reckon as" 

WwpxX "be firm," "imprison" (530a) 
Wpex Apw- 142:34 “imprison” 

Witt "imprison" (531b) 
wot E€2ZOVN €- 142:38 

WSN "cease," "perish" (539a) 
AES 9i5 

WET "choke" (540b) 
144:24,35 

uy “be able" (541la) 
139:33; 142:24 
U4 6N60M 142:35 "can" 
MNwW60OmM Mmor A- (#i4in£é.) 140228" “cannot” 
MNWy60om (+ conj.) 140:13 "can not" 

ws prep. "toward" (541b) 
adv. Waene7 141:1; 145:15 "forever" 
adv. NwWeeNneéz 141:17 "forever" 
prep. WatItn s- 142:33 “down to" 

Lys "rise" (542b) 
143:30 

Ws nem. "nose" (543b) 
Ak wysel Nod 142:23 "sneer at" 
Ax wee] Ncae- 142:28 "sneer at" 

UsIBE "change" (551a) 
139:4,4; 140:33 

WyBHp  n.m. "companion" (553a) 
138:8 

uym oy Mecee stake 7(565a) 
U4yMOY & 140:27 

HN pnama. Stree eo (S6cb) 
240217; 142:15 

wine "seek," "ask" (56924) 

WING €7 138:23 “ask about" 

Wine ETBE- 140:6 “ask about" 

VINE NCY 140:1,[41] "seek after" 

WNS "be waste," "be dried up (572) 

n.m. 144:27 "stubble," "brush" 

MNtwNd nef. 144:[40] "debauchery" 

LJ&NTE’ pEelee punctual s (573a) 3 : 

WaANTEoV wuTie 143:12 "how long" (éws méte) 

ujwir “receive,” “suffer" (575a) 

lotr €Pp0* 139:30 "welcome" : : 

Ww e+ 21C€ etTpe- 144:33 "take pains with" 



WwTte "become," "happen," "dwell" (577b) 
13839), le V4Csey se VAS Vora SL Ore LAS : 
Woot’ 138:9; 139:21; 143:26,39,[41],[42]; 144:3 "exist," 
"dwell" 
Wwne Nec N- 140:26; 144:36 “be like" 
n.m. ywne MN- 144:10 "(sexual) intercourse" 
conj. €wwne AA 323)7 2 One toe 

conj. €lytte 13842355 0 ee 4 Oe 
con}. ewywme MMoN 140:12 “if not" 
WANT GOV Wit Ee 143:12 "how long" 

UjlopTT "be first" (586b) 
Pljpt N- Goaints)e 45272) "be firsticosn 
adj. Wopime s L4isi3 sv ianst™ 

wTekKo Nn.m. "prison" (595b) 
143:11 

wytoptp "disturb," "trouble" (597b) 
ugtpTwp 141:2 

rv nem. "use," "value" (599a) 

TIETP yay Tre 140 4a iteishuseftul! 

W4wuj “make equal" (606a) 
N.om. Wwwy Novwt 140:15 "one and the same (thing)" 

lye "be fitting" (607b) 
verbal subst. TheTecwe An ne eTpe- ibskioaik Waite sks: hoe 
fitting ston 

U4ZaXxe "speak" (613a) 
138:1 
U4ZExe 142:9 
wWs%e €TBE”. 138325; 139:13 "speak about" 
44sXE MN- 138:3 "Speak with" 
pitting MES Ieake ab real wal adey| Mra he 

y) "bear," “carry, “take™ ~((620a) 
uit? MMaw 144:35 "remove" 

23 prep.) “under,] “Yan, "at" (632a) 
prep. 27&°H N- 138:23; 141:10 "before" 
prep. 7anps 138:24 "concerning" 

2€ n.f. "way" (638b) 
CONI~ MAell te Oe 139:7; 141:28; 142:[21] "so also" 
prep. kaTa& ee 140:8 "just as" 
prep. Noe 138: [39],41; 139:6,9,16; 140:17,27,28; 141:27; 
143331; 144:36 “like,” "as" 
adv. Naw N26 138:9,10,29,34; 144:7 "how" 

2H n.f. "“forepart" (640b) 
prep. 20H N- 138 237041 On" betores 
verb complement ee 1402 3),5,207 14ds0% 14533 

24 nem. "season" (643a) 
P2E Neve 144:32 "be plentiful" 
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2), Zlww- prep. Wong Daye "in" (643b) 

TAZA 2930 243i: [381 
prep. 2'ITN- 141:[41]; 143:[38] "through," "by" 
prep. €BOA ITN’, Z2!TOOT” WSS 2Ar VASA Ase Lipa Si: 6 
prep. W!xN- 140:17,19,36; 141:17 "upon," "over" 
Tot a 143:37 "be put on" 

ZIH De fA S ciel wayn 

27° Ns race: 
LAD 28ieed 143% 2 

prep. NN 32pNi~ 138:27,29; 141:20 "before," "in presence of" 

QO pantan gusto sys pabt,) 4 COOP al Sous ® (651b) 
138:2,42; 139:9; 141:28; 144:23; 145:20 

wB n.m. "thing," "work," "event" (653a) 

139:19 
n.pl. 26HYVE 138:30; 141:31; 144:5 

ZaiBec n.f. “shade," "shadow" (657b) 
P2S€1BEC SXN~ 144:26,30 "to shade" 

QwBec "cover" (658b) 
wkjen ©) : "garment" 

2aA n. "servant," "Slave" (665a) 
nem. 2M28A __141:31 "servant" 
n.f. MNT2M28A 143:32 "slavery" 
Pem2dA 144:6 "enslave" 

2WA "Ely" (665b) 
140:3 

06 "be sweet" (673a) 
orb? 143:29 
n.f. 7A6eE 140:23; 141:30 "sweetness" 

2N~, N2HT* prep. "in," "by"(agency), "with" (agency) (683a) 

138:5,31; 139:16,21,36,[39] ,40; VAD, 22yeaper peor oOr 

HAMA 6), 87852 ls, Lei24 neovoe 7 USoUlr ADS aD 13g liGry a. ripe Oy 

[26] ,34; 143:7,17,19,20,22,25,26,27,29,35,36,41; aaa 2,, 

UALS ee 5a See tol 
BOA 2N- 138:20; 139:1,3,8,9,28; 140:2,20; 144:16; 145:9, 

127 eros 
2pai gN- 13827; 139:34,35,38; 140:25; 143:16,16,21,23; 
144:29 “within" 

Ni2pav 2N- 140:32; 142:12 "in," "within" 

2OYN nm. "inward part" (685b) 

prep. €20YN €”, €po* 142:38; 144:40; 145:5 "into," 

"towards" 

20 EINE n.pl. "some," "certain," "others" (689b) 

139:17; 140:18; 141:[39]; 144:[41] 

indef. art. pl. LENG, 7S = 138:35; 139:11; 140:2,4; 141:41; 

143:1 
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qwrt "hide" (695a) 
139:19; 142:13; 143:[36]; 144:19 
@HN 138:1,19,25 
qHn e° 138238) “hidden: from" 
ZH NN&zpN- 138:28 "hidden before" 
QN ov wT 139:40; 143:21 "secretly" 

apal "upper part;" 2pai "lower part" (698a; 700a) 
prep. 2pai 2N-  138:7; 13934 Sb oor LA0c 2 Sir ea Sel 56 2 oie 
144:29 "within" 

prep. N7pal 2N- 140¢31£7 142312 “in, SMweehine’ 
adv. €?par 13928; 144:8,27 
prep. €?paj «~  139:30; 141:33; 142:4,[41] "up to/down to" 
prep. €?pai €XN- TZ ONA Wey Laie 4a DSi 43210) Satnpon™ 
adv. Mncs N2pe 142:18 "above" 

Z>P€2 "keep," "guard" (707b) 
SPS2 E- 140:12 "observe," "pay attention to" 

Ics “labor,” “be difficule™  “(71/0b) 
144:39 
nem. L44is33's Passi 2) Mpain; 4 “sufrering. 

QHT n.m. "heart," "mind" (714a) 
U3Sir7i7 US9s37 + L40927 5 Lavra O 42's 20s ass 28S aos A Siseo 
n.m. pMA2HT 140:13,14 "wise man" 

HT nem. North" 27(7/17b) 
143:4 

QoTe Nets) Vereans (7205) 
Prore aA 7 141:1 “be afraid of" 

2wWTs "Kel voatslaughter”. —(7:23b) 
TAOS 53 3U4 2216: 

Neat. VETBE 144:8 "corpse" 

QwT™™ pion oe (K103) 

qtr "join," "sink"(sun) (724b) 
139:24 "set" (light) 

QweTer “inquire” (728a) 
2eT QT” U3B8i28 (rekll..) 

Qoev nem. "day" "(730a) 
T3956 LSOew LAs Gy Te) a4 iy, 

2OoOv "be bad" (731la) 

adj. €800V 141:34; 142:15 
subst. TEGO00Y 140:15 "the bad" 

QWON, Sto, Sraan i) (732) 
144:15 

n.M. 2oov 142:17 

2evo on.m. "greater part" (735a) 
adv. N20vo 139:10; 144:33 "more" 
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2Oov p(c) "deprive" (737b) 
Pov posit’ N- 141:29 (first attestation) "deprived of" 

QOov T n.m. "male" (738b) 
OV T 139:38 
2OOvT 139:41,[42] 

22 adj. "much," "many" (741b) 
140:[38]; 142:5,14; 144:16 

Xe* con). (746b) 
introd. diréct/indirect speech 138:4,7,9,10,13,15,21,26, 
28,34,37,38,39; 139:12,13,21,25,32; 140:1,6,7,9,10,[37]; 
14163337 47.19,, 22,24 peo,4L7 142:3,6,8,8,10,19,20,25,27,30; 

143:9,13,[40]; 144:37 
conj. 138:16; 139:6,17,31; WAS 6, tvi,e2er LA4s5 7 pl oo nso: 

145:7,11 "because" 
final 139:27; 145:8,9 “in order that" 

XI "receive," "take" (747b) 
138:35; 142,[42]; 144:38; 145:13 
XI COOVNE a&- 138:18 "obtain knowledge about" 
x) KPoTT <po* 138:20 "stumble on" 
XI MOEIT 2HT~ 140:20 "guide," "lead" 

Ko "sow" (752a) 
VAD VI, 

Koe nemen wa lLieea(753b) 
[xo Je 142: [36] 

XW “speak," “say,” “tell” | (754a) 

ISGS7), 22,27, 387 Loot ee7 140:1,6,8,10,38,40; 141:20,20,21, 

22,23; 142:10,22,27,30; 143:8 
imper. Xo0o* 138:37 "tell" 

Xw n.m. "head" (756a) 
€XN~, SKNY CXW7 139:[41],42; 141:1,38; 142:32; 143:10,14; 

144:5,5,18,22,24,26,30 “upon” 

Ncaxw- 141:36 "headlong" 

QV N- 140:17,19,36; 141:17 "upon," "over" 

XwkK "complete," "finish," "perfect" (761a) 

XwkK S&BOA 141:32 "complete" 

XHK' EBON NZ 140:14 "be perfect in (respect of)" 

KEK BAC conj. “in order that" (764a) 

w/second fut. 138:22; 143:7; 144:16; 145:1 

KEKSXC YN’ + Second fut. 139:26 "not in order that" 

XwAK  "“tension," "stretch" (766b) 

KWAK. «1 COn els Os 576 "shoot," "aim" (arrow) 

KWAK 37 139317 “shoot," “aim at” 

XwwmMe nem. "book" (770b) 

XwmMe 145:17 
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XIN, KN7 

239215 
prep. "from" 

prep. XN ATE wanitn 

(772b) 

142:33 "from heaven down to" 
adv. KIN TeENOY 145:15 "from now on" 

XTOo )6=—r "beget," "bring forth," “acquire"  (779a) 
138:40; 139:10; 141:24 

XEpo Eblazey UE an 7S hD) 
WESC SON SS) 

Xwwpe "scatter," "disperse" (782b) 
Xwpe EBor 141:7 “bring to naught" 

Awe "stumble" (786a) 
XI Xpomt €- 138:20 "stumble on" 

Xoeic nem. "lord," "master" (787b) 
138:21; 139:13,20,[22]; 140:6; 141:3; 142:3,8,19; 144:32; 
145:5 

XICe "be high" (788b) 
adj. €TxXoce™ 138:33 "exalted" 

KouxG E burn cook! (796b) 
Kayxy 140:26 

xw?m "be defiled" (797b) 
n.m. Kw2mM) 140:37; 141:31 "corruption" 

XB XE nem. "enemy" (799b) 
143:30; 144:6 

6¢ part. "then," "therefore," "now" (802a) 
138:14,19,22,32,34; 139:4,6,11; 142:24,35; 144:31 

6 "remain" (803a) 
TSO 27 

6watr "reveal" (812a) 
6watt €BOA 138:6; 140:[38] 

60m n.f. "power," "strength" (815b) 
OYN60M MMo-~ + inf. 138:25,29 "be able to," "can" 
SR60m + conj. 144:24,25 “be able to," "can" 
MNvw60M + con}. 140:13 "not be able to" 
MNuwy6om Mmoe N~ + inf. 140:28 "not be able to" UWyon6om N- + inf. 142:35 "be possible" 

6INE "find" (820a) 
140:42; 143:2,3,5,6,7; 145:10 
6N60M + conj. 144:24,25 "be able," "can" WENSOM Ne + inf = 142535." “beable JY ®oan® 

6woy “be narrow" (835a) 
6Hv" = 142:34 

6wugT "look, see" (837a) 
6st ae 144:3° "look at" 
Gawyt AXN- 144:5 
6rxyT Ezpat 144: 

"look upon" 
8 "look down" 
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ayaddéc adj. "good" 145:14 

éy arn Misikis "love" 139:33; 141:10,13 

dyyeAocg n.m. "angel" 142: [41] 

ayvoc saint” 145:22 

are 

a&9AntHhC 

adja as) is 

n.m. "air" 142217; 144:[20] 

n.m. "contender" 145:18 

atxuaArwtlCeuv "imprison" 140:23 

alyudAawtoc n.m. "captive" 143:22 

GAVOLS Tet "chain" 140:31 

GAA "rather" 
144:34; 

ww but “ " 

PAS E27 ¢ 

PSG 39 

145:9 
conj. 
VA2s 217 

GAASTOLOV Ne Ns "alien" 145:3 

duiyy (278MHN ) interj. "amen" 

avayun Ais Sie "necessity," "torment" 

avaAnuwes migees "ascension" 138:23 

AVETAVOL S mMiskic rest. 145:13 

davaxwoetv "revert" 139:29 

AmeLtAh (&TIAH ) Tarts "threat" 143:4 

doxetv to "rule" 142:31 

GOXov 

avEdvetv 

n.m. "archon," (spiritual) "ruler" 

"grow" 144:31 

&p8ovog (sy + H9dvoc) adj. "sufficient" 

d&pooun Tiferite "instigation" 142:17 

BdSoc n.m. "depth" 138:18; 142:36 

Bloc n.m. (Enis) it rer Adee S), 139) h7 

ydo 138:13,17; 
143:6; 

WsEopes t "since" 

T4257 

141:5 

con}. 
20; 141:6,27,35; 

interj. "yes" 

6a luov n.m. "demon" 144:13 

P38217), 21,365 
143 '=)5is 

" but ” 
6é conj- "and," 

142:2,3,9,19:7 141:12,19,23; 

139:17,27; 

142:[271,]9;3 

140:9; 

143:14; 

139:6,41; 
144:12,21,33; 

139:4,12,18,20,28; 
144:25, [41] 
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141326729, 371; 

145:16 

141:34 

142:31, [40] 

142:21 

145:10 

140:10,14,16, 
145:12 

140:40; 
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Stapopd nen. "different sort" 139:10 

eldwrov non. "phantom" 141:16 

etotvn Hipiive "peace" 145:22 

éAntCertv (2eaTize ) "to hope" 143301 

éAntc (QeATT Ic) Neiiwe es Nope sy P3985 T4339 13 P39 aon 4a Sie 

évépyeta Net. torce™ 144:13 

EEovola Mopac "authority," "power" LAD 32 LAA 

émevdn conj. "Since," "because" T8207), L057 VA 07 pss 
141:5,30; 142:2,25 

éniSuuta nf. Tdustes UA0S3/,25,7927 al4a332 

éeyatne n.m. "laborer" 138:34 

q con}. or" 138:9; 141:20,21; 142:28,29,35; 144:23 

fhdovy Diets "pleasure" 140:24 

SACBEeLv "be oppressed" 145:6 

Svntdc adj. as n. "mortal" 141:22 

nudv conj. "although" 138:14 

uanvec n.m. "smoke" 143:35 

uaottog n.m. Desh ebielp et) ist oil alas 

uatd& prep. "as," "according to" 140:8,34 

UATEXELVY "restrain" 143:38 

nuANnPpovouEty "inherit" 144:28 

nuoAdCEerv "punish" 142:15 

udouoc n.m. "world" 13835307 5142322263 L4seLa 

uolverv to "judge" 144:4 

uoloric Nice. "judgement" 143:7 

Adyos n.m. "reason" 138: [40] 

Aoy Ludv adj. "rational" 138: [42] 

yaudetoc adj. "blessed" 139:25 

aot Lyodv Face hict, we whap” 141:33 

UGOTLE Mey ie "whip" 142: [42] 

wéye8oc NN. "majesty" US Ses2736 
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uéAoc Meron. "limb," "member" 139:36; 140:31; 141:37; 144:14 

pév conj. "indeed," "on the one hand" 139:16; 142:19; 
144:[24] 

HEP LUVaY "be anxious" 142:4 

uyte interrog. part. in neg. question UTS sNOt s. 139:8 

yopen net. "form" 141:16 

voetv "recognize," “notice" 142:20; 143:24,25; 144:6 

otav con}. "when" 138:24; 139:18,28 

ovuclta  n.f. "essence" 139307130 

obte conj. "nor," "neither" T4324), 25 

md80g n.m. "pyassion" 145:13 

TAAL VY adv. "vet, elagain, “backs 140:8; 141:11; 141:23 

TAPAS LEO6VaL "hand over" 142:40 

tet SELv "persuade" 142:19 

TLLOTEVELY "believe" 142:11; 143:[40] 

MeGtec | N.t. Nfaith" 141:10 

TAGOUa nen. "body" mS Oy, 

MANY! Net. "smiting" 143:30 

TLAHOOUA Nets "PDleroma," (divine world) T38233 

Tve dua nen. "spintey 140:3,5; 144:21 

TVEVUATLUOS adj. "spiritual" (one) 145:23 

TOVNnedv adj. "evil" 144:13 

TIOGELS n.f. "deed" 142:2 

moénmet (impers) "it befits" 142:8 

TOOOELXH niet "prayer" 445:21 

Tc interrog. "how" 138:32 

odp& Merci "flesh" ail e a) peat. aly tele ean 45:29 

coudvdSoAo0v Tisilie "stumbling-block" AS 2 

onuevoS Mies "vessel" 141:6 

copta n.f. "wisdom" 140:14 

oomés adj. "wise (man)" 140:16 
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omnAaLrov nen "cavern" 143:22 

ovviseraon.f. "intimacy" 144:9 

ovvovola Miche "(sexual) intercourse" 139:8 

oO wa nn. "body" UZSR3 9739 2,47070, 547 LAlsa2> VAs a7 
£4433, E07 223 9145213 

awthe (cwp ) Niel. "Savior" 138:1,4,27,37,39; 139:25,32; 
140:9,[40]; 141:4,25; 142:6,10,26; 143:8 

Tadalnwoog adj. "miserable" 141:21 

TtdptTaPpoc n.m. "Tartaros" (netherworld of punishment) 142:36 

Tap tapovxog n.m. "Tartarouchos," "Chief of Tartarow" 141:41 

tadMoC n.m. "tomb" 141:17; 142:13 

TEAELOC adj. "perfect" 140:10; 145:19 
: PTEeAcioc to "perfect" a3 925 4 Olea! 

MNTTEACIO‘C "perfection" 138:36 

tote adv. "then" 138325; 139:19,29,31; 141:9,15; 143¢9- 
144:31,36 

bmneétne n.m. "servant" 139:31 

bmovovy Techie "patience" PA Siz 

gwavtacta n.f. "appearance" 140:21 

o8dvog nem, "jealousy" 
adj. AT PSONOC TA2 3210" “suttivcient! 

gpayedAodv to "scourge" 141:35; [$pareArnov (for gpayéA- 
ALov?) ] n.m. "whip" 143:1 

ovorc mer. "nature" 141:34 

XaALVde n.m. oie! 140:29 

xdédptoO¢S n.m. "grass" 144:23 

vox Tepes "soul" 139:37; 140:40; 141:18; 144:1; pl. 
WV XOOVE 140:26; 143:15,20 

6 vocative part. On 139:25 

& inter}. TOU" U39:232),03 

as (Qwe) conj. "while" 138:4,14; 140:7; 141:42; 143:42 

N 

Proper Names 

Saudc Thomas 138:2,4,19,21,37; 139:12,22,25; 140:6,37; 
141:2,19; 142:3,8,19; 145:17 



*Inootdc 

*TovSac 

Madsatac 

6 Lote 

TaptapovxKocg 
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(1c) Jesus 139:21; 144:37 

Judas SSeS, 

Mathaias 33:2 

WSs Ayi27 737 Poot SO 25+, S25 (T7Cvop ) "Savior" 
142:6,10,26; 143:8 140:9,[40]; 141:4,25; 

"Chief of Tartaros" 141:41 
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CHAPTER I 

THE LANGUAGE OF THE BOOK OF THOMAS THE CONTENDER 

The following linguistic analysis, given in quasi-tabular 

form, concerns the text of Codex II from page 138 to the end of 

the Codex. While the author has had opportunity to examine the 

linguistic features of many of the tractates of Codex II, the 

current aim is to restrict the analysis of the tractate at hand, 

only rarely referring to these features of other tractates in 

the Codex. However, it can be broadly stated at the outset that 

the Nag Hammadi Corpus appears to contain three main types of 

Coptic dialects: Subachmimic (the Jung Codex, Codex X and the 

first part of XI); a quasi-Sahidic dialect whose syntax and, to 

a lesser extent, orthography display features mostly attested in 

lower Egyptian dialects, e.g. Bohairic and Fayyumic ("The Three 

Steles of Seth" [CG VII,5], "Zostrianos" [CG VIII,1], "Allogenes" 

[CG XI,1]); and a type of Sahidic whose orthography displays many 

features attested mostly in Subachmimic texts, of which Codex II 

is a very good example. Codex II, though representative of one 

of the main dialect-types found in the Nag Hammadi Corpus, does 

not possess within itself complete linguistic unity, since it 

contains tractates probably taken from a number of other Coptic 

manuscripts of various milieux. For this reason we limit our- 

selves to a consideration of the linguistic features of the 

single tractate, Thomas the Contender. 

The linguistic analysis will be divided into two sections: 

syntax and dialect. 

Syntax 

Though the syntax of Thomas the Contender could be laid 

out in a number of ways, we have adopted the form of a tabular 

presentation divided according to the types of clauses, both 

main and subordinate, used to create meaning units. As such, 

the analysis is entirely restricted to the way in which, gram- 

matically speaking, a given topic (or "“subject") is commented 

upon (receives a "predicate"). This means that we shall be 

discussing the two main types of Coptic sentences, non-verbal 
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and verbal, rather than discussing questions of morphology, 

phonetics and the use of particles and prepositions. The pre- 

sentation will be from a synchronic (descriptive) rather than 

a diachronic (historical) perspective, except where, in a few 

cases, a comment from the latter perspective seems apt. 

Accordingly we will treat: I) non-verbal clauses, both 

nominal and adverbial, and II) verbal clauses. The verbal 

clauses will be discussed under five heads:? A. Basic tenses, 

which comprise seven tenses, including three pairs of affirmative 

and negative forms plus one long negative form; B. Satellites of 

the basic tenses, of two kinds: 1) the second tense, which has 

the effect of making the verb to which the second tense morpheme 

is prefixed into the logical subject of an adverbial sentence 

whose adverbial element becomes the logical predicate, and 2) the 

sentence converters which (a) in the case of the particle NeéE- 

converts the sentence into its corresponding preterit,? and (b) 

in the case of the circumstantial particle €” and of the rela- 

tive particles €1T’,é€Té€ , €~ and (€)NTA~ convert the tense from 

a main sentence into a subordinate clause; C. Clause conjugations 

which comprise 1) three subordinate clause equivalents which tem- 

porally or conditionally qualify a main sentence, and 2) two con- 

junctives which serve to continue a preceding sentence or clause 

conjugation. Clause conjugations are earmarked by a unique nega- 

tive, TM- ; D. The imperatives are set apart from sentence con- 

jugations since only the causative imperative is really a con- 

jugation. E. Infinitive constructions which, while they neither 

form sentences nor conjugations, can be elements of sentences, 

e.g., the actor or complementary (direct, oblique) object ex- 

pression. 

It is hoped that such an arrangement will not only possess 

a logical structure but also provide a framework within which 

certain striking features of the syntax of Thomas the Contender 

can be set in relief against an orderly pattern. Not every 

detail, normal or abnormal, will be treated here; irregular 

features crucial to the interpretation of the tractate which are 

not covered in the grammatical analysis will be dealt with in 

the commentary. 

I. Won Verbal Clauses. 

A. The Nominal Sentence. In Thomas the Contender, nominal 

sentences are used to state an identity between two or 
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more subjects expressed as substantives, and to assign 

properties to one or more subjects expressed as substan- 

tives. Identity statements consist in three patterns: 

1) The immediate juxtaposition of the absolute inde- 

pendent pronoun of the first or second person with a 

definite substantive (138:7; 139:20; cf. 138:9) which 

uses the construction reduced pronoun plus substantive; 

2) the mediate juxtaposition of one or more definite 

substantives with another definite substantive by means 

of the (demonstrative) particle ne, Té, Né functioning 

as copula in the pattern: substantive or independent 

pronoun plus Te plus substantive (138:13; 143:14; most 

often rael Te CE , 13927; 141:28; 142:20), or in the 

pattern: substantive plus substantive plus T<¢ (arly. Wo} Cis) 2) ae 

and 3) the juxtaposition of a substantive or pronoun 

(independent, demonstrative or interrogative) with the 

demonstrative (or interrogative) with the demonstrative 

particle me, TE, Né, functioning as "subject," and often 

followed by a complement, either a relative adjective or 

an infinitive phrase: Te etc. plus relative (139:1f; 

140:6,7£; 141:19f; 142:2f£,8; 143:39; 144:15,17); Tre 

followed by infinitive phrase (138:11); Me alone (141:4). 

Attributive statements assigning properties to a 

subject expressed by a substantive have much the same 

pattern as identity statements, except that the topic 

of the sentence ("subject") is a definite substantive 

or pronoun (independent or demonstrative) and the com- 

ment ("predicate") is an indefinite expression. The 

patterns are 1) immediate juxtaposition of a first or 

second person independent pronoun with an indefinite 

expression (138:14,35; 139:11); 2) the mediate juxta- 

position of a definite subject expression with an indef- 

inite expression by means of the (demonstrative) parti- 

cle te, TE, NE functioning as copula and following the 

indefinite expression (139:6; 142:22); and 3) the juxta- 

position of an indefinite expression with the (demonstra- 

tive) particle mé, Té, NE functioning as "subject" which 

always follows the indefinite expression (141:41; 142:5; 

143:16). The pattern can contain an adverbial or adnomi- 

nal complement which immediately follows the indefinite 
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It. 

expression (139:9f,31; 140:9). The demonstrative parti- 

cle can also occur within the indefinite expression 

(139:8). Should the "subject," expressed by the demon- 

strative particle, be defined by a relative adjective, 

the latter is immediately joined to the demonstrative 

particle, e.g. 232 Pap NETH OvBHyY (142:5). Finally, 

the attributive statement, like the identity statement 

can take a complementary infinitive (140:9). 

A peculiarity related to the non-verbal sentence 

deserves mention. In 142:20f we read: aVW COVONZ 

CBOA KE TAE! [re Ele AVW TrEKYWYaKE O NaTheoNoc. 

The qualitative O is clearly inserted above the line 

over the < of waxe. Assuming the restoration Tisci TE 

6€ is correct, the insertion of 0 in the sentence co- 

ordinate with it is very peculiar. The scribe ought to 

have crossed out the N of NaT Pe0nNoc and written ov 

above it and inserted a Té after the emendation to 

oYsTdSONOC . What must have happened is that the 

scribe executed the correction requiring the least emen- 

dation. TleKWaxe Nat deonoc is not a sentence, as it 

lacks a copula, and the easiest way to create a sentence 

is to insert the qualitative 0 before the N in NasToeonoc, 

yielding a sentence usually reserved for the attribution 

of accidents (properties contingent on time, etc.) rather 

than of enduring properties. 

The Adverbial Sentence. There are six pure adverbial 

sentences in Thomas the Contender (143:6£,19,25,29,35; 

144:18), occurring in adjectival phrases employing the 

preposition ?N’ preceded either by a relative or circum- 

stantial particle, and a seventh also preceded by the 
circumstantial: epermovmeeve Ue NeviTpagic (142:1). 

Verbal Clauses. Verbal clauses in Thomas the Contender can 

be treated under five heads: Basic Tenses, Satellites of the 
Basic Tenses, Clause Conjugations, Imperatives, and Infinitive 
Constructions. The First Present will be discussed as a basic 
tense, in spite of the fact that diachronically it belongs to 
the class of adverbial sentences. 

A. Basic Tenses. 

1) Bipartite Basic Tenses. 

a. First Present. Morphologically the First Present 
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appears as described in the standard manuals, with 

no anomalous forms. Syntactically, the First Pre- 

sent is used in Thomas the Contender in four main 

ways. As an independent statement of fact in pres- 

ent time it is used with verbs of knowing, per- 

ceiving and saying as these occur in direct dis- 

course (138:12,22,38; 139:13; 142:4,27,30) as well 

as in the indirect statements created by them 

(138:26,38), and finally in the course of a nar- 

rative (139:16). Unquestionably in Thomas the 

Contender, the First Present is used preponderantly 

in the formation of substantives (relative sub- 

stantive, fifty times), of adjectives (relative 

adjective with definite antecedent, forty times, 

circumstantial with indefinite nouns, pronouns, 

and relative adjectives, ten times) and, as cir- 

cumstantials, of adverbs (forty times). 

A second use of the First Present is found in 

phrases with an impersonal subject (138:26; 140:37; 

141:3; 142:20), cast in the third feminine singu- 

lar. The third use is found in causal clauses 

introduced by EMNI\AH (138:10; 141:30f; 142:23,25), 

Tap (140:14; 142:4), and once by Xé’ (143:22). 

Lastly, the First Present is used in the protasis 

of present general conditional clauses, introduced 

by etyne’ (138:28,30; 140:11). 

In Thomas the Contender the First Present of- 

ten occurs with an anticipatory subject which is 

recapitulated by a proclitic pronoun. The First 

Present is, finatly, negated by \N alone except 

where it occurs in a relative substantive or ad- 

jective, where it is negated by N....N. An 

exception is 141:12; NeETNaVv AE EBOA 2N 

NETOVON? EBOA SN. 

Finally, there seems to be a preference for 

the use of the qualitative THT wherever the verb 

TwtT could be used in the First Present. This is 

good Sahidic style for verbs of motion in the 

present tense. 

b. First Future. Morphologically, the First Future 
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presents no anomalous forms, except in the assimi- 

lation of N in the second person plural proclitic 

pronoun TeETtTN’ with the N of Na producing TeTNY 

instead of TeTNNA- . There is, however, one case 

(145:10) where we have TETNNa-~ without assimila- 

tion. In the case of the first person plural, 

where the First Future is preceded by a tense 

converter such as a relative («€71~) or preterit 

(Ne’), necessitating the replacement of the pro- 

clitic pronoun TN’ by the suffix pronoun N, there 

are no cases of the assimilation of N with Na- to 

produce Na alone (cf. TEeTANS , 141:20,21). 

Syntactically, the First Future is used in 

Thomas the Contender mainly in narrative (twenty- 

four times). It is occasionally used in relative 

forms: relative substantive: 141:20; 142:27; 143: 

10; 144:15,17); and relative adjective: (140:33 

[three times]; 143:11). It is frequently used 

in the apodosis of temporal result clauses, mostly 

accompanied by Tote : (139:19,29f [two times]; 

141:8,15; 142:14; 145:13,14f), and in the apodo- 

sis of conditional clauses: (140:11f; 141:24 [im- 

perfect future]; 144:22). In causal clauses, ex- 

cept for 144:5,33, it is used mostly in the woe 

(Ovol Nae ...X€, 143:19,20; 144:12) and macarism 

(NaciaT? ... xXe~, 145:7) formulas. Finally, it 

occurs in phrases better rendered by the habitude 

(c£. 13924; 140:16 etc.). 

In Thomas the Contender the First Future is 

accompanied by an anticipatory subject recapitu- 

lated by a proclitic pronoun almost twice as of- 

ten (thirteen out of forty-seven times) as is the 

First Present (six of thirty-seven instances) . 

In narrative, it is continued almost as often by 

another First Future (five times) as it is by the 

conjunctive (seven times) (an interesting sequence 

occurs at 140:21ff: future + vw + future + Avw + 

future + conjunctive +Avw + future + Avw + future 

+&vW + conjunctive). Finally, we should note two 

occurrences of the First Future with the preterit 
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satellite Ne’, forming the imperfect future, which 

is used once as the apodosis of an unreal condi- 

tion ("would have been" 141:24) and once ina 

causal clause ("for he will have been" 144:33). 

In both cases it is followed by the enclitic Te. 

2) The Old Conjugation and its Descendants. 

a. OVN-~, MN-Clauses. The only morphological pecu- 

liarity of OvN~ phrases is a variation in the way 

it combines with a relative converter. Twice 

(141:10,19) the relative of OvN- plus the preposi- 

tion NTS&% (OVNTa* , "to have") occurs as is ex- 

pected in Sahidic, i.e. ETE OVNTa~ , but ina 

third occurrence € contracts with OvN to produce 

ETEVNTS* (145:5). 

Syntactically, in Thomas the Contender Ovn- 

and MN’ are used in two basic ways: to express 

existence/non-existence, and, in combination with 

the preposition NTN ("with"), to form the verb 

to "have"/"not to have" OVNTa&” /MNTE’. The ex- 

istential OvN-,MN~ often occurs in Thomas the 

Contender in assertions of possibility and im- 

possibility in the combination of MN~ plus 60M 

followed by N~,MMO* preceding a complementary in- 

finitive introduced by €’, and in the combination 

MN- plus 60M ("power knows," “possibility") 

followed by Ny MMo~*, all of which precedes a 

complementary infinitive introduced by Nano 

else in the combination MN¥y60m followed by the 

actor expression in the conjunctive. Thus we 

have the three possibilities: OYN6om MMO” N’ 

(plus infinitive; 138:25,29), MNWwé6oM MMo’ N- 

(plus infinitive; 140:28); and MNw6om NTE (plus 

actor expression plus infinitive; 140:13). The 

last possibility occurs frequently in the writings 

of Nag Hammadi, particularly in Codex II, where 

it takes the following forms: OVNbom NtTé’ (CG 

II,3,81:24) , OVN60M Mmo~ Nte’ (CG II,3,74:5), 

MNi6om wre’ (CG IIT,2,41:13,14; 3,53:16; 81223), 

and MN60m MMo* €-~ (CG II,3,58:23,24; 80:14), to 

which we must now add MNuwj60m NTE’ (CG II ,7,140: 
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13). This use of the conjunctive after an exis- 

tential phrase strengthens the observation often 

made that the conjunctive can undertake a sub- 

junctive function in Sahidic, as it does regularly 

in Bohairic. Usually in Sahidic the conjunctive 

coordinates infinitives, but in a phrase such as 

MNW60mM NTEOVpMAIZHT Cvw2 MN- (Or? CYWIM Nv , 

140:13), the conjunctive forms a subordinate 

clause, since it acts as the syntactic equivalent 

of a complementary simple or causative infinitive: 

"it is impossible that a wise man answer (a fool)," 

or "it is impossible for a wise man to answer (a 

£ool)in 

In the sentence Em1AW SoVN20€CINE EVNTN? 

MMOOV EVTIWT 21XN NETOVON? EBOA (140:18) 

(there is no superlinear stroke over ovw ) 20€INE 

is preceded by OvN to specify the existence of 

the indefinite subject. 

In Thomas the Contender, besides one instance 

in the absolute (139:5), expressions for "have" 

(OVNT&* , or OVA’ MMov ) and "have not" (MNTE” ) 
occur: (1) in the circumstantial, as an adjective 

modifying an indefinite antecedent (141:16); as 

an adverbial ( Qwe EVNTSK MMavy Novoetuy 138:5; 

ETIAH OVNQ0EINE EVNTN? Mmoov 140:18); and 

(2) with the relative converter as. an adjective 

with a definite antecedent (141:10; 143:9). Only 

once is OYNTA’ accompanied by Mmav (138:5) where 

it is apparently optional. 

Old Conjugation Verbs with Definite and Indefinite 

Actor Expressions. The only true old conjugation 

verb in this category used in Thomas the Contender 
is Nexe’ . Although Steindorff (Lehrbuch 4295) 

considered wy, to "be able" (Egyptian rh, to 

"know how," "“understand"), to belong to the suffix 

conjugation, it is best to agree with Till? that 

in Coptic it is an ordinary infinitive used in a 

secondary fashion such that in the second present 
negative first perfect, and negative third future 

it occurs in the word order: conjugation prefix - 
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U4- n. subject. Thomas the Contender provides 

additional support for this view in that, not only 

is w present in the non-existence phrase MNuy60m 

where its syntactic status is indeed obscure, but 

also in the tripartite conjugation pattern, i.e. 

the negative habitude: Mayu 6N6om aTIoNey H skim 

(142:35), and rete Mavuynparc (139:33f). These 

examples show that the word order can also be 

conjugation prefix - prn. subject -u4w with com- 

plementary infinitive in the construct relation- 

ship. That is, y has become a standard infini- 

tive capable of governing construct complementary 

infinitives precisely on the analogy of the con- 

struct form of Sipe (p9 with a (substantival) 

Greek verb. 

The constructions with wex%e’ in Thomas the 

Contender vary a good deal. The nominal form 

only occurs in the Achmimic/Subachmimic form 

TTAXE” (138:39). Most frequently it is used 

with a proleptic pronominal subject recapitulated 

by the nominal subject in a following N61 clause 

(138:4,21; 139:21,24; 141:4,25; 142:7). A strange 

and indeed redundant instance occurs in the phrase 

TISXEY NOI CWMaC eYyYxW MMoOC KE~ (139:22). How- 

ever, in the course of the dialogue Taxe* (S AA) 

occurs mainly in combination with ovwiy8 , to 

"answer" (140:37; 141:3,19; 142:3,6,26; twice 

with the Sahidic form Nexs’” , 138:37; 140:9) and 

with ovw? €TooT’ (139:32; 144:37). Other examples 

with ovww@ and oyvw? eroor” with the circumstan- 

tial of Xw following seem to show that TNexe’ 

could, in these constructions, have a circumstan- 

tial meaning: Yor wwyB N61 «+++ Trdkey DoS 

"answered, saying." However, in the translation 

I have reserved this rendition for for ayovwyB 

N61 «26 CYXWMMOC KE’, and have translated the 

construction with Mdax¢e” in consecutive style: 

"  ~l-answered and said." The fact that all of 

the formulas used in the dialogues of Thomas the 

Contender employ the proleptic sequence "he said, 
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and said" etc. is a good indication of a Greek 

Vorlage cast in the biblical style: dmonpiSetc 

(6€) N.N. efrev or d&moxnolSn N.N. uat eltnev. 

c. Attributive (adjective) Verbs. The attributive 

verbs, characterized by the prefix Nev / Na plus 

a form of the old adjective verb, is represented 

in Thomas the Contender by the verb wanov~. 

This form occurs as a relative substantive 

NETNINOVY, "the good"; 140:15; 141:22), as a 

circumstantial with indefinite antecedent (139: 

31), and in the impersonal construction NaNoyc 

NHTN, “it is good for you" (141:5). The verb 

NselsT~ ("great is the eye of," "blessed is," 

(140:41]; 145:1,3,5) has an attributive function 

and is similar in appearance to Nixwov~ , but it 

does not belong to the adjective verb classifica- 

tion because the prefix wa- derives not from M.E. 

wnn-f, but from the Coptic verb Nas’ , "to be 

great." In addition, the verb always has the 

integral nominal subject «1a (eye) in the status 

pronominalis (ciat’ ). In Thomas the Contender, 

its (virtual) pronominal "subject" is always de- 

fined by a relative phrase: "Blessed are you who 

3) Tripartite Basic Tenses. 

a. First Perfect. In Thomas the Contender the First 

Perfect occurs mostly in the formulas introducing 
the responses in the dialogue ( S4yovwuys Nol , 

etc.; fourteen times) and in expressions of con- 
tinuance in the midst of long speeches (ayoyw? 
€TCoT” N6l , ete.; three times). The latter ex- 
pression occurs twice (139:32; 143:8) in the 
midst of speeches of the Savior at a point where 
the subject of the Savior's discourse changes from 
narrative to exclamatory (e.g. "O unsearchable 

. love of the light!" or "Woe to you!") discourse. 
The third occurrence (144:37) is something of a 
puzzle, for it seems intended to set apart a 
hypothetical set of twelve woes from what follows 
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them, but it actually succeeds in creating a 

break between the eleventh and twelfth woe. This 

may have occurred because the very long eleventh 

woe caused a twelve woe format to be forgotten, 

and the Syovw? ETCOT” N6: formula was.used to 

pick up the woe format again. This can only be a 

guess, however, for what seems to be a twelfth 

woe lies in a lacuna. 

Other than its use in the dialogue formulas, 

the First Perfect is used as a narrative tense, 

and, within direct address in reference to the 

speaker's or addressee's past. Twice it is used 

in passive constructions with an impersonal (vir- 

tual) subject: "it was said" (138:7; 140:38). 

Furthermore, the First Perfect occurs with both 

anticipatory subject asvw mkake aywrse , 143:30) 

and anticipatory direct object (143:31,33). There 

is a noticeable preference for introducing a nomi- 

nal actor expression of a First Perfect morpheme 

by a third person pronoun defined by a following 

N61 clause. 

An interesting feature of the First Perfect 

construction in Thomas the Contender is the sig- 

nification of an act completed in the past by the 

use of the verb ovw to "cease" as an auxiliary, 

in combination with a present circumstantial: 

Akovw Pap €kKMME MMoOEl (138:12£) “for you 

ceased knowing me" = "for you have already known 

me." See also 138:15,18. 

Negative First Perfect. The Negative First Per- 

fect occurs seven times in Thomas the Contender 

with no morphological or syntactical anomalies. 

Worthy of mention is 141:24: ENE MMovxITon JN 

TCspR NENNACOVWIN TcajTe AN TIE , a Contrary-to- 

fact condition in the past, in which the negative 

perfect is converted by the circumstantial pre- 

terit into a virtual pluperfect subjunctive. 

"Nok yet.) The tnot ivett (MmaTe’* ) tense occurs 

only once in Thomas the Contender CES835))eeeran 

affirmative counterpart has already been discussed 
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under the first perfect tense: &KOvwW rap E€kMmMe 

MMoé1 "for you have already known me."4 

Affirmative Habitude. Out of nine occurrences of 

the affirmative habitude, six form the apodosis of 

a present general condition (143:4; 144:24,28,30, 

31,32) in the context of an extended metaphor. 

In one case (139:7) it is converted by a prefixed 

€- into a second habitude. A careful perusal of 

its use in Thomas the Contender shows that the 

definition of the "habitude" as a tense expressing 

customary or repeated action is not strictly ac- 

curate. Very often it seems to be a tense expres- 

sing a kind of natural or logical necessity. Its 

use in the apodosis of conditional sentences shows 

that the habitude expresses the logical consequence 

deriving from a certain condition: "if" ... "then" 

pleeserpmnceherthan: wart Ue eens MWwOntE COM mas mes 

non-conditional sentence such as NNoEc be ANTBNOOYE 

ElyepenovcwMs TEKO (139:6f£), "now 

just as the body of the beasts perishes" actually 

means, "now just as the body of the beasts must 

(naturally) perish." Such may be the case in the 

sentence €TBE OV TIIOVOEIN &TOVON? EBOA eTP 

OVOEINE ETBE NPWME LyryTIPpiEe Svw Uday Qu TIT 

(139:23): not, "why is this visible light which 

shines on men's behalf wont to rise and set?" but 

rather, "why must this visible light which shines 

on men's behalf rise and set?" Thus the "habitude" 

tense expresses not simply "customary or repeated 

action," but rather natural necessity in a larger 
sense, which includes "necessary consequence" as 
well. One might almost call it the "nomological" 

tense, as in most cases it can be periphrastically 

translated "... as a rule ...": UZlNMOVTE EpoYy 
Xe-, "it is called, asa CULE Weel lOTM bas by 

nature called." 

Negative Habitude. Morphologically the negative 
habitude consistently takes the aa? form May”, 
etc. Its syntactical use is hard to determine, 
since, like its affirmative counterpart, sometimes 
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where one expects it, one finds instead the first 

future or first present. Of interest is one con- 

struction where it is converted into a relative 

substantive in apposition to a following noun 

phrase: W TETE MavwyNpaste Taramn MTIovoEIN 

(139:32f), literally: "O that which they are not 

wont to (=by nature) be able to bring its foot, 

the love of the light," rendered: "O unsearchable 

love of the light." 

Third Future. There are no examples of either the 

positive or negative third future in Thomas the 

Contender. Wherever we would expect the third 

future in final or purpose clauses, Thomas the 

Contender prefers xekxac (138:22; 139:26; 143:7; 

144:16; 145:1) or Xé’ (139:27; 145:8) plus the 

second future. 

B. Satellites of the Basic Tenses. 

1) Second Tenses of the Bipartite and Tripartite Pat- 

terns. 

ae Second Present. In Thomas the Contender, the 

second present is prominently used in comparisons 

to stress the comparandum which is cast in an ad- 

verbial phrase consisting of: 1) the compound pre- 

position Nee N- plus comparandum in combination 

with any verb in the second present (138:41; 139:7; 

140:29; 141:27) and 2) the preposition €’ plus 

ecomparandum in combination with a verb of compari- 

son, such as «INE or (the qualitative of) TonTN 

(139:15). The second present is used as well in 

interrogative phrases introduced by NayN7e (138:9, 

29; 144:7). A most perplexing example of the use 

of second tenses in questions occurs in an inter- 

rogative sentence apparently employing a second 

tense, but without adverbial extension. In 142:5ff 

we have the sentence SYOV Wye N6/ TrCwp 13 KEY XE 

EVNTAK TIETOVON? EBOA NAK . Unless we can ad- 

mit a case of extreme ellipsis, it is impossible 

to construe €VNTAK as a circumstantial. If we 

construe it as a second present, we are obliged 

to regard the NK as the adverbial complement of 
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EvNTAK, although in terms of its position in the 

sentence it seems to modify TIETOVON? €BOA (that 

which appears to you). Another possibility is to 

read TSxcy KE CV NTAK TETOVON?2 EBOA N3dk (nominal 

sentence, €vy AA, for S oY) "what is it that is 

visible to an The best alternative seems to 

be the former, understanding e€yNTak as a second 

present with NAK as its adverbial complement ren- 

dering "Is it for yourself that you have that 

which is visible?" 

The remaining second presents exhibit no pe- 

culiar features but are extended by adverbial ex- 

pressions generated by prepositional phrases: with 

e- , 143:12£; with 2N~ , 139:21; 143:23,27; with 

€XN’, 143:13f£; and with etTse, 141:9. There is 

one occurrence (143:3) where the second present 

occurs with the pure adverb phrase Mmay. 

Second Future. As in the case of the second pres- 

ent, the second future is used in interrogative 

phrases of manner ("how is it that...") where the 

adverbial element is an interrogative phrase, such 

as Naw N7eE (138:34; 139:10), Naw NpHte (138:9f; 

142:24) and cele Mwec (138:32). Particularly of- 

ten, as is the case in many of the Nag Hammadi 

texts, the second future is used, in preference 

to the third future, after to generate final 

clauses (138:22; 143:7; 144:15; 145:1). An in- 

teresting example of the use of second tenses is 

145:8f: poeic etTeTNconed xe ETETNAWWTE AN 
7N TCPZ SAAR XE ETETNAEI EBOA 2N TMPpe MIT Clue 

Nte nBloc . This sentence presents a number of 

alternative possibilities for translation. Lit- 

erally: 1) "Watch, it is for saying (xe) ‘it is 

not in the flesh that you will come to be,' that 

you are praying, but for saying (x€-) that it is 

from the bonds...that you will come forth" (conc, 

wwe, and €l as second tenses); 2) "Watch, pray- 

ing that (xe) it is not in the flesh that you will 

come to be, but that (xe-) it is from the bonds... 

that you will come forth" (conc as circumstantial, 
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ujwre and €! as second futures with adverbial ex- 

tension; 3) "Watch, while you pray, in order that 

(Xe” for Xekasc ) you will not (finally) come to 

be in the flesh, but that you will come forth from 

the bonds..." (conc as circumstantial, W\ywne and 

€! as second futures replacing third futures in 

final clauses dependent on poetic ); and 4) "Watch, 

praying in order that (xXe’ for Kekaasc ) you will 

not come to be in the flesh, but in order that you 

will come forth from the bonds..." (conc as cir- 

cumstantial, wwne and €!i as second futures re- 

placing third futures in final clauses dependent 

on conc ). 

All of these alternatives are possible, but 

since we might expect third negative futures in 

3) and 4), and since it is unlikely that the Xe- 

clause is to be stressed as an adverbial element 

(alternative 1), the second alternative is most 

likely to be correct. 

Finally, we have an apparently inexplicable 

emplot abustf of the second future: TENTSVNOXKY 

€2P1 cpoow EGYyNdspory (142:4). Clearly we have an 

interrogative phrase with ov serving as direct 

object. The possibility of cynap’ being a cir- 

cumstantial is excluded by the presence of the 

relative substantive as antecedent, leaving a 

second future with no adverbial extension, occur- 

ring in an interrogative phrase. 

Second Habitude: The only instance of the second 

habitude in Thomas the Contender is 139:7, where 

it serves to stress the preceding adverbial phrase 

(Nee Nv). 

2) The Sentence Converters. 

ae Preterit. In Thomas the Contender the preterit 

is prefixed to the first present to produce an 

independent sentence in the imperfect "tense" 

(138:3).> Twice it is prefixed to the future 

auxiliary, once in the "unreal" causal clause 

"for he would have been taking" (144:33), and 

once in the apodosis of the negated unreal 
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condition, "we would not be knowing" (141:24). 

In the last two instances the preterit is followed 

by the enclitic te, but the instance (138:3) of 

the simple imperfect lacks the me. It is also 

used in the protasis of the unreal condition, con- 

verted by the circumstantial (€Nce’, 141:24). 

Circumstantial. In Thomas the Contender, there is 

one instance of the circumstantial in an adverbial 

sentence (143:6), while all other instances occur 

in verbal sentences. The only morphological pe- 

culiarity is the inclusion (138:20f; 141:40) or 

omission (144:3) of the N’ in the negation N°’... 

SN. Syntactically, the circumstantial is used 

in dependent clauses: in adjective clauses, to 

modify a pronominal or indefinite nominal (includ- 

ing the proper noun without article, 145:18) ante- 

cedent (139:31; 140:24,27; 141:16; 142:34; 143:5; 

145:18); in clauses complementing the verb of the 

main clause (cwe, 138:11; Ovw, 138:13,15,18; 

and perhaps 144:39); and in coordinate clauses to 

continue relative clauses (139:35,37 [two times]; 

142:32; 145:4 [cf. Till Kopt. Gram. 4%486]). Fre- 

quently the circumstantial is used adverbially in 

various types of clauses: in causal clauses (141: 

40,41; 142:1; 144:3; with Qqwe, 138:5,14), and in 

clauses, mostly with a temporal nuance, of atten- 

dant circumstance (138:3 [two times]; 140:3,4,18, 

35,36; 142:42; 143:6; 144:8; 145:8,10,14f,15). 

Finally there is an instance of the circumstantial 

used in place of the conditional: GYUNHT &TIAMNTE 

CYy6ING NTC&TE SYMSNKTOY APHC CYbBNTT ON 

MmMav (143:2ff). The sentence at issue, 

EYUTHT &TsMNTE GyGIne NvTcatTe might be ex- 

pected to read: GUYZSNTLOT ATTAMNTE --- The 

use of the circumstantial é4ymHT in other than a 

concessive ("although he runs") sense is unusual 

in this position. However, the parallelism be- 

tween ey AT sSNAMNTE and the protasis of the 

succeeding clause EY SNKTOY apHec is so clear, 

that the SUNT , on the analogy of CYUWAaANKT OY r 
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must be rendered as a circumstantial with a con- 

ditional nuance: "if he runs" (cf. 144:23f). The 

CYGINE Ntcate is probably an emploi abusif 

(since no adverbial extension is involved) of the 

second tense which may have been formed on analogy 

to the eybntc ON MMav of the following sentence. 

Relative. The morphological peculiarities of rela- 

tive constructions in Thomas the Contender are 

limited to the following cases: 1) Out of eight 

instances of the relative perfect morpheme Nr a, 

there are two instances of the allograph «nv Aa~ 

(140:34,41) and one instance of the allomorph 

Evy (144:30, a phrase with many AA, forms)". »*2)) 

The present relative negative is always of the 

form NETE NCEOVON? EBOA AN , NETE Nce coov N 

aN etc., except for 141:12: NETOYoN? CBOA &n . 

3) There occurs, besides the standard form €T«¢ 

OVNT 2S? (141:10,19), the form cTEevNtTa~ (145:5). 

In the negative counterpart, ETE MNTe is al- 

ways used (138:[41]; 143:9; 145:7). 

Syntactically, the use of the relative can be 

subdivided into the following categories: A. As 

an adjective modifying a definite antecedent, con- 

sisting of (1) ev plus adverb or prepositional 

phrase (six times), (2) (€)NT&~* , €T& or ET, 

€TE (sometimes with conjugation prefix) plus ac- 

tor expression (which except for the relative per- 

fect can be omitted if the actor is the same as 

the antecedent) plus infinitive (thirty-one times), 

(3) €t- , €VE plus actor expression (if subject of 

relative differs from antecedent) plus qualitative 

(eighteen times), and (4) €TE plus a descendant 

of the old conjugation (four times). B. Asa 

substantive, consisting of (1) definite article 

plus €7- plus actor expression (when subject of 

relative differs from antecedent expressed by 

definite article, e.g. QN NETETNZHTOV 143:25) 

plus adverb or prepositional phrase (two times), 

(2) definite article plus ENTY or €T”%, ETE 

(sometimes with conjugation prefix) plus actor 
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expression (which except for the relative perfect 

can be omitted if the actor is the same as the 

antecedent) plus infinitive (twenty-eight times), 

(3) definite article plus €T-, ete plus actor 

expression (if subject of relative differs from 

antecedent expressed by definite article) plus 

qualitative; a special case of (3) where actor 

and antecedent are identical occurs in negative 

phrases (e.g. NETE NCCOVON? EBON &N 13830; 

139:14), and (4) definite article plus €7-, €Te- 

plus 6vNT\X’ ,MNTeE Plus subject plus direct ob- 

ject (e.g. NEeTE MAITEV 2EANIC , 145:7), or defi- 

nite article plus adjective verb plus subject (e.g. 

TET NANovY 140:15; 141:22f); in fact TeTNanovy 

is so "substantivized" that it can in turn be pre- 

ceded by the definite article (e.g. WMETNASNovy 

140:15). C. A third category of relative \ex- 

pressions in Thomas the Contender is the relative 

used in non-verbal sentences: €TE€ plus definite 

noun, demonstrative or possessive pronoun plus 

copula, e.g. «TE Tai me ("which means), “-"ites, 

138:20), efr]e TkweT Mme (140:21), NETE NWN NE 

("the ones that are ours," "our own," 141:4). The 

relative also occurs in impersonal expressions, 

such as TeTpujav Tre (141:4) and neTtEectye &N TE 

(138:11). 

One stylistic feature of Thomas the Contender 

is the use of the relative substantive after such 

expressions as Ovoél NHTN (143:11, 144:3,9,14) 

and N&ecidsT THNE (145:2,3,6). 

Clause Conjugations. 

1) The "until" conjugation. In Thomas the Contender 

the "until" conjugation presents no morphological or 

syntactical anomalies; it occurs three times (139:1lf; 

141:14f£; 144:34) in subordinate temporal clauses ex- 

pressing the time at which the action of the main 

verb will cease. In the phrase LYANT coy ywre 

eTeTNoBey (143:11f), lit. "until what happens are 

you forgetful?" i.e. "how long will you be obliv- 

ious?", it is difficult to tell whether eTeTNoRy 
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is a circumstantial adverbial complement of wan 

TEoviywre or whether the verb phrase wantecoviywne 

should be understood as the adverbial complement of 

ETETNORW taken as a second tense. 

The Past Temporal. Thomas the Contender employs the 

past temporal once (140:42) in the Achmimic dialec- 

tal form NT&pe~, as is common in the Nag Hammadi 

texts. It forms a temporal clause the action of 

whose infinitive has been completed before the ac- 

tion of the main verb occurs. 

The Conditionalis. In Thomas the Contender the con- 

ditionalis is used to form the protasis of contingent 

statements, both conditional and temporal. The for- 

mer is introduced by the conditionalis alone (141:7; 

143:3,4; 144:21f) or Ewwne plus circumstantial (144: 

24), and the latter mostly by 20TAN (138:23f; 139: 

18,28) or Tove (144:31) plus temporal conditionalis. 

A substitute for the conditionalis makes use of the 

circumstantial with CWWwe: Eewywre [MJeN cmpH Mppre 

BKwy Way6NGam,.. (144:24). To be compared with 

this is the example already discussed, 64mHT 

AITAMINGTE « oe (14322), 

Another way of expressing the protasis of a con- 

tingent statement used in Thomas the Contender is 

eyme plus first present (138:28; 138:30) or <wyxeE 

with the nominal sentence (139:9). The apodosis of 

these statements can be expressed by a non-verbal 

sentence (140:12f) or by the first future (140:11f) 

or, with an interrogative apodosis, in the second 

present (138:28), or second future (138:32; 139:10). 

Unreal conditions formed by means of the preterit 

(141:24; 144:34) have been mentioned above. 

The Conjunctive. Most frequently in Thomas the Con- 

tender the conjunctive usually coordinates an in- 

finitive with a preceding infinitive either standing 

alone as an imperative, or governed by the future 

auxiliary NX (138:5f,8; 140:24; 141:17,33; 142:13, 

32,33,34; 143:21). It is apparently a stylistic 

feature that in long predictions which involve a 

list of future events, we find the pattern: two 
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futures followed by a conjunctive (140:22-26 [two 

times]; 143:19-21). The future relative is con- 

tinued by the conjunctive three times in a series 

(142:27-29). Elsewhere, the conjunctive continues 

the "habitude" (144:24,28 [two times],32), the im- 

perative (138:5f,8; 142:10), the conditionalis (144: 

26), and the complementary infinitive (143:6). An 

interesting construction employing a conjunctive 

occurs in 142:8f: NTOK mxo€é1c TETCPITperreE) N&K 

AWEXxE SNOK AE NTACWTM Epok . Perhaps what we 

have here is a parallel to the MNwéom plus conjunc- 

tive expression discussed above; that is, the con- 

junctive does not here coordinate infinitives, but 

rather subordinates the infinitive cwTM to the ex- 

pression Cptrpenci in the same way as the comple- 

mentary infinitive Awex¢e is "subordinate" to 

cpm pene Nak . Thus it may not be entirely accu- 

rate to say that the conjunctive here coordinates 

its infinitive with either the entire nominal sen- 

tence or with its complementary infinitive, since, 

just as we have the sentence MNW6om NTEOV PMNQHT 

OVW? MN (or: Ovw 2M N’) (140:13), so also we could 

have the construction *cprmpenei Nrigsx€. That is, 

the conjunctive can form a subordinate complementary 

clause after impersonal verbs, a feature which is 

not limited to Bohairic. In such constructions the 

conjunctive may be assuming a mood (the subjunctive) 

of its own, even though, strictly speaking, it is 

not a "verb" or "tense" at all. 

Imperatives. In Thomas the Contender, the imperatives 

occur in the three standard ways: (1) as the simple in- 

finitive understood as the imperative, which occurs in 

both the absolute (138:6; 142:10; 145:8) and construct 

(138:8,37; 141:26) state; (2) as the old construct form 

of the imperative ( Api WaMEEVEe 7, #45220) and) .(3)r in 

the negative, in the construct state of Mrtwp (141:26). 

Infinitive Constructions. 

1) Simple Infinitives. The simple infinitive is most 

commonly used in Thomas the Contender as a comple- 

mentary infinitive, i.e. an infinitive which is the 
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direct object of a preceding verbal or non-verbal 

expression. We have previously mentioned how the 

conjunctive is used to complement a preceding main 

verb. Most often, however, this is done by means of 

the preposition €” (&A-) or N~. Examples of such 

constructions in impersonal verbs expressing possi- 

bility and impossibility are: ovN6om €- (138:25,29), 

MNwé6om N- (140:28), Ma4wuéNbom MTToNey Hakim 

(142:35; both Ai- and aw ). The preceding verb may 

be impersonal by virtue of a third person feminine 

singular pronominal subject, e.g. CMeK? aadfc] ; 

138:26£; cf. 141:3; 142:8f). Examples in which the 

preceding impersonal expression is non-verbal are: 

OVANATKH Epon TE ARCO (140:9£); TEeTECuye dn TE 

ETPSekWYwTte EKO NavTcoovNe (138:11; cf. 142:8f). 

The complementary infinitive also follows verbs of 

wishing (139:11) and going (142:24f), as well as the 

verbs Mk&? and WwpiT, e.g. NETMOK2 NBoAoY (139: 

14f), and NET Pwpit NMME (145:2). A construction 

difficult to classify is 141:20: ov TWéTe OYNTANY 

sx00Y4, "what have we to say." Again, the comple- 

mentary infinitive preceded by e- (a) is used to ex- 

press the goal or purpose of the action of the main 

verb: Mary bine we. ATMOT Emav ("he does not find... 

so as to flee there," 143:5f); NIM TETNAT NHTN 

MNpH SIpple -+- SBWA..-. XQWTT (144:17-19). 

By prefixing the preposition 2N- plus the indefi- 

nite article ov- to an infinitive, an adverbial phrase 

is created (139:40; 141:18; 141:37). 

An interesting example of the infinitive and the 

infinitive phrase as substantives in non-verbal sen- 

tences is supplied in 142:22f: AAAd NIWASXxe ETKAW 

Mmooy NaN 2eNCwRE NE 7M MKOCMOC BYW 2ENAKWydé! 

NcwoYv NE: "but these words which you speak to us 

are 'laughings' in the world and they are ‘sneered 

até. 

In 139:3 we have what appears to be a comple- 

mentary infinitive after OVON?2 €BOA: NICWMs NTCOOY 

ETOVON? BOA EYWM EBON 2N Ncwnt eftne 

Mmoov- But because 6voN? €BOA Cannot mean CO 
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seem" (SoxeTv), EvwmM cannot be the complementary 

infinitive c-oyvwM= Cvwm. Thus, in order to create 

a main verb for this sentence we must suppose G€vwm 

to be a syncopated orthography for ecvoviwm, a second 

tense whose adverbial complement is E€BoA 2N NCWNT 

eEtTNEe MmMoov. 

2) Causative Infinitive. In Thomas the Contender the 

causative infinitive has by and large lost its cau- 

sative nuance, and is merely used to introduce a 

complementary infinitive whose subject differs from 

that of the main verb. We have seen above that the 

conjunctive (and also the circumstantial) can also 

assume such a function. There are, however, two in- 

stances out of seven occurrences of the causative 

infinitive where there remains the causative nuance: 

CENSHpPATEAAOY Tap MMoev sTpoyvnwr Ncaswov 

(141:35; here the causation takes on a purposive 

nuance); and AVW <[tpélNev7HT P7E dvw NeYyWV XH 

ECTPOV WW Te (139:37; the restoration is uncer- 

tain). 

Dialect 

Martin Krause, who intends to publish the editto princeps 

of Codices II and VI from Nag Hammadi, has made available for 

private circulation his preliminary investigations concerning 

the dialect of Codex II, and in particular the dialect of trac- 

tate four, The Hypostasts of the Archone.®© He arrives at the 
conclusion that the dialectal variations in Codex II are due to 

the everyday speech of the translator, who lived in the region 

of upper Egypt, at the linguistic border between the Sahidic and 
Subachmimic dialects. Thus we should expect to find a moderate 

amount of Subachmimic dialectal features in our tractate, an ex- 

pectation which is confirmed. There are a number of forms hith- 
erto unattested in Sahidic which are similar to but not always 

identical with our attested Subachmimic forms, which may be due 

to a respelling of the Subachmimic forms in conformity with the 
orthography of a scribe accustomed to the Sahidic dialect. 

Our method of investigation will be to list separately lin- 
guistic features which depart from Sahidic but which are matched 
in the text by their Sahidic counterparts, and then linguistic 
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features which consistently depart from Sahidic. Each list will 

be subdivided into dialects, beginning with southern and ending 

with northern dialects. It is to be understood that when we 

speak of "dialects" or use the terms "Sahidic," "Subachmimic" or 

"Achmimic and Subachmimic," etc., we are speaking of forms at- 

tested in texts which have been classified as belonging to these 

dialects. Specifically, W. E. Crum's A Coptie Diettonary, Ox- 

ford, 1929-1939, will be used as our authority for such attesta- 

tion of the dialectal provenance of the words. Furthermore, we 

must often reckon with the fact that many of the forms are merely 

orthographical variants of a certain dialect, but because they 

are attested by Crum as belonging to another dialect, they shall 

be listed according to Crum. We shall in addition provide a 

separate listing of those forms which seem obviously to be due 

to orthographical peculiarities, including defective and plene 

forms, and examples of assimilation of letters. Finally, we 

shall conclude these listings with an account of the scribal 

corrections and punctuation used in the tractate. 

I. First of all, it will be convenient to list features of our 

text which are not classified as standard Sahidic, but which 

are also matched in the text by their Sahidic counterparts. 

A. To be assigned to the upper Egyptian dialects of the 

period: 

1) Achmimic (A). 

a. the form Mo for Mav in 6TMMO (144:12). 

2) Subachmimic (Ay). 

a. the qualitative form TAX palit (143:10) beside Ss 

TeX phvV (142:37; 143:13). 

b. Gyre (138:28,30; 140:11) beside S crywtre (140: 

12; 144:23,25) 

ec. ev (142:6) beside S ov (141:19; 14224)? The 

phrase reads: EVNT&KTTETOVYON7E BOA NAK (142:6), 

which could be read: €v NT&K NETOVON?Z EBOA 

Nak "what is it that is visible to you?", or: 

EVNTAK NETOVON? <I30A N&kK This reading could 

yield: "do you have that which is visible to 

you?", or: "is it for yourself that you have 

that which is visible?", which best accounts 

for the second present €VNTAaKk. 
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3) 

d. 

e. 

its 

g. 

The (imperative) pronominal form X07’ (138:37) 

beside S Xoo~* (eight times). 

S2 (144:7) beside S 002 (144:20). 

QwTHE (142:16) beside S 27~TB (140:35). 

Xxw2Me (141:3) beside S kKw72M (140:37). 

Achmimic and Subachmimic (AA,) Z 

a. 

b. 

csTSE (139:15) beside S CoTe ("arrow," 139:16). 

céb6e beside S co6& (140:14,15) in mMNTcEeb6e 

(143:34). 

wjexe (142:9) beside S waxe (eight times). 

PONT (139:38) beside S Qoerv T (139342) <2 eThe 

form is either a Sahidized versionof AA, Zav7, 

SA 27avT, A> NE , or is an error in the con- 

struction 20vVT MN ©2!M€ (139:38) influenced 

by the common expression 20vTc?7!Mé , using the 

status nominalis of PoovT. 

high incidence of the preposition a (in com- 

pounds and by itself) beside S €~ (less often). 

the use of THNE (seventeen times) for S THYTN 

after the status nominalis of infinitives and 

prepositions. To be noted is Ncas THNE (142: 

40) beside NCwWTrN (145:11). 

the independent pronoun NTrak (138:14) beside S 

NtoK (138:7; 139:2) and NTK (138:9). 

Pp’ is used before the following Greek verbs: 

alxuarwtiCerv (140:23), dvaywpetv (139:29), 

€éAntCerv (143:11), SACBerv (145:6), nuatéxerv 

(143:38), “Anopovouetv (144:28f), uoAdlerv (142: 

15), Waottyodv (141:33), pweoruvayv (142:4), voetv 

(142:20; 143:24,25; 144:6), melServ (142:19), 

TMLOtTEvELY (142:11), and noémerv (142:8), but not 

before Goxetv (142:31), abvEdverv (144:31), 

uplvetv (144:4), mapa6t6dvar (142:41f; lies in 

lacuna, but not enough room for P ), and 

gpayerAAoByv (141:35); omission of p is normal 

in Sahidic. Peculiar is the phrase PTEACIOC 
(139:12; 140:11) for wwne ATeneioc, as is 
also the infinitive form dpareanoy (143:1) 

for the noun form opayéAAtov. 
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4) Achmimic, Subachmimic and Achmimic-influenced 

Sahidic (AA,S*). 
a. Tiss%<e* (Seventeen times) beside S ME€KAa* (138:37; 

140:9); status nominalis isA2 AXE (138:39). 

b. weko (infinitive 139:4£,7; 140:33; 143:11, and 

adjective s1TTéko , 143:12) beside SB Tako (in- 

finitive, 13938; 141:13; 143:13,15; 144:22, and 

noun, 141:18; 143:24). 

5) Achmimic-influenced Sahidic (S*). 

a. CoovnNe (infinitive, 138:11,15,16; 142:23f; noun, 

138:18, and adjective ATCoovVNE 138:11) beside 

S COOYN (infinitive, US S22 VV 39ie VAL sso; 

noun 138:13, and adjective ATCOOVN, 138:14). 

b. Others could be added to this category, which 

may equally well be classified as archaic Sahi- 

dic, e.g. ANE2 (145216) for ENE? (145:16 etc.) 

and possibly arcée: (140:25) for atTcl (143:16). 

B. To be assigned to both upper (SAA,) and lower (BF) 

Egyptian dialects. 

1) Achmimic, Subachmimic and Fayyumic (AA,F). 

a. AN (143:4) beside S ON (138:18; 144:6; and 

ON] SiC 433))r. 

b. OYN6M (138:29), 6NG6AM (144:24) beside S 

6VIN60M (138:25), 6NGOM (144:25). 

c. CAN (138:4) beside S CON (138:10,19). 

2) Achmimic, Fayyumic and Bohairic (AFB). 

a. the second present AK~ (138:9) beside S €K~ 

(elsewhere) . 

b. CXBH (140:2) beside S CABE (140:41). 

3) Achmimic, (Subachmimic), Fayyumic and Bohairic 

(A(A,) FB) : 

a. the relative first perfect form e€Ta~ (144:30) 

occurs once beside S (G)NT&d* (seven times). 

II. Second, we list forms not classified as standard Sahidic 

which occur without their Sahidic counterparts. 

A. To be assigned to upper-Egyptian dialects. 

1) Achmimic (A). 

a. pple (139:24; 144:18,22,24) instead of S TNeEIpe- 

2) Subachmimic (A,)- 

a. the pronominal conditionalis cpeys (139:28) 
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59a, lists Gpéwasn- as archaic, from which all 

the other forms could have derived. 

b. MaceiG (141:30; 144:9; 145:2) instead of S me 

(#Love™):. 

c. Mdsine (139:17) instead of S Macive (see be- 

low under A,F) C 

d. piNem (14423); c£ WB. <p NHB, Crum 22la, Kasser 

36b) instead of S pXoeic. Also pNan (144:30), 

which is either a "Sahidizing" of the Sub- 

achmimic NéTT, or is the actual Sahidic form 

of Bohairic €p NHB ("be lord," "dominate"), 

€-. 2eETBE (144:8) instead of S 2aTBEC . 

£. 6aswT (144:3,5,8; qualitative of 6wwtT) in- 

stead of S 6owT. 

3) Achmimic and Subachmimic (AA) 

a. MMe (seven times) instead of S Gime. 

b. MNT<+ (139:5; 141:16; 143:9; 145:7) instead 

of S MNT93’, . 

Cay INONG Ze (14:23:35; for A, TTANe* ?) instead of S 

Tron? ("turn"). 

d. Xayxy (140:26) instead of S Koyx4y (?). 

e. the adjectival use of Mnwa (142:5; usually 

AA, "much," "very") is noted by Crum as occur- 

ring once in Sahidic. 

f. the negative habitude M& (139:33; 142:35; 

143:5) instead of S Me’. 

g- the past temporal NT apée* (140:42) instead of 

S NTepe-. 

4) Achmimic influenced Sahidic (s®). 
a. Cs’N (138:4,10,19) instead of S CoN (cf. 

also under AADF) > 

b. wre (143:30) instead of S WA ("rise"). 
To be assigned to upper (AA) and lower (BF) Egyptian 

dialects. 

1) Achmimic and Fayyumic (AF). 

a. the demonstrative Teel (139:7) instead of 

Serala. 
2) Subachmimic and Fayyumic (AF) 5 

a. MHINE (139:16) instead of S maAciINe (see 

above under Ay) : 
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Cc. 

5) 

b. Xwme (145:17) instead of S Kwwme. 

3) Achmimic, Subachmimic and Bohairic (AA,B) 5 

a. the singular possessive article of the third 

person plural is always novw- (139:7; 141:42; 

DAZE WAS 5) ial Oma (L4as4) ee the: plural, form 

USESMINGVeA(S 915,15), 16,873) L40es 1; 142327375 

142:2; 143:14) except for the form NovepHy 

(138:5; a secondarily added title). 

To be assigned to lower Egyptian dialects (BF). 

1) Bohairic (B). 

a. avkKac (145:35) instead of S AsATKAC ("marrow"). 

b. kwWc (141:17) instead of S Kwwc (n.f. "corpse"). 

(oh wae ("nose" 142:23), an orthographic variant 

of B. instead of S. Wa, We. 

Phonological Variations. 

A. The form QwwT (138:2; "I, too") versus the form 2~ 

(145:20, "me, too"), a variation which leads one to 

suspect that the incipit and the colophon were com- 

posed by different authors. 

The doubling of consonants. 

1) N is doubled in the following instances: 

a. before & in NN&wy NE (138:10,34). 

b. before ov in Noe NN ovwMocYve (H40227,)'% 

c. before TQ) in NNee Nv (T3916) i 

Assimilation of . 

1) N is always assimilated to mM before n except in 

UN WkaTINOC 143:33. 

2) N is assimilated toM before Y¥ in ovTako MYVxH 

(141218). 

3) N is usually not assimilated to p before p (e.g. 

138227; 139:24,34,36; 140:4; 141:26; 142:16f) ex- 

cept for-two instances: €BoA 2N ppwme (138:20; 

141:6). 

4) N is occasionally assimilated to M before™M in 

CT pwx 2N MmMeAoc NNPwMe (139:36), TSABH MMHE 

(140:2) and OVHANTACIS MMHE CUADE 21) Gebuk, ck. 

NmTon (144:15) etc. 

5) doubling of N is resolved in 2N NETETN?2HTOV 

(143:25) and in all first and second futures ex- 

cept TETNNIGING (145:10). 
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6) N apparently is omitted in Tete MSVUgNpaTc 

( )Tarann (139:33). 

IV. Orthographical Variations. 

A. Defective and plene-writing. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

The 

1) 

The plural indefinite article 2eN- (CE USS 235% 

139:11; 140:2,4; 143:1) appears to be written de- 

fectively as 2N- ‘ine el Age AAancge 4223) 

The first person plural masculine possessive arti- 

cle is written as TIN” (139:20; 142:20) instead of 

TIEN’; the other forms are normal. 

The "until" form (WYyanty, 144:34) is also written 

plene (wantey- 141:14f). 

The plene form wpex (142:34) occurs for Wpx . 

variation of €\| and!. 

After vowels: NMAct (138:22; 142:23) beside Tar 

(eleven times); Tde!i (140:10; 141:28; 142:20£) 

always, but cf. AA,F TEC! (139:7); Nae (138:37; 

140:19,32; 141:20; 142:29) beside Nal (138:1,2,42). 

The first person singular pronominal suffix of 

prepositions is usually €l : MMoe, (138:13), Ndéi 

(138:26), NMmaei (138:14); but cf. Epoi (13835), 

Nal (138:22). The form NataT< is always NdSéixT7 

(145:1,3,5). The verb OVX] occurs as OYXAE| 

(143:6). The noun CTo!] occurs as cToE! (140:24). 

The explicative Ovol. (143:16; 144:12,14) occurs 

beside ovoe! (143:9,15,17,18,21; U44)32:, 105.37) ic 

Finally, the construct form of the demonstrative 

is always Tleci~, Teel~, NE€l~ in preference to 

WEA sete ING. 

In Greek words, the spelling | generally oc- 

curs more often than <l in Thomas the Contender, 

e.g. ATIAH = GmevaAn; EMIAH = énerd6h, TIEe€ = 

te(Serv. The causal conjunction émevén, usually 
EemtAH (140:3,18; 141:5,30; 142223,25) is also 
written plene ené\AH (138:10). The form ene: Ac 
(138:7) is probably defective for <mé1AH . The 

Greek noun éntSvuula is written €mievmia (140: 
3,25) as well as ENIeVmMeE\\ (140:32; 141:32). 

In the verbal system, the first person pro- 

nominal suffix is written plene, e.g. circumstantial 
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€€l~ (138:3), preterit NeEci-~ (138:3), condition- 

alis <clwan- (138:24), first perfect Aci- (140:7), 

except for the relative perfect <NT&1(~ (138:2). 

2) After a consonant: ATc! (143:16) occurs beside 

STCEe| (140:25). ; ¢ 

C. The author is reluctant to write three vowels in a row 

and thus prefers: 

1) CMOK?Z safc] (138:26f) for CmMoK? dararc. 

2) AVW YUNLAV ABAAE (140:25) for YNAdsdV NBAAC 

D. Internal juncture of T and 2 into © ; and mM and 2 

into p ‘ 

1) T +2 mostly, e.g. S€, (T1,N)EOHTI, (TNECOOV 

("evil"), but not in €T 2N~ (143:19,29,35; 144:18). 

2) Ti +2 always, i.e. ho (143:2), Pooy ("day," 

1393363" 14326,7; 144:7). 

Scribal Conventions. 

A. When N is the last letter in a line and would have 

closed a syllable, it is sometimes replaced by a supra- 

linear stroke over the vowel that would have preceded 

it, e.g. CO for CON (138:10, but cf. CON sic! 138:19), 

€20V for E2OVN (143:1), wd |/TEeovwwne for uyan|/Teovigwrne 

Cl Asia sit) G, eyrys/mpple for ey yan / Tpplé (144:21f), 

but there are cases where this feature is absent, e.g. 

USN /TEYBWA EBOA (141:14F), MiToNH pon / (144:13) 

and NMTON / (144:15). This scribal device does not 

usually apply where the N would carry the supralinear 

stroke, or when it represents the first person plural 

pronominal suffix, e.g. MMon* (141:3). 

The following scribal corrections made by inserting missing 

letters into the text just above the line are to be noted: 

A. Tote is inserted above the line in 141:9. 

Br N is crossed out in MAT pwx2hMnkwo7 , “the burning 

(pw? ) in the fire," to read MN Npwx 2 TTKwW2T "the 

burning (pwx) in (>") the fire" (141: LAs 

er © is inserted above the line in ]TTékwaxe NAT bOON OT 

"your sufficient word" to read MCkwaKée O NA&T POON OC 

"your word is sufficient" (142: DANK. 

D. c is inserted above the line in Tew... SyiTov MM3v 

to read TB8W... dAcCYITOY MM4Y, "the vine...removed 

them" (144:35). 
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Vil. Punctuation. The punctuation tends to be irregular, and 

is missing in many places where it would be expected. 

A. The supralinear stroke lacks in: Coovw (138:20), 

MIVATETNX! (138:35), N2EN TNZ (140:4), Ycranyy (140: 

16), OVN (or is this Greek otv?; 140:18), pwk2 (142: 

De, 2N- (142:16), 2! TOOTY (143:17), and NMTON (144: 

15)i. 

The supralinear stroke is mistakenly present in CON 

(138:19) and ON (143:3). 

The reason for supralineation in ‘Xw)ME (141:3) and 

2M78A (141:31; 143:32) eludes me. 

There is in addition to the supralinear stroke a form 

of punctuation resembling an apostrophe mark, some- 

times so small as to resemble a point, e.g. G€OHmM' 

which is used with some irregularity, in what seem to 

be the following situations: 

1) It occurs at the end of syllables closed by a con- 

sonant (except for 2? ,% and6é) in Coptic and 

Greek words, as well as proper names, e.g. TT PMN 2HT* 

Tap EYARK’ CBOA (140:14), TIsxey’ N61 Owmac> 

(8972455) es 

2) It replaces the supralinear stroke in words such 

as: Qwarr (139:24), Xwak’ (139:15), KwaT* (141:9), 

and in pronominal forms such as: Ndwormy’ (139:30, 

NETEVNTANY (141219), UTpTwpy' (141:2), <TooTYy 

(139:32), 2iTooTK’ (138:24), 2HTY* (140:5), 

TRHTY (140:7), etc. 
3) Occasionally it separates the second and third 

person masculine singular possessive adjective 

from its noun, e.g. tTek Te (138:7),TEy Ovals 

(139:30), particularly when the noun occurs on the 

next line, e.g. arrey’ / ovwuye (140:29f), Ney SAYCIC 

(140:30£). 

4) Occasionally it separates the relative converter 

from its infinitive, e.g. .y° ov /wuy8 (139:14), ay 

Oy’ /wuy8(142:11). 
5) It can separate the conjugation prefix from its 

infinitive, e.g. Ay ov [ow B’ (142:5£), dy’ ov wu B 

(142:9f). 
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6) It occurs mostly at the end of lines, separating 

a prefixal element from its noun or infinitive on 

the following line: e.g. AT pey 2WA’ (140:2f), 

Rov'/co6 (140:13£). 
7) It can serve to separate the indefinite plural 

article from its noun, e.g. ZEN <IAWAoN (141:16). 

8) It occurs after vowels as well, but only at the end 

of a line: [reTXI MociT’ rap (sic.) 2HTOY’ (140: 

20), TETNPAN Ne dSsTcBwW (140:12). 

9) Finally, it does not occur between a word and the 

enclitic TT€, or between the proclitic X€° and 

the following word. 

10) In sum, this type of punctuation seems to serve 

sometimes as syllable divider, sometimes as a con- 

tinuation mark at the end of a line, sometimes as 

an Ersatz for the supralinear stroke, and sometimes, 

like the stop sign ("), it serves to delimit mean- 

ing units. There is, however, not enough regular- 

ity in its employment in any of these categories 

to reproduce the precise algorithm governing its 

use. 

Having collected the linguistic and orthographic peculiari- 

ties of the text of Thomas the Contender, we may characterize 

its language and orthography. 

It appears that there are about as many forms departing from 

Sahidic but which have Sahidic parallels in the Text (List I) as 

there are forms departing from Sahidic without Sahidic parallels 

in the Text (List II). However, within the category of forms 

which consistently depart from Sahidic, we may rely only on 

those forms which are extremely frequent if we are to use them 

as a criterion for judging the scribe's Sprachgebtet. If Thomas 

the Contender had attained the length of the Apoeryphon of John 

or the Gospel of Philip, both of Codex II, we might have found 

that the forms which, in a short tractate like Thomas the Con- 

tender, depart consistently from Sahidic would not have done so 

in a longer tractate. Therefore, we can only use as evidence 

the consistently departing forms which occur very often, such 

as Amppie for S Te1pe » Ay Macie for S ME, AA, MME for S 
€iME , AA, MNTEe* for S MNTS or MNT-, the AA, negative habi- 

tude Ma* for S Mé7, the AA, past temporal NTAPp€e* for S NTepe~, 
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and the AA,B third person plural possessive article Tiov- and 

TONS (butech. NEVA) ior Ss» Wey" sandmirey-. 

The majority of the dialectal variations in both of the 

foregoing classes are upper-Egyptian, and in particular Sub- 

achmimic, or Achmimic-Subachmimic. Only a few are found in both 

upper and lower Egyptian dialects, and even fewer are specifi- 

cally lower-Egyptian. A large part of the variations are prob- 

ably orthographical, such as the occurrence of € at the end of 

words (7WTBE, COOVNE, etc.). 

On the basis of the information here listed, we conclude 

that the language of Thomas the Contender is not the classical 

Sahidic of the later Bible translations. The language has not 

been orthographically standardized, to judge from the rather 

large amount of spellings differing from attested Sahidic forms 

but which are matched in the texts by spellings that are attested 

in Sahidic. 

In addition, we have two very rare forms: ATK&Cc (145:35), 

which to my knowledge is only attested in the Berlin Gnostic 

papyrus 8502 (49:17) and in the Apoeryphon of John in Codex II 

(CG II,1,63:19; 64:19); P NeW, N&TT (144:31; 144:30); the for- 

mer is attested only in the Subachmimic Manichean Psalmbook and 

in the Gospel of Truth (CG I,2,20:17; 25:3), whereas the latter 

is entirely unattested (but may be an orthographical variant of 

the former). 

It is possible to characterize the language of the text as 

a mixed dialect. Although forms occur which are attested in all 

the dialects (Sahidic, Achmimic, Bohairic, Fayyumic, and Sub- 

achmimic) none of the special characteristics of Achmimic (the 

letter 2), Bohairic (spirantization of 11,7 ,K ) or Fayyumic 

(lambdacism) occur, so that we have to do at most with Sahidic 

and Subachmimic. All of the forms which consistently depart 

from Sahidic are attested in Subachmimic except for one Achmimic 

attestation (TP ple), which would suggest that the original 

scribe thought these to be the normal form of the word. The 

fact that the scribe in many cases vacillated between Subachmimic 

and Sahidic forms of the same word would suggest that the scribe 

knew and wrote a mixed dialect lying between the areas where 

Sahidic and Subachmimic were spoken. Thus the scribe would not 

have been at home either in the Sahidic of the Bible transla- 
tions or in the Subachmimic of the Coptic Manichaea, but rather 
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in a separate dialect. Since this type of dialect found in 

Codex II, and in Thomas the Contender in particular, becomes in- 

creasingly rare as Achmimic, Subachmimic and Sahidic became nor- 

malized, it may be a very early dialect. Since it tends to dis- 

appear even before Achmimic and Subachmimic eventually gave way 

to Sahidic, a process completed sometime in the fifth century, 

the dialect of Thomas the Contender may have been employed by 

a dialectal group which gradually gave way to those who repre- 

sented more standardized dialects. This would mean that the 

dialect of Thomas the Contender is of some antiquity, a judg- 

ment which tends to be confirmed by the apparent early date of 

Codex II, dated paleographically by S. Giversen as being written 

slightly before the writing down of the British Museum Manuscript 

Oriental (Coptic) 7594, dated in the middle of the fourth cen- 

tury.’ 

We may conclude with the observation of William H. Willis, 

Professor of Greek, Duke University, with which I substantially 

agree, and to which the evidence adduced here substantially 

points: 

I believe the dialect of Thomas to be the 
dialect of the region Dishnah-Nag Hammadi in the 
third and early fourth centuries. It is also the 
dialect of the Mississippi Crosby Codex, alleged by 

some to have been found at Dishnah, and which was 
part of the orthodox Christian library most of which 

was acquired by the Bibliothéque Bodmer in Geneva 

(including also the Chester Beatty Joshua). But 

there by the second half of the fourth century we 

find already classical standard Sahidic, e.g. P. 
Bodmer XXII (Jeremiah-Lamentations-Baruch). It 

strikes me as simply Subachmically-influenced early 

Sahidic native to this region. 
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NOTES 

Tehis division represents a slight modification of that 
employed by H. J. Polotsky, "The Coptic Conjugation System" 
Ortentalta (1960), pp. 392-422. 

2within Polotsky's system, the designation of the preterit 
particle as a sentence converter is not altogether apt, because 
it can lead to confusion. It has the difficulty of obscuring 
the difference between two traditionally separate conjugation 
bases, the imperfect "basic" tense and the preterit converter, 

which in Bohairic, Achmimic and Fayyumic appear to be distinct 
morphemes. In these dialects the preterit prefix is N&~ ,Nape-, 
NsAe , while there remains the form Ne’ , Nepe~ , N&AE- , which 
forms an independent conjugation base, called the imperfect tense. 
In Sahidic, however, all these morphemes are the same (WNé€’, Néz 
and Nepe~ ), so that they can all be considered as preterit con- 
verters. 

3W. C. Till, "Die Satzarten im Koptischen," Deutsche Aka- 
demie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, Institut fiir Orientforschung, 
Mitteilungen, Band II, Heft 3, Berlin (1954), p. 382. 

4 Orw appears to be a Nebenform of ovw2, both from w3h 
which coalesced with the root wh‘> wh from which "w" has dropped 
leaving 23* (Steindorff, Lehrbueh 4313). This often occurs as 
a prefix in upper Egyptian dialects: QI, Wks .26. Cte. Stein= 
dorff (Lehrbuch 355) calls it third perfect, although Polotsky 
claims it to be on the one hand (Ftudes 14A) an element in a 
negatived second tense: Né2’* ....AN, and on the other hand 
(Coptte Conjugation System I1,4) to be the original affirmative 
of MnaTé*. It is possible that the a2° form of the first per- 
fect (often in the Gospel of Thomas as the relative first per- 
fect when no new subject is introduced) is also derived from 
w3h directly, by the dropping of the initial "w". Neither of 
these forms, 2’* or &2- occurs in Thomas the Contender, and no 
example of 2a- is as yet known to me from Nag Hammadi. 

4 
@see now Codex XI,l and 2 (Subachmimic) where the first 

perfect conjugation base comprises 477 AZON- , 3”, 2a , d7d° and 
relative Nraza-. 

eer footnote 2 above. 

Oneee 
"Die Sprache der Hypostase der Archonten," durchgeftihrt 

auf Wunsch von Professor K. Aland. 

7 : S. Giversen, Apoeryphon Johannis (Copenhagen: Protestant Apud Munksgaard, 1963), pp. 38-40. 

8-8 : : Privately communicated in a personal letter dated October 
24, 1969. 







CHAPTER II 

COMMENTARY 

The tnetptt of Thomas the Contender constitutes both the 

designation of the content of the work and its legitimization. 

That the tneipit is a later addition is proved by its linguistic 

features alone. The language is rather good Sahidic and betrays 

forms which, by and large, are absent from the remainder of the 

work. The plural demonstrative is elsewhere NaCl (138:37; 140: 

19,32; 141:20; 142:29) while the form N&i occurs only in 138:1,2 

and possibly in 138:42 (directly following a lacuna). The two 

relative perfect prefixes E€NTA* occur only in 138:1,2, whereas 

elsewhere we find the form NTs (140:34,41) and €7Ta* (144:30). 

Furthermore, the third person plural possessive article is al- 

ways (nine times) N€v-, except in 138:4 where the form NOY~- oc- 

curs in NovepHy . Finally, the form MMav for the nota accu- 

sativi MMoov is unique in the document. 

The designation Nwa&e%¢ GCeHT immediately recalls the open- 

ing lines of the Gospel According to Thomas (CG II,2:32:10):+ 

Evi. Theeo2i0=12 Thoc.elosied—s 

Nacl Né Nude COHTT Nuaxe €OHTT NST _ 
ENTAIC ETON? KOOV ENT SY WAKE MMV N6I TICwp 

NiovAsc GwMasc 

avw aAyc7?sicoy Na&l ENTAY<d20V 
TovAasc GWmMac N61 A,AvMoc lov ANOK 2WwT MaSrlaec 

In the case of the Gospel of Thomas, the inetpit title 

"hidden words" is appropriate for the contents, since the char- 

acterization of its contents as Adyou reappears within the body 

of the work: 

Many times have you desired to hear these words (ATETNP 

CTIIO VME! ECWTM SNEEIWJSKE ) which I say to you 

Se GLOG)- 23.8) 

If you become disciples to me and hear my words 

(NTETNCUOTM SNAlWSKE) these stones will minister 
to you. (Log. 19) 

Whoever finds the explanation of these words 

(GEpMHNels NNeeivyaxe ) will not taste death. 

(Log.-1l¢ cfs John 8:52) 

Clearly the Gospel of Thomas purports to be a collection of 

Jesus' "words" or sayings. On first inspection, this is not 

105 
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the case with Thomas the Contender, even though it is designated 

in the tnetptt as "hidden words." Thomas the Contender purports 

to be a dialogue, not a loosely connected chain of sayings. 

Taken as a whole, however, Thomas the Contender cannot be 

considered a unity. One of the clearest clues to its composite 

nature is that only three-fifths of the tractate is in dialogue 

form. The dialogue proper extends from 138:4-142:26. The last 

words of this block have Thomas saying: 

You have indeed persuaded us, Lord. We realized 
in our heart and it is obvious that this is so, and 
your word is sufficient. But these words that you 
speak to us are laughing-stocks to the world and are 
sneered at, since they are not understood. So how 
can we go preach them since we are reckoned as in 
the world? (142:19-26) 

At this point, Thomas disappears altogether from the dialogue. 

It looks very much as though this concluding speech of 

Thomas is composite. That is, the dialogue section of the trac- 

tate originally ended with the words: "You have persuaded us, 
Lord. We knew in our heart and it is obvious that this is so, 

and your word is sufficient." The following words about the 

task of preaching mocked words look like an editorial link de- 
signed to introduce the next major block of the tractate, which 

begins with a section that deals with those who mock Jesus' words. 
This second major block of the tractate is not a dialogue, 

but is rather a homily consisting of an introductory apocalypse 
(142:26-143:7) followed by a collection of woes (143:7-145:1) 
and beatitudes (145:1-8), concluded by an admonition and promise 
of salvation (145:8 ad,fin.). 

The actual dialogue comes to a formal close with Thomas' 
affirmation: "your word is sufficient." But immediately Thomas 
continues on by speaking of Jesus' words (plural) rather than 
Jesus' word (singular). The shift from singular to plural sug- 
gests a change in either the topic or the referent of the ensu- 
ing discourse; the topic shifts from Jesus' Adyog (trekwyaxe) 
to his Adyou (Niwaxée ETKXW MMooy NaN). At the same time 
reference is made to the task of preaching these Adyout, which 
is hindered by the fact that the world mocks them. 

Since the topic now shifts to the subject of Jesus' Adyou, 
we must attempt to discover the identity of these "words," and 
it is natural to look for them in the second section of the 
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tractate. The closest thing resembling Adyou in this section is 

the long series of woes and macarisms, perhaps including the 

closing admonition as well. Now these woes and macarisms are 

not Adyout in exactly the same sense as are the Adyou of the 

Gospel of Thomas since their format is not a’chain of isolated 

sayings, each introduced by "Jesus said" etc. However, their 

designation as Adyou becomes quite clear when we adopt a slightly 

different point of reference, in this case, the Gospel of Matthew, 

where three of the five major discourse sections are denoted as 

collections of Adyou by the concluding formula: (€yéveto) Ste 

étéAcoev 6 *“Inootce tovg Adyoug to’btovugc. (Mt. 7:28; 19:1; 26:1; 

GE. fl sisl4s53)i.= Most significant among these is the Sermon 

on the Mount, paralleled by the Lucan "Sermon on the Plain." 

A significant part of both of these collections of Adyot con- 

sists of beatitudes, and in the Lucan version we find also woes 

(Lk. 6:24-26). Another of Matthew's discourse sections, although 

not designated as Adyout by a concluding formula, consists almost 

entirely of woes against the scribes and Pharisees (Mt. 23). We 

conclude then that in Christian literature the term "words" 

(Adyou, wsaxe ) can be a terminus techniteus for collections of 

sayings of Jesus. 

The phrase with which the second section of Thomas the Con- 

tender is introduced: "but these words which you speak to us," 

is very probably the reflection of a technical designation of 

the following series of sayings (woes and blessings) as AdYoL. 

If it is only a reflection, is it possible to find a more imme- 

diate source for the designation of the second section as Adyou? 

It seems likely that an affirmative answer is suggested by the 

inetptt of Thomas the Contender, which we regard as a later addi- 

tion to the tractate as a whole. The inetpit claims that the 

material it entitles is "the hidden words which the Savior spoke 

to Judas Thomas, which I wrote down, even I, Mathaias." Here we 

have the designation Adyou (&ndéuovgot) which designates, not the 

ensuing dialogue, but much more the woes and beatitudes of the 

second section. Thus, it is natural to suspect that the itnecipit 

title was to some extent borrowed from the title of the second 

section as it originally existed (without a dialogue prefixed 

to it), and that it originally made no mention of Thomas, who 

is never mentioned in the homiletic-discourse material of the 

second section. If now we designate the dialogue proper 
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(138:4-142:26) as section A, and the sayings of the remaining 

section (certainly the woes, beatitudes, the final admonition, 

and perhaps the introductory apocalyptic section) as section B, 

we can schematize the process of the composition of Thomas the 

Contender as follows: 

1. There existed an originally independent collection of 

sayings (section B) entitled something like "The Hidden Words 

which the Savior spoke, which I wrote down, even I, Mathaias." 

This collection consisted of the woes and beatitudes which we 

presently find in section B, and was perhaps prefixed by the 

introductory apocalypse which served to announce urgency in heed- 

ing the following woes, beatitudes and final admonition. 

2. This collection of sayings (section B) was then prefixed 

with the main dialogue between Thomas and the Savior (section A). 

It is quite possible that parts of this dialogue, or even all of 
it, served as a source document for the current form of section 

A. The title of this source document may have been something 

like "The Book of Thomas the Contender writing to the Perfect." 
That section A originally bore this title is suggested by the 

fact that only A makes mention of Thomas, and the motif of per- 

fection (138:36; 139:12; 140:10£). This combination of A and B 
could have been suggested by their serial appearance in a written 
document, but their current combination is probably intentional. 

3. Once combined, the original title of section A was suf- 
fixed to the entire combination of A and B such that the whole 

work was attributed to Thomas. 

4. The original title of section B ("The secret words which 
the Savior spoke, which I wrote down, even I, Mathaias") was then 
expanded by the addition of Thomas as recipient of the Savior's 
words, and the demotion of Mathaias to the scribe, to produce 
the present inecipit: "The hidden words which the Savior spoke to 
Judas Thomas, which I wrote down, even I, Mathaias. I was walk- 
ing, listening to them speak with one another." Since this step 
was effected at the cost of contradicting the subscript title 
naming Thomas as the scribe, and since the tnetptit, as we have 
shown, bears evidence of being composed by an author separate 
from that of either section A or B, it is likely that the com- 
position of the ineipit is the latest stage in the redaction of 
Thomas the Contender. 

5. Finally, the completed work was copied by yet another 
scribe into the contents of Codex II, since the language of the 
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colophon written by the scribe of Codex II differs from that of 

the tnetpit: it uses the first person form 2w (145:20) of the 

intensifier 2ww~, while the author of the ineipit uses 

(LSSi2)re 

The main reasons behind this hypothesis are three: the 

uniqueness of the language of the tneipit as compared to the 

rest of the document; the fact that the dialogue ends after the 

first three-fifths of the document leaving a long monologue of 

the Savior; and the fact that important motifs in B (the sun and 

moon, the grapevine and weeds, the description of Tartaros, and 

the Jesuanic formulae [truly I say to you, woe to you, blessed 

are you, watch and pray]) “are missing in A, and conversely im- 

portant motifs in A (the Thomas material, visible and invisible, 

bestiality, "truth," perfection, the wise man, éniSvuta, knowl- 

edge, and light) do not appear in B. 

On the other hand, important motifs in B are also found in 

A, such as the fire of passion, the derangement caused by lust, 

and the mention of preaching. This fact gives some reason to 

believe that the prefixing of A to B was intentional, and that, 

while it is likely that much of A existed prior to the time of 

its redaction with B, it is also likely that A was to some ex- 

tent harmonized with B by the redactor who combined A with B 

and who also composed the inetpit. The intention of the redac- 

tor in combining A with B must have been to produce a literary 

vehicle more suitable to his intended purpose than the original 

form of either B or A alone would have been. Some rationale 

for this process will be offered in our concluding section when 

we come to discuss the literary profile of Thomas the Contender. 

At this stage, however, we wish to make it clear that while 

the ascetic message of abstinence from the body and its fiery 

passions gives a certain homogeneity to the entire tractate, 

the two sections A and B basically derive from separate authors. 

Striking confirmation for this is provided by the distribution 

between A and B of three Coptic words which are among the most 

frequent in Coptic Gnostic revelation literature: COoVN ("knowl- 

edge," "to know," thirteen times in A, in B once) ; (p) OVOEIN 

("to illumine," "light," fourteen times in A, three rather in- 

nocuous occurrences in B); and OVWN7? €B0A ("to appear," "be 

visible,” "revelation," twenty-six times in A, one innocuous 

occurrence in B). The lack of these termint techniet in B plus 
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the distribution of motifs mentioned earlier persuade us that 

Thomas the Contender is a combination of two originally separate 

sources, the first (A) of which has undergone some harmonizing 

currently impossible to isolate with certainty. The redactor 

who combined them then prefixed the whole by an inetptt composed 

from the original titles of the two sources. 

It now remains to deal with the question of the names 

"Thomas" and "Mathaias" as they occur in the inetptt. + It is 

quite certain that the name "Judas Thomas" is at home in section 

A of Thomas the Contender, which is a dialogue between the Sav- 

ior and Thomas, whose name is mentioned sixteen times. But the 

name Mathaias is mentioned nowhere else in A or B, save in the 

tnetptt, and thus we are led to conjecture that the most likely 
explanation for this is that it originally occurred in the title 
to section B, which was then expunged and included in the present 

tnetptt. Since the current subscript title naming Thomas as 
scribe contradicts the current incipit naming Mathaias as scribe, 
it is clear that both titles did not stem from the same author; 
one of them is a later addition. Because the language of the 
tnetptt differs from that of the rest of the tractate, it is more 
likely that the ineipit is a recent construction, and the sub- 
script title ("The Book of Thomas the Contender writing to the 
Perfect") was the original title to section A, but now displaced 
to the end of the tractate as the title of the whole. 

Assuming that section B, a collection of the Savior's (se- 
cret?) Adyot, originally bore a title ("The Secret Words which 
the Savior spoke to Mathaias") which connected those Adyou with 
the figure of Mathaias, we must now seek to clarify the signi- 
ficance of the name Mathaias vis-a-vis the sayings collection 
of section B. 

To begin with, the name of Mathaias in various spellings 
has been used to designate a certain transmitter of the sayings, 
both "canonical" and secret, of Jesus. There is the statement 
of Papias of Hieropolis ca. 130 A.D.: "So then, Matthaios com- 
piled the sayings (t& Adyta) in the Hebrew language, but each 
interpreted them as he was able."? This is traditionally taken 
to refer to the composition of the Gospel of Matthew, but since 
Schleiermacher most scholars have held that the Gospel of 
Matthew was not written in or translated from a Semitic lan- 
guage, but was originally written in Greek in dependence on the 
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Greek Gospel of Mark. Thus it is always possible that ta Adyia 

refers to some kind of sayings collection which various scholars 

have attempted to identify with Q or with a primitive Aramaic 

gospel. Without trying to debate the question as to the precise 

relation of Papias' statement to either the Gospel of Matthew, 

or Q, it is clear that the name of a certain Matthaios was bound 

up with some compilation of Jesus' sayings. 

Yet another tradition concerning an individual named 

Matthias (sic.) is found in the Flenehos of Hippolytus, where 

he calls attention to a Basilidean source which he ascribed to 

Matthias: 

Basilides and Isidore, the true son and disciple of 
Isidore, say that Matthias spoke to them secret words 
(Aédyou a&méduovgot) which he heard from the Savior when 
he was taught privately. (Ref. VII 20.1; cf. 20.5)4 

In addition, Clement of Alexandria in his Stromatets (II 

ea Seat el Ap Dono eV UL Oyo els VE deo Gin’: Cie mVic b U7 Osada) 

mentions and quotes certain Traditions of Matthias. While none 

of the quotes occurs in Thomas the Contender, one of them could 

serve as a virtual précis of Thomas the Contender: 

They say that Matthias also taught as follows: "To 

strive with the flesh and abuse it without yielding 

to it in any way for unbounded lust, but to increase 
the soul through faith and knowledge." (Strom. III 

4,26.3)° 

In spite of the orthographical variants, it is possible 

that Mathaias, Matthaios, Matthias may together pointetovaicer= 

tain individual to whom tradition ascribed the role of recipient 

and traditioner of the words (Adyou, Adyta) of Jesus. He is 

clearly connected by Papias with a tradition of Adyva, and by 

Hippolytus with a tradition of Adyou andupopo., while the inect- 

pit of Thomas the Contender designates him as privy to and 

scribe of these words spoken, not totally privately, but in the 

company of Thomas. Clement credits him with being an ascetic 

teacher, as does the inetptt of Thomas the Contender by impli- 

cation, and Papias. Therefore, if the name Mathaias entered 

the inctpit of Thomas the Contender by being borrowed from the 

title of section B of Thomas the Contender, it is reasonable 

to suppose that section B forms a portion of the stream of tra- 

ditions about a certain Matthew who was a recipient of the Sav- 

ior's secret words. The variation in the orthography of 
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Matthew's name would then have arisen through attempts to har- 

monize this Matthew's name with the names of other Matthews, 

e.g. the tax-collector, or Iscearict"s replacement, etc. Even 

if the name Mathaias had newer been connected with the original 

form of section B, his reputation as a recipient and a tradition-— 
er of the Savior"s words may have secondarily attracted his name 
into the incipit of Thomas the Contender. This would have been 
done, however, in contrediction to the obvious attempt to desig- 
nate Thomas as the Savior"s partmer in dialogue, as well as to 
the subscript title's designation of Thomas as scribe of the 
entire Book of Thomas the Contem@er. Such a process of attrac- 
tion seems less likely than that Mathaias' name was originally 
part of the title of section B of Thomas the Contender; at least 
it seems certain that his name wes not part of the original title 
to section A, since his name is never mentioned in section A. 

The fact that the imeipit designates the tractate as "secret 
words” (Nwakse contr , Adyou Gméxpugot) could have resulted in 
three ways: 1) “secret words" derives from the original title to 
section B which named Mathaias as scribe; 2) "secret words" de- 
Fives from the original title to section A, hamming Thomas as 
scribe; or 3) "secret words” was added by the redactor of A and 
B by analogy with the Gospel of Thomas. Alternative (2) is in- 
probable owing to the non-Aéyo. (dialogue) character of A. Al- 
ternative (3) is a good possibility, but does not account for 
the inclusion of Mathaias" name in the tucipit, and alternative 
(1), however, has the merit of helping to account for the inciu- 
sion of Mathaias' neme in the tmetpit, and providing a good 
characterization (Aéyo.) for the contents of section B, as well 
@s a reason (authorship by Mathaias, a traditioner of Jesus’ 
secret words, according to Hippolytus) for describing the Adyou 
a@s secret (dandémxpugo ) . 

Therefore, we regard the incipit of Thomas the Contender 
as being composed out of the original title of section B ("The 
Hidden Words the Savior spoke, which I wrote down, even I, 
Mathaias") which, when A ("The Book of Thomas the Contender") 
Was prefixed to B was expanded to yield the current tnetpit 
title: "The Hidden Words which the Savior spoke to Judas Thomas, 
which I wrote down, even I, Mathaias. I was walking as I lis- 
tened to them speak with one another." 
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138:4-7, The first (A) section, the dialogue proper, is intro- 

duced by the Savior's offer to reveal (6war e7BE) to Thomas 

the things about which he has pondered in his mind, while Thomas 

has time in the world. 

The temporal clause 2wc EVNTA&K Novectty 2M Tikocmoc 

implies first of all that the Savior's revelation is an activity 

that occurs in the world. As the ensuing dialogue shows, the 

revelation is imparted by speech, and, as far as we can tell, by 

speech taking place between two embodied beings. In 138:1f this 

communication must occur before the Savior's Ascension (a subject 

to be discussed later). The implication is that the phrase 

"while you (Thomas) have time in the world" sets a limit beyond 

which revelation cannot occur, and must be interpreted as "while 

you (still) have time (left) in the world." Thus, if we ask 

for what it is that Thomas has time in the world, we answer first 

of all: "for hearing the Savior's revelation." 

However, as we read further in the document we shall see 

that Thomas requires time not only for hearing the revelation, 

but also for preaching it to others (138:25f; 141:19-25; 142: 

21-26). Thus the second implication of the opening phrase of 

the Savior's speech is that Thomas possesses time (perhaps bet- 

ter: "opportunity") for executing a mission of preaching. 

The Savior tells Thomas that he will reveal to him the 

things about which Thomas has pondered in his mind (literally, 

"heart," ?HT ). As is true in the Synoptic portrayal of Jesus, 

apparently the Savior in Thomas the Contender also has unusual 

powers of perception, and can recognize the state of mind of 

those around him (cf. Mk. 2:8 par.; 8:17 par.; 12:15 par.; 14:18 

par.). Thomas does not get a chance to state directly what he 

is pondering in his mind, so we must assume that the Savior 

recognized these questions without asking Thomas. But because 

of Thomas' response to the Savior'’s opening speech ("Therefore 

I beg you to tell me about the things I ask you before your 

Ascension," 138:22£), which implies that the Savior has not yet 

told him the things he wants to know, we cannot be sure whether 

the things the Savior is going to say in his opening speech are 

the things which Thomas is pondering. Thus at the most we should 

expect that the Savior's opening speech is an introduction to 

the dialogue, rather than a summary of the things which Thomas 

(and the reader) is going to learn about. 
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138:7-21. Next, there follows the Savior's instruction for 

Thomas to inquire and become aware of who he is, in what way he 

exists, and in what way he will come to be, because he is called 

the Savior's twin and true companion. Having already addressed 

Thomas as "brother" in the introduction, here the Savior rather 

than addressing Thomas as his twin and true friend, actually 

seems to refer to a piece of tradition that Thomas is his twin 

and true friend: emeid<H> Xwxooc KE NTOK Tacoely Avw raw sep 

MMHE "since it has been said that you are my twin and true com- 

panion." To be compared is 138:10; eneiAH cEemMoyTe GpoKk Ke 

TACON "Since you are called my brother." To see the significance 

of this tradition that Judas Thomas is the twin brother of the 

Lord, we must briefly trace its history. 

We must begin with the actual name Judas Thomas. Nowhere 

in the New Testament is there any express connection between 

the names Judas and Thomas. Thomas is mentioned merely as one 

among the twelve apostles (Mt. 10:3; Mk. 3:18; Lk. 6:5; Acts 

1:13). When we come to the Gospel of John, we first encounter 

the redundant name ®wuac 6 Aeyduevog AlSvuuoS (Jn. 11:16; 20:24; 

21:2). We say redundant because 6{6vuoc (twin) is a Greek ren- 

dition of the Aramaic RNXRN (twin) which has been transliterated 

into Greek as ®wud(¢c). Thus far, all we have is the mention of 

an individual named "Twin" or "Thomas," but not of Judas Thomas. 

The only Judas, besides Judas Iscariot, who is expressly 

connected with the apostles is a shadowy figure of the Lucan 

tradition called ‘IoUéac ‘IduwBoc, Judas son of James (Lk. 6:16; 

Acts 1:13). However, we also have the tradition of a certain 

Judas who is one of Jesus' brothers (Mt. 13:55; Mk. 6:3). F 

Finally, we must take into consideration another most signifi- 

cant canonical witness, the Epistle of Jude, written by ‘Iov6éac 

“Inood Xetotod SobAoc, ASeEAMdC GE *IanudBov. 

Taken as a whole, this evidence points to the existence of 

Judas who is the brother of Jesus (Mt. 13:55; Mk. 6:3), a James 

who is brother of Jesus (Gal. 1:19; Mt. 13:55; Mk. 6:3), and a 

Judas who is a brother of James (Mt. 13:55; Mk. 6:3; Jude LL) 

all in addition to Judas Iscariot. In the face of this evidence 

it is tempting to suggest that all these Judas figures, with the 

exception of Iscariot, were the same person, but we have no way 

of being sure, since the sources themselves may have confused 

the names. Nevertheless, there seems to be adequate evidence 
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(Mt. 13:55; Mk. 6:3; Jude 1) of a primitive tradition that there 

was an apostle Judas who was the brother of Jesus. 

But what of the figure Judas Thomas? Here we have rather 

slim evidence, since the New Testament does not connect these 

two names, except in Jn. 14:22 where instead of ‘Iot6dac ody 6 

*“Ioxapt@tn¢e the Curetonian Syriac version witnesses ‘’Iov6ac 

Owuac. Perhaps there is little else that can be said here except 

to sum up this evidence in the words of Helmut Koester, whose 

suggestions concerning the canonical Thomas and Judas traditions 

have influenced the above line of argumentation: 

What is lost in the canonical tradition, however, 
is the actual, original name of the Apostle (Thomas): 
Judas. That this was his true name is as probable as 
is the fact that Peter's given name was Simon. Yet, 
this Judas is also called the (Twin) brother of the 
Lord, which raises the question whether the canonical 
tradition did not after all preserve the name of this 
Apostle elsewhere: in the name of the author of the 
Epistle of "Judas (Jude), the brother of James," since 
this James is certainly the brother of the Lord. Though 
not desiring to indulge any further in the complex 
problem of desposynot I would like to affirm that the 
identity of Judas, the brother of the Lord, and the 
Apostle Thomas is more likely a primitive tradition 
than a later confusion - a primitive tradition which 
was, to be sure, suppressed by later orthodox develop- 
ments; already 2 Peter, by incorporating the Epistle 
of Jude, takes a second step in this development; the 
initial step is reflected in the tnetpit of Jude it- 
self, where "brother of the Lord" is avoided in favor 
of "brother of James. In any case, it is not im- 
possible that the origin of the primitive designation 
"Judas Thomas, the brother of the Lord" in the Gospel® 
of Thomas is the actual historical activity of this 
Apostle in Edessa or in another area of Palestine- 
Syria from which Edessene Christianity derives its 
beginnings. The alternative would be that an early 
Christian group adopted the name of one of the des- 
posynot at a later date. This is quite possible in 
view of the role of Jesus' family in the early decades 
of Christianity. But since this group thus would have 
preserved an original form of his name that has been 

lost in the canonical tradition, such adoption must 

have taken place before the composition of the canon- 

ical Gospels. 

Whether or not the antiquity of this tradition can ever be 

demonstrated, it is important to note that it must have been 

very important in the Osrhoéne, especially in Edessa, the tra- 

ditional resting place of the bones of the Apostle Thomas. 

This fact is witnessed to not only by the Syr° reading of Jn. 

14:22 (‘Iov6Sac Cwudic), but even indirectly by the Abgar Legend 
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in Eusebius (H.#. I, 19 vue? At the same time, however, the 

Abgar Legend tends to deny Thomas' role in the evangelizing of 

Edessa by having him send Thaddeus (=Addai) in his stead after 

Jesus' Ascension. However, Walter Bauer has pointed out that 

this tradition of Thaddeus as the apostle to Edessa is late and 

suspect: 

Of this report, which ostensibly rested for cen- 
turies in the custody of the record office in Edessa, 
there is certainly no trace in the pre-Eusebian period, 
even in Edessa itself. Ephraem (d. 373), who lauds 
the conversion of the city in rhetorical exuberance, 
mentions indeed the apostle Addai, es drops not a 
single hint about the correspondence. 0 

The most extensive work which deals with Judas Thomas and 

which connects him with Eastern Syria is the Acts of Thomas. 

Originally composed in Syriac, -+ the Acts of Thomas 

+ . + represents the Gnostic Christianity of Syria in 
the third century, which was domiciled in the region 
of Mesopotamia (somewhere between Edessa and Mesene) 
and was only catholicized at a relatively late date 
(in the 4th and 5th centuries; cf. Bauer, Rechtglaubig- 
kett und Ketzeret, p. 6ff). Close connections with 
the Bardesanian Gnosis can be seen in the Wedding 
Hymn of Sophia and in the "Mother" epicleses, but 
there is in addition a long free quotation from the 
Bardesanian "Book of the Laws of the Lands" in the 
speech in c. 91 (Bornkamm, Mythos und Legende, pp. 
SS5L£E)) 5 That the Bardesanites composed apocryphal 
Acts and put the doctrines into the mouth of the 
Apostles is moreover expressly stated by Ephraem Syrus 
(cf. Bauer, op. cit. pp. 40f). All the same, the 
Acts of Thomas give the impression of a "vulgar" 
Gnosticism (Lipsius I. 345), and are distinguished 
from Bardesanes himself (not from his school, cf. 
H. H. Schaeder, Bardesanes von Edessa, 2ZKG 51, 1932, 
pp- 21ff) by their radical dualism and their severely 
Encratite tendency. The latter links them all the 
more closely with Manichaeism, which itself took its 
origin from the Bardesanian Gnosis and made its appear- 
ance in the latter's sphere of influence in the cen- 
tury in which the Acts of Thomas came into being. 

This is shown also by the canon of ascetic ethics 
which is expressly formulated at several points in 
the Acts of Thomas (cc. 28, 126) - rejection of the 
pleasures of the table, of avarice and of sexual 
intercourse - and which was adopted by the Manichees 
in their precepts for the Electi (tria stgnacula). 
This ascetic canon is certainly pre-Manichaean. The 
same holds for the numerous particular ideas and con-. 
ceptions, which have their exact parallels indeed in 
Manichaeism but derive in fact from the older Gnosti- 
cism. From this point of view we can understand the 
diffusion and appreciation of these Acts among the 
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Manichees, and the fact that traces of Manichaean re- 
daction are almost certainly to be found in the dox- 
ology to the Wedding Hymn (c. 7), and in the epicle- 
sis (c. 27) and in the Hymn of the Pearl. The acts 
as a whole however prove to be a connecting-link be- 
tween the older Gnosticism and Manichaeism. They 
allow us to recognize a pre-Manichaean Syrian Gnosti- 
cism, out of whose elements Mani shaped his own doc- 
trine. Possibly, as Schaeder has conjectured (Gnomon, 
1933, pp. 351f), the very figure of Thomas, the 
Apostle of Syria, played an extremely important role 
for Mani. According to the Arabian Fihrist he was 
called by an angel "at-taum." This angelic name is 
only the transposition of the Aramaic "toma," which 
at one and the same time is the proper name and sig- 
nifies "twin." This is now confirmed by Mani's own 
account (Keph. 14f) where in the place of that angel 
there appears the "living Paraclete," whom Mani must 
have identified with him.12 The exact counterpart to 
the "twin" of the Acts of Thomas is formed Py the term 
"bosom-friend," frequent in the Coptic texts 3 
(Widengren, The Great Vohu Mana, pp. 25ff). The new 
Manichaean texts also show that the Thomas legend, as 
presented in the Acts of Thomas, was well known in 
Manichaeism. Thomas is the Apostle to India (MPSB 
194:13 et. al.), who met his death at the hands of 
four soldiers who thrust him through with lances 
(tb. 142:17£f; cf. Acts of Thomas 165, 168). The 
Gnostically, interpreted figure of the Apostle Thomas 
may thus have been considerable for Mani's under- 
standing of himself. It mediated to him the apostolic 
connection with Jesus, and appeared in his eyes indeed 
his alter ego, just as Mani's missionary journey to 
India before his appearance in Babylon corresponds 

to that of the Apostle. ( 
The Gnosticism documented in the Acts of Thomas 

evidently provided the Manichaeism which was soon 
thereafter systematically developed with a con- 

siderable portion of its mythological material, and 

the "vulgar" form probably with its essential con- 

tent. That in Catholic circles also these Acts could 

be widely read and valued, without concern, is not 

surprising, since the translation of the Gnostic myths 

into legend seems to have made the heretical poison 

largely ineffective for uncritical readers. The 

period of origin of the Acts of Thomas is settled 

by their place in the history of religions between 

Bardesanes and Mani; they will have been composed 

in the first half of the 3rd century. 

Having given reason for situating the Acts of Thomas within 

the tradition of the early third century Gnosis of the Osrhoéne, 

we obtain a valuable point of reference for the traditions about 

Thomas 

Thomas 

is the 

and in 

contained therein. According to the Acts of Thomas, Judas 

is the brother of James the Brother of Jesus (c. 1). He 

twin of Jesus whom he resembles in appearance (ce. HA) 

fact, in order to avoid confusion, Jesus must say: "I am 
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not Judas who is called Thomas, I am his brother." Inc. 31 of 

the Greek version Thomas is called "the twin of Christ," and in 

c. 39, he is called "the twin of Christ, the apostle of the 

Highest and fellow-initiate in the hidden word of Christ, who 

receives his secret words." (cf. also cc. 10, 47, 78) 0° 

Another key focal point in the Judas Thomas tradition which 

we have already mentioned is the Gospel of Thomas. Because this 

Gospel circulated in Egypt in the form of P. Oxy. 1 "probably 

written not much later than the year 20o"t6 it has been often 

conjectured that it originated in East Syria, around A.D. 150 or 

earlier. H.-C. Puech has showed us that the prologue of the 

Gospel of Thomas is echoed in the Acts of Thomas, since accord- 

ing to both, the dndédupvoa Adyta have been revealed to Thomas by 

Jesus the Life giver (A.Th. 39 Syr. miu) or the living Jesus 

(G.Th. Log. 1 1¢ ETON?Z ): 

It is therefore clear that either the prologue of 
our gospel is echoed in the Acts of Thomas or both are 
influenced by the same tradition. Such a relation 
between the Acts and the Gospel of Thomas is confirmed 
by the only other passage in the Coptic document in 
which the Apostle Thomas appears, to play moreover an 
important part: 

Jesus said to his disciples: "Make a comparison 
to me and tell me whom I am like." Simon Peter said 
to him: "Thou art like a wise man of understanding." 
Thomas said to him: "Master, my mouth will not at 
all be capable of saying* whom thou art like." Jesus 
said to him: "I am not thy Master, because thou hast 
drunk, thou hast become drunk from the bubbling spring 
which I have measured out." (cf. A.Th. cc. Sip 5 
147). And he took him, he withdrew (cf. Lk. 9)2E0)) 7, 
he spoke three words to him (cf. A.Th. c. 47). Now 
when Thomas came up to his companions, they asked 
him: "What did Jesus say to thee?" Thomas said to 
them: "If I tell you one of the words which he said 
to me, you will take up stones and throw at me; and 
fire will come from the stones and burn you up." 
(CG II,2: 34:25-35:14). 

It would be possible to establish further but 
less distinct connections between the Acts and the 
Gospel of Thomas (e.g. 136 and Logion 2 CAT 
and Logion 22, c. 170 and Logion 52). ...0On the 
whole we may conclude from all these connections 
that the Acts are dependent on the gospel. 

In view of the preceding evidence, it is justifiable to 
conclude that there was at home in the Osrhoéne a primitive tra- 
dition according to which Judas the brother of James was con- 
sidered to be the twin (8C6vuyn0¢g Owudic) brother of the Jesus, to 
whom the Lord entrusted secret words. To quote Koester: "the 
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Thomas tradition was the earliest form of Christianity in Edessa, 

antedating the beginning of both Marcionite and orthodox Chris- 

tianity in that area’, *1° 

It is interesting to see this tradition appearing in Thomas 

the Contender, a writing belonging to the same Codex as the Gos- 

pel of Thomas, but many of whose features also approximate those 

of the Acts of Thomas. Therefore we begin to suspect that Thomas 

the Contender is in all probability, at least in its present 

form, a product of this same East Syrian Gnosis in which the tra- 

dition of Thomas, twin brother of Jesus and recipient of his se- 

cret teaching, appears to be solidly at home. Indeed the highly 

ascetic character of Thomas the Contender tends to confirm this 

thesis. 

Now the Savior has said that since it is well known (avxooc 

Xe ) that Thomas is his twin and true companion, Thomas should 

seek to become aware of who he is. That is, since Thomas is 

commonly called (cemovte Epok Ke ) the Savior's brother, it 

is not fitting that he be ignorant of himself (138:10-12), other- 

wise, presumably, he could not really be the twin of the Savior 

who is himself the knowledge of the truth (138:13). This self- 

knowledge, according to Thomas the Contender, is knowledge of 

one's identity (NTK NIM), knowledge of the circumstances in 

which one finds himself ( AKUWoot N&yN7€ , second present) and 

knowledge of one's destiny (ckNAWwWNe N&wy NpHTte). One needs 

only to compare this with the famous formula of the Eucerpta ex 

Theodoto 78,2: "the knowledge (of) who we were, what we have 

become, where we were or where we were placed, whither we hasten, 

from what we are redeemed, what birth is and what rebirth,"?? to 

see that Thomas the Contender makes no mention of the knowledge 

of one's origin, but only of one's present state and future des- 

tiny. Here there is involved no elaborate cosmogonic myth which 

serves to explain the origin of the evil world of matter in which 

one is imprisoned through bodily Be iatence. If knowledge of 

one's origin is vital to the author of this passage in Thomas 

the Contender, it is at most presupposed and not vital enough 

to specify. Bodily existence is rather simply a present fact 

which needs no explanation; it is dealt with in the present and 

future tense throughout this text. On the contrary, what we have 

here is more like the biblical Gnosis of 2 Pet. 1:3: 
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He has granted us from his divine power all things per- 
taining to life and godliness through the knowledge of 
him who called us to his own glory and excellence, by 
which he has granted us precious and very great prom- 
ises, so that through these you may become partakers 
of the divine nature, fleeing the corruption in the 
world due to passion. 

So also Gnosis in Thomas the Contender, while close to that 

described in the Excerpta, appears to be rather more concerned 

with one's destiny than with one's origin, because the question 

of one's origin seems to be at most presupposed, but not directly 

posed. 

To make a comparison within the Thomas tradition, the paral- 

lel to Thomas the Contender 138:9 in the Acts of Thomas 15 demon- 

strates by contrast the future orientation of Thomas the Conten- 

der: "thou hast shown me how to seek myself and to recognize who 

I was and who and how I now am, that I may again become what I 

was."*1 In the Acts of Thomas, the bridegroom, newly converted 

to spiritual marriage, is to become what he was, while in Thomas 

the Contender one becomes what he will be. 

Not only is Thomas to know himself, but by coming to know 

himself, he will automatically come to know the depth (BdSoc) of 

the All. The converse of this may be contained in the Gospel of 
Thomas, Log. 67: TWEexe 1G KE TETCOOVN MNTH PY yp épw2 Ov aay 
Pepe? MnMma THp4y. Unfortunately the grammar is not clear as 

to what the knower is deficient in: e4popwr ovaay - Perhaps 

OV aay is meant to render oeavtév, but this gets us no further. 
Probably the translation of the Jung Codex Committee interprets 
as well as can be done: "Whoever knows the all but fails (to 

n22 know) himself lacks everything. It is quite difficult to 
tell what is meant by "the depth of the All" in Thomas the Con- 
tender. Bd80cg is a term often applied to recondite or advanced 

23 knowledge while "the All" generally refers to the Pleroma, to 
the universe and its structure. Thus something like the knowl- 
edge of inner meaning of the universe becomes the possession of 
those who know themselves. 

The relationship between self-knowledge and the knowledge 
of the All is a major Hermetic theme: 24 

Let the man who has Mind recognize himself as 
immortal, and that the cause of death is desire, and 
know all things that exist.... 

He who has recognized himself has come into the 
good above all things, but he who has loved the body 
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which derives from the deceit of desire, continues 
wandering in the darkness, suffering in the senses 
the things of death. (C.H. I,19). 

Therefore the Hermetic watchword is expressed in the word of 

God: "For God said: 'Let the man who has mind recognize himself' 

(C.H. I,21; cf. XIII 22: 'by use of the mind, you have come to 

know yourself and our Father.'") This is not to say that the 

necessity to know oneself is uniquely Hermetic; indeed such a 

call goes back at least to the Delphic Oracle. What it does in- 

dicate is that the call to self-knowledge is an extremely wide- 

spread theme in the Hellenistic world, and that it came to be 

regarded as the key to knowing God and the All. In short, it 

is salvific knowledge. For those of old who consulted the Del- 

phic Oracle, self-knowledge was a kind of reflective, objective 

seeing of one's capabilities and limitations as they really are 

so that one could control himself: know that you are a man, not 

a god. In hellenistic times, "know thyself" means: know that 

you are essentially divine. Generally, this knowledge is rather 

obtained by a vision granted from without (often through a sacred 

tradition) and whose object is not the unchanging essence of what 

is changing, but rather a transcendent being beyond and apart 

from what is changing (e.g. in Poimandres, the "Nous"); insofar 

as knowledge is of the self, it is not reflection on one's capa- 

bilities and limitations, but rather of the tragic history of 

the soul. 2° Self-knowledge in Thomas the Contender, however, is 

half-way between these two, since knowledge of the self leads to 

knowledge of the All, yet self-knowledge does not involve reflec- 

tion on the tragic history of the fallen soul. Self-knowledge 

in Thomas the Contender is awareness of one's present circum- 

stances (cf. 143:24f) and of his future. 

The Savior's opening speech comes to an end immediately 

after the gnomic proverb concerning knowledge of oneself and of 

the All with these words: 

Therefore you are my brother, Thomas, and you 

have beheld the one who is hidden from men; that is, 

the one against whom they stumble without knowing. 

It is worth noting at the outset that the first three of 

the Savior's speeches end with clauses introduced by "therefore" 

(ETRE Tal Ge ..-, 138:19,35; 139:11). Thus there is reason 

to suspect some redactional or otherwise stylizing activity at 
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work in the composition of the Savior's speeches. This becomes 

more apparent when it is noted that none of the concluding 

"therefore" clauses draws a conclusion which logically or psy- 

chologically follows from what was said immediately prior to it. 

Each of the "therefore" clauses makes an observation about the 

participants in (or readers of) the dialogue ("you have beheld 

the hidden one"; "you are disciples and have not yet received 

the majesty of the Perfection"; "you are babes until you become 

perfect"). Thus these clauses probably represent the redactor's 

interpretation of the material immediately preceding them. 

When it is said that Thomas is the Savior's brother, and 

has beheld "the one hidden" (or "that which is hidden," tnéenTr ) 

from men, upon whom they stumble without realizing it, the speech 

must be about Thomas' brother, the Savior, whom men stumble upon, 

but do not recognize. Thomas, however, even though he is ig- 

norant, has at least recognized that the Savior is the knowledge 
of the truth (138:13); he has recognized the one hidden from men, 

and thus is on the way to knowing himself (138:15f£), and even- 

tually, the All. Now it appears that knowledge of the Savior is 
the link which holds the material of the Savior's opening speech 
together. But it does so only with a certain amount of strain, 
since the passage is full of inconsistencies. 

To begin with, the concluding "therefore" clause does not 
really follow from the proverb that immediately follows it. 
Again, if we back up a little, we will find that the sentences 
in 138:12-16 also betray inconsistencies: 

138:12£ 138:14£ 
And I know that you have While you walk with me, even though 
understood, for you had already you are ignorant you have already 
understood that I am the known and you will be called "The 
knowledge of the truth. one who knows himself." 

According to these sentences, Thomas has understood who he 
is because he had already understood that the Savior is the 
knowledge of the truth (cf. Jn. 14:6); at the same time, while 
he walks with? the Savior, he is "ignorant," yet "he has al- 
ready known" (what?) and thus will be called the one who knows 
himself. It is difficult to see how Thomas can be called the 
one who knew, the one who is ignorant, and the one who will know 
himself, all at the same time. One explanation may be that we 
are dealing with a Platonic epistemology according to which 
knowledge comes about by the recollection of what the immortal 
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soul has always known (Meno 85, etc.). According to this theory, 

Thomas has indeed known and therefore now knows virtually, and 

with the held of the Savior's revelation will recollect clearly 

what he once knew and thus become one who knows himself. Again, 

the inconsistency could be explained even better by assuming that 

indeed Thomas does not and never did know himself, but rather 

only knew (by tradition?) that the Savior is the knowledge of the 

truth, and because of this can be taught by the Savior to know 

himself. 

A more suitable explanation of this inconsistency is to 

assume that there are two basic themes which have been conflated 

into the Savior's opening speech: 1) The tradition of Thomas as 

the twin brother of Jesus who ponders things in his heart, who 

has recognized the Savior as the knowledge of the truth and 

therefore has beheld that which is hidden from ignorant men; 2) 

the gnostic call to self-knowledge which is the key to the knowl- 

edge of the All. 

TICAN OWmasc 2HC EVNTAK 
Muay Novociug 27M 1 KocmMoc 
CWT E€pot NtTaGwar Nak 
ETRE NENTSKMEEVE Epoov 
27M TEKIHT ETIEIACH> BVXOOC 
Xe NToOK Tacocity dsyw TAWEBPAMHE 
ENeiAH CEmMovTE EPOkK KE TTACON 

MeETEC YE AN TE CTpEekuywire 

EKO NsTCOOVNE Epok MMIN 
MmMok avw PCoovNe KE 

dsKMmME 
AKoVUW Tap eKMME MMOEl XE ANOK 

TE THCOOVN NTMHE JQwc EkMoowe 

6€ NMMAEI 

KAN NTak ovaTCoOOVNN 

SKOVW EKCOOVNE {av} 

CENS MOV TE EpoK KE Ip ey CoovNe 

Epoy MMIN MM oy KE TIETE MTTyCovwny T, 
Pin COVWN A&BY TIENTAYCOVWNY AE Ovad 
SYOVW ON EYXI COOVNE &T1B300C MTITH py 

ETBETIZI6E NTOK TacoN 
OwMac AKNay ATITMEOH IT 
EROA 7A) PpwMe ETE Trst Te 
Etiov- xi x pot epoy 

ENCE COON AN 

Section 1 Section 2 

(Thomas is aware) (Thomas is ignorant) 
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The preceding analysis of the Savior's opening speech at 

least has the merit of eliminating some of the redundancy (avw 

TCOPYNE %e AKMME akovWw rap EKMIME MMOEI... SkKOvW <kKCOOVNE ) 

and inconsistency (aAkovus rap EKMME MMOE! KE ANOK ME TICOOVANN 

NTMRE 2WCc EKMOOWE 6E NM ME! KAN N TAK OVATCOOYN AKOVW 

KKcoovNe). If it be correct, we have two sections: 

1. Brother Thomas, while you have time in the world, 

listen to me and I will reveal to you about the 
things you have pondered in your heart. Since ab 
is said that you are my twin and true companion... 
since you are called my brother...you have been 
aware, for you have already been aware in my case 
that I am the knowledge of the truth. Since you 
walk with me...you have already known and...There- 
fore you are my brother, Thomas, and you have seen 
that which is hidden from men, that is, that which 
they stumble upon, since they are ignorant. 

2. Inquire and know who you are, in what way you exist 
and in what manner you shall come to be...It is 
not fitting that you should be ignorant of your- 
self. And I know that...even though you are ig- 
norant...you will be called the one who knows 
himself, for the one who has not known himself 
has known nothing but the one who has known him- 
self has also already obtained knowledge of the 
depth of the All. 

On this theory, section 2, perhaps in a form very much like 

the one immediately above, would have provided the basic inspira- 

tion and source for the Savior's opening speech, around which 

the material from section 1 (though not from a source taking the 

form immediately above) was added. Such a conflation would have 
produced the redundancy and inconsistency noted above; these 

were not serious enough, however, for the author to smooth out 

any more than they are in their current form. ?/ The objection- 

able kaN NTAK OVatTcoovN has been ameliorated by the immed- 

iately following akovw €kcooyvne, although a certain amount of 
tolerable redundancy has been generated. The isolation of sec- 
tion 2 in the form proposed has the merit not only of a smoother 

flow of speech, but also of exhibiting a more periodic structure. 
It also contains representative renderings of wide-spread tradi- 
tions such as that reflected in Fac. ex Theod. 78,2 and A.Th. 
15, as well as the pithy piece of antithetic parallelism: the 
one who has not known himself has known nothing, but the one 
who has known himself has known everything ("the depth of the 
Aa) 
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The material gathered into section 1 consists only of the 

Thomas tradition and was probably not in any source, but derived 

directly from the author of the first half of the Book of Thomas 

the Contender. 

This material would have been inserted in order to authen- 

ticate the urgency and truth of the message "know thyself" to 

the community which accepted the authority of the Apostle Thomas 

in his capacity as twin brother of the Savior and one privy to 

his secret words. As twin of the Savior, Thomas was in a unique 

position to understand the revelation: 

The Savior secretly taught these same things not to 
all but only to some of his disciples who could com- 
prehend them and understand what was signified by 
the scenes, enigmas and parables that came from him. 2° 

One should compare this with the use of the same type of 

"brother of Jesus" tradition in the two Apocalypses of James in 

Codex V. In the first Apocalypse, James is called Jesus' broth- 

er: "I have shown you these things, James my brother, for I have 

not heedlessly called you my brother, even though you are not my 

brother in the material (sense)" (CG V,2,24:12-15), and in the 

second Apocalypse, the Mother says to James: "Do not be overawed, 

my son, that he has called you 'my brother,' for you were nour- 

ished with the same milk. Therefore he calls me 'my mother'... 

He is your milk-brother" (CG V 2ootd5—23) . in the first 

Apocalypse the identification of James as the (spiritual) brother 

of "the Lord" serves to identify this "Lord" as Jesus (very much 

like the identification of Thomas as the twin brother of Jesus 

identifies the "Savior" of Thomas the Contender with Jesus), 

while in the second Apocalypse of James the identification of 

James as Jesus' milk-brother serves mostly to glorify the figure 

of James. Thus we have at least two examples of authenticating 

the teaching of two dialogues as deriving from Jesus by stressing 

that the other partner of the dialogue is a brother of Jesus. 

Finally, we may regard the last sentence (ETRE Tas! 6E ..-) 

of the Savior's opening speech as an editorial link which not 

only changes the subject of the Savior's speech from self-knowl- 

edge to seeing "that which is hidden from men" but also forms 

a bridge to Thomas' response, which introduces the next major 

subject of the tractate. 

We must remember, however, that this source theory cannot 

be proved, since we lack surviving Vorlagen from which either 
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of the sections derives. It only has the merit of accounting 

for the redundancy and inconsistency within the Savior's speech. 

138:21-27, Thomas' reply to the Savior's opening speech is not 

a response to the call to self-knowledge. Rather it relates to 

the conclusion of the Savior's speech, which we regard as an 

editorial bridge to the next subject of the tractate. That is, 

the subject of the dialogue changes from self-knowledge to hid- 

den things versus visible things. 

Thomas' response begins with a reference to the setting of 

the dialogue: Thomas desires an answer to the things he has been 

pondering in his heart. It also adds the additional piece of 

information that the dialogue is to be regarded as occurring 
prior to the Savior's ascension (d&vdAnuwtic). The term avaAnuwic 
first occurs within the Biblical writings in Luke 9:51 at the 

critical point where Jesus turns towards Jerusalem ("It came to 
pass when the days approached for him to be received up, he 
turned his face to go to Jerusalem"). There is no doubt that 
Luke refers to the post-resurrection assumption of Jesus into 

heaven (Acts 1:9 bmoAauBdvw) . 

But we have no certain idea of what the dvdAnuwic means in 
Thomas the Contender, since we do not know what place the ortho- 
dox traditions of the crucifixion and resurrection held in the 
scheme of its author. The only hint we receive is that Thomas 
wants to know the things he seeks before the Savior's ascension 
(QSOH NTEKANaAHMYIC , 138:22f) as a result (ETRE TUS Geeeiens 
138:22) of being told that he has seen that which (or: the one 
who) is hidden (tWhceHTT) from men while they only stumble on 
it (or: him) without knowing (138:19f). At this point in the 
dialogue, all that Thomas could have seen is either the Savior 
as he walked with him (138:14) or perhaps, in a more noetic 
sense, he has seen what he "already knew" about Jesus, that he 
is "the knowledge of the truth" (138:12f). If the former al- 
ternative be adopted, we might infer that he has seen the Savior 
as an ordinary man, walking along with him. If the latter be 
true, then Thomas has seen only some truth independent of the 
form in which the Savior currently exists. In view of the men- 
tion of walking with the Savior (138: 14, which may derive from 
John 12:35 where it means that the disciples are with the d¢S 
tob udou0v) we could assume that what Thomas "saw" was the 
Savior as "the knowledge of the truth," as "our light" (139:20), 
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which suggests the Savior in an exalted form. We can thus 

assume that the Savior's ascension is immediately pending, since 

Thomas seems eager to have his questions answered before this 

event; apparently he will not get another chance to ask them. 

Another clue to the significance of the ascension may be 

provided in 139:20-31, where Thomas confesses: "You are our 

light, since you enlighten, Lord," to which Jesus responds: "It 

is in light that light exists." When Thomas responds to this 

with the question as to why this light which shines in men's 

behalf rises and sets, the Savior says: 

O blessed Thomas, -this same visible light shone 
for your sake, not in order that you might remain in 
this place, but rather that you might come out of it. 
And when all the elect abandon bestiality then this 
light will withdraw (d4vaywoetv) up to its essence 
(obota) and its essence will welcome it, since it is 
a good servant. 

Since Jesus is identified with this light, then it is im- 

plied that Jesus is a descending and ascending (A4varauBavetv, 

d&vaxweetv) figure. That is, there may be a parallel between 

ascension (dvdAnuwic) and withdrawal or departure (Avaxdenorc) 

which occurs when men abandon bestiality (i.e. receive the mes- 

sage of this tractate). Thus there is no saving work performed 

by the Savior such as the crucifixion and the resurrection.?” 

The only significant events in the life of the Savior are a 

descent, perhaps an embodiment, a mission of revealing secret 

words to his disciples as he does here with Thomas, and an as- 

cension. Hence we can assume that the Savior is a revealer 

figure who has descended, has walked with Thomas, revealing to 

him secret words, and is soon to ascend back to the Pleroma or 

to the light-substance. However, this scheme is so unimportant 

to the author of Thomas the Contender that none of it is exz- 

pressly mentioned except walking with Thomas, revealing secret 

words to him, and the ascension, which provides the limit be- 

yond which this sort of revelation dialogue or question-and- 

answer session cannot take place. What is important is that 

Thomas received these secret words before this limit was im- 

posed, before the ascension occurred. 

We see something of the same situation reflected in the 

Acts of the Apostles. In order to replace Iscariot and thus 

restore the number of twelve apostles, Peter proposes the fol- 

lowing criterion: 
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Thus, one of the men accompanying us during the 
whole time the Lord Jesus went in and out among us, 
beginning from the baptism of John until the day he 

was taken up from us, one of these must become with 
us a witness of his resurrection. (Acts 1:21f) 

While for Luke an apostle had to have been with Jesus the whole 

time between baptism and ascension, and have witnessed the resur- 

rection, it is possible that in Thomas the Contender only the 

fact of having walked with Jesus before the ascension is impor- 

tant. In the case of Acts, we can infer the importance of having 

been with Jesus prior to the ascension. In his introduction Luke 

says that for forty days Jesus instructed the apostles dyou 

fuepacg. . . &vedAtySn (Acts 1:2). When they came together and 

asked him if he was going to give the Kingdom back to Israel at 

the present time he refused to answer the question, but claimed 

that the Holy Spirit would come and empower them from then on. 

When Jesus ascends, this angelus interpres tells them that Jesus 

will not return until he returns the same way he ascended; in 

effect, that means that the authorized period for didactic rev- 

elations from the Resurrected One is over; the apostles already 

have all the Gnosis they need and now need only to depend on 

the guidance of the Holy Spirit. Consequently a control can be 
exercised over claims to secret revelations from appearances of 

Jesus; any such revelations since the ascension are out of order. 

From this example taken from orthodox Christianity, we can see 

why there would be an effort made, such as is done in Thomas the 

Contender, to insure that any secret Gnosis, if it were to have 

any authenticity, had to be referred to an apostle who received 
such Gnosis from the Lord before his ascension. This could be 
one reason why so many dialogues between the Savior and his 

disciples are set after the Resurrection and, presumably, before 
: F 30 

his ascension. 

However, we cannot be absolutely sure that the author of 

Thomas the Contender entertained the same notions about the sig- 
nificance of the ascension as we feel are evident in the Acts. 
For example, in the Pistis Sophia Jesus is represented as hav- 
ing spoken for eleven years with his disciples (la) but the 
main body of the revelation occurs only after he ascends on the 
fifteenth day of Tobe and descends the next morning (4b-8b); the 
Gnosis is imparted after the ascension in this case. In Thomas 
the Contender, Thomas' request to hear the Gnosis before the 
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ascension may mean no more than that he wanted to hear it before 
Jesus (perhaps by levitation) went away to another (unspecified) 
place. Again, the dvdAnuwic of Thomas the Contender may even 
refer to the final ascent of the revealer at the final time, the 
time when all the elect have abandoned bestiality (139:28f), and 
Thomas wants the Gnosis so that he can preach to the remaining 
elect before the light (=the Savior) reascends to its essence 
(=the Pleroma). Such an "end of time" interpretation fits well 
the apocalyptic tenor of the rest of the tractate, although we 
cannot be sure that elements of both interpretations are not 

involved. One the other hand, the fact that a Day of Judgment 
(143:7) figures in the scheme of this tractate May imply that 

such a time may be still far off. But simply because it seems 

to lie far off in much literature (most of which reflects the 
problem of the delay of the Parousia) does not mean that it does 

so in Thomas the Contender. The only passage in Thomas the Con- 

tender that might have answered our question lies in a lacuna 
in section B (144:37-145:1). The most that can be said is that 

the final ascent of the Light-Savior will not occur until all 

the elect abandon bestiality, and that such an abandoning seems 

to depend upon the response of the elect to Thomas' preaching 

(141:19-25; 142:19-26). We simply do not know, however, whether 

Thomas is to 1) hear the Gnosis before the Savior's ascension 

and preach it after his ascension or 2) both hear and preach the 

Gnosis before the Savior's (final) ascension. If 1) applies, 

we approach the Lukan scheme: conversations with the apostles - 

ascension - time of mission - final judgment; if 2) applies, we 

have the scheme: conversation with the apostles - time of mis- 

sion - final judgment (?) - ascension. Because we do not know 

the temporal reference of the words d&vdAnuwic (138:23), dvaywoetv 

(139:29f) and goov NrKkpicic (143:7), we must be open to either 

possibility. Under either alternative, however, we can see why 

it is urgent that Thomas receive the answers to his questions 

before the Savior's d&vdAnuwec. 

The final sentence of Thomas' response to the Savior: "and 

it is apparent to me that the truth is difficult to do before 

men" is peculiar in that one would expect it to read "difficult 

to speak (or proclaim) before men." Rather we have CMOK? ar(c] 

NN&7pN Npwme - It looks as though this sentence has been 

inserted at the end of Thomas' reply to form a bridge to the 
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Savior's next response when he says: “if the works of the truth 

which are visible in the world are difficult for you to perform, 

how indeed will you perform the things pertaining to the exalted 

majesty and the things pertaining to the Pleroma which are not 

visible?" The relevant parts in parallel are: 

Thomas The Savior 

138:26f 138:30-32 

aVW COVONI2 EBOA N&el Ey tre 
XE TMHE N2BHYe NTMHE 

ETOVON? €BOA 2M TTKOCM O© 
CMOKZ arc] CEMOK? ATPETN&dVv 
NN&ZUPN Npwme 

To begin with, OVON? €B80A has a different meaning ('be 

apparent, obvious') in Thomas' speech from that which it has in 

the Savior's (E€TeVoN? €BOA 7M mMKocMoc, “which are apparent, 

visible, revealed in the world"). Secondly, if this conclusion 

to Thomas' speech were original, why doesn't the Savior simply 

say: "if the truth is difficult for you to perform..." rather 

than: "if the works of the truth which are visible..."? The 

only explanation of the Savior's use of the plural expression 

"works of the truth which are visible in the world" can be that 

the Savior began his response by using the plural expression "if 

the things which are visible to you are hidden before you, how 

can you hear about the things which are not visible?" Thus the 

material in the Savior's speech belongs together by virtue of 

the use of the plural, while Thomas' reference to doing the 

truth (sg.) does not fit well with the Savior's "works of the 

truth." The third and most basic reason that Thomas' reply and 

the Savior's next response do not belong together is that, while 

up to this point Thomas has been addressed in the second person 

singular (thou), all of a sudden and for no apparent reason he 

is addressed in the second person plural (you). No new charac- 

ters have been introduced, and if the use of the plural is meant 

to include Mathaias among those whom the Savior addresses, why 

did the dialogue begin as if the Savior were speaking only to 

Thomas? Besides, we have had reason to doubt the originality 

of the inclusion of Mathaias, the scribe, among the witnesses 

to the dialogue. We are therefore dealing with a literary seam, 

whose function is to provide a smooth transition to a new sec- 

tion of the Savior's teaching on a new subject (visible versus 

invisible things). 
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188:27-139:12. This entire section of the dialogue, as we have 

just pointed out, is characterized by the use of the plural form 
of address, as though Thomas has suddenly become the representa- 

tive of a larger audience. To be noted is the fact that as soon 

as the subject changes from self-knowledge, pertaining-to Thomas, 

to that of Thomas' task of speaking about the hidden things to 

men (138:24-27), the plural form of address is employed. We are 

obviously dealing with a dialogue composed of different sorts of 

materials. We should at this time list, for convenience’ sake, 

the breakdown of the "thou" and "you" sections of Thomas the 

Contender: 

Thomas='I, Thou' Thomas='We, You' 

138:1-138:27 

138:27-139:12 
139:12-139:20 (?) 

139:20-141:25 
141:25-142:18 

142:18-142:26 

(Thomas disappears from the dialogue at 142:26) 

The Savior's answer to Thomas' question is a beautiful ex- 

ample of the dialectical method of inquiry into the transcen- 

dental realm via the use of the principles of understanding 

applicable to the phenomenal realm, which achieved its greatest 

exposition in Kantianism. The argument is a minore ad majus - 

if you cannot see the visible, how can you see the invisible; 

if you cannot do earthly things, how can you do the things of 

the Pleroma? The obvious parallel to, and perhaps the inspira- 

tion for this piece of dialectic is John 3:12: ef ta énlyeta 

etnov butv ual ob miotevete, n&c Edv efrw butv ta éEnovpdvia 

muotevete; >! 

What corresponds to the Johannine ta énovpdvia is the 

Pleroma of Thomas the Contender. The meaning of this term as 

it occurs parallel with MmMeresoc ETxoce , ("the exalted 

Majesty"), we should assume that we are dealing with a state of 

being rather than a substance. In most Gnostic systems, the 

term Pleroma designates "the totality of the aeons ,"°" but we 

find no doctrine of aeons in Thomas the Contender. It is tempt- 

ing to connect the term Pleroma with the ovolta of the light 

(139:29-32), but no such connection is made in the tractate. 

If the term Pleroma means the same thing as TIMeErEesoc ETKOCE, 

we can infer that, as the only other occurrence of this term in 
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Thomas the Contender implies, TTMEréesoc NTMNTTEAEICCS (138:36), 

the Pleroma means some state of future perfection which is the 

goal of Thomas' striving. In the second half of the tractate 

(section B), this goal is described as rest (d&vdmavoic, 147:13) 

and eternal union with the king (145:15) in what appears to be 

a bodiless existence (145:8ff). 

The Savior tells Thomas (and those with him?) that without 

this ability to understand earthly and visible things, not only 

will he not attain the understanding of the exalted Majesty and 

the Pleroma, but also he cannot be called épydtn¢c, laborer. 

Thus the goal of Thomas' understanding is not for his own future 

enlightenment alone. It has a much wider implication in terms 

of Thomas' present life, in which he is to act so as to be 

worthy of the name épydtn¢c. Paul applied this term to his oppo- 

nents, both those in Corinth (2 Cor. 11:13) and those in Philippi 

(Phil. 3:2). Dieter Georgi has observed that this term applies 

to the missionary as one doing hard work: 

Nicht nur 1 K.3,3-15 und 9,6ff., sondern auch in 

dem synoptischen Worten (Mt. 9,37f. par.; Mt. 10,10 
par.) und in dem johanneischen Passus 4,35-38 sind 
Vorstellungen und Bilder aus der Arbeitswelt mittel- 
bar oder unmittelbar auf die christliche Mission- 
arbeit ubertragen. 1 Tim. 5,18 und Did. 13,2 

nehmen das Herrenwort Mt. 10,10 auf. 2 Tim. 2, 15f. 
dient épydtn¢g ebenfalls als Kennzeichnung des 
christlichen Verklindigers. 

Thus Thomas' goal is not only to understand the things of 

the Pleroma, but also to preach about this to others (cf. 138: 

25f). But as long as Thomas should remain ignorant of these 

things, and even of visible earthly things, he is no épyd&tnc, 

but only a disciple (ETRE TAY AtwIN 7ENcC Bove!) and has no share 

in the majesty of the perfection (MnatetNx) MnMerecoc 

NTMNTTEACIOCC). 

It is interesting to note that in Thomas the Contender the 

disciple seems to be a lower order of person, one who is not 

perfected, and cannot even be called an épydtn¢g. It seems that 

such an estimation also prevails in the Gospel of Thomas, for 

here the disciples are ignorant of the presence of the d&vdmavoic 

and the new udovog (Log. 51), of the presence in their midst of 

the Living One (=Jesus, Log. 52 and 91), do not know who Jesus 

is (Log. 43), and do not even bother to seek the things that 

they will find from the words of Jesus (Log. 92). Elsewhere, 
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it is implied that they have not yet entered the Kingdom (Log. 

22 and 37; cf. Log. 21). The theme of the ignorance of Jesus' 

disciples is thus widespread, occurring not only in the Gospel 

of Thomas and Thomas the Contender, but also in the Gospel of 

Mark (Mk. 4:13,41; 6:51f.; 7:17£.; 8:17-21,33; 9:10,32: 10:26). 

Taken as a unit, the Savior's reply bears the marks of a 

conflation, i.e., the material at the end (138:34-36) shifts 

from the discussion about visible and invisible to that of being 

missionaries and disciples who have not been perfected. Further- 

more, the fact that 138:35 (eTBE 131 ) draws a conclusion from 

a set of rhetorical questions produces a case of evident, although 

unobjectionable, anacoluthon. This conclusion is borne out by 

Thomas' response (138:37-38), which picks up neither the theme 

of being a missionary, nor that of attaining the perfection, but 

rather that of visible and invisible. This response, however, 

continues in the plural, as if Thomas were the representative 

of a larger group. 

The first part of the Savior's answer (138:39-139:12) lies 

in a lacuna which cannot be restored with any certainty. The 

thesis of the answer is that visible things are typified by 

beasts (139:2f) who, because they derive from intercourse, are 

always embodied, having to nourish themselves from other em- 

bodied things. This results in change and thus eventual dissolu- 

tion. On the other hand, things which are above, which are not 

visible, have no need to nourish themselves from other visible 

things, but are self-nourished (EBon 2N TOVNOYNE OYaaTov ), 

and thus have hope of life. The basic comparison seems to be 

inspired by Psalm 48:13, 21 (LXX): &vSewnog év TiuA Sv od 

OUVAKEV TAapacUVEBAHSN Tots utihveotv tots dvoritots ual Hyoradn 

avtotc, (Man, being in honor, does not last; he is to be com- 

pared to the unintelligent beasts and is like them.), and 

Ecclesiastes 3:18-21 (LXX): 

And I said in my heart concerning the babblings 
of the sons of men that God is testing them to show 
that they are but beasts. For the banes of the sons 
of men and the banes of the beasts are the same. As 
the death of the one, so is the death of the other, 
and one breath belongs to all. All things tend to 
the same place, all things come from dust and all 
things return to dust. And who knows the spirit of 
man, whether it goes upward, and the spirit of the 
beasts, whether it descends into the earth? 
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This motif enjoyed wide currency in heterodox Christianity. On 

the basis of Clement of Alexandria, Strom. III, 18,102 G. Quis- 

pel claims that the use of Ps. 48:13 was a favorite text of the 

Messalians and that its ascetic application goes back to the 

Encratite Julius Cassianus: >> 

If birth is evil, the blasphemers are speaking 
evilly of the Lord who shared in birth, and evilly of 

the virgin who gave birth to him...Therefore docetism 
is to be charged to Cassianas and also to Marcion, 
and even to Valentinus - (Christ's) body is psychic - 
since they say: "Man is like the beasts" (Ps. 48:13) 
when he enters upon wedlock. But it is when a man, 
heated up with lust, really wants to mount a strange 
woman for intercourse, then in truth such a man has 
become a wild beast, "Wild horses have they become, 
each man neighing after his neighbor's wife." (Jer. 
528) Ct onal SOL 1,9), 

The likening of man to an unreasoning beast is a theme 

which also occurs independently of Biblical tradition, for ex- 

ample in the Neoplatonism of the Hermetica: 

The sensations of these men are much like those of 
the irrational animals, and are a mixture of anger 
and passion; they do not admire the things worthy 
of contemplation, paying attention only to the 
pleasures and appetites of the body, and they be- 
lieve man has come to be for the sake of these 
things. 36 

Furthermore, the body of man changes not only because it 

eats of other bodies, but also because it derives from inter- 

course, which is not able to produce anything else but this same 
kind of changeable and perishable body. ?/ 

The idea developed by the Pre-Socratics, that the invisible 

is always the same while the visible, typified by the body, is 
always changing and perishes was most fully developed by Plato: 

"Now," said Socrates, "shall we assume two kinds 
of existences, one visible, the other invisible?" 
"Let us assume them," said Cebes. "And that the 
invisible is always the same and the visible con- 
stantly changing?" "Let us assume that also," said 
he. "Well then," said Socrates, “are we not made 
up of two parts, body and soul?" "yes," he replied. 
"Now to which class should we say the body is more 
similar and more closely akin?" "To the visible," 
said he; "that is clear to everyone." "And the 
soul? Is it visible or invisible?" "Invisible, 
to man, at least, Socrates." (Phaedo, 79 ab; cf. 
79e) 38 
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Again: 

The body is most like the human and mortal and multi- 
form and unintellectual and dissoluble and ever- 
changing. (Phaedo, 80b) 

and: 

The body, which lies in the visible world and which 
we call the corpse, which is subject to dissolution 
and decomposition.,. (Phaedo, 80c). 

We are therefore dealing with ideas which must have been 

well-known in Hellenistic thought. But unlike Platonic and Her- 

metic tradition, which stressed the more ideal and philosophic 

implications of the changeable and perishable nature of the body, 

Thomas the Contender stresses the minatory implications of it. 

While the former are optimistic in their confidence that the 

burden of the body can be overcome by contemplation and exercise 

of the mind, in Thomas the Contender the reader can only watch 

and pray that he will come out of the body with all its passions 

(145:8ff£). The reader cannot save himself; all he can do is to 

deny the body and hope that he is included among the elect who 

abandon bestiality (139:28). 

As we shall see, the biggest obstacle which bodily life 

presents to the reader is that it derives from intercourse, which 

on two occasions is condemned. In section A of Thomas the Con- 

tender, it is said that the body will always be bestial because 

it derives from intercourse (139:8-11), and in section B the body 

is the subject of a woe: "Woe to you who love intimacy (ovv1\Seta) 

with anything feminine and the polluted intercourse with it" 

(144:8-10). Section B simply offers a blanket castigation of 

intercourse, while section A offers a more philosophical condem- 

nation. Here it is condemned because a different sort of thing 

(6tapood) from a beastly body cannot be produced from the inter- 

course of beasts; it only succeeds in propagating bestiality. 

Having given this metaphor of the bestiality of the body to 

illustrate what is meant by visible things, the Savior concludes 

(139:11f) his speech, "So, therefore, you are babes until you 

become perfect (téAetocg)," in exactly the same way as he con- 

cluded his immediately preceding speech (138:35f): "Therefore 

you are disciples and have not yet received the majesty of the 

perfection (téAetoc)." Again, because the conclusion (€TBé 

Trai 6€ ) does not follow from the body of the speech, we regard 
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the conclusion to the present speech, too, as secondary. In 

view of the antithesis ( 2ENKovE! = vimvor vs téAevtor) the con- 

clusion probably derives from the New Testament, though a pre- 

cise citation cannot be determined: 

We will come together...so that we shall no longer be 
babes tossed and blown about by every wave of doc- 
trine, by the cunning of men, by the craftiness that 
produces deceitful artifices. (Eph. 4:14). 

For everyone partaking of milk is unexperienced in 
the word of righteousness, for he is a babe. Solid 
food is for the perfect, for those having senses 
trained by practice to distinguish between good and 
evil. (Hebe S2iSis ch. INCores sl —3- ert yeas.) 

Before we go on to Thomas' response, which forms a bridge 

to the next subject, we should review the teaching of the trac-— 

tate so far. At the same time we should note that Thomas the 

Contender and the Gospel of Thomas treat in order the same sub- 

jects: 

Ev. Th. THanG. 

1. Secret words spoken to 

Judas Thomas Introd. 13831 
2. Seek and inquire Log. 2 138:8, (22ff) 
3. Know thyself Log. 3b 138:8-10 
4. Hidden and revealed Log. 5, 6b 138:19-33 
5. Beasts and eating Log. 7 138:39-139:11 

This parallelism of sequence may be accidental, but it is 
striking enough to notice. There is the possibility that the 
author of section A of Thomas the Contender May have begun 
with the first few of the Logia of the Gospel of Thomas in 
mind. If these two works attributed to Judas Thomas both orig- 
inate from the Syrian Osrhoéne, it is hard to see how a work so 
important as the Gospel of Thomas could escape the attention of 
the author of section A of Thomas the Contender. Thus the Gos- 
pel of Thomas, sharing ideas in common with Thomas the Contender 
could easily have served as an inspiration for the latter work, 
although the latter work in no sense is a duplication of, or 
demonstrates extensive borrowing from the former. 

Up to this point, the dialogue has centered around soter- 
iology from the perspective of epistemology, the need to know 
oneself as the key to knowing the All and to know what is visible 
as the prelude to knowing the invisible. This knowledge is 
basically anthropocentric, concentrating on one's present con- 
dition, e.g. as embodied. 
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139:12-81. In Thomas' response (139:12-20) to the foregoing 

speech of the Savior, we encounter a simile whose function is 

to change the subject from a primarily anthropocentric episte- 

mological soteriology to one centered on a redeemer myth. 

The simile states that people (excluding the Savior) who 

try to explain things which are not visible or revealed 

(NETE NC€OVON2 EBOA ) do not know what they are talking 

about. They are like archers who aim or shoot their arrows 

at night when they cannot see the target. But when the light 

comes and hides the darkness, then the "target," indeed the 

work of each (128 MiTtova WOV aap Che 1 eCObe 3243), will sap— 

pear. 19 This light is then confessed to be the Savior: 

39 

and you are our light, since you enlighten, Lord! 41 

The comparison of light with one who speaks the truth, 

bringing what is hidden to light is found in the Clementine 

Recognittons 8,4: 

It seems to me that those who speak the word of 

truth and who illumine the souls of men are like the 
rays of the sun, which when they have come forth and 
appeared to the world, can no longer be concealed 
or hidden, while they are not so much seen by men 
as they afford sight to all. 2 

In the Clementine parallel, the proof-text is Mt. 5:14f: 

You are the light of the world. A city ona hill 
cannot be hidden. Nor do they light a lamp and put 
it under a bushel, but rather on a lampstand and it 
gives light to everyone in the house. 

The entire figure thus applies to those whose task it is 

to enlighten others, namely preachers or missionaries. But ac- 

cording to Thomas the Contender, without the Savior as light, 

they only shoot in the dark. 

The subject has thus shifted from the rather Platonic dis- 

cussion concerning the visible and invisible to a confession of 

the Savior's identity. To be sure, he is the one who is to 

illumine for everyone the things which are invisible in order 

that they can be seen, but of even greater importance is the 

fact that he is identical with this revealing light. It is he 

who enlightens and dissolves the darkness of the world. 

The identification of the Savior with the light that en- 

lightens and disperses the darkness is prominent in the Gospel 

of John: 
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1. It was the true light which enlightens every man 
(1:9) 

2. I am the light of the world. He who follows me 
will not walk in the darkness. (8:12; cf. 9:5; 
12:46) 

3. Walk while you have the light, lest the darkness 
engulf you. He who walks in the darkness knows 
not where he goes. (12:35) 

The Savior's response lets us know explicitly for the first 

time that the Savior is Jesus, by means of a casual introductory 

formula to his reply: "Jesus said: 'It is in light that light 

exists.'" (139:21; cf. 144:37). Therefore we can be certain 

that we are dealing with Christian, or at least Christianized, 

material in this section. 

The phrase NIOVOEIN EyYWoormt 7M TovoéiIN Can mean either that 

Jesus, as the light, exists in a greater light, perhaps the 

light-world of the Pleroma, or else that light exists in the 

Savior, the man of light. The latter concept occurs in the Gos- 

pel of Thomas, Log. 24: 

There is light within a man of light, and he illumines 
the whole cosmos. If he does not give light, it is 
dark. 

The former concept seems to be expressed by Thomas' next 
question and the Savior's answer to it (139:22-31): 

Lord, why does this visible light which shines in 
behalf of men rise and set? 
The Savior said: "O blessed Thomas, this same visible 
light shone for your sake not in order that you would 
remain here, but that you might leave it, and when- 
ever all the elect abandon bestiality, then this 
light will revert upward to its own essence, and 
its essence will welcome it, since it was a good 
servant." 

The most illustrative parallel to this concept is contained 
in the Manichean Kephalaia 67: 

Again he spoke to his disciples when he was sitting in 
the midst of the congregation: Just like the sun, the 
great Phoster, when he comes in his rising at the 
time when he is about to shine on the world, spreads 
his beams on the whole earth, and also when it is 
about to set, his beams disappear and set, not a 
single beam is left on the earth, just so it is with 
me, in the image of the flesh in which IT established 
myself and appeared in the cosmos. But all my sons, 
the Elect, the righteous, who are mine in every land, 
are like the beams of the sun. And in the time when I am about to go out of the world and go to the house 
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of my people, I shall gather all the Elect, who have 
believed in me, to that place. I will draw each one 
of them to myself at the time of his departure. I 
will not leave one of them in darkness. (165:27-166:9) 

To this should be compared the redemption scheme of the 

Valentinian document De Resurrecttone from the Jung Codex: 

We are his (the Savior's) beams and we are encompassed 
by him until our setting, that is, our death from this 
life. We are drawn into heaven by him like the beams 
(are drawn) by the sun since we are not encompassed 
by anything. This is the spiritual resurrection. 
(CG I,3: 45:31-39) 

In these excerpts from two Gnostic systems, the Savior 

(Mani and/or Christ) is compared to the sun which withdraws its 

beams from the world when it sets: the Savior as the illuminator 

of his elect draws his elect out of the world as he ascends, and 

gathers them into the world of light: the idea may be derived 

from John 12:32 where bWwSH refers to both the crucifixion and 

resurrection: "And I, if I be elevated from the earth, will draw 

all men to myself." 

It is thus that Clement of Alexandria interprets the hymn 

of Ephesians 5: 

He (the Lord) awakes from the sleep of darkness and 
raises up those who wander in error. "Awake," he 
says, "O sleeper and arise from the dead and he 
shall give you light, Christ, the Lord," the sun 
of the resurrection "who was born before the morn- 
ing star," who bestows life by means of his beams. 

(Protrepticus Ix, 84) 43 

The foregoing illustrations show that the identification 

of Jesus with light, whose locus elassteus is the Gospel of 

John, was, for orthodox and heterodox alike, illustrated by the 

model of the sun which was thought not only to project its rays 

(when it rises), but also to receive them back to itself (when 

it sets). If, in Thomas the Contender, Jesus is being compared 

with the light of the sun, as is suggested by Thomas' use of the 

terms rise (TP ple ) and set (2wTtT), then its rising and shining 

seems to be a metaphor for the message of redemption, and its 

setting the signal of the reception of this message of the elect. 

The fact that the light is called a good servant (bmnpétnc) re- 

calls the "laborer" terminology applied to the preacher-mission- 

ary (cf. the term épydtnc, 138:34). It seems that the work of 

the light is to be viewed "evangelistically" rather than 
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metaphysically or substantially, as if the light were attracting, 

as like to like, light particles back to the light-world. To be 

sure, the light goes back to its otota, but this seems to refer 

to the Savior, the good servant, rather than to the souls of the 

elect who have abandoned bestiality because of the shining of 

the light. It is quite possible that the term d&vdAnuwtc (140:23) 

is to be interpreted by this motif of the reversion of the light- 

ray back to its source; the Savior's ascension is a return to 

the world of light, as in the Gospel of John the Son returns to 

the Father. 

Finally, it should be observed that in section B of Thomas 

the Contender, the light performs, not the function of attracting 

particles of light back to the world of light, but rather the 

more preliminary and more restricted function of instigating the 

dissolution of the body in the same way the sun dissolves the 

seed to produce a plant or withers the weeds to allow the vine 

to grow (140:10-18; 144:3-6,21-36). 

The fully developed metaphysical model of this scheme of 

redemption is nicely described in the following sketch of the 

Manichaean system: 

The liberation, separation, and raising up of 
the parts of light is helped by the praise, the 
sanctification, the pure word and the pious works. 
Thereby the parts of the Light (i.e. the souls of 
the dead) mount up by the pillar of dawn to the 
sphere of the moon, and the moon receives them in- 
cessantly from he first to the middle of the month, 
so that it waxes and gets full, and then it guides 
them to the sun until the end of the month, and 
thus effects its waning in that it is lightened 
of its burden. And in this manner the ferry is 
loaded and unloaded again, and the sun transmits 
the Light to the light above it in the world of 
praise, and it goes on in that world until it 
arrives at the highest and pure Light. The Sun 
does not cease to do this until nothing of the parts 
of the Light is left in this world but a small part 
so bound that sun and moon cannot d¢fach Ve (this 
the final conflagration will free). 

While the rising and setting of the light in Thomas the 
Contender is paralleled by that of the moon in the Manichaean 
system, Thomas the Contender does not call the elect "Eight ox, 
"sparks of light," nor does it explicitly mention the sun or the 
moon. While the sun seems to be presupposed as the tertium 
comparattonis, the moon has no part at all in the redemption 
scheme of Thomas the Contender. 
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139:32-140:6. The Savior's speech is now complemented by a 

formula of continuation arene ETOOTY Néi cwp TAKkEy xe-), a 

device by which new material is introduced with a minimum of 

editorial bridging. The bridge with what the Savior has just 

said consists of two antithetically parallel’ sentences, the 

first with the catchword "light" which relates to the foregoing, 

and the second with the catchword "fire" which introduces the 

new subject of discourse. 

O unsearchable love of © the bitterness of the 
the light! (139:32f) fire which burns in the 

Dost eS eoT men and in their 
x marrow! (139:33-35) 

Here a basic contrast is established between God's love for 

man and the bitter passion which burns in man. The second mem- 

ber introduces the major theme of the tractate, namely, the fiery 

sexual passion which is the major characteristic of the tomb-like 

body which imprisons men's souls and corrupts them. 

Thus far, with the exception of the section on the bestial- 

ity of the body, the text has had a positive message, centering 

on the Thomas tradition, the necessity to know oneself, the task 

of the missionary, and the mission of the light. Now, however, 

we will notice that the message becomes negative and extremely 

minatory, a section containing an apocalyptic scene of punish- 

ment. Whereas at first the message of the text was to be com- 

mended by the Thomas-twin tradition, we shall see that in what 

follows, it is to be accepted under the threat of a fiery pun- 

ishment in Hell. 

Fire is the common element between men's embodied predica- 

ment and the eventual fate to which that predicament leads. The 

punishment corresponds in kind to the sin punished; one whose 

body is enflamed with lust will be punished by fire. 

This fire which burns inside men's bodies (139:34; in their 

"limbs and marrow" is hendiadys) makes them crazy with drunken- 

ness and, although the text is damaged at this point, surely 

represents the passion by which males and females are impelled 

towards one another in secret as well as openly (139:38-42). 

That some such relationship between the fire and males and fe- 

males must have occupied the lacuna is supported by the Mani- 

chaean Kephalata which, by similarity of language (ceTe , 27aVT, 

c2lame, KIM ), could indeed have used this section of Thomas 
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the Contender as a source: TceTe MN [Tr 2HAdnH [et]ovn7? 2A AizavT 

MN Nc?IAmMe ECAWBLY MMAV S)IOVN &ANEVEPHY (26:15ff - "the fire 

and pleasure which dwell in males and females, enflaming them 

for one another"); TceTEe MN T?HAONH Jet o)vH]21 N2HTOV eTKIM 

&paVv 3720OVN ANOVSPNY (27:3£- "the fire and pleasure which dwells 

in them impelling them to one another"). 

Fire as a metaphor for passion was wide-spread in the an- 

cient world. As one of the four elements earth, air, water, and 

fire, fire was understood as essential to animal generation: 

It must be understood that this hot and fiery prin- 
ciple is interfused with the whole of nature such 
that it constitutes the male and female generative 
principles, and thus necessarily causes the birth 
and growth of all animals and things whose roots 
are planted in the earth. 

While the philosophic tradition gave fire as the generative 
element a positive evaluation, the ascetic tradition, both ortho- 
dox and heterodox, tended to view it ina derogatory manner. 

The Syrian Makarios distinguishes between fire in the good 
sense (akin to the Spirit) and fire in the bad sense. Of the 

latter he says: 

And there is an unclean fire which inflames the heart 
and thus overruns all the members and goads men into 
licentiousness and countless evils. And so, stimu- 
lated and gratified within the heart, they end up 
in fornication. 

In discussing the old and new birth, the Pseudo-Clementines 
oppose the fire of sexual passion to the water of baptism: 

regenerated by water, by good works they extinguish the fire of their old birth.48 For our first birth 
descends throtgh the fire of lust, and thus by 
divine dispensation, this second one is SpEECsucee 
by water, which extinguishes the nature of fire. 9 

According to Hippolytus, the Naasenes also conceived of 
sexual passion or impulse under the metaphor of fire, as their 
exegesis of Is. 41:8 shows: 

You, Israel, are my servant; do not fear. If you pass through rivers, they will not overwhelm you. If you pass through fire, it will not consume you. "Rivers" means the moist substance of generation, and "fire" 
the impulse and lust for generation. 

The metaphor of fire as lust is found elsewhere in the Nag 
Hammadi Corpus, e.g. the Teachings of Silvanus (CG VII,4,108:4-6): 
"Do not burn yourself, O miserable one, in the fire of lust." 
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The Hermetica also employ the metaphor of fire, but to ex- 

press man's appetites in general, rather than simply sexual pas- 

sion. In the Potmandres (Ch I, 23), Poimandres, the Wous, says 

that he is far removed from godless men: 

+ « . giving way to the avenging demon, who, applying 
the sharpness of fire impregnates (sic. Spmonet; read 
Titedmouet, “pierces"?) him in his senses and arms him 
the more for lawless deeds, such that a greater pun- 
ishment meets him. And this man does not cease hold- 
ing onto the desire for boundless appetites, strug- 
gling blindly without end. And this torments him 
and heaps all the more fire upon him. 

The Rabbis apparently could conceive of the evil inclina- 

tion as a fire. In the tractate Kiddushin 8la it is probably 

the evil inclination which R. Amram conjures out of himself: 

"Then it went out of him in the guise of a pillar of fire. Then 

he said: 'I perceive that thou art fire, and I am flesh; but I 

am stronger than thous '">" 

The metaphor of fire abounds in later works on chastity and 

virginity, where we encounter such language as: 

Thus the flame of resuscitated lust recalled them into 
the glowing heats of bygone youth. . . although the 
blood, still inexperienced, grows hot and stimulates 
the natural fires and the blind flames that stir in 
the marrow to seek a remedy. 

In the Pseudo-Titus Epistle: 

O flames of lust!. . . O exhalations of the flesh! 
The glowing fire hidden deep in the heart nourishes 
a conflagration!. . . Thou canst not expect to bind 
glowing goals on thy garment and not set the robe 
alight.° 

In the face of the widespread use of the metaphor of fire 

for sexual passion, one cannot expect to find a specific source 

from which this metaphor in Thomas the Contender is drawn. 

Nevertheless, there can be no mistaking that "fire" stands for 

sexual fSovt and éniSvuuta in the pejorative sense. This fire 

has total control over those who succumb to it (140:22-37) and, 

5D 
correspondingly, is the ultimate instrument of punishment used 

in Hell by the Tartarouchos (142:42-143:4) and founds Hell on 

three points of the compass (143:2-4). The fire burning in men 

makes them crazy and drunk (143:27) and blind (140:2-5); it is 

insatiable (143:16) and inextinguishable (144:15). To judge 

from what remains of the text in the lacuna, it is the fire 

which is responsible for agitating men and women (139:38-42). 
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The Savior concludes this exclamation of the bitterness of 

the fire with a piece of advice, the first part of which appears 

to be some sort of wisdom saying: "Everyone who seeks the truth 

from the truly wise one (TcséH MmnHe ) will make himself wings 

in order to fly, fleeing from the lust (éntSvuuta) which burns 

the spirits of men. And he will make himself wings to flee from 

every visible spirit." 

The wisdom saying, "Everyone who seeks the truth from the 

truly wise one will make himself wings to fly," is peculiar in 

that the expression "the truly wise one" is feminine in gender, 

reminding us of personified wisdom, Sophia. Yet Sophia never 

figures elsewhere in the tractate. The Coptic Gnostic tractates 

almost always use the Greek noun oogta to describe the heavenly 

being, pre-existent with the father, who descends to the earth 

revealing Gnosis to men and making them spiritual before her 

reascent. The noun oogfa occurs at 140:15, but in the general 

sense of the wise man being perfect in all ooota. Elsewhere, 

we find only such expression as Copoc and pm N2HT ("wise" or 
"discerning" man) both of which are masculine: "Since it is im- 

possible for a wise man (pMN?HT) to dwell with (or: answer) -° 
a fool, for the wise man (copoc) is perfect in all wisdom 

(copta). To the fool, however, the good and the bad are one 

and the same, for the wise man (cogéc) will be nourished by the 
truth..." (140:15f). Thus we are led to understand the term 
"wise one" in a more general sense, not in that of the gnostic 

Sophia myth, but probably in that of the Hellenistic-Jewish 
hypostatization of wisdom such as is found in Proverbs, Sirach, 
and in the Adyoc-wisdom of Philo, etc. 

The gnomic style of this sentence (140:1ff) leads us to 
expect it to derive from a proverb. Unfortunately no such 
proverb is known to me. The only uotable occurrence of the 
motif of flight from lust I can find is in Philo's tractate 
Legum allegoria III, 14f where Jacob, his name not yet having 
been changed to Israel, flees from Laban, who symbolizes per- 
ceivable material things: 

For instance, if having seen beauty you are captivated by it, and you are about to get tripped up over it, secretly flee from its sight...for in such cases 
safety consists in secret flight. 
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Thus, although there can be no case of dependency, the 

motif of flight from lust and from visible spirits appears to 

belong to the sphere of paraenesis in general. 

The metaphor of wings which are possessed by the one who 

consults wisdom is more widespread than the motif of flight. In 

his discussion of immortality and reincarnation in the Phaedrus 

(249c) Plato supposes that it is the mind of a philosopher which 

becomes winged and so escapes the 10,000-year cycle of reincar- 

nation; by the recollection (uvrun) of divine things and separa- 

tion from the merely human, he becomes truly perfect. To be 

winged is to dwell with the gods, but the soul which loses its 

wings settles down into an earthly body (246c,d). 

For Philo, those souls who are neither attracted to material 

things nor to mortal life, and who 

observe the great folly of it (mortal life), call the 
body a dungeon, even a tomb, and fleeing as from a 
prison or grave are lifted above on light wings_to- 
wards the aether and range the heights forever. 

The collocation of wings and flight is apparently a metaphor 

of Hellenistic paraenesis usually applied te the denial of or 

abstinence from the material bodily things of life, and may de- 

rive ultimately from Plato. But in Thomas the Contender the 

metaphor can be reversed, for there are also "some with wings 

who rush to visible things, things which are far from the truth" 

(140:18f). These are the opposite of the man instructed by wis- 

dom. Rather than fleeing lust and material things, they are 

attracted to them like insects to a candle in the evening: "For 

that which leads them, the fire, will give them an appearance 

(gavtaota) of truth" (140:20f). Philo of Alexandria exhibits 

both applications of the metaphor of flight in his Questions and 

Answers in Genests (Armenian version, Ralph Marcus, trans., Loeb 

Library). On Gen. 27:39 he says: 

But let all thanks be given to a gracious and 
beneficent one who does not permit the mind to be 
emptied and bereft of an excellent and most divine 
form when it descends into an earthly body and is 
burned by the necessities and flames of desire, for 
these are a true Tartarus, but he permits it to 
spread its wings sometimes and to behold heaven 
above and taste of that sight. For there are some 
who through gluttony, lechery, or over-indulgence 
are always submerged or sunken, being drowned in 
passion. And these wicked men do not wish to raise 
themselves up. (Quest. and Ans. Gen. IV, 234) 
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14036-1213, Whese two passages, the one about those who have 

wings to flee (140:1-5) and the one about those who have wings 

to flee to visible things (140:18f), may have appeared one after 

the other in the material from which this tractate has been con- 

posed. This supposition is strengthened by Thomas' reply to the 

Savior's saying about the man who has wings to flee lust and 

visible spirits: 

And Thomas answered, saying: "Lord, this indeed 
is what I am asking you about, since I have under- 
stood that you are the one who is good for us, as 
you say.” (140:5-8) 

Now the Savior has said nothing of the sort; Thomas’ 

response does not follow from the Savior's previous speech, nor 

from anything he has previously said in the tractate. Nor in 

fact does the Savior's ensuing reply to Thomas' statement follow 

from what Thomas said, in spite of the ers<e nat ("therefore"): 

Therefore it is necessary for us (sic!) to speak 
to you, for this is the doctrine for the perfect. If, 
then, you desire to be perfect you must observe these 
things; if not, your name is "Ignorant," since it is 
impossible for a wise man to answer (or: "dwell with") 
a fool, for the wise man is perfect in all wisdom 
(co@ta). To the fool, however, the good and the bad 
are the same. For the wise man will be nourished by 
the truth and will become like a tree growing by the 
meandering stream (or "torrent"). (140:8-18) 

Besides the fact that this is not a conclusion to Thomas' 

affirmation of the Lord's goodness, we are also in the dark as 

to the identity of “these things" which Thomas is to observe. 

The entire passage appears to be a collocation of two originally 

separate themes, that of becoming perfect, and that of the wise 
man. It is difficult to see how the theme of perfection has 
again crept in (mentioned much earlier in 138:35f), unless 

through attraction by the theme of seeking truth from the truly 
wise one (140:1f); the theme of the wise man is clearly connected 
with that of 140:1f, that of seeking truth from the truly wise 

one (Sophia?). It may have been that these themes of perfection 
and of the wise man originally followed one another in a source 
used by the author of Thomas the Contender and that he has lifted 
the whole and inserted it within an originally unified passage 
employing the metaphor of wings: 
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originally 140:5b-8a (the Lord is good) 140:1-5 (wings) origi- 
a unity? 140:8a-12 (perfection) nally a 

140:13-18a (the wise man) 140:18b-20 (wings)) unity 

The identity of such a source may not be irrecoverable, 

however. While we have observed that the passage in Plato's 

Phaedrus (249c) may have been the ultimate source for the meta- 

phor of the wise man who has wings, it may not be too farfetched 

that the same passage in the Phaedrus may also have been the ul- 

timate source of inspiration in connecting the theme of the wise 

man's wings with that of perfection. For, having just said that 

only the mind of the philosopher has wings to ascend into com- 

munion with God, he continues: 

Now a man who employs such memories rightly is always 
being initiated into perfect mysteries and he alone 
becomes perfect (téAeoc). . . separating himself from 
human interests and observing the divine. (249c,d) 

It is just possible that this continuation inspired the splitting 

of the "wings-source" and the insertion of the discussion about 

perfection. 

The material which we suppose to be inserted consists of 

Thomas' response plus the Savior's declaration about the perfect 

wise man. Thomas' response, like his declaration that Jesus is 

the light, is a confession which the reader of the tractate must 

also affirm if he wants to become perfect. When he says "that 

indeed is what I am asking you about," the reader is informed 

that the central message of the tractate has to do with the 

necessity (and wisdom!) of fleeing the fire of sexual lust which 

burns in one's body. The ensuing confession, "Since I was aware 

that you are the one who is good for us, as you said," even 

though it does not follow from anything the Savior has said, has 

the effect of closely relating the Savior to the "truly wise 

one." As Thomas consults the Savior (perhaps he through whom 

the truly wise one speaks, concerning the plight of a soul im- 

prisoned in a lustful body) the reader too is directed to the 

statements of the Savior for the answer to his own similar 

plight. 

That Thomas' statement has been placed here in order to 

point out the crucial point of the tractate is confirmed by the 

Savior's response when he says, "Therefore it is necessary for 

us to speak to you, for this is the doctrine of the perfect." 
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That the Savior, who hardly ever refers to himself, and then 

only in the first person singular, here refers to himself in 

the first person plural, is either an instance of the royal 

self-reference "we" (cf. 1 dn. 1:1), or else a conscious liter- 

ary device. If it is a literary device, it is possible that 1) 

"us" refers to the Savior and to the "truly wise one," 2) "us 

refers to the Savior and to Thomas, or 3) "us" was in a source 

copied by the scribe. Thomas' previous declaration that the 

Savior is the one who is good for us has, as we said, the effect 

of identifying the Savior and the truly wise one, or at least 

closely conjoining them, in which case 1) is correct. On the 

other hand, in view of Thomas' immediately preceding confession 

and commendation of the Savior before the reader of the tractate, 

it is attractive to understand the "us" as a literary device 

which does not refer to the Savior as addressing Thomas, but 

rather collectively refers to both Thomas and the Savior as 

addressing the reader of the tractate. This second alternative 

becomes even more attractive when we note that we are still in’ 

the section of the tractate in which Thomas is addressed in the 

plural "you," as if he were the representative of a larger group. 

Only here the sense would be: "Therefore it is necessary for us 
(that is, Thomas and the Savior, and indeed the author of the 

tractate) to speak to you (the readers of this tractate), for 

this is the doctrine of the perfect. If you desire to become 
perfect, you (the readers) will observe these things; if not, 

your name is 'stupid.'" If this solution is too far-fetched, 

then we are reduced to concluding that "us" lay in some source 
used by the scribe, and has no particular significance. 

At any rate, we have been alerted that the doctrine of the 

perfect is to follow the Savior's advice and flee the burning 
lust of the body, and in fact every visible (i.e. this-worldly) 
entity. If one does not observe these things, he is a stupid 

fool, and will not be able to dwell with the wise man perfect 
in all wisdom (who presumably is the Savior). 

The gnomic sentences about the wise man and the fool are 

probably not to be found in any extant collections of words of 
the wise, but they certainly conform to the message of the wis- 
dom books of the Septuagint. Whether the reading be "the wise 
Man cannot dwell with a fool" (Ovw? MN: ) or "cannot answer 
(Ovw?2m N-) a fool," there is enough evidence in the Book of 
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Proverbs to show that the necessity of a wise man to have nothing 

to do with a fool was an important notion of the wisdom tradition 

(c£. Prov. 14:7; 23:9; 26:4; cf. Philo, De mut. nom. 37). 

While the wise man is perfect in all wisdom (or: "is per- 

fecting all wisdom,"Uxnk eBor Neopia Nim ), the fool doesn't 

know the difference between good and evil. According to 

Hebrews 5:14, this is the distinction between the perfect and 

the immature: "Solid food is for the perfect, who possess facul- 

ties trained by habit to distinguish good from bad." 

Thus we are in the sphere of Hellenistic Jewish wisdom 

morality which thinks of wisdom as the nourishment of the wise. 

The theme of the types of nourishment is popular in the New Tes- 

tament (I Cor. 3:1-3; Heb. 5:12-14; I Pt. 2:2); solid food is 

for the perfect. According to Thomas the Contender the nourish- 

ment of the wise man is "the truth" (TMHE). That we have to do 

with Jewish wisdom tradition is confirmed by the only definite 

literal quotation to be found in Thomas the Contender, from 

Psalm 1:3, a wisdom psalm. The (wise) man who has meditated on 

the Lord's law 

Eotat a¢ tO CUAOV YUNnawwite Nee MMWHN 
TO TEMUTEvLEVOV TAPG ETPHT 71%N 
tac 6teEdS0vue tHv d6dtwV TIMoY N'cwpm 

The section under discussion (140:6-18) appears to be not 

only an insertion into a previously unified section dealing with 

the fire of lust and the use of wings to escape it (139:23-140:5) 

or to submit to it (140:18-37, yet to be treated), but also a 

pasttehe of motifs from Hellenistic-Jewish wisdom influenced by 

the Septuagint (the wisdom books and Psalm 1). The motivation 

behind such an assertion would be to provide an interpretation 

of the saying about making wings to flee lust; this is the doc- 

trine of the perfect, the way to escape evil, the way to increase 

through nourishment by the truth. 

140:18-37. According to our analysis, this section is actually 

the second half of the Savior's speech begun at 139:33, but which 

was interrupted by the section on wisdom and perfection (140:5- 

18). The theme is the obverse of the previous application of the 

metaphor about wings: While there are some who have wings to flee 

the lust burning in their bodies, and flee visible spirits (140: 

1-5), there are also those "who have wings to rush upon (TrwT 21%N ) 

the things that are visible, things far from the truth (140:18-20). 
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The reason that these people, unlike the wise man who is 

nourished by the truth, rush to things far from the truth is 

that they are led (Aimoeit ) by the fire which gives them an 

"illusion of truth" (PanTacia MAMHEe oe The reason that the 

fire attracts men to the visible is that it shines on them with 

a beauty which will perish (140:22), while the Savior shines as 

the true light from the substance of the light above (139:20-31). 

The light given by fire is a material, earthly light which will 

sooner or later be extinguished, but the light of the Savior 

comes from theworld above. In this metaphor the fire represents 

not only lustful passions of the body, but all material visible 

things, including the body. The fire gives the kind of light by 

which the senses of the body perceive, so that those who are 

guided by the fire cannot see true reality. Their souls are im- 

prisoned in dark sweetness (140:23f); seized with aromatic j6Sovy 

(140:24), blinded with insatiable desire (140:25) , ©° nailed fast 

with a stake (140:26-28), jerked about by a bit (xaAtvdéc) in the 

mouth, (cf. the myth of Timarchus in Plutarch's De genio Socratis, 

592; also Plato, Phaedrus 256), fettered with chains (140:30f), 

and bound by bitter lust for the perishable things of the earth 

(140:31-37). 

The plight of such men's souls is much like that of philos- 

ophy, which, according to Plato (Phaedo 82E-83E), when it first 

takes possession of the soul, is welded (nmpooxenodrAnuévn) to the 

body and compelled to oxonetoSat ta Svta as through prison bars 

(6ta etpyuod) and thus wallows in ignorance. Philosophy sees 

that the worst thing about this imprisonment is Stu &t’ émrSuutac 

éottv. It is necessary that f tod dc @LrAccdgovu Wuxn ottwe dné- 

XETAL tTSv HdovHv te ual éEntSvuurHv since: 

Each pleasure and pain nails it (the soul) as 
with a nail to the body and rivets it and makes it 
corporeal, accepting as true whatever the body says. 

And these pleasures and pains compel the soul to believe that 

visible objects (ta dpatdé) are reality (évapyéotatév te efvar 
uat d&AnSéotatov) . 

In Thomas the Contender this is precisely the function of 

the fite considered as the passion which burns in men's bodies. 
It makes men think that visible things are reality, whereas in 
fact they are only illusions of truth (xnTacis MMHEe ). And 
because of this there is hardly a ray of hope to escape this 
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predicament since they are caught by it and will never? escape 

it. The passage thus ends by saying that the lust for visible 

and changeable things (the body and its lusts) will always drag 

them down to earth (the visible realm), which means their death 

and corruption (140:32-37) .° To this should be compared the 

following statement of Socrates: 

And, my friend; one must believe it (the corpor- 
eal) to be burdensome and heavy and earthly and visible. 
And such a soul is weighed down and dragged back into 
the visible sphere through fear-of the invisible and 
of Hades, and, as it is said, flits about the graves 
and tombs around which shadowy shapes of souls have 
been seen, such souls”as produce shades; these were 
not set free in purity, but retain something of the 
visible, and thus they are seen. 

It seems an inescapable conclusion that the author of Thomas 

the Contender is ultimately dependent on Plato at this point in 

his discussion of the fiery lust of the body which causes the 

soul such grief. While there is no case of literal citation, 

and while Plato does not apply the metaphor of fire to the bodily 

lusts, the similarity in motif, language ("dragged," "visible," 

"lust," “pleasure") and metaphor (imprisonment, blinding of per- 

ception, being nailed fast, movement from above to below, etc.) 

is striking enough to conclude that motifs that occur in Plato's 

Phaedo have reached the pen of the author of Section A of Thomas 

the Contender. While it is not likely that he read the Phaedo, 

it is easily possible that motifs occurring in the Phaedo were 

passed on to him or to his community via the work of the Alex- 

andrian Platonists, such as Philo, Clement and Origen. 

140:37-141:4. The next section, introduced by Thomas' response 

to the Savior's bitter description of the plight of the soul im- 

prisoned in the body with its fiery lust, again seems to be a 

transition point changing the subject from the damage which the 

fire of émiSvuuta does to the soul to that of the soul and its 

rest. We are not at liberty to make any firm judgments about 

this section since nearly half of it lies in a lacuna, breaking 

the train of thought. All that can be deduced is that Thomas 

responds by making a common observation (W4ovon? €BOA svw svK%o00Kkc> 

xe’, "it is apparent and is said that") having to do with the 

soul (Woxh, 140:40) in relation to those who are not aware of 

something (NNETE NCECOOVN AN.. 140:39). The Savior answers 

this observation ( ayorwuy8 Aé N61 must be continued by Ncwp 
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since there follows material to which Thomas again responds in 

141:2) by some kind of proverb or gnomic utterance which may 

derive from wisdom tradition (N<aBe Npwme Ntay-. . . "the 
wise man who. . .) The saying concerns a wise man who did some- 

thing (lies in the lacuna) and then "after he found it he rested 

himself on it forever and was unafraid of those who wanted to 

disturb him." The mention of "finding" suggests the popular 

theme of seeking and finding (e.g. Luke 15, Gospel of Thomas 

Log. 2;92;94; Philo, De fuga et inven. 120-176, esp. 126-142). 
This recalls the theme of the man who has sought the truth from 

the truly wise one (140:1f) and then flees all lust and every 

visible spirit. Thus the following restoration of 140:41f is 
probable: 

Naciaty MimcaBe Npwme Ntaufuyi) 
[IN€é Noa TMHE avw ANT] Apey6Nre SYUMTON ... 

[Blessed (?) is] the wise man who [sought after the truth 
and] after he found it he rested on it forever. . . 

Whatever it is the wise man seeks and finds and rests upon, 
it is named by a feminine noun, is something he can rest upon 
forever in security, and as Thomas' ensuing response implies has 
something to do with resting "among our own" (people?). It also 
has something to do with the soul and "those who do not know" 
something about their soul. Taken together, these hints suggest 
something like the truth which, once discovered, proves to be an 
abiding secure reality. Something like the truth would be guar- 
anteed of lasting into the future, since the Savior's next speech 
is highly apocalyptic both literarily and in terms of content, 
treating of the future destruction of the body. Whatever it is 
that the wise man seeks and finds, it is clear from Thomas' 
response that its salient feature has to do with eternal rest 
(MTON in the sense of avdnmavoig) among one's fellows. 

Our supposition that it is "the truth" which is sought, 
found and rested upon also receives partial confirmation from 
the Valentinian document De Resurrecttone from the Jung Codex 
(CG I,3, 43:35-44:2). Unlike those who falsely speculate about 
the resurrection and who thus: 

seek their own rest, which we have received through 
our Savior, our Lord Christ, we have received it 
(rest) after we had known the truth and rested our- 
selves upon it. 
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In Thomas the Contender, the "truth" (TMHE) comes from the 

"truly wise one" (140:2) and whoever finds it flees from lust. 

The opposite of the "truth" is the fire, which only gives men an 

"illusion (gavtaola) of the truth" (140:21) and beguiles them 

into the life of lust. The "truth" provides a "rest" for the 

soul, while the fire provides "disturbance" (WytopTP, Aas Die 

Nourished by the truth, the wise man is secure, "like the tree 

growing by the meandering stream" (140:16f). This "rest" is 

apparently a cessation of anxiety about death and the afterlife, 

62 The "rest," accord- and a present anticipation of a new life. 

ing to section B, is conferred by the good One (72'T60T4 Mtrardaeoc 

145:13f), although in section A, it is a state made possible by 

finding the "truth." To be compared is Clement of Alexandria, 

Stromatets II 9,45.5: ("He who seeks will not cease till he 

find, having found he will wonder, having wondered he will reign, 

and having reigned he will rest"), and also the Gospel of Thomas 

Log. 2 ("He who seeks, let him not cease seeking till he find, 

and when he finds he will be troubled (wteptp), and being 

troubled, he will be amazed, and he will reign over the All."). 

Finally, this rest is to take place among "our own," i.e. 

kindred souls, who have found the truth, the distinction between 

the truly wise one (cogta) and the fire, between "the good and 

the bad" (140:15f£) which the fool doesn't recognize. As for 

Thomas' response (cPNoype N&N TXOCIC AMTON MMON 2N NETE NWN NE) 

we cannot tell by the grammar whether he is making the statement 

"it is good for us, Lord, to rest among our own," or asking the 

Savior whether it is good to rest among our own. However, in 

view of the vocative Tixocic ("O Lord") and the Savior's response 

NetTBuyav fap 1Te + "yes,°> it is useful" it seems best to take 

"our Thomas! response as a question. The precise reference of 

own" is indeterminate; presumably it refers to those wise men, 

who like Thomas, have found the truth, and have not been beguiled 

by the fire. They will all dwell together in rest among the 

fellows while those beguiled by the fire will be gathered back 

to that which is visible (141:11); the wise cannot dwell with 

the fool (140:13). 

141:4-18. Unlike some responses of the Savior to Thomas' ques- 

tions this particular response ccnstitutes a good response, by 

directly answering what is probably a direct question. The re- 

sponse is both minatory and apocalyptic: it is a good thing to 
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rest eternally among "one's own" because the oxetoc of the flesh 

which is visible will dissolve and come to be among the visible 

things, presumably corpses or the like. 

Again, this response of the Savior seems to be a composite 

of materials; 141:9-14 seems to introduce material of a different 

kind into the larger block 141:4-18. Indeed the section itself 

(141:9-14) does not seem to be a unity: 

The Savior said: "Yes (ydo) it 
is useful. And it is good for you 

since things visible among men will 

dissolve. For the vessel of their 
flesh will dissolve and when it 

comes to naught it will come to 

be among the visible things, 

among things that are seen. 
(141: 4-9) 

And then the fire that they see 

will give them pain on account of 

the love of the faith that they 

formerly possessed (141:9-11). 

They will be gathered back (ndéivv) 
to that which (or: the one who) is 
visible. But as for those who 

see among the things that are not 

visible, without the first love 

they will be destroyed by the con- 
cern for this life and (by) the 

burning of the fire (141:11-14). 
Only a little time until that 

which (or: the one who) is 

visible dissolves; then form- 

less el6wka will arise and in 
the ‘midst of the tombs they 

will dwell over the corpses for- 

ever in pain and destruction 

of soul. (141:14-18) ,66 

This structuring of the content is suggested by the fact 
that the main topic seems to be the dissolution of the flesh 
into the corpse (141:4-9, 14-18, apparently a unity) into which 
intervening material introduces the theme of love - "the love of 
the faith" and "the first love" (cf. Rev. 2:4) - and reintroduces 
the theme of the fire. Furthermore, after the first section 
(141:11-14) is introduced by the phrase "they will be gathered 
back to that which is manifest" (141:11) in an effort to relate 
what follows (141:12-14) back to the larger block (141:4-9, 14-18) 
encompassing the inserted material, and in particular to the 
phrase "come to be among the visible things, among things that are 
seen" (141:8). 
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The use within the inserted material of the term "love of 

the faith" (Terank Atrictic) and "first love" (TwWopm Nara, 

cf. Rev. 2:4) tends to give the whole block a Christian flavor, 

while the mention of fire tends to relate the whole block to the 

"fire" theme of the entire dialogue. That the complete. predic- 

tion of the dissolution of the body is to be understood in rela- 

tion to the fire (or lust) as well as in relation to Christian 

tradition is demonstrated by the following phrase from the second 

section (141:11-14) of the inserted material: "without the first 

love they will perish in the concern for this life and (for) the 

burning of the fire." The first half of the phrase "without the 

first love they will perish in the concern for this life" supplies 

through its New Testament terminology (axA Tuwopr Naranh; cf. Rev. 

2:4 thy d&ydnnv cov thy Tedtny dofinec, and CENATAko 2M TYpoovly 

MiiBi0C, cf. the interpretation of the parable of the sower, Mk. 

4:19 par., where the seeds sown among the thorns are those who 

first hear the word, but at pwepluvar tod atévog choke the word) 

a Christian flavor to the whole. The second half certainly re- 

fers to the concern for the body's desires under the metaphor of 

fire, and could, by such association, be meant to refer again to 

Mk. 4:19, at nmeopl ta Aoind EncSvuutar elonopevdéyevar by way of the 

fleshly body to corrupt the soul. 

Having said that the entire block has a Christian flavor and 

that it refers also to the fire of passion, we must ask what sort 

of material is it that is placed in such a context? The answer 

to this is that the encompassing material (141:4-9, 14-18), which 

when placed together reads as a unity, appears, like other mater- 

jal in section A of Thomas the Contender ultimately to derive 

from or be inspired by Plato's Phaedo. For the sake of conven- 

ience we repeat part of the passage quoted above in the commen- 

tary on Thomas the Contender 140:18-37 above, and continue with 

the remainder: 

And, my friend, one must believe it (the cor- 

poreal) to be burdensome and heavy and earthly and 

visible. And such a soul is weighed down and is 

dragged back into the visible sphere through fear of 

the invisible and of Hades, and, as it is said, flits 

about the graves and the tombs around which shadowy 

shapes of souls have been seen, such souls as pro- 

duce shades; these were not set free in purity, but 

return something of the visible; and thus they are 

seen. . . and these are not at all the souls of the 

good, but those of the base, which are compelled to 
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wander around such places to pay the penalty for their 
former evil style of life. And they wander about such 
a place until through the desire of the hounding _cor- 
poreal, they are (again) imprisoned in the body. 

141:18-25. Thomas' response is one of alarm at the Savior's 

description of the fate of the fleshly body. He responds with 

a series of questions which center on the theme of his missionary 

task (see above). The series is introduced by the diatribe for- 

mula such as is used by Paul, e.g. in Romans 3:5; 4:1; 7:7; 8:31; 

9:14,30: tl (otv) époduev = ov Nete OVNTANY AxXooy (141:29f). The 

use of a series of questions to introduce a discourse is known in 

other dialogues of the Savior with his disciples: e.g. The Letter 

of Peter to Philip (CG VIII,2, 134:20-135:2, questions by disci- 

ples), The Sophia Jesu Christi (BG 8502 79:15-18, by the Savior; 

117:13-17, by a disciple), The Thought of Our Great Power (CG Vile 

4, 36:30-37:2, a series of rhetorical questions answered by the 

speaker; not a dialogue), The Apoeryphon of James (CG Lay, LS 

30-34, questions by disciples; this is a dialogue reported in 
epistolary form), and the Dialogue of the Savtor (CG tii 75, LZoe 
6-8, 18-20, by disciples). The examples within this literature 

of questions such as "What will we do or say in the face of these 
things, etc.?" are very frequent. The questions which Thomas 
asks the Savior are designed to heighten the sense of danger in 
which those who are unaware of the Savior's teaching exist. As 
such they are "blind men," "miserable mortals," who only plead 
excuses for the state in which they are. They are bound by the 
flesh without realizing that it is a lustful prison within which 
blazes the fire of passion. They claim innocence by saying: "We 
came to do good and not for cursing," as Paul enjoins the Romans 
to act inthe face of persecutors: EvrAoyette tove 6idnuovtac (dudc, 
%, A, D, etc.), evdAoyette ual ph uataocaoSe, Rom. 12:14). Yet at 
the same time they also betray their lustful predicament by plead- 
ing that if they hadn't been born in the flesh, they would never 
have experienced the fire. Taken together, these two claims 
placed in the mouth of these men tends to equate them with ordi- 
nary mortal men; in fact, if their first claim is a reflection of 
Romans 12:14, the miserable mortals could be Christians who have 
no idea that they are doing anything else than what is good, but 
their second claim belies their innocence by revealing their 
awareness of the fire of lust. They conform with the Pauline in- 
junction by doing good and not cursing, but since they do not admit 
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the reality of their passions, they are not true ascetics who 

know that they must avoid the fiery passion of the body. Unfor- 

tunately, no more corroborating evidence is available as to the 

identity of the miserable mortals, and although the hints of 

their identity contained in this passage point to non-ascetic 

Christians who do not reject the body, we can only regard this 

identification as a guess. If the identification happens to be 

correct, the ensuing speech of the Savior shows that their good 

intentions are worth nothing, but are rather a cause of blind- 

ness to their animal-like existence and eventual consignment to 

Hell. 

141:25-142:2. The Savior responds to Thomas' series of questions 

with a bitter condemnation of those people who are unaware of the 

plight of embodiment. He does so in language which refers the 

reader to the discussion about the bestiality of the visible body 

(139:5-11). At the same time the reader finds that Thomas is 

suddenly addressed again in the second person singular ("thou"): 

The Savior said: "Truly as for those (men) do not 
esteem them for thyself as men, but regard them as 
beasts. For just as the beasts devour one another, 

so also men of this sort devour one another." (141:25-29) 

The meaning of this simile is unclear, since it is hard to 

imagine what sort of men would devour one another, unless we 

take this as an (unlikely) reference to cannibalism. We are re- 

minded of the similar statement of 139:2f£ about bodies which are 

visible: "but these bodies which are visible eat from creatures 

which are like them." If it is fair to interpret our current 

text in the light of this previous statement, to say that men 

“devour one another" is another way of saying that they are like 

beasts who devour one another (in the sense that these men eat 

other bodies, bodies of beasts). This may mean as little as the 

modern "dog eat dog" as a metaphor for baseness, but it is also 

worth wondering whether, beside the condemnation of sex, we may 

possibly have the condemnation of eating meat, presumably because 

by eating meat these men think that their existence derives from 

their bodily nourishment. In the earlier discussion of bestial- 

ity, it was said that "those who are above live from their own 

root and it is their fruit which nourishes them," while the 

visible bodies eat from other creatures. Thus it seems that 

Thomas the Contender is written, among other things, to counsel 
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not only abstinence from sex, but also from meats, since these 

only serve to enslave man to his body and blind him to the nour- 

ishment brought by the light which shines until "the elect (the 

abstinent) abandon bestiality" (139:28f) and come out of "this 

place," the world of embodied life (139:25-27). 

A hint of a similar polemic lies in the Latin Hermetic 

tractate Asclepius (a portion of which was found in the Nag 

Hammadi Corpus, CG VI,8, 65:15-78:43): 

When God, the Father and Lord, after he had made 
the gods, made man from the divine and from more cor- 
rupt portions of matter, weighed out in equal measure, 
evils inherent in matter were mixed with the body 
permanently, and other evils entered in because of 
food, which we necessarily require in common with 
all animals; from these factors it necessarily fol- 
lows that lustful passions and the a ee evil 
inclinations find place in the human soul. ® 

Although we have what seems to be reference to abstention 

from meats, it is clear that the central thrust of the Savior's 

speech is not bestiality in relation to either cannibalism or 

abstention from meats, but bestiality in the sense of possessing 

6? At this point the 

metaphors of bestiality and fire are explicitly brought together. 

a lustful body which is deprived of sight. 

These men are beasts, who devour one another in a blind (?) fash- 
ion since they love the sweetness of the fire, are servants of 

death and rush to the works of corruption. Bestiality and lust 
are similarly connected in the Teachings of Silvanus, another 
Nag Hammadi tractate: 

For it is better not to live than to acquire the 
life of a beast. Watch yourself lest you are burned 
with the fire (co vé) of fornication. For there are 
Many archers (Npeyxarnk core ) who are its servants. /° 

The fact is, that the fire of lust enslaves men, and entraps 
them in the same chain of sexual procreation within which they 
were also begotten. Therefore, these innocent men who are un- 
aware of the danger of the flesh succeed only in "fulfilling the 
lust of their fathers" (141:32). Such an idea is known in the 
Manichaean Kephalaia, where the chain of the lust which fills 
the world is traced back to Adam and Eve: 

They formed Adam and Eve, and they begot in order 
that they might rule the cosmos through them. They 
completed all the works of lust upon the Sani rr and 
the whole cosmos was filled with their lust./t 
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Because of this endless cycle of lust, the fate of such men 

is to be "thrown down to the abyss," to be "afflicted (uaotiyodv) 

by the torment (or: compulsion, d&vdyun) of the bitterness of their 

evil nature (gvo.c). Since the speech is about those who intended 

to do good, but who must admit that, because they have come to be 

in the flesh, they have succumbed to the fire (141:23-25), we must 

conclude that being caught in fiery lust is not a matter of volun- 

tary choice, but rather one of compulsion (d&vdyun) due to one's 

nature (gto.c), which is evil. Men love the sweetness of the fire, 

are servants of death and pursue works of corruption because they 

are determined to do so by their basic nature. 

Their fate, then, is to be thrown down to the abyss, where 

they will be scourged till they run headlong to "the place which 

they do not know," presumably Hell (141:33f). What happens there- 

after is not clear, since the text is again defective at this 

point. They can no longer patiently dispose of the parts of their 

body. /? 

less abandon, since we encounter such phrases as TTAIBC MN mWYyCc, 

The picture of their punishment is one of utterly mind- 

"madness and derangement," "rejoicing over" something, "thinking 

that they are wise," being "frenetic" and “occupied with their 

actions" (<petTrov7HT TIOONE cpoov EpeTIOVMNCEVE 2! NEV ITpazZ ic) s 

And, what is more, we read that "it is the fire that will burn 

them" (142:2); i.e. that by which one sins, by that shall one be 

punished. Taken as a whole, this passage is a description of 

punishment of Hell, and thus is a prelude to the far more ela- 

borate description of punishment in Hell which we shall encounter 

in section B. However, as each description occurs in section A 

and B respectively, we shall see that the two do not form a unity. 

142:2-9. Thomas responds to the Savior's grave pronouncement with 

great anxiety over those who fall under it: "O Lord, what will the 

one thrown down to them do (to whom "them" refers cannot be de- 

termined; perhaps the demons of Hell), for many are those who 

fight against them." At this point, the Savior responds with what 

must be a question "Is it for yourself that you possess that which 

is visible (or: the one who appears, TCT OV°N? €BoOA )?", since 

Thomas answers, "It is you, Lord, for whom it is fitting to speak, 

and I, to listen to you." The Savior's question is obscure, not 

only because it seems to have nothing to do with Thomas' question 

about the fate of those in Hell (since it concerns Thomas him- 

self), but also because the grammar itself is puzzling. 
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The phrase TETOVOND €BOA can read either "he who is 

visible" or "that which is visible." If we take it in the per- 

sonal sense, it seems that it is only the Savior who can be re- 

ferred to as "he who is visible," and thus the Savior is asking 

Thomas if he really possesses the Savior. If, however, we take 

the phrase in the impersonal sense, "that which is visible," then 

we are talking about visible things. To judge from the section 

138:27-139:12, "that which is visible" refers to the material 

realities of this world, and in particular to the body (139:2f), 

as opposed to the invisible things of the Pleroma. This consid- 

eration, plus the fact that after Thomas' answer (actually refusal 

to answer), the Savior offers an extended metaphor which appar- 

ently concerns the body, tends to drive us to the conclusion that 

the Savior answers Thomas' anxiety over the miserable mortals who 

are to be punished in Hell by directly asking Thomas if he has a 

body. 

If Thomas admits that he really does have a body (which seems 

to be the force of the second tense with the ethical dative, "is 

it for yourself that you possess" (i.e. "do you really have"), 

then he has reason to be anxious over the punishment of the bes- 
tial body in Hell. But Thomas indicates that only the Savior can 

answer this question. 

142:9-18. Assuming that the question which Thomas refuses to 
answer is whether he possesses "that which is visible," that is, 
a body, then the Savior's response should probably be construed 

as an answer to this question. 

The response takes the form of a conceit, or extended meta- 
phor which typified "that which is visible" (the body) as a sexual 
entity (in the pejorative sense) whose process of procreation by 
the male sperm can be likened to the germination of a seed. Just 
as the seed ("that which is sown"), in the process of germination, 
dissolves under the action of rain ("water") and sunlight ("fire") 2 
and lies under the soil ("in tombs of darkness") and after a long 
time the fruit is revealed which is then pruned (uodAdferv), and 
eaten by man and beast, so also the male sperm ("that which sows" 
and "is sown") dissolves in the fire (the male and female genera- 
tive principles, cf. Cicero De. nat. deor. II, 28) and water (the 
Moisture of the vagina) and hides in the womb (tombs of darkness), 
and after a long time another fleshly body is revealed (the fruit 
of the evil tree of the flesh) which is then punished (norAdleiv; 

3 
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as one having been begotten in the flesh, cf. above) and killed 

in the mouth of beasts and men (cf, men who like beasts devour 

one another), all at the instigation of the rains, winds, air 

and the light above. Again, the metaphor can be applied not 

only to the reproduction of the body, but also to the history of 

the body's life: it both sows and is sown, and because of the 

fire of lust will be dissolved (consigned to death) and as a 

corpse inhabit the dark tombs of Hell where the true fruits of 

its life will be revealed and receive retribution (xoAdCetv is 

in this type of literature the typical expression for punishment 

in Hell, uddAcoctc). 

Such a metaphor of the body as a seed is also to be found 

in Paul's description of the resurrection body in 1 Cor. 15: 

"Fool, what you sow will not come to life unless it die, and 

what you sow is not the body that is to be, but a bare kernel, 

perhaps of wheat, or something else." Again, a similar metaphor 

closer to the meaning intended in Thomas the Contender is con- 

tained in Plato's Phaedo: 

For because it (the soul that considers visible 
things to be real) is of like opinion with the body 
and rejoices in the same things, it is compelled, it 
seems to me, to have the same habits and upbringing 
and never depart in purity to Hades, but always depart 
contaminated with the body, so that it immediately 
falls pack into another body, like the sowing of a 
seed. / 

The soul which, on the contrary, has avoided the deception 

of the body: 

need not at all fear. . . that it will be torn assunder 
at its departure from the body, blown apart by the 
winds, and fluttering away vanish, and no longer be 
anywhere. 

Whatever may have inspired the composition of the metaphor 

of the seed in Thomas the Contender, it is clear that although 

Thomas receives no direct answer to his question, the answer to 

it is ready at hand. Thomas may happen to have a body, but un- 

less he is willing to undergo its fate, he had better disown it: 

"Ts it for yourself that you possess that which is visible?" No, 

it is just an unfortunate accident. I do not possess it for my 

benefit, but, unless I can come free of it, for my damnation. 

142:18-26. With this response of Thomas to the Savior's conceit 

on the body, we not only leave the block of material in which 
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Thomas is addressed as "thou" (141:25-142:18), but also encounter 

the formal end of the dialogue: "You have indeed persuaded us, 

Lord. We knew in our mind and it is obvious that this is so, and 

that your word is sufficient." /® 

The return to the use of the plural ("us," "we") in the con- 

clusion to the dialogue itself (and to section A) may be a device 

of the author of section A to involve the readers in the conclu- 

sion: they, along with Thomas, are convinced. 

We must, however, raise the question whether the return to 

the plural is a sign of redactional work. In this connection, it 

is interesting to note that the four "thou" blocks all belong to 

section A and respectively treat: the Thomas tradition (138:4-27); 

the metaphor of shooting arrows in the dark plus the confession 

of the Savior as "our light" (139:11-21); Thomas' confession that 

the Lord is "the one who is good for us" (140:5-8); and finally, 

the inexorable punishment of those bestial men who love the sweet- 

ness of the fire, the inexorability of which is demonstrated by 

the metaphor of the seed (141:25-142:18). Each of the four blocks 

appears to be "Christian" in the sense that in them Thomas is 

central, by virtue of being personally characterized (138:4-27), 

or directly confessing something about the Savior (139:11-21; 

140:5-8), or being asked a direct personal question (142:6-9). 

It is very possible that these "thou" blocks may have originally 

formed an entire dialogue between Thomas and the Savior in which 
each addressed the other in the second person singular. Blocks 

of "you" material would have been inserted into the dialogue in 
order to expand the scope of the dialogue by introducing the 
themes: "visible" and "invisible" as well as "Perfection" (138: 
27-139:11); the light which shines to get the elect to abandon 

bestiality versus the bitter fire of lust (139:23-140:5); and of 
"Perfection" versus the fire which leads men astray as well as 
the subject of "visible" and "invisible" (140:8-141:18). That 
is, the material dealing with visible versus invisible and the 
light versus the fire of passion is largely confined to the plural 
sections, while the "thou" sections have much more to do with 
Thomas himself. Such a situation would be quite natural and not 
cause any suspicion at all if the dialogue ran smoothly, since it 
would be natural for the Savior to use "thou" when directing his 
attention to Thomas. But the fact that the "thou" sections al- 
ways seem to change the subject, plus the fact that one of them 
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(140:5-8) is an absolute non-sequitur, give reason for suspect- 

ing that the flow of the dialogue is not altogether "natural." 

Indeed we have a section (139:25-31) which, since it is addressed 

directly to Thomas (Ww M&K dploc ewmac ) we would expect to be 

cast in the second person singular, but, instead, it uses- the 

second person plural. All of this could be a sign of redactional 

activity on the part of a redactor who combined section A with 

section B. However, the contrasts between the singular and plural 

blocks is not great enough to merit the conclusion that section A 

is a conflation of two sets of material characterized by the sin- 

gular (deriving from the redactor) and plural (deriving from the 

original section A) forms of address respectively. Alternatively, 

this irregularity we have noticed could be accounted for by assum- 

ing that originally the dialogue of section A was composed with a 

wider audience in view, a situation which the vacillation between 

singular and plural appears to convey, and that some of the ques- 

tions and statements put to the Savior which receive answers cast 

in the plural were asked by another group, for example, the dis- 

ciples (i.e. for "his disciples said to the Lord" was substituted 

"Thomas said to the Lord"). While there is not enough evidence 

to draw any conclusion, whatever evidence of irregularity there 

is should be brought to the attention of the reader, 

To return to the passage at hand (142:18-26), we again note 

that we have come to the formal end of the dialogue, since Thomas 

(or rather "we") is convinced by the Savior and concludes that 

his word is enough. It is also the material end of the dialogue, 

since at this point Thomas disappears altogether from the trac- 

tate. 

Yet the tractate continues on, as though nothing had ended, 

by the addition of a new subject of discussion: 

But these words which you speak to us are laugh- 

ingstocks to the world and are sneered at, since they 

are not understood. So how can we go preach them, 

since we are reckoned as in the world? (142:21-26) 

Thus, for all intents and purposes, the dialogue is picked 

up again as though nothing had happened, except for the fact that 

from here on to the end all we have is a. long homiletical speech 

by the Savior, linked together by continuation formulae ( Ayovw? 

ETOOTY NG, TCWp , or tc 143:8; 144:37). What has actually 

happened is that a new subject has been introduced, since what 
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follows is an apocalyptic section in which the Savior condemns 

to Hell (a Hell with different features from the Hell of section 

A) those who mock his words. We are persuaded that the question 

of the mockers which continues Thomas' concluding response is 

redactional. It is designed to introduce a homily (section B) 

of the Savior on subjects not greatly different from those 

covered in the dialogue. In the comment on the tnetpit (138: 

1-4) we have presented evidence to show that it derives from a 

source other than the dialogue (section A), in particular from 

the original title of the following homily or "sayings" docu- 

ment (section B). 

142:26-143:7. The second (B) section of the tractate is a long 

homily consisting of apocalyptic prediction and woes, delivered 

by the Savior against those who mock his words, plus three bea- 

titudes and a promise of (the) future rest for those who hear 

them. The apocalyptic section, 142:26-143:7, is addressed to 

those who reject his words. This oblique reference to his audi- 

ence is prefaced by the Jesuanic formula 2aMHN Tx MMoc NHTN 

(4unv Agywo butv):77 "Truly I tell you (plural), as for the one 

who (singular) will listen to your word and (at the same time) 

turn away his face (=attention) or sneer at it or smirk ("curl 

his lips") at these things, truly I tell you. . ." 

Such a person "will be delivered over to the Archon above, 

who rules over all the powers (€€ovolat) as their king." No 

further clue as to the identity of this Archon is given. As 

the ensuing description of punishment progresses, we may have 

to do with different sources, as is hinted at by two renderings 

of the expression "deliver over," CENAT SAY sTooTYy (142:30) and 

CEeNaTapadAlAov Mmooy, plus occasional changes from the singular 
to the plural (142:38,42; and THNe, "you," 14240). 

Apparently the Savior is referring to a punishment after 

death, since this individual is handed over to the Archon who 

is above, who rules over all the powers (TWapxwn ETMTTCANTMNE 

Tat ETAP KEI CXN Nezovcls THpoy ) and he will cast this soul 
down to the abyss. This Archon is the same sort of being men- 

tioned in Eph. 2:2: 

* + + Once you conducted yourselves according to the 
era of this world, according tothe Archon of the 
€Eovola of the air, the spirit controlling the sons 
of disobedience. 
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The Archon of Thomas the Contender is very similar to the high- 

est demon of the Latin Asecleptus, who is judge of souls. Tris- 

megistos tells Asclepius that when the soul has left the body, 

there will be held a trial of its merits: 

It (the soul) passes under the power of the highest 
demon. When he finds a soul to be godly and righteous, 
he allows it to abide in the region most suited to it; 
if, however, he sees it to be marred with the stains 
of sin and defiled by vice, hurling it down from 
above, he delivers it over to the tempests and whirl- 
winds of the (part of the) air frequently in conflict 
with fire and water, so that by eternal punishment it 
is continually swept and buffeted to and fro by 78 
streams of (cosmic) matter between heaven and earth. 

In Thomas the Contender, the soul of the mocker will be 

turned about by the one who rules the €€ovolat (=angels? cf. the 

list in I En. 20) and cast from heaven down to the bottom of the 

abyss (under the earth? XN N7ME waTITH aTINovN). This abyss is 

further identified as a narrow dark place of imprisonment in 

which it is impossible to turn or move "on account of the great 

depth of Tartaros and the wide wall of Hades. The mention of 

both Tartaros (tdotaooc) and Hades (AmMNTe, "Hades," "the west- 

ern place") is probably hendiadys, and has no special signifi- 

cance, for example, as evidence for a conflation of sources. 

The remainder of the description of Hell is largely lost ina 

lacuna. A possible restoration is: 

142:35, He can neither turn or move on account 79 
36, of the great depth of Tartaros and Tri[xoile e 
Siva (Tro ply Nte sMNnve Mai ETT AKPHY ds] pwe elv 
38, [wrt] MmMoov €20VN eee Kke[kaaxc NNev 
39, [rtBoA]’ Ncen[sJKwW AN EBOA [MTTovAi]BE80 [av] 
40, en eTNATIWT Acs THNE 81” cleNanapad iA for] 
41, \MmMoowv €2psi EMSF|TEAOC NTAPTSPOVXOC go 
42, [NyX1 N7CNMa&cT1Z AcsATE EYTMHT Ncw ov 

Washer, INJ2€N parearnoy (sic!) of fire casting a shower 

shower of sparks 
2 , into the face of the one pursued. 

On the basis of this restoration, Tartaros appeared in 

Thomas the Contender as a deep dark hole surrounded by broad 

walls (or rivers?) which imprison the one who is punished, who 

is then delivered over to Tartarouchos, the chief angel of Hell 

for scourging with whips of fire. Furthermore we read that a 

threatening, seething fire surrounds Hell on the West, South and 

North, with the only exit towards the East (1435:2=5)". Buty the 

one who is hemmed in by this fiery threat is unable to find the 
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way to the East and be saved, "for he did not find it in the day 

he was in the body with the result that he might finally find it 

in the day of judgment" (hoov ATK picic). Of course, at the 

day of judgment, it will be too late to repent and be saved. 

One of the earliest lengthy descriptions of Tartaros is 

found in Hesiod's Theogony: 

And there, in all their order are the sources and 
ends of gloomy earth and misty Tartarus and the un- 
fruitful sea and starry heaven, loathsome and dark, 
which even the gods abhor. It is a great gulf, and 
if once a man were within the gates, he would not 
reach the floor until a whole year had reached its 
end, but cruel ed upon blast would carry him in 
this way and that. 

Such is the nature of "the great depth of Tartaros." In 

the treatment of Tartaros, Plato refers (Phaedo 112A) to a simi- 

lar description of Tartaros in Homer's Iliad 8.14. It occurs in 

a speech to the gods: Zeus warns against giving aid to the Tro- 

jans or Danaans, or else 

- + + I shall take and hurl him into the murky Tar- 
tarus, far, far away, where is the deepest gulf 
beneath the earth, the gates whereof are of iron and 
the threshold of eens as far beneath Hades as 
heaven is above earth.8 

According to this, Hades is not only a deep gulf, but also has 
iron gates and bronze thresholds. In the Theogony 807-812,°> 

where, after a literal repetition of a portion of the passage 

just quoted from the Theogony (736-739=807-810), Hesiod says: 

And there are the shining gates and an immovable 
threshold of bropze having unending roots and is 
grown of itself. °®® 

Owing to the lacuna in Thomas the Contender, we cannot tell 
whether the feature of iron gates and bronze threshold was in 
the text; there does not seem to be adequate space and clues to 
allow it. Hesiod, however, does make mention of a wall which 
confines the Titans in Tartaros (cf. Thomas the Contender 142: 
39), 

- for Poseidon fixed gates of bronze upgy rE By 
and a wall runs all round it on every side. 

The descriptions of Tartaros in Plato's Phaedo (1llc-113c; 
cf. Republie 614ef) and in Vergil's Aeneid, 548-625, which are 
very closely related in many details, are much more elaborate 
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than these earlier versions. In his edition of the Achmim frag- 

ment of the Apocalypse of Peter, Albrecht Dieterich®8 has argued 

forcefully that these descriptions of punishment in Tartarus ul- 

timately derive "aus westgriechischen orphische-pythagoreischen 

Vorlagen" (p. 123), and that Plato's version (upon which Vergil's 

work is dependent?, cf. tbid. p. 150) was created from material 

known to him in Athens and later in Sicily as well as through 

Orphic mystics who had been in contact with the Pythagoreans of 

lower Italy, where there had occurred a conflation of the doc- 

trine of the heavenly ascent of the soul with that of reward and 

punishment in the underworld (p. 125). Dieterich supposes that: 

Es muss ein grosses orphisches Buch gewesen sein, 
in dem Form des Berichtes tiber einen Hinabsteig zum 
Hades, ahnlich wie in der Republik auch, uber alles 
das, was der Hinabsteigende gesehen, von diesem selbst 
berichtet wird: von den Totenrichtern, von dem Gericht, 
von den zu Bestrafenden und ihren Strafen, von den 
Flussen der Qual und dem Tartaros, von den zu Belehn- 
enden und den Gebilden der Seligen, von der zweiten 
Wahl der Lebenslose, dazu auch von dem ersten Stinden- 
fall und der Busse, die dafur gesetzt sei. 

Whether or not Dieterich's theory can be sustained at all 

points, it is clear that the picture of punishment in Tartaros 

enjoyed wide currency in the Hellenistic world, and that its 

major purpose was minatory: to frighten men into leading a moral 

life. As it is applied in Thomas the Contender, it threatens 

with doom the man who mocks the Savior's words. 

The chief agent of punishment is the angel Tartarouchos 

(msSrrenoc TTTApTsepovacc) , the "one in control of Tartaros.!” 

According to I En. 20:2, it is Uriel who is over the world and 

over Tartaros. In the Apocalypse of Peter (c. 13) Tartirokos 

(=Tartarouchos) is the one who punishes with even greater tor- 

ment those who have repented in Hell, where there is no more 

time for repentance.” = According to the Greek Apocalypse of 

Paul (16), those who while living showed no mercy are to "be 

handed over to the angel Tartarouchos (or Temeluchos), who is 

appointed over punishments," and "he will send them into the 

outer darkness." The instrument of his punishment, according 

to Thomas the Contender, is a fiery instrument of scourging 

(probably whips) with which he pursues those to be tormented. 

Moreover this fiery threat hems him (note the change to the 

singular) in on all sides except the East, but his embodied 
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state prevents him from taking this path to salvation, at least 

prior to Judgment Day. 

Fire is the major instrument of punishment in the literature 

dealing with punishment in Hell. In Thomas the Contender it is 

the more ironical in that the instrument of punishment is analo- 

gous to that by which the tormented sinned in earthly life, the 

fire of passion. In the present section it is difficult to tell 

whether the fiery threat which hems in the tormented on three 

points of the compass is the fiery whip of Tartarouchos, or 

whether it is some kind of ring of fire, such as the Pyriphlege- 

thon, one of the rivers of Hades (Odyssey 10.513; Phaedo 114a), 

which has become understood as an instrument of punishment. 

Dieterich observes: 2 

Das Feuer als so recht eigentliches Element der unter- 
irdisches Pein findet sich verhaltnismassig spat 
(z.B. deutlich Lukian vera. hist. II c. 27). Bei den 
Griechen wird nie ganz die Vorstellung seiner reinigen- 
den Kraft zurtickgetreten sein; die "unheilbaren" 
z.B. bei Platon werden nie mit Feuer gestraft. 
Hinzugetreten sind dann freilich Lehren wie die von 
der éxnbewotc, die durch die Stoiker tiberallhin 
drang. Fur die Kreise, welche jiidischen Einfliissen 
zuganglich waren, ist dann das Wort des Jesaias von 
dem Worm, der nicht sterben, und das Feuer, das 
nicht verloschen wird (Jes LXVI 24 Sept.), wirksam 
geworden und die durch fremde Einfliisse erst so 
entwickelte Anschauung von dem feuerigen Thal Ge- 
hinnom, Gehenna. 

The conception of the fire being met at every point of the 

compass occurs in the early second century Apocalypse of Peter 
(Ethiopic version), only the scene is not of punishment in Hell, 
but of the catastrophes of the day of judgment, where cataracts 
of fire plummet earthwards melting stars and earth: 

And as soon as the whole creation is dissolved, 
the men who are in the east shall flee to the west and 
those in the west to the east; those that are in the 
south shall flee to the north and those in the north 
to the south, and everywhere will the wrath of the 
fearful fire overtake them; and an unquenchable flame 
shall drive them and bring them to the judgment of 
wrath inthe stream of unquenchable fire which flows, 
flaming with fire. 

Here fire is both a feature of the eschatological holo- 
caust,, and at the same time an instrument of punishment which is 
inescapable. Now in the Apocalypse of Peter the fire is at all 
points of the compass; there is no escape whatsoever, since the 
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fire is a cosmic conflagration. In Thomas the Contender, how- 

ever, the fire is not a cosmic conflagration, but is localized 

in Tartaros, and whether it is a wall of fire or simply the 

ubiquitous presence of the punishing angel Tartarouchos, it is 

met at only three, not four points of the compass. 

At this point, it is worthwhile to compare this description 

of punishment in Hell with the one contained in section A (141: 

32-142:2). According to the section A account, the miserable 

mortals, who claim that they would not have known the fire if 

they had not been begotten in the fire, are to be regarded as 

beasts who propagate the lust of their fathers. They will be 

1) thrown down to the abyss, 2) scourged so as to make them rush 

headlong to the place which they do not know, and 3) becoming 

utterly deranged and turned in upon themselves and the state and 

actions of their bodies, they will be burnt by the fire. 

The descriptions of punishment in the current section (B) 

present the following schedule: he who mocks the Savior's words 

will be 1) handed over to the highest Archon, ruling over all 

the powers, who will cast the mocker down to the abyss, where 

he will be 2) imprisoned in a narrow and dark place, called 

Tartaros and Hades, and 3) be delivered over to Tartarouchos 

who will pursue the mocker with fiery scourgings, such that 

every path of escape is blocked by fire. 

Clearly, while the two accounts share in common the motifs 

of consignment to the abyss and subsequent scourging and burn- 

ing by fire, they diverge in 

count the one to be punished 

details. While in the former ac- 

is consigned to a place he does 

not know, in the latter account the "place" is named Tartaros 

and Hades. While in the former the one to be punished is beaten 

by the avayun of the bitterness of his evil nature, in the lat- 

ter he is beaten by the fiery whips (?) of Tartarouchos. The 

divergences in the two descriptions are in our view accounted 

for by the separate origins of sections A and B, while the 

similarities may have indeed 

of the redactor to harmonize 

Finally, we should note 

future salvation is posed in 

arisen from an attempt on the part 

section A with section B. 

that the problem of the individual's 

terms of an eschatological tension 

between the present and the future. Punishment in Hell goes on 

until the day of judgment (cf. 2 Pet. 2:9f). He who undergoes 

punishment in Hell does not find the eastern way to salvation, 
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because he did not find it when, being embodied, he still had a 

chance. On the day of judgment, one can find the way to salva- 

tion only if he has already found it in the embodied state. 

Present and future are thus linked together by an epistemological 

bond; what one finds out now will determine his fate in the fu- 

ture. Once one has left the body behind, the possibility of 

finding salvation is forfeited, since it cannot be discovered in 

Hell. Thus there is a built-in device which operates against 

those who mock the Savior's words; because they present the way 
to salvation, one had better listen now, or soon it will be too 

late. It is this minatory eschatology which sets the conditions 

under which the reader must hear the woes and blessings that 

follow. 

143:8-144:36. The previous apocalyptic section functions as the 
introduction to the Savior's concluding speech, which is homiletic 
in style. The transition from apocalyptic prediction to the woes 
is marked by an editorial seam; instead of passing smoothly from 
the underworld scene to the woes, the latter are introduced by 
the formula: tToTe ’YOVW? ATOOTY N6) nictup cy kw Mmoc , "then the 
Savior continued, saying:" (143:8f; cf. 144:36f; 139:31f). 

The present section consists of twelve woes (perhaps based 
on the format of the twelve curses of Dt. 27:15-26): eleven woes 
which are separated from a twelfth woe lying in the subsequent 
section which is introduced by a repetition of the above formula: 
TOTE ®BYOVW? sTOOT yY N6) TICwp cyXw MmoG "then Jesus (sic) con- 
tinued and said:". The woes are as follows: 

1. Woe to those who hope in things which will not happen 
(143:9£) . 

2. Woe to those who. hope in the imperishability of what 
is perishable, i.e. the body and the world (143:10-15). 

3. Woe on account of the insatiable fire which burns with- 
in (143:15f£). 

4. Woe on account of the wheel that turns in your minds 
(abeehpalyia)) 3 

5. Woe on account of the fire which destroys soul and 
body (143:18-21). 

6. Woe on account of your captivity in caverns of darkness 
which prevent you from recognizing your situation. Because of 
this your minds are deranged, causing a reversal of values. 
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a) Your enemies' victory is a delight to you. 

b) Darkness rises on you like the light. 

c) You exchange freedom for servitude. 

d) You make your thoughts into folly, filling your 

minds with smoke. 

e) You hid your light in the cloud. 

f) - h) lie in a lacuna 

i) You baptized your souls in the water of darkness. 

j) You behaved according to your own desires. 

7. Woe to you for not noticing the light of the sun, which 

judges everything, and the moon, which sees your corpse-like 

bodies (144:2-8). 

8. Woe to you for loving polluted intercourse with women 

(144:8-10). 

9. Woe on account of the afflicting powers of your body 

(144:10=-12) . 

10. Woe on account of the powers of the evil demons (144:12f). 

11, Woe to you who beguile your members in the fire (144:14). 

a) Who will extinguish this fire? (144:15-17) 

Who will give you the sun to shine and dissolve the 

darkness and the polluted water, and give a frag- 

rance to you and all the natural elements? (144:17-21). 

b) Here follows an extended metaphor on the sun, the 

grapevine and the weeds. What was probably origi- 

nally intended to be a series of twelve woes is 

broken after this eleventh woe, the extreme length 

of whose agrarian metaphor probably caused the 

twelve-woe format to be forgotten, necessitating 

the insertion of the second formula "and Jesus con- 

tinued, saying," after which the twelfth (obliterat- 

ed) woe follows. 

For the sake of convenience, we will refer to the woes ac- 

cording to the enumeration supplied above. 

1. The first woe is against the godless (NXTNOYTE) who 

have no hope. The same style of curse occurs inesiree 413, 8;7-onLy. 

the godless are those who despise God's law: 

ovat butv d&v6pec doeBetc 

ottivec éyuateretnete vduov Se0b bWlotov. 

Thus, as regards style, we are within the biblical framework. 

In the New Testament the most famous examples of this woe-formula 
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are the woes against the Pharisees and scribes of Mt. 23 (cf. 

Lk. 11). It consists of the exclamation "woe" plus a form of 

direct address in the dative, followed by the charge and speci- 
fication which gives rise to the woe. The charge and specifica- 

tion is introduced by a relative clause whose subject is the same 

as the antecedent, or else by a causal particle such as cBoA 
C!TOSCTY OY Ntooty (corresponding to the $tt clauses in Matthew). 

In this case the charge and specification is that the god- 

less are those without hope. The phrase neve mNTCEY UWATIC, 
or MNTEVv 2kAMIC , Occurs three times in Thomas the Contender. 

Aside from the present context it refers to those who persecute 
the elect (145:5-7). In the present context it refers to those 
“who rely on things which will not come to be" (143:10). The 
phrase NeTNAWWwnE, "things which will come to be," usually has 
an eschatological reference: according to section A, formless 
elSwrAa "will come to be" (in this instance, "dwell") over en- 
tombed corpses forever (141:15-18); a possibility of future ex- 
istence is to "come to be" in the flesh (145:8f£). Thus the 
phrase "things which will not come to be" has an eschatological, 
but pejorative, meaning. Its precise reference, however, seems 
to be supplied by the next woe, which also treats the question 
of hope, but more from the point of view of the object of one's 
hope rather than the presence or absence of hope. 

2. The second woe condemns those who hope (éAntCetv) "in 
the flesh and the prison that will perish,"2° This phrase is 
probably hendiadys for the "perishable fleshly prison" (cf. the 
OSwWA-of}Ua concept generally) .?° If we take this phrase as the 
key to the interpretation of the first woe, then "to have no 
hope," i.e. "to rely on things which will not come tobe, 1s 
to hope in the flesh which will perish. Our second woe goes on 
to confirm this identification, and even broaden it to include 
all material things. To hope in the fleshly, material things 
of this world and this life is to cause one's soul to perish and 
hence to be without hope. He who hopes in perishable things will 
likewise perish. 

The remainder of the second woe presents some extraordi- 
narily perplexing grammatical problems. 

UIBNTEOV lLyluTTE ETETNOBE &vw N&AtteKo 
STETNMEEVE Epoov KE CENSTAKO AN ETETN2EATIIC TSSPRV ARN TIKOCMOC Aayvw TeETNNOoVTE TE 
TEEIBIOG ETETNTAKO NNETAWVXO00VE 
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In the phrase wanreov wwe ETETNOBY, ETETNOBE is 

probably a second tense with adverbial complement: "it 

is until when (€wce nméte, Crum 573a) that you are obliv- 

ious?" = "How long will you be oblivious?" 

svw N&STTcKO ETETNMEcEVe Spoov KE cEeNSTAKO AN Clearly 

begins a new sentence and can be translated a number of 

ways: : 

a) “And (as for) the indestructible ones (or: things) 

which you think they will not perish" (no main 

clause). 

6B) “And (as for) the indestructible ones, it is con- 

cerning them that you think they will not perish" 

(indicative, second present). 

y) "And (as for) the indestructible ones, is it con- 

cerning them that you think they will not perish?" 

(interrogative, second present). 

6) "And (as for) the indestructible ones, it is con- 

cerning them that you think they will also perish" 

(indicative, second present, aN is AA, for on, 

"also"). 

e) “And (as for) the indestructible ones, is it con- 

cerning them that you think they will also perish?" 

(interrogative, second present, an is AA, for on, 

"also"). 

Alternative a) is unsatisfactory since it does not 

yield a main clause. Alternatives B) and 6) are attrac- 

tive in that they amount to emphatic (second tense) ac- 

cusations, which harmonizes well with the "woe" form. 

Alternatives y) and €) are attractive because as inter- 

rogatives they are similar in mode to the immediately 

preceding question ("How long are you to be oblivious?"). 

On the whole, y) and €) seem most attractive for the 

reason given. Of these two, Y) has the difficulty of 

amounting to a tautology, since one would of course 

think that imperishable things will not perish. On the 

other hand, we could suppose the reference to NatTreKo 

to be ironic: "And the (so-called) indestructible things, 

do you think that they will not perish?" But this in- 

terpretation has the disadvantage of straining the Cop- 

tic. Therefore, taking our cue from the AA, form AN 
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for S ON which occurs a few lines above (143:4), al- 

ternative €) seems to be the best: "And as for the in- 

destructible things, is it concerning them that you 

think they will also perish?" = "Do you really think 

that the imperishable things will also perish?" This 
has the advantage of: being an interrogative following 

another interrogative; being an example of forgetful 

or oblivious thought (cf£. ETETNoOBYy, 143:12); and giv- 
ing a positive meaning to NattrekKO as distinct from 

the perishable body. This alternative may be partially 
confirmed by an apparent chiasmus which we shall point 
out. 

c) ETETN7EAT IC TRXpHV aXxN MkOcMoc is a proper indica- 
tive second present with adverbial complement. 

ad) &vw NETNNoOVTE Ne Neel sioc (cf. Phil. 3:19) is a nominal 
sentence which fits well in the woe context. 

e) €TETNTAKO NNETNYVXO0V € is puzzling. It could be a 
circumstantial phrase modifying the main clause d) "Your 
god is this life," but we would rather expect the sub- 
ordinating relationship to be reversed: "You are cor- 
rupting your souls since your god is this life." The 
other possibility is to regard e) as an emplot abustf 
of the second tense which results in an emphatic state- 
ment: "You are corrupting your souls!"97 

Now taking the passage as a whole, we note an apparent 
chiastic structure to the whole: 

Ab) "Do you really think that the imperishables (NatteKo) 
will also perish (Tako)?" 

Bc) "It is upon the world that your hope is set." 
w Qu "And your god is this life." 

A> e) "You are corrupting (T&kO) your souls (= the imperish- able, as opposed to the destructible fleshly body)!" 

The B, Bl members are quite parallel in structure; their 
object of hope is this world ana their god is this life. The A, 
at members are not parallel in structure, but are reasonably 
parallel in terminology: while they think that the imperishable 
things will also perish, they fulfill their thought, since their 
(imperishable) souls are perishing. The imperishable soul can- 
not hope in the perishable body. 28 

The net effect of the first two woes is to point out the 
dire situation of those who hope in all that pertains to the 
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material world, things which "will not come to be" in the future, 

but will perish. 

3. The third woe again brings in the theme of fire, which 

is the chief characteristic of the perishable body. This fire, 

which represents lust, is insatiable and therefore is likely to 

consume the body entirely. ; 

4. It is difficult to understand what the fourth woe is 

about. To begin with, it seems to produce a pun when compared 

to the third woe. At least a portion of the third and fourth 

woes are parallel: "Woe to you in the fire which burns in you" 

and "woe to you for the wheel which turns in your minds." There 

appears to exist a homophony between the kKw7?T (koh©t) of "the 

fire which burns in you" and the KwTe (kot©) of "the wheel (KsT) 

which turns (wre) in your minds." There is in addition a homo- 

phony within the third woe (KW?T ,pwk7) as well as alliteration 

within the fourth woe (ks v erKwte). The metaphor of the fourth 

woe probably derives from Sir. 33:5: 

TeOX6c aUdENC onAdyxva ydPOUv 

nat oc &Ewv otpe@duevoc 6 Stadroyroudge adtod. 

If so, the effect is to condemn the addressees as idle-minded 

persons whose thought never leads anywhere. It is another way 

of saying that they are oblivious to their circumstances (143: 

2 Cen LA Sisi25)) i 

5. The fifth woe returns again to the insatiable fire. 

The danger of the fire is not only that it will consume the 

flesh in a visible way ( 7N OVWN?2 EBOA ) but, what is worse, 

it will at the same time secretly (2N ov2wlt ) rend the soul. 

The following sentence is completely obscure: NycBTe THNGE 2pal 

2N NETNEPHY "and it (the fire) will prepare you for your fel- 

99 It apparently has a bad sense, and is a future action lows." 

which involves those who are besieged by the burning of the 

fire. Perhaps it means that destruction by the fire so effaces 

the body and soul that these individuals have no individual 

features left by which to recognize them. They all look the 

same, they and their fellows. 

6. The sixth woe is very long compared to the Gis tyesch id, 

fourth and fifth woes. It addresses the accused as captives, 

bound in caverns, who laugh and rejoice in mad laughter totally 

unaware of their precarious circumstances. They are unaware of 

the fact that they are perishing and exist in darkness and death. 
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Apparently the metaphor of being bound in caverns is interpreted 

as existing in darkness and death, in a state where light and 

life are totally obscured for them. The image reminds us of 
Plato's picture of men dwelling in a cave at the beginning of 

the seventh book of the Republte. They are held captive, unable 
to move or turn their heads, +99 Above and to their rear is a 
fire just in front of which real persons and objects pass, but 

all the prisoners see is shadows cast by the light of the fire 
onto the wall in front of them. By naming the shadows by the 
names of the objects which cast them, the prisoners exhibit their 
delusion, thinking that the shadows are real. So it is with the 
condemned in Thomas the Contender. They are bound in caverns 
unaware that they exist in darkness and death. They are drunk 
with the fire (143:27) and full of bitterness (Me2 Nciwe Pee Ks yb 
27£). Their minds are deranged on account of the burning within 
them (143:28) , 201 even laughing crazily (143:23£), totally un- 
aware of their real situation (143:24f). Because of this they 
become like the fool of whom it was said in section A (142:15£) 
that the good and bad are one and the same for him; they confuse 
and exchange good things for evil things: they delight in smiting 
their enemies (literally nkxj~om ATMANCH NNETNXAKE , “the crown 
of the smiting of your enemies") rather than granting them Chris- 
tian forgiveness. Darkness rises for them like the light, they 
exchange their freedom for servitude, 1° they darken their 
hearts, 193 they make their thoughts into foolishness, they fill 
their minds with the smoke of the fire which is in them, and 
hide their light in the cloud. This list of absurdities con- 
tinues with perhaps two more instances of crossed up thinking, 
but they are lost in a lacuna. To judge from the remnants, the 
sixth woe comes to a close with a question (Nim TENT... ., 
143:39) mixed with some other declarative statements. The last 
two statements of this lengthy woe are preserved at the top of 
the next Coptic page (144:1f): "You baptized (wmd) your souls 
in the water of darkness, and you behaved according to (lit. 
Uranvin, TwWT 2N-~ ) your own desires, 104 

Obviously, the sixth woe is a catch-all for every sort of 
stupid inane thing that a person could do. As for the grammat-— 
ical structure of the woe, a little less than half of it (143: 
21-30) is cast in the present tense, using mostly the qualita- 
tive form of the verb to emphasize the state in which these 
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people currently exist, while the remainder (143:30-144:2) is 

cast in the first perfect tense, emphasizing that they have al- 

ready done these foolish things. Out of the eleven woes of this 

section, only the fifth (143:18-21) and the ninth (144:10-12) 

employ the future tense, which gives the impression that the 

recipients of this homily indeed have no hope; they have commit- 

ted all the mistakes they could and there is no turning back. 

We shall see, however, in the final section of the tractate (144: 

36-145:16) that there is yet a glimmer of hope. 

7. The seventh woe accuses the addressees of existing in 
105 

error since they have neither beheld the sun which judges the 

All nor the moon which looks constantly on the bodies of their 

corpses. +6 

The description of the sun looking down on the All is very 

similar to Sir. 42:l6a: fAtoc pwtllwv uata nav énéBAcWev which 

107 The meta- could have conceivably influenced the terminology. 

phor may have been further influenced by Jesus' discussion of 

the treatment of enemies in the Sermon on the Mount, where the 

Father's love is compared to the sun: tov fAtov abtod dvatéArer 

@t. tove tovnpove ual dyavotcg. (Matt. 5:45). We also find the 

image of the sun revolving around all things in the Manichaean 

Kephalaia 163 where, like the good (d&yaSdéc) Father, the sun 

daily passes very high over the whole earth, and thus is the key 

to the mystery of the Light and Darkness. The sun as the second 

gwotie is a type of the first and highest Father which daily re- 

veals its goodness in the world, but the sects (6déyua) do not 

recognize this in their error (mAdvn). What the author of Thomas 

the Contender meant by saying that the sun circles around all 

things to enslave the enemies ( ATPENKSKE P2m2aa ) remains to 

be deduced from the metaphor of the sun, grapevine and weeds in 

the eleventh woe (144:21-35). Suffice it to say here that the 

sun which enslaves the enemies is a metaphor for the heavenly 

light which makes the body wither away and causes the soul to 

flourish (cf. the light which shines in order that the elect 

shall abandon bestiality, 139:28f). Thus the idea of the sun 

enslaving enemies seems to have to do with its destructive heat; 

because of this it was identified with Seth-Typhon of the Isis- 

Osiris myth: 

They (the Egyptians) think that Typhon is the 

solar world,. . . that the sun, by its untempered 
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and dry heat heats and burns up sprouting and 
flourishing things and by its blazing heat makes 
a large part of the earth uninhabitable.108 

On the other hand, the moon gives no parching heat, but 

rather yéviov to gd¢ ual byponoLtdov éxovoayv (de Is. et Os. 367d). 

In Thomas the Contender it simply looks down night and day on 

the bodies (ova) of corpses (2éTB8e ; 144:6-8). Franz Cumont 

conveys the following concerning the relation of the dissolution 

of mind, soul and body to the action of the moon, drawn mainly 

from the eschatological myths in Plutarch's dialogues On the Face 

of the Moon and On the Sign of Socrates. 

The pagan theologians thus admitted that the 
souls which came down to the earth assumed in the 
sphere of the moon and in the atmosphere these aerial 
bodies which were regarded as the seat of the vital 
principle. Inversely, when they rose again to heaven, 
the function of the moon was to dissolve and to re- 
ceive these light envelopes, as on earth its damp 
rays provoked the corruption of the corpse. The soul, 
thus becoming pure reason (oreys ascended to the sun, 
the source of all intelligence.109 

This theory, according to Cumont, goes back to the teachings 

of Oriental astrologers: 

Among the Greeks of the most ancient period Hecate was 
at one and the same time the goddess of the moon, the 
summoner of ghosts, and the queen of the infernal 
realm. In the East astrological ideas mingled with 
this mythology. It was taught that the moon's cold 
and damp rays corrupted the flesh of the dead and 
thus detached from. it the soul which finally aban- 
doned the corpse. 

This description of the function of the moon seems to ex- 
plain the image of the moon looking down upon corpses. Unfor- 
tunately, Cumont gives no documentation for the teaching of 

these Oriental astrologers. However, a possible indication that 
the moon has to do with the decay of bodies may be found in the 
Hermetic Aseleptus, if the parallelism of the following sentence 
can be strictly maintained: 

Thus heaven, a god perceptible by sense, is the 
administrator of all bodies; their growth and decay 
fall under the charge of the Sun and Moon.l1 

Y 

Surely the sun has to do with growth, which leaves the moon in 
charge of decay. 

The image of the moon "looking down" ( 6xwr €2pai ) should 
probably be understood not only in terms of sending its rays 
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down, but also in the sense of governing. In the case of the 

sun, its looking down is paralleled with judging or ruling (pH 

TIETK PINE MNTR py ET b&uyT axN T™THpy) F to look down means not only 

to shine, but to have charge of what is looked down upon. 

8, The eighth woe (144:8-10) changes from the concept of 

the body as a corpse disposed of by the sun and moon to the con- 

cept of the body as a sexual entity. The sentence is difficult 

to translate. 

OYOEL NHTN NETMAEIE NTCYNHOEEIS NTMNTCZIME 
MN TeEcuywhe NMM3&Cc ETCOOY 

Woe to you who love the intimacy (or: intercourse, 
ouviSera) of womanhood (Crum 385a) and her being with 
her which is polluted. 

I have translated the sentence: "Woe to you who love intimacy 

with womankind and (who love) polluted intercourse with it (any- 

thing feminine) ," taking the third feminine singular suffix pro- 

noun of Tecwwhe as referring to CvNHecIds (i.e. as the inter- 

course pertaining to intimacy) and the like suffix of Mmac as 

referring to TMNTc?2!MéE (intercourse with anything feninine). > 

The meaning of the woe is perfectly clear from the general tenor 

of the tractate and may derive from the author of section B 

directly. 

9. The ninth woe,. as the seventh and eighth, again has to 

do with the body, in this case with the €Eovoltat of the body 

which afflict those persons who are addressed. These €€ovolat 

must be some sort of evil spiritual powers (cf. Eph. 2:2). In 

this sense the term refers almost exclusively to heavenly powers 

(so Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich 278a; Lampe's Patristie Lextcon 502a,b). 

But the text seems to imply that these powers belong to the body 

as such (NeZovcia MnetNcwma). Since the preceding woe deals 

with sexual intercourse, we should naturally expect these EEovolar 

to have to do with the sexual powers of the body, i.e. the pas- 

sions. Such a meaning fits well with the general tenor of the 

entire tractate. It may be, however, that these powers are re- 

lated to the beings described in the next woe. 

10. Here the woe arises on account of the "energies 

(forces) of the evil demons (Nenepreis NNAaimwn MTIONHPpON ) « 

Interpreting this woe in the light of the previous woe, we are 

led to think of some kind of spiritual forces which attack the 

soul from without, but do so by the agency of the body. The 
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fourth Hermetic fragment from Stobaeus throws light on the sub- 

ject: 

For forces, O Tat, themselves incorporeal, are in 
bodies and act through bodies. And so, O Tat, insofar 
as they are incorporeal, I say they are immortal, and 
insofar as they cannot act without bodies, I say they 
are always in bodies. 

Again: 

These forces are dependent on the bodies. On the 
one hand these forces which produce bodies descend 
from divine bodies into mortal bodies; on the other 
hand each of them acts either on the body or on the 
soul and also do not mingle with the soul apart from 
the body. There are always forces, but the soul is 
not always in a mortal body, since it can exist apart 
from the body. But the forces cannot exist apart from 
the bodiesulld 

These évéopytat of the Hermetic fragment are forces which 

account for bodily processes. Where in Aristotle évépye.ta means 
"actuality" as opposed to "potency" (SUvautc), the meaning of 

évépyeta here is closer to 6bvautc - it means "force, “eftece, = 
"influence." Even after the soul has left the body the process 
of decay is evidence of forces at work. The forces come down 

from the stars, lodge in bodies, and work only through bodies. 
On account of the forces of birth man is subject to eltuaouévn 
(CH Frg. VIII,3). In Thomas the Contender, it is said that 

these forces derive from (genitive of source?) the evil demons, 
which suggests that they are the forces of celestial beings, 
perhaps of the planets, upon the body. In the Corpus Hermeticum 
the €vépyetat are astral influences emitted by celestial bodies 
and act on the mortal bodies of the sublunar world: "thus mar- 
shalled they (the demons) serve under the several planets. They 
are good and bad in their natures, that is, their forces. For 
the essence (ovola) of a demon is a force."115 The seven plane- 
tary spheres were thought to be more or less connected with a 
series of seven vices, e.g. Agnoia, Authadia, Kakia, Zelos, 
Phthonos, Erinnys, Epithymia (Iren. I, 29,4). These vices were 
stripped off from the soul in its ascent and handed over to the 
planetary sphere responsible for them, e.g. the power of increase 
and decrease to the moon, guile to Mercury, deceitful lust to 
Venus, tyranny to the Sun, audacity to Mars, striving after 
wealth to Jupiter, and falsehood to Saturn (Potmandres 25-26). 
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The substance of the ninth and tenth woes, then, must be 

that man is under the dominion of evil spiritual forces which 

originate from without, perhaps from the celestial bodies, but 

which find their home and place of effect in the body. In view 

of the eighth woe directed against intercourse, we ought to 

assume that the sexual passions of the body are the €€ovolar and 

évépyevtat in question. The sexual nuance seems to be confirmed 

by the eleventh woe which follows. 

11. The eleventh woe reintroduces the theme of fire present 

also in the second woe. Instead of saying woe to you "on account 

of the fire," the speech is more direct: "Woe to you who beguile 

their (=your) members with the fire." Here 2M Tkw7T seems to 

function as an instrumental complement to cwk (to "beguile"), 

such that the fire is that by which the addressee's members are 

deceived or led astray. Although the plural of uwédAo¢g generally 

means "body" (see note on 141:36), the precise nuance of the 

term "members" (wéAN) probably cannot be determined. In the 

main translation I have rendered it as "limbs." The term occurs 

three times in section A: 139:36 (the fire which scorches men's 

uéAn); 140:31 (the fire binds men's limbs in the bitterness of 

the bond of lust); and 141:36 ("they will not abandon (?) their 

limbs patiently). Clearly the uéAn are points of the body at 

which the fire of passion attacks men, and it seems logical to 

think of sexual members, i.e. the genitalia. If this is so, 

then the eleventh woe fits into the theme of woes directed 

against the body's sexual powers to which we have assigned woes 

eight through ten. We conclude, then, that the eighth through 

the eleventh woes seem to fit well together when given an anti- 

sexual nuance. When taken in this way, we see that the body was 

thought of as the seat of sexual passions which could be con- 

ceived as powers which perhaps originated outside the body, or 

were at least controlled from without by evil demons, and was 

led astray by them into the act of sexual intercourse which re- 

sulted in the affliction of the body. Thus the body, as bestial 

and lustful, was not a free agent, but was dominated and con- 

trolled by instinct or other beings, rather than being self- 

controlled. 

The eleventh woe, however, as the longest woe of the twelve, 

has much more to say. The woe appears to be a composite, since 

the "woe" form is broken by a set of questions directed to the 
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recipients of the homily (144:15-19), followed by a promise that 

they and the elements will receive a fragrance (144:19-21), and 

concluded with another conceit or extended metaphor about the 

sun, grapevine and weeds (144:21-36). 

The first of the two rhetorical questions continues the 

theme of fire with which the eleventh woe begins: “Who will rain 

for (upon) you a dew of rest (ovciwte Nmton ) so as to extin- 

guish16 the great quantity of fire from you together with your 

burning?" The metaphor of few extinguishing fire is very apt 

as an expression of the hopeless situation of those besieged by 

passion; who will save them from it? The understood answer is 

probably the moon, which was thought to be the source of dew, 

and such dew was a metaphor of salvation./1? 

The second rhetorical question, parallel in form to the 

first, changes the image of salvation from "dew" to "the sun": 
Who will give you the sun to shine upon you to disperse the dark- 

ness that is in you and to hide the darkness and polluted water? 

The author of section B of the tractate has once before contrasted 

light with darkness: the darkness rises like the sun for those 

who are drunk with the fire (143:30). Darkness is apparently 

synonymous (or at least forms a hendiadys) with death (tm™ov[ J], 
143:26) and is also connected with water ("You baptized your 
souls in the water of darkness," 144:1). On the other hand, the 

author of section A of the tractate considers darkness to be an 
attribute of tombs (tdmoc, 142:13) and as something which the 
light (identified with the revealing Savior) comes and hides so 
that everyone's deeds will appear (139:19). The present rhe- 
torical question, due to its redundancy and lack of consistency, 

may have resulted from an interpolation of the phrase "and to 
hide the darkness and polluted water." The strange phrase "hide 
the darkness," as we have indicated, occurs in section A. This 
phrase creates an inconsistent redundancy since, once the sun 
"disperses the darkness in you," it is hard to imagine what 
"hiding the darkness and polluted water" might mean. Besides, 
the sun does not really seem to be an apt agent for hiding pol- 

luted water. Thus it may be that the person who combined A and 
B (if this thesis is correct) added the phrase "and to hide the 
darkness and polluted water" to the question "Who will give you 
the sun to disperse the darkness in you?" which originally stood 
in B. A possible confirmation of this is that in the two 
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rhetorical questions, the first one about the dew of rest and 

the (original) first part of the second about dispersing the 

darkness either prefix the second person plural possessive ad- 

jective (TETN PW 2 ) or else append an equivalent second person 

plural phrase ( EBOA 2N THNE , ETIN THNE) to the noun naming what 

needs to be extinguished or dispersed, whereas the second (inter- 

polated) part of the second question does not. 

An apparent promise of salvation (144:19-21) follows the 

two rhetorical questions: "The sun and the moon will give a 

sweet fragrance to you, together with the air and the spirit and 

the water and the earth." If we assume that "spirit" (MTNs), 

due to the pejorative meaning of kw7?T or Ca&TE (fire), refers 

to fire, the promise says that the addressee along with the four 

basic elements will receive a Seaéuance:tt° 

The term fragrance is probably a metaphor for salvation. 

In the Manichaean Psalm-Book, it often has this nuance: Thomas, 

who evangelizes India, is called a sweet smell (194:13); accord- 

ing to 206:24,30, one awaits his fragrance just as one awaits 

his robe and enlightening Light. It is also a metaphor for the 

soul: 

It is not possible that the glorious light should go 

to the land of the demons of the Darkness. Nor is it 

possible that the fragrant smell should remain in the 

land of the stink; it is not possible that the image 

of the living man should come to the dwelling places 

of the beasts. The Light shall go to the Light, the 

fragrance shall go to the fragrance"... 19 

It is possible that the metaphor of fragrance could have 

been influenced by this thanksgiving of Paul: 

But thanks be to God who in Christ always leads 

us in triumph, manifesting through us the fragrance 

of knowledge of him everywhere. For we are the sweet 

smell of Christ to God among those being saved and 

among those who are perishing, for some a fragrance 

from death to death, for others a fragrance from life 

to life. (2 Cor. 2:14-16; cf. Phil. 4:18; Eph. 52) 

To these passages which illustrate the use of the concept 

of fragrance should be compared one in the Gospel of Truth. 

Thus the father loves his fragrance and he reveals 

it in every place (cf. 2 Cor. 2:14); and if it is mixed 

with matter, then he imparts his fragrance to the light, 

and in its light he elevates it above every form, every 

voice. For it is not the ears which perceive the 

fragrance but it is the spirit which possesses the 
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sense of smell and it attracts it and is baptized into 
the fragrance of the father. 

While in Paul, "fragrance" refers to the life-giving knowl- 

edge of God in Christ, in the Gospel of Truth and Manichaean 

Psalm-Book it is related to the life-giving Spirit which dwells 

in man; while Paul applies it to Christians who bear the knowl- 

edge of Christ, for the Valentinian and Manichaean it is the soul 

of man. In Thomas the Contender, however, the fragrance seems to 

represent neither of these, but rather the notion of life-giving 

del energy which is lacking in the addressees and the spiritual 

elements until the sun and moon impart it. Plato (Limaeus 66e) 

witnesses to the conception of odors as exhalations of mist and 

vapor, thinner than water but denser than air. In the sense of 

a vapor, then, the "fragrance" could be related to the dew im- 

parted by the moon (see on 144:15-19). The sun was understood 

by Mani to impart a fragrance to plant life: 

It (the sun) nourishes and gives power, taste and 
fragrance to the trees and fruits and vegetables and 
all the herbs and flowers and grass upon the whole 
earth. 

But Mani is not talking of just the world of nature, since 

within all living things there is entrapped a portion of the 

light which must eventually be restored in its source. Thus, 

part of the salvific function of the sun as the great gwotte is 

daily to nourish with light the particles of light entrapped in 

matter: 

It (the sun) gives power to the elements and also 
gives fragrance and taste to the entire cross of Tgheenen 

For Mani, the sun as illuminator gives power to the light which 
is entrapped within the elements, to the "light-cross" which is 
bound in all the living things upon the earth. The function of 
the sun and moon in Thomas the Contender is probably similar, 
as we shall see from the extended metaphor which follows. 

The longest portion of the eleventh woe is the extended 
metaphor of the sun, grapevine and weeds (144:21-36). However, 
we are immediately beset with a textual problem. The text reads: 

‘ 

TPR Tap cul. .Jmppie axN Nicwma cenrroyrey Ncelt]ako 
[RInpHTe 2wwy NovNTH6 H OvXopToc’ cuywne 
[MJen Enpr TPpic Akwy wayéeN6am Nywst 
IN]TBWW NEACOAE’* Eiywite Ac... 
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If we restore the first line as npH rap cylwan|nppie , “for 

if the sun shines on these bodies they will wither and perish 

just like a weed or grass" we contradict the following sentence 

which says that if the sun shines on the weed or grass (the 

antecedent of Axwy ), then they prevail. Obviously the sun can-. 

not cause the weeds to both perish and flourish. Therefore we 

restore ph rap cultm|nppie - 

For if the sun does not shine on these bodies 
they will wither and perish just like weeds or grass. 
If, now, the sun shines upon it (the weed), it pre- 
vails and chokes the grapevine; if, however, the grape- 
vine prevails and shades those weeds and all that other 
brush growing up with it, and it spreads and broadens 
out, it alone inherits the land in which it grows, and 
it dominates!24 every place it shaded. So then when 
it grows up, it dominates all the land, and is bounti- 
ful for its master, and pleases him even more, for he 
would have suffered great pains on account of these 
weeds until he uprooted them. But the grapevine alone 
removed them and choked them and they died and became 
like the land. 

The metaphor apparently has to do with the process of sal- 

vation, in which the sun (in its capacity as source of light) is 

the saving agent, the weeds are the body, and the grapevine re- 

presents the true inner man. If the body received the saving 

light, it would live on, thus keeping the soul or inner man im- 

prisoned within it. If the soul receives the light, then it 

flourishes and overshadows the body and it alone inherits every- 

thing, 22° the cosmos in which it grows as well as its salvation. 

Even more, the soul thus enlightened dominates the entire cosmos 

to the degree that God (MxXocic) has no need to destroy the body, 

since the soul all by itself removes the body which dies and 

returns to dust (wwe Nee MNK32 ). 

The metaphor seems to consist of many biblical motifs, the 

sun which shines on the just and unjust, the vine which fre- 

quently represents Israel, the inheritance of the land (here, 

the earth) promised to Israel, and the uprooting of the weeds 

or tares. Since a great deal of this material occurs in the 

Matthean discourse sections (blessed are the meek for they shall 

inherit the earth, 5:5; his sun shines on the good and evil, 5:45; 

let the wheat and the weeds grow up together, 13:30) it may be 

that the author was inspired by the discourses of the Gospel of 

Matthew, or another similar collection of such discourse material. 

But there is no single locus from which the metaphor of Thomas the 
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Contender could have derived; rather we must accept its character 

as a pastiche of biblical motifs. The central imagery of the 

grapevine and weeds reminds one of the Matthean parable of the 

weeds (13:24-30), but there are significant differences. In 

Thomas the Contender it is the grapevine which is the "good seed" 

whereas in Matthew it is wheat. In Matthew the wheat and weeds 

grow up together at which time the master orders the harvesters 

to uproot and burn the weeds, whereas in Thomas the Contender 

the weeds and grapevine grow together to the point that the 

grapevine spreads out, overshadows and chokes the weeds all by 

itself; the master has no need to call the harvesters, since the 

grapevine has already separated the "bad seed" from itself. On 

the other hand, it is true that the master need not occupy him- 
self with uprooting the weeds, just as in the Matthean parable 
no one needs to do this, at least until both wheat and weeds 

have matured. 

The theme of vines (more properly the vineyard) and of in- 

heritance is present in the parable of the wicked vinedressers 

(Mt. 21:33-41), esp. 21:38, uAnpovoyta). But here the story 
centers on the tenants and not the grapevines, which are never 

mentioned. 

However, as Thomas the Contender also witnesses, the imagery 
of these two parables (plus the parable of the laborers in the 
vineyard in Mk. 20), was destined to be combined. An outstand- 
ing witness for this process of combination is to be found in 
the fifth similitude of the Shepherd of Hermas (Sim. v,ii,1-5) , +26 
written in the middle of the second century. Here is the parable 
about a fenced-in vineyard which grew up full of weeds which 
choke the vines. The keeper of the vineyard then digs the vine- 
yard and pulls up the weeds, so that the vineyard becomes fertile 
with no weeds to choke it. Because of this, when the owner of 
the vineyard returns and sees the bountifulness of the vineyard, 
he makes: the keeper a joint heir of his property along with his 
son. In the interpretation (Sim. V,v,1-5), the field is the 
world, the owner of the field is the Creator, the keeper is the 
Son of Goa, 127 the vines are "this people which he planted," the 
fences are protecting angels, and the weeds are the iniquities 
of the servants of God. 

Although the Shepherd was widely enough read to have been 
used as a source, both parable and interpretation in Hermas are 
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sufficiently different from the parable and tacit interpretation 

in Thomas the Contender to be sure that there is direct literary 

dependence. Nevertheless, the composite parable of the Shepherd 

does provide evidence of a tendency at work to produce a mosaic 

of such parabolic material. The similar phenomenon at work in 

Thomas the Contender is another example of this tendency to form 

a new mosaic out of the parabolic imagery of the Bible and more 

particularly of the teaching of Jesus, especially as it occurs 

in Matthew. 

The parable probably was composed by the author of the 

second section (B) of Thomas the Contender. He has arranged 

the imagery in such a way as to draw a picturesque illustration 

of the eventual triumph of the soul over the body, providing Lt), 

rather than the body, receives the saving light. The interest- 

ing feature of this is that the soul needs, except for the saving 

light (the Savior's revelation?), no other help to overcome the 

body. Contrary to the Matthean concept, there is no need for a 

judge, either God or his representative, to make a final separa- 

tion between the good and the bad; with proper illumination, it 

happens automatically. 

144:36-145:1. This short section, introduced by the formula: 

"Jesus continued and said," appears to contain the obliterated 

remains of a twelfth woe. The formula of continuation may have 

been used to reinstitute the format of twelve woes which the 

author (and the reader!) may have forgotten owing to the extreme 

length of the eleventh woe. It also has the peculiarity of be- 

ing the second place in the entire tractate, and the only one in 

section B, where the Savior is called Jesus (ft ,-144:37; cf£. 

139:21). Jesus is named in the first section (A) just after 

Thomas confesses the Savior as the Light, that is, after a 

"Christian" section. Similarly, the parabolic material in the 

eleventh woe is, as we have seen, at least intended to sound 

"Christian," and the Savior is called Jesus in the immediately 

following quotation formula. The collocation of the name Jesus 

with immediately preceding Christian material may be only a 

coincidence; if it indeed does have a peculiar significance, 

there seems to be no way of demonstrating it. 

The formula appears to introduce a woe, judging from the 

appearance of the lacuna in 144:37£: Taxey N&yv KE oy|... Ju / 

[. J xe MmaTtetnNx Nt- which obviously fits the pattern ov{oe! NIHETA) 
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Ke“, repeated eleven times previously. The woe is directed to 

those who have not received the doctrine. As a result someone 

(perhaps the "ignorant," NETO NatcooYN) will have to labor at 

preaching in their stead (CENapI CE STS YE CElLy Emmys NTE THNE, 144:39). 

Apparently those who have not received the doctrine will flee 

somewhere (remaining traces suggest "debauchery," 144:40, \yvw | 

TETIN] THT S20VN AETMA]TWyN[3] ); Certain ones have been sent down 

(144:41, TNNoovoy anitN ) to "rescue" (?) those whom the ig- 

norant have killed daily (144:42, NNa727mM NenNTATE|TNMoovVTOV ) 

in order that they might arise from death (145:1, KEK AAC CyNaTWwoy 

2M m™mMoyv). If the proposed reconstructions be correct, these | 

final words of hope may act as a bridge to the following triad 

of macarisms. The intact words remind one of Pauline phrases 

found in I Cor. 15: "raise from the dead," vs. 20, and "I die 

daily," vs. 31; (but Thomas the Contender reads "kill them 

daily"). Such phrases leave us to wonder whether Thomas the Con- 
tender supported the doctrine of resurrection of the dead, and 

just how the task of preaching was to be understood. 

145:1-8. This short section of three beatitudes or macarisms 

follows the long section of twelve woes. The first beatitude 
is quite in keeping with the tenor of the woes and indeed the 
whole tractate, and was probably freely composed in accordance 

with the ascetic intention of the tractate: "Blessed are you who 
are first to know about (to "have foreknowledge," " foreknow") 128 
the stumbling blocks (oxdv6Sadov) and who flee alien things 
(GAAStTOLOV)." With the exception of the word oudv6arov, the 
beatitude has no biblical ring to it. As the promise of 145:12ff 
("For when you come forth from the suffering and reproach of the 
body you will receive a rest. . .") shows, the "stumbling blocks" 
and "alien things" are the bodies of those to whom the beatitudes 
are addressed. 

The second and third macarisms, however, show dependence 
upon the beatitudes of Mt. 5:11 and Lk. 6:21b. The following 
comparison between Horner's Sahidic text of Matthew and Luke 
with Thomas the Contender 145:3-8 will prove illuminating: 

Naeist THNE N&laT THYTN 
NETOVNO6NE6 MmMoov EVLYYaNNE6NE6 THY TA syvw SVWTT MmMooy AN NCenwt ANcwr 

Ncexe 2WB NIM EG00v 
€20VN Spwrn 
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EV KIGOA EpwtN 
ETBE TIMSElE ETEVNT dyy ETBHHT 

E2°vV\N epoov 

N6l NoOvaAcEitc 

(145:3-5) (Mt Sel) 

The close parallelism is noticeable. The vocabulary is 

nearly identical: Na(eat~, THYTA/THNE, NobNEb/NEbNEb~, EDOVN 

EpPWwTN/E2OYN cpoov, ETBE~/ET BHAT . Furthermore, where the 

evangelist reads "and are persecuted," NceEeMwT NcworN , Thomas 

the Contender renders "and are not esteemed," yw ¢vwn MmMoov 

3N. The change from TWT to WI is phonically very close, and 

may indicate that the author of section B of Thomas the Contender 

is indeed rendering Mt. 5:11, but has deliberately altered the 

macarism. In doing so he has omitted the phrase "and they per- 

secute you and say every evil thing against you, lying to you," 

notions that would have been very congenial to the intention of 

Thomas the Contender. The change from "on account of me" to "on 

account of the love which their Lord has for them" is also strange. 

Possibly both changes were deliberate, but it is hard to see what 

was gained thereby. In any case the thrust of each version is 

the same. The only other (and minor) difference between the two 

is the general style: whereas the Sahidic version employs direct 

address throughout the macarism (THY TN, THY TN, NCWTN , €20VN EpwrNn ) + 

the version in Thomas the Contender employs direct address in 

the macarism formula, but third person plural (participial) ex- 

pressions in the specification (THN6, MMGOV, Mmoov, €720vN epoov)- 

The second blessing runs: 

Naeiat THNEG Naisy THYTN 

NET pIME Avw NeTpime —Tenceyv 

ETOY BAIBE MMOOoVv 

ITN NéTE MNTEV Teg AS 

€ CENSBWA THNE KE TETNSCWBE 

2'TM MP pe NIM 

(145:5-8) (Gee e622) 

Here there is exact parallelism between the first member 

of the macarism in both Thomas the Contender and the Gospel of 

Luke. However, the second member of Thomas the Contender shows 

a tendentious change, since in place of the promise "you will 
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laugh," it substitutes the ascetic promise of a future release 

from the restraints of the body and world for those oppressed 

by the hopeless. It is peculiar that the addressees of the 

concluding homily (section B) can on the one hand be accused as 

"godless ones who have no hope" (143:9), and yet on the other 

hand be “oppressed by those who have no hope." This contradic- 
tion can be resolved by supposing that within section B, the 
woes and beatitudes respectively were composed with two separate 

audiences in view. The same phenomenon occurs elsewhere in homi- 
letical literature of the Bible, (Dt. 27-28; Luke 6:20-26), where 
macarisms and woes or even blessings and curses are addressed to 
the same general audience, as if to single out the cursed from 
the blessed among the recipients. 

We conclude that while the content of the woes of section B 
does not derive from biblical literature, the content and, to a 
certain degree, the form of the last two beatitudes do; on purely 
formal grounds we further conclude that the collocation of woes 
and macarisms in Thomas the Contender shows an awareness of the 
tradition of woe and macarism in the biblical literature. 

145:8-17, The final admonition of Thomas the Contender is intro- 
duced by the words with which Jesus admonishes Peter to avoid 
temptation: yonyopette ual nmpooedvxyeaSe (Mk. 142'38>) sch. Me.e13338)). 
In this case, however, the same tendentious completion which was 
added to the third beatitude is added also to the "watch and 
pray" section: "You shall come forth from the bonds of the ob- 
livion of this life." Thus it is very likely that both the bea- 
titudes and the admonition have been consciously drawn by a 
single author from the synoptic tradition and given a unified 
application: final escape from the body. Indeed the admonition 
continues with a promise that having left behind the suffering 
and mocking which derive from bodily existence, the addressees 
will receive a repose, or rest (MTON). This promise is even 
further spelled out in the final version of the promise which 
concludes the tractate: 

For when you come forth from the sufferings and 
passions of the body, you will receive rest (a4vdravoic) from the Good One (naraeoc ), and you will reign with the king, united with him and he with you, from now on, forever and ever. Amen. 
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The idea of rest as a resultant state of coming forth from 

the sufferings (qice ; also means "labor," "toil") of the body 

recalls Jesus' invitation to the weary: 

Come to me all who labor and are heavy-laden, and 

I shall give you rest. Take my yoke upon you and 

learn from me, for I am meek and humble in heart, and 

you will find rest for your souls. (Mt. DU 28f). 

This rest (d&vdnavotc) is a refreshment from the labors of life 

(c£. Mk. 6:31; 14:41; Lk. 12:19). The term "rest" (natdmavots) 

also occurs in Heb. 4 referring to God's rest on the seventh 

day from the work of creation (v. 4) and of Joshua's bringing 

the people to rest in the promised land. Yet God's people were 

not given that rest in the land owing to their disobedience, so 

that they had to await it in the future. Thus the promise of 

rest yet remains (Heb. 4:1) and could even be offered "today," 

if the people are not disobedient (Ps. 95:7-11; Heb. 3:7-15), 

that is, without faith (Heb. 3:19). This "sabbath rest" is 

therefore an eschatological gift, by which one "ceases from his 

labors as God did from his" (Heb. 4:9). 

One ought also to note that this "rest" involves a resting 

place, such as the promised land of the Old Testament. Similarly 

in Thomas the Contender one can speak of the soul as the grape- 

vine (144:21-36) inheriting the whole earth (or: "land," Kd? )- 

Thus both the eschatological motifs of salvation, rest from the 

sufferings or labors of the body, as well as inheriting the land, 

form together a part of the eschatology of Thomas the Contender. 

In this sense, the eschatology of Thomas the Contender is a 

descendant of biblical eschatology, although it differs in 

stressing the necessity to escape the lust-ridden body. 

Moreover, it is to be noted that this "rest" is given "by 

the Good One" ( NtTooty MiTaraecc, hardly legible in the manu- 

script). This agentive phrase suggests that there is a being, 

called "the Good One" by whom this rest is given. For the 

source of such a term, one thinks immediately of Philo of Alex- 

andria, for whom God is the supreme good. For Philo, God is 

poth 6 ayaddéc (Leg. all. 1,47; De som. I,149) and td dyaSd6v 

(De gig. 45). God is also called "good" in the New Testament: 

ovSerc dyaddc ef un etc O Sedc (Mk. 10:18; Lk. 18:19); etc EOTLV 

& Sedc (Mt. 19:17). This usage also persisted into late anti- 

quity: 6 odv Seoc td &yaSév, ual TO dyaSov 6 Sedc (CH II,16); 
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God is even called dyaSév éyaSdétatog (Eus. Praep. evan. I, 10:52); 

both are Platonic theolegumena. 

Finally, we must note that the promise of rest for him who 
escapes the body is also consonant with the promise of reigning 

forever in union with the King. The collocation of the motifs 
of "resting" with "reigning" is to be found in Clement of Alex- 
andria, Stromatets II 9,45.5 (cf. V 14,96.1); "he who seeks will 
not cease till he find; having found he will wonder, having won- 
dered he will reign, and having reigned he will rest (6 BaotAetoac 
étavanadvcetat)." Another version of this ‘saying, attributed to 
Jesus, is found in the Gospel of Thomas, Logion 2, but here the 
promise of rest is omitted, and an intermediate stage of being 
troubled (wroptp) is inserted (cf. 140:41£: [Blessed] is the 
wise man who sought after [the truth and] when he found it, he 
rested on it forever, and was not afraid of those who wanted to 
disturb him"). 

In the phrase: "you will receive rest from the Good One, 
and you will reign with the King," "Good One" and "King" probably 
designate the same being, God. This God grants salvation to men 
when they have left the body, and not before (ETETNUYANE! EBoA ZA 
N2ice MN Mrracoc Nre trewma). However, the discovery of the 
way to salvation while one is still in the body is a precondition 
of future salvation (143:5-7). 

Salvation is not only a rest from and outside of the body, 
but it is also an eternal union with the God-King: ¢\teTA]THT 
NMMay C4THT NE&META XIN TENOV WsEeNE7Z N&Nne?r - This apparently 
means, not a consubstantiality of the saved with the Savior, but 
rather an eschatological union. From the present version of 
Thomas the Contender we cannot tell whether this is a future 
once-for-all union with the divine, or a reunion. In view of 
the future orientation of this final passage, we should prefer 
to regard it as the former; it is a union with the divine which 
can only take place out of the body and its bondage. While one's 
salvation is actually determined while in the body (143:5-7), 
one's salvation actually occurs outside the body. 

The question naturally arises whether the Good One/King is 
to be construed as the Savior who conducts the dialogue, i.e. 
Jesus. ‘Since we tend to regard this final paragraph as belong- 
ing to a homiletic work (B) not originally a part of the dialogue 
proper (A), it is extremely difficult to answer this question. 
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Unfortunately, the intention of the present passage is not re- 

coverable in terms of the rest of the homily (B) which, outside 

the two continuation formulae (143:8; 144:35f), makes no refer- 

ence to the Savior. In short, there seems to be no warrant con- 

tained in section B (the homily) to identify the Good One/King 

with Jesus the Savior. 

In terms of the larger context created by the combination 

of the dialogue (A) with the homily (B), producing the current 

tractate, we still cannot be certain whether the person(s) re- 

sponsible for the current work intended the reader to identify 

the Savior, Jesus, with the Good One/King. In view of the fact 

that the Christology of section A (the identification of the 

Savior with the light, 139:20) understands the Savior more as a 

revealer figure than as one who directly works salvation, we 

should be inclined to doubt that the Good One/King is to be 

identified with the Savior. 

Before we proceed on to the title and scribal note appended 

to the tractate, a general remark concerning the general struc- 

ture of the homiletic (B) section of the tractate is in order. 

The collocation of macarism, woe and promise which charac- 

terizes the second (B; 143:8-end) section of Thomas the Contender 

is typical of a certain class of homiletical literature whose 

chief representative is Deut. 27:11-28:15. Here we find curses 

(27:15-26), blessings (28:1-6) and conditional promises for the 

future (28:7-15). This section belongs to the concluding sec- 

tion of Moses' farewell address. The Priestly (P) concept re- 

gards the material in Dt. 1:1-34:4 as happening on the day of 

Moses' death (Dt. 1:3; 27:11-14; 32:48-52), such that the 

material through Chapter 30 constitutes his farewell speech. 

This is followed by a descriptionof Moses' testamentary dispo- 

sitions and finally by his death. Thus the whole of Deuteronomy 

seems to be in the form of a testament of a person who faces 

death or the termination of his office and must put things in 

order and insure their bequeathal to his auccessoree 

The other representative of the homiletical style of sec- 

tion B of Thomas the Contender is the introduction to the sermon 

on the plain of Luke 6. Here, however, we have only woes and 

macarisms, while the promises for the future are incorporated 

into the beatitudes. Again, the woes and macarisms of Luke 6: 

20-26 are not part of Jesus' testamentary activities, ora 
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farewell speech, but rather the introduction to a sermon deliver- 

ed to his disciples. 

In terms of the total structure of section B of Thomas the 

Contender it seems as though the structure conforms to the con- 

clusion of Moses". farewell address insofar as it consists of 

woes (curses) 23° and blessings in that order. The language of 

two of the last two beatitudes of Thomas the Contender corres- 

ponds to that of the ninth Matthean and the third Lucan beati- 

tudes respectively, while the content of the curses does not 

correspond to that of the Lucan (or Deuteronomistic) curses at 

all. Thus we can only speak in vague terms such as "inspired 

by" and "echo of" when we characterize the relationship between 

the woes and macarisms of Thomas the Contender and the major 

loci of woes and blessings in the biblical literature. There 

seems to be some dependence, but it is rather remote except for 

the language of the last two beatitudes. We can say, however , 

that in section B we are clearly dealing with discourse or homi- 

letical material, since the biblical material similar to it is 

traditionally homiletical. If we were to take Deuteronomy as the 

model, we might even go further by characterizing this conclud- 

ing section of Thomas the Contender as a farewell address, or at 

least a genre of literature designed to hand on a tradition to 

one's successors. It is even possible that the redactor of A 

and B may have thus viewed the function of section B in his com- 

pleted product. We thus characterize the genre and intention of 

section B of Thomas the Contender as a farewell address of the 

Savior in which he delivers over to his successors (in terms of 

the total document A plus B, to Thomas) the ascetic tradition 

defined by its content. 

147:17-19. The subscript title of Thomas the Contender claims 

that it is Thomas the Contender (&SAntic) who is writing to the 
Perfect Ones. We have already observed that this subscript title 

is contradicted by the tnctpit title of the tractate naming 

Mathaias as scribe. For reasons already given we have suspected 

that the inetpit title of the tractate naming Mathaias as scribe 
is secondary to the composition of sections A and B of the ‘trac= 

tate; the name of Mathaias would presumably derive from the ear- 
lier title of section B by itself, whereas we supposed the pres- 
ent subscript title to have been the original subscript title of 

section A, the dialogue between Thomas and the Savior. Thus we 
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should interpret the current subscript title of Thomas the Con- 

tender mainly in accordance with section A, but at the same time 

realize that this title was important enough to the redactor who 

combined A and B for him to have appended it to the entire trac- 

tate; the intention is that the entire tractate be ascribed to 

Thomas the Contender, writing to the Perfect. 

The salient feature of the subscript title is that Thomas 

receives the epithet &Antic, which I have translated "Contender." 

It derives from d9Actv, "to engage in competition or conflict," 

and is applied often to martyrs (LXX, N.T.), who, as leaders of 

the community, must undergo persecution for the Faith The 

specific meaning in Thomas the Contender is that Thomas is des- 

ignated as one who must contend against the fiery passions of 

the body which consume men's souls by preaching the message of 

sexual abstinence. It is in the face of this task that Thomas 

is characterized as extremely anxious (uWEpLUVay, 142:4£) over the 

fate of those who are blinded by the fire of passion to the ex- 

tent that they are but beasts and are bound for Hell. 

In his capacity as contender, Thomas writes to the "perfect' 

(téAetoc). In section A, in the midst of a passage employing 

the metaphor of wings to express the wise man's flight from the 

fire of lust, there are inserted the following words spoken by 

the Savior: 

Therefore it is necessary for us to speak to you, 

for this is the doctrine of the perfect (téAeLoc). 

If, then, you desire to become perfect (téAELtocg), you 

shall observe these things. 

That is, "the perfect" are those who heed the doctrine of 

the perfect: flee the fiery passions of lust. Thus the perfect 

one is also the true athlete, he who heeds the message of the 

Athlete (Thomas). By virtue of the fact that it is the Savior 

who counsels Thomas to preach this doctrine of abstinence, the 

Savior also is implicitly a true athlete. Indeed he is so in- 

yoked in another example of the Thomas literature, the Acts of 

Thomas. 

© Jesus Christ. . . O peace and quiet. .. 0. 

hidden rest. . . preserving us and giving us rest in 

alien bodies,. . - the defender and helper of thy 

servants in the fight, who dost turn aside the enemy 

(passion). . . who in many battles dost fight for us, 

and make us conquer in them all, our true and in- 

vincible champion (49Anthc) «+ 
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That this implication ought to be drawn by the reader is also 

suggested by the fact that the Savior is the twin of Thomas, and 

thus, they are both ascetic athletes. The connection between 

Thomas, the &Anthic, the téActot, and the Savior is clear. The 

central thread connecting them all is the demand for asceticism, 

the denial of the body, and abstinence from its pleasures, espe- 

cially the sexual. 

One must take note that according to the subscript title 

Thomas is writing to the Perfect (plural). Even though the 

recipients (of the original section A, and now those of A + B) 

are implied by the title to be perfect, the text nevertheless 

informs us that they, insofar as they are represented by Thomas, 

have not yet received the majesty of the perfection (MmateTnAx! 

MitmMerceoc NTMATTCAGIOc 138:35). Right now they are only 

disciples (JENC<BOVE! , 138:35), babes (JeNKove! , 139:11), 

and only on their way to becoming laborers or missionaries. 

We have, therefore, identified three distinguishing fea- 

tures that pertain to the term "perfect": 1) The term occurs 

only in the plural portions of section A and in the subscript 

title (which was probably the original title to section A) and 

therefore must refer to the recipients of the original section A; 

2) the "doctrine of the perfect" involves becoming a wise man who 

makes himself wings to flee from the visible realm, i.e. the 

world of the body together with its lust; and 3) the recipients 
have not yet received "the majesty of the perfection" nor are 
they yet laborers for the ascetic cause, but are still only babes 
and disciples. All of this tends to suggest that the addressees 

of the original section A were non-ascetic Christians, who, in 
order to attain perfection, had to adopt the ascetic style of 

life, at which time they could be called téAetot. Thus to ad- 
dress the recipients of section A (and now sections A and B) as 
"the perfect" was to address them in a proleptic fashion: "those 

who are (potentially) perfect." 

Certainly one component of this perfection is to receive and 
observe the doctrine taught by the Savior and so to come to know 
themselves (cf. 138:17£). The way to perfection in the Hermetica 
is similar: "Those who observe the proclamation (ufpvyua) and 
have baptized themselves with Nous, these men have participated 
in gnosis, and have become perfect men (téAELor &vSpwnot, CH IV, 
4). Such men as have not observed the call to the knowledge of 
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God only pay attention to their bodily desires (IV,5), or as 

Plato in his discussion of the wings of the philosopher's mind 

puts it, have not separated themselves from human interest 

(Phaedrus 249d). The perfect man is the wise man who has con- 

sulted wisdom (142:1-5) and has thus surpassed ordinary every- 

day knowledge: 

For the real wealth, the perfect virtues, are the 

possessions of the perfect (téAevot) and true-born 

alone, while the secondary things of daily duties 
are fitting to the imperfect (d&teAéc) having, arrived 
only at the primary learning of the schools. 

Hence "perfection" involves knowing a higher doctrine whose 

source is the divine, but also a doctrine having to do with one's 

behavior and moral conduct, with respect to the degree to which 

he shuns the ordinary everyday cares of this life and looks be- 

yond them. Again consulting Philo, we find no one may enter the 

sanctuary of the tabernacle except he who has a perfect nature 

(teAcrotdtn gvorcs) and having shunned all passions (nd8o0c) yearns 

for the incorporeal and imperishable (De CDYraeLebe).  Lhesper= 

fect man has excluded anger (Svuudéc) from his soul; the exemplar 

is 6 ev copdc téAELOS HSovac a4noppuTTduEVoS ual dmooelroduwevoc 

Mwvofic (Leg. all. 140; cf. 144:147). In short, the perfect man 

always makes perfect freedom from passion his study (6 tEAE LOS 

teretav ondSerav altel wer|eta, Leg. all. 131). This, then, is 

the meaning of the "perfect" in Thomas the Contender as well, 

provided that we bear in mind that, for Thomas the Contender, 

this apatheta involves a fierce denial of the body as the seat 

of bestial lust and passion. 

Before we leave this subject of perfection, one further 

observation is in order. We have suggested that the recipients 

of the original section A of the tractate were perhaps ordinary 

Christians with good intentions ("we came to do good, and not 

to curse," 141:22f) but who had to do much more than this (i.e. 

deny their body) in order to become perfect. Until then, they 

are only babes and disciples. Such a demand on Christians to 

exceed the ordinary in order to be perfect has well-known prece- 

dent in the Gospel of Matthew. 

For I say to you that unless your righteousness 

exceed that of the scribes and Pharisees, you will 

never enter the Kingdom of heaven (5:20). 
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If you want to enter life, keep the commandments 
« « « Jf you want<-to be) perfect (cf. 5:48), go sett 
your belongings and give to the poor, and you will 
have treasure in heaven. . . 

£34 of this sort have been taken by some commentators Distinctions 

to imply that Matthew envisioned a two-level ethic, one for the 

mass of Christians, and one of supererogation for a smaller group 

of téAetot. Whether or not this be Matthew's intention, the fact 

that commentators have taken it to imply such means that others 

in late antiquity could have taken it to be such. The fact that 

Paul in his Corinthian correspondence wages battle against a 

group of self-styled "apostles" who claimed to be superior to 

him in spiritual capability should alert us that very early on 

there was a tendency in the Church to make a distinction between 

ordinary Christians and superior Christians. This, it seems to 

me, is a distinction presupposed in the addressing of section A 

of Thomas the Contender to "the perfect." And now, although 

section B seems to be addressed to a more general audience, ap- 

parently of whom is presupposed a lesser degree of self-awareness 

and desire for perfection, the combination of B with A tends to 

convey this distinction in degree of perfection to the readers 

of the entire Book of Thomas the Contender: if you would attain 
the Majesty of the perfection, if you would be perfect rather 

than mere disciples and babes, deny the body, and you will es- 

cape its sufferings, and you will receive rest. 

Finally, attention should be drawn to the designation of 
the entire tractate as a "book" (ttxXwMe). The other occurrence 
of this designation in the Nag Hammadi Corpus is CG III,2, The 
Egypttan Gospel. (fhe Holy Book of the Great Invistble Spirit, 
69:16f; The Divine Holy Book that ts Hidden, 693 7h ch aCe IV,2). 

The contents of Thomas the Contender, and particularly of section 
A, with which we have originally connected the subscript title, 
gives no help in explaining the significance of this designation. 
During the first three centuries A.D. in which Thomas the Con- 
tender must have been written, BLiBALov or BLBAog could refer to 
a codex, roll of papyrus, library, archive or chronicle. 35 If 
the subscript title originally went with section A, we might ex- 
pect the designation 6vddAoyoc, "conversation," as it is found in 
the subscript title of the Dialogue of the Savior in Codex III 
(CG III,5), but we have in Nag Hammadi other tractates written in 
the dialogue style which do not bear the designation 6tddoyoc, 
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but rather "Sophia of Jesus Christ," "Gospel of Mary," etc. Per- 

haps the reason for naming Thomas the Contender as a "book" was 

to distinguish it from another work belonging to the Thomas tra- 

dition, The Gospel according to Thomas. In both cases the desig- 

nations ("book" and "gospel" respectively) are not entirely de- 

scriptive of the contents. Another possibility, which seems un- 

likely, is that when the two sections of Thomas the Contender were 

combined, an hypothetical original title of section A (e.g. Sid—= 

Royoc, or Adyoc, etc.) was suppressed because of the designation 

of the material in section B, which was of a different nature 

(Adyou; c£. commentary on 138:1-4), and supplanted by the more 

neutral term "book" (AWME€), as a designation for dialogue plus 

logia. It seems no conclusion can be drawn on this matter. 

145:20-23. Since the scribal colophon is not a part of this 

tractate, no extended comment is necessary. It is an admonition 

that the scribe be remembered by his brethren in their prayers. 

This is done by the common formula Api Wsmeeve (qw) N&CNHY (2A 

NeTNnpocéyx nH) followed by a prayer, in this case "Peace to the 

saints and to the spiritual," which is written entirely in Greek 

except for the last line which was apparently written in Coptic. 

The latter may have been added to what appears to be a standard 

prayer (etptvn tots &ylouc) because the scribe of Codex II 

wished to refer to himself as a "spiritual one" (elpHNH Toc 

Brioic MN NITINEVMATIKOC + If this be the case, we can won- 

der whether the scribe of Codex II knew how to write Greek, 

since he apparently completed the Greek prayer with a Coptic 

(MN NITINEVMATIKOC ) rather than a Greek (uat tote TVEV"ATLUOTC) 

expression. 

We should call attention once more to the form of the rein- 

forcing particle 2w used by the scribe himself, because we 

cited this as evidence that the person who composed the inetpit 

of the tractate (which uses the form 2wwT) was someone other 

than the individual who wrote the colophon, the scribe of Codex 

II. 
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NOTES 

1 
cf. P. Oxy. 654: olto! o1 Acro o1 [aToKpydor ove EA] 

AWHCEN IHC © ZWN Ka! erpaVen JovAd< o} 
Kal Gwmac 

2cSee on this James M. Robinson, "AOrOI ZLOOQN": Zur Gattung 
der Sprachquelle Q," Zeit und Geschichte: Dankesgabe an Rudolf 
Bultmann zum 80. Geburtstag, ed. E. Dinkler (Tubingen: J.C.B. 

Mohr, 1964), pp. 77-96. 

3 cd A « 
Eusebius, Hist. Heel. III,39,16. text in K. Aland, Synopsis 

Quattuor Evangeltorum (Stuttgart: Wirtemburgische Bibelanstalt, 

1964), p. 531. 

4nippolytus Werke, Vol. III: Refutatito Omnium Haeresium, 

ed. P. Wendland (Die griechischen christlichen Schriftsteller der 

ersten drei Jahrhunderte #26; Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1916), p. 195. 

Siti Flaui Clementis Alexandrini, Opera Omnia, ed. Rein- 

holdus Klotz (4 vols.; Lipsiae: Schwickert, 1831), II, p. 226°. 

H.-C. Puech ("Les nouveaux écrits gnostiques," in Coptte Studies 

in Honor of Walter Ewing Crum (Boston: Byzantine Institute, 1950), 

p. 119£) wondered whether these Traditie@ns of Mathias might be 

identical with a lost work entitled the Gospel of Mathias, which 

might in turn be identical with our Thomas the Contender. He 

later abandoned this hypothesis in E. Hennecke, New Testament 

Apoerypha, ed. W. Schneemelcher (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1963), 

joes Sele yers 

Cry. Th. has "Twin Judas Thomas" but not "brother of the 

Lord"; here Koester must have intended to refer either to Thomas 

the Contender or to the Acts of Thomas. 

7u. Koester, "TNQMAI AIA@OPOI," HTR 58 (1965), 297£. 

Schrontcon Edessenum, ed. Ignatius Guidi (Corpus Scrip- 

torum Christianorum Orientalium [hereafter abbreviated CSCO], 

Ser. III, Tom. IV; Louvain: Secrétariat du Corpus SCO, 1903), 

ewe jas) Sypuiacion ied ache 

*Noted by Koester, art. cit., p. 292, n. 30 

1Our Bauer in Hennecke-Schneemelcher, op. Ctte; ONOLa Limp. 

438. 

saa abe Klijn: The Acts of Thomas (Leiden: Brill, 1962), 

Sion ehsis 

1206. especially the Paraclete's claim to have been incar- 

nated and to have gone to India (15:25), Persia (15:29), Mesene 

(15:30 and Parthia (16:1). 

1355 Thomas the Contender, twin is Coceiiy; but cf. wep 

Mune, 138:8. 

14,. Bornkamm in Hennecke-Schneemelcher, op- Cube NOUG Sir 

p. 440£. 

PoP ar Lipsius & M. Bonnet, Acta Apostolorum Apocrypha (3 

vols.; Hildesheim: Olms, TOO )), ely pea lel o Ole 
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16, p, Grenfell & A.S. Hunt, AOFIA IHZOY, Sayings of Our 

Lord from an Early Greek Papyrus (New York, 1897), p. 6. 

a7 

p. 287. 

18varcionite Christianity probably began in the late third 
century, to judge from the fact that the orthodox as late as 400 
had to call themselves Palutians, since the Marcionites had pre- 
empted the name Christian (Ephraem, 22nd Midrash against the 
Heretics, 5f; cited in W. Bauer, Rechtglaubigkeit und Ketzeret 
itm altesten Christentum (Tiibingen: Mohr, 1963), p. 26. The in- 
ception of orthodox Christianity occurred around A.D. 200 under 
Palut;) Bauer, tbtd., p. 26. 

19the Excerpta ex Theodoto of Clement of Alexandria, ed. 
R.P. Casey (Studtes and Documents, Vol. 1, ed. K. & S. Lake; 
London: Christophers, 1934). Cf. also the Marcosian password 
éyd of6a Evavtdov ual yuvdouw S68ev etul, Irenaeus a4 au Wie 
Harvey, ed. Libros quinque adverus haereses (Ridgewood: Gregg, 
1965); the password of the Levite Gnostics in their Gospel of 
Phillip: énéyvwv évyavutiv, Epiphanius, Panarton 26713. j2nein Kara 
Holl, ed. Eptphantus (Die griechischen christlichen Schriftstell- 
er der ersten drei Jahrbunderte, Vol. ITI; Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1915); 
and the first Apocalypse of James CG V,2,33:15f: NTK NIMH ATK 
EBOA TWN ("Who are you or whence are you?) 34:16: EkNiBwK ETWN 
se- ATMA ETAIC! CBA MMay EINSBWK ON GM3SY ("Whither are you go- 
ing?...it is to the place whence I came that I shall return.") 

20 

34:16). 

20) 

H.-C. Puech in Hennecke-Schneemelcher, op. ett., Vol. 1, 

Cf. e.g. the Second Apocalypse of James (CG V4, 33215, 19£; 

Lipsius & Bonnet, op. ett., Ds baie 

22, Guillaumont, H.-C. Puech, G. Quispel, W. Till and 
Yassah 'Abd al Massah, The Gospel According to Thomas (New 
York: Harper & Row, 1959),p. 39. To be compared is Logion 3, 
(33:26-34:5) which gives basically the same idea, but in differ- 
ent words: 2OTSN ETETNIGANCOVYWIN THYTN Tote CENSCOVWIN) THNE 
dvw TETNdSEIME KE NTWTN TE NwHpe Mnciwt ETON? Clywne Ae TETNSCOYWN 
THNE &n eae TETNWoOT 2N OVMNT2ZHKE AVW NTWIN TE TMNT Hke ("When you know yourselves, then you will be known, and you will 
know that you are sons of the living Father. But if you do not 
know yourselves, then you exist in poverty and you are poverty.") 

236 w.H. Lampe, A Patristie Greek Lextecon (Oxford: Claren- 
don, 1961), ad. loe. 

4uermetic citations from A.D. Nock & A.-J, Festugiére, Corpus Hermeticum (4 vols.; Paris: Les Belle Lettres, 1960). 
25 ; ' : : So Bultmann in Theological Diecttonary of the New Testa- ment (= TDNT), ed. by G. Kittel (in progress; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1965), vol. 1, pp. 689-695. 

26one term "walking with" the Savior, who is later identi- 
fied as the "light" means that Thomas, as long as he is with the Savior, is potentially enlightened, and must actualize this enlightenment before the Savior's ascension (138'3:2'3))) gure ree don 12:35: "For a while you still have the light. Walk while you have the light, lest the darkness engulf you." 
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27 é Aeros 
There remains the possibility that the conflation could 

have been a deliberate attempt at obfuscation, perhaps a gnostic 
device to conceal the true significance of the "secret words" 
whose true significance the initiate may have been instructed to 
sort out. However, the prominence of the theme of preaching 
tends to give one the impression that the text intends to edify, 
rather than to confuse, the reader. 

28tyenaeus, Adv. Haer. II,40,2 (Harvey, op. cit.) in 
abscondo haec eandem Salvatorem docuisse non omnes sed aliquos 

(alios quosdam?) discipulorum, qui possunt capere, et per argu- 

menta, et aenigmater, et parabolas ab eo significata intelli- 

gentibus.; cf. Exe. ex Theod. 66: 6 owtnp tovce dmootdéAouc 

£6(6a0vev, TA usv TEdtTAa tuMLUuds ual pwvotiudc, ta S€ botepa 

TAPABOALUBe ual Aviyugvwc, Ta SE toelta cape ual yuuvds Hata 
wdévac. (Casey, op. ctt.)y cf. Lk. 18:34. 

292 Resurrection is alluded to only in section B, and even 

here it does not appear to refer to the Savior (145:1). 

30m be assigned to this class are the following Gnostic 

works: The Gospel of Mary and the Sophia Jesu Christt of BG 

8502, the First Apocalypse of James, plus the material in the 

Apoeryphon of James, and the Letter of Peter to Philip, all in 

the Nag Hammadi Library. 

Slog, A.Th. 37: “If, then, you cannot see me who am like 

you unless you raise yourselves a little from the earth, how 

can you see him who spends his time in the height and now is 

found in the depth?" Cf. also #v.Th., Log. 5 (33:10-14); "Jesus 

said: 'Know what is in front of you and what is hidden from you 

will be revealed; for nothing is hidden which will not be re- 

vealed.'" Cf. Manichaean Kephalata 163:28. 

327 ampe, op. cit., ad. loc. 

335. Georgi, Die Gegner des Paulus im 2. Korintherbrtief 

(Wissenschaftliche Monographien z. A. und N. Testament, vol. II; 

Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener, 1964), p. 50. 

34onis motif enjoyed use in the world of Christian ortho- 

doxy as well. On Christian Behavior: Ms, Pterpont Morgan 604 

ed. K.H. Kuhn (CSCO 29; Louvain: Secrétariat du Corpus SCO, 1960) 

contains a rather ascetic homily entitled On Christian Behavior, 

which says: "A man...is like irrational beasts, and he is like 

them because the beasts are ignorant. Therefore he has been 

reckoned with them in Hell. It was said: Death shepherds them, 

summoning them into the fire and every anguish. For Solomon said: 

What is the state of man and beast? Who knows the spirit of man 

that it goes up to heaven, and the spirit of the beast, that uc 

goes down to Hell? Just as the death of the one, so also the 

death of the other? He said this when he saw that man has the 

nature of a beast." 

35G, Quispel, "Makarius und das Lied von der Perle," in Le 

Origint dello Gnosticismo: Colloquio di Messina 13-18 Aprite 

1966, ed. Ugo Biarchi (Leiden: Brill, 1967), p. 643. 

Sou: EV igs Dic 
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3To¢, CH Frg. IIa, 16: "and everything upon earth the pro- 
vidence of truth overcomes by decay, and encompasses and shall 
encompass it. For without decay generation cannot be sustained. 
Upon every generation there follows corruption, in order that 

there might again be generation. For things that are generated 
must be generated from that which is decaying, and the things 
that are generated must undergo decay, lest the generation of 
beings should cease." 

orn H.N. Fowler, trans. Plato, Euthyphro, Apology, Crito, 
Phaedo, Phaedrus. (Loeb Classical Library; Cambridge: Harvard 
University, 1966), ad. loc. 

SATIRE NNeéevcote is a difficult expression, since 
commonly means to stretch a bow (nive) or extend a chain or, 
intransitively, "to reach" (Crum, 766bff). In his index to A 
Mantechaean Psalm-Book (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1938, p. 41), C. 
Allbery lists the meaning of XsAk as "to shoot." The metaphor 
could also be rendered: "They are like those who extend fires 
for signalling in the night; to be sure they extend their fires 
like anyone else, since they are extended for signalling, but 
it (the signal) is not visible." 

+O eKZoVoeIN can also be taken as a second present "empha- 
tic" tense, and would thus fall under the "emplois abusif" cate- 
gory discussed by Polotsky in his Etudes de syntaxe copte: "You 
truly shine, Lord!" I have decided, however, to render it as a 
circumstantial: "You are our light, since you enlighten, Lord," 
even though this loses some of the force of the direct confes- 
sion. 

Be epee Pseudoklementinen, Vol. II: Recognittonen in Rufins 
Ubersetzung, ed. Bernhard Rehm (Die griechischen christlichen 
Schriftsteller der drei ersten Jahrhunderte #51; Berlin: Akademie 
Verlag, 1965), p. 219. 

430he Odes of Solomon 15:1f: "As the sun is a joy to those 
who seek its daybreak, so is my joy the Lord, because he is my 
sun and his rays have lifted me up, and his light has dispelled 
all darkness from my face." Die Oden Salomos, ed. W. Bauer 
(Kleine Texte flr Vorlesungen u. Ubungen #65; Berlin: de Gruy- 
ter, 1933), p. 31. Cf. also the Pseudo Clementine Homilies, 17, 
10, 4 (Dte Pseudoklementinen, Vol. I: Homilten, ed. Bernhard 
Rehm (Die griechischen christlichen Schriftsteller der ersten 
Jahrhunderte #42; Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1953), p. 235. 
"Souls...though they be separated from the body and be found 
with a thirst for him, they are borne immortal to his breast as 

in wintertime the mists of the mountains, attracted by the beams 
of the sun, are borne to it." 

44 compiled from Shahrastani, En-Nadim, and Hegemonius by 
Hans Jonas in The Gnostie Religion (Boston: Beacon, 1958), p. 
233. For an earlier treatment of the theme of the waxing and 
waning of, the moon due to transference of Night, c£. I Enoch 78. 

4 
SFor the exclamatory style, see the Acts of Thomas 44, 

and the Pseudo-Titus Epistle in Hennecke-Schneemelcher, OD@ECTL s 7 
VOL ure pee Lai 
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TS De natura deorum II, 10,28. The idea may have 
originated with Empedocles: "Come now, hear how the fire, as it 
was separated, caused to spring up the night-born scions of men 
and of tearful women. . . First sprang up from the earth whole- 
natured forms (ovAogvetc, without distinction) having a share 
of both water and fire; these the fire sent forth, desiring to 
join its like, showing forth as yet neither the lovely form of 
the limbs, nor the voice nor the organ proper to men." (Fr. 62, 
Simplicius, Phys. 381,31, in G.S. Kirk & C.E. Raven, The Preso- 

eratie Philosophers (Cambridge: University Press, 1966) 7. Die SOO « 

“I wakarios; Homily 15,50 in Dte 50 geistlicher Homtlien des 
Makartos, ed. A. Dorries, E. Klostermann, M. Kroeger (Patrist- 
ische Texte und Studien #4; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1964), p. 155. 
Cf. Philo, Leg..acl,. 11, 248-9. 

aber, Thomas the Contender 144:15-17: "who is the one who 
will rain upon you a dew of rest so as to extinguish the multi 

tude of fire from you?" 

49» seudo-Clementine Recognitions, op. ett., IX,5,4f. Cf. 

Pseudo-Clementine Homiltes, op. ctt., X1,26,4; Euc. ex Theod., 

Op. CEL, 81. 

50 n1enchos V, 8,16 in Hippolytus Werke, Band III, Refutatto 

Omnium Haerestum, ed. Paul Wendland (Die griechischen christ- 

lichen Schriftsteller der ersten Jahrhunderte #26; Leipzig: 

Hinrichs, 1916), p. 92. 

olor the Hermetics, the fire is generally good; as the 

most penetrating of the elements, it is destined to clothe the 

equally penetrating Wous when it leaves the body (CH X,18). 

52 ouoted in C.G. Montefiore & H. Loewe, A Rabbinie Anthol- 

ogy (New York: Meridian, 1963), p. 298. 

>35seudo-Cyprian, "On the Discipline and Advantage of 

Chastity 9, 10 in The Writings of the Ante-Nicene Fathers, 10 

vols. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1965), V, Pp. 590. Phrases like 

this are frequent in the wisdom literature; Cf. WoOb sle2OLt Sir. 

939+ 23216, etc. 

ase Hennecke~Schneemelcter, op. cit., vol. 2, pp. 150, 

1527 5. 

S5o¢. the adage: 6.’ Sv tig duaptavet, Sta tovbtwv “noAdCetar 

(Wied. Sot. 11:16). 

56 FF cov pm 2H TOvW IMO’ can be read either ovw2 MN ov~ 

(dwell with a... ." or ovw7n wove ("answer to a. ..")- Neither 

rendering is prima facte more suitable than the other, although 

the fact that we would expect a supralinear stroke or other punc- 

tuation after M in ovw2?m N- balances the scales slightly in 

favor of ovw? MN- . But the punctuation in Thomas the Contender 

is too irregular to serve as final criterion. 

oT og. Cbthe Wie) OUI, 
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586. SOMea iL 7 es Oe 

59 nhe phrase NovdgaNnTaciys MmHe means literally "a true 

illusion," since MMHe is in adjectival position. We would ex- 
pect ovgantaciad ATMHE , “an illusion of the truth." Although 
the text lacks the definite article, we can obtain a meaning 
close to the latter by interpreting mHe as an indefinite ab- 
stract noun with zero article, and translate "an illusion of 
truth." Another possibility is to regard Novdantacisa mHe 
as a case of reversed position of the attributive (Till, KG 117) 
and translate "an illusory truth." A third alternative is to 
regard the ™ of MmHe as the N’“of equivalence and translate "an 
illusion as truth." In any case, the intent is clear. 

Coote the use of good epithets for bad things = parody of 
a bedroom scene. 

lone fire is like a stake which they can never shake off 
(cMNwGom MMooy Nna7e ENE? 140:28). For Plato, the situation 
is not so hopeless, because naparaBotoa fh mtrAoccogta Exovoav 
adtév thy Woxtv joéua napayvSettar ual Averv éEncxetpet. (Phaedo, 
83a). 

Oe rhe following sentence is difficult to understand: "It 
(the fire) bound all their members in the bitterness of the bond 
of the lust for these visible things (or person?) which will de- 
cay and change and turn according to impulse. They have always 
dragged from heaven to earth, slaughtered, dragged upon all the 
unclean beasts of the corruption" (140:31-37). 

We do not know whether it is persons or things which perish 
and change and turn. Is the bond of lust (TMmp pe NTem1eYmeEla 
NNaei et~---) a "bond of lust of these persons who" ...ora 
"bond of lust for these things which. ..," i.e. subjective or 
objective genitive? The fact that these things or persons will 
"perish and change" seems to favor the "objective" genitive, 
and thus refers to "things," but when it continues: "which turn 
according to impulse," it seems as though persons are in view. 
Nevertheless, we have decided to understand it as referring to 
things. The phrase "being dragged over (21xN) all the beasts 
of the corruption" seems to mean that the soul is dragged down 
from heaven (NtTré) to the visible body or corpse (under the 
metaphor of a beast, cf. 140:39-141:11) on earth (AmMitN ).” CE. 
the Kore Kosmou (CH Frg. XXIII, 39): "But if you be found guilty 
of any greater sins. . . having quit the body you shall not dwell 
in heaven nor in human bodies. but shall thenceforth not cease 
wandering from one beast to the neat." 

Oe onaeds 81C,D; for the imagery of souls frequenting tombs, 
cf. 141:14-18; 142:13. 

SitRest" ig used in Heb. 3<7-4:21- and Revewae lame er 
reference to the anticipated state of the blessed. On "rest" 
in Gnostic texts, see F.M. Sagnard, La gnose V-~tentintenne et le temotgnage de Saint Irenée (ftudes de PhiJcsophie Médievale, 
Directeur ‘Etienne Gilson, XXXVI; Paris: J. Vrin, 1947), p. 655 and P. Vielhauer in Apophoreta (Beihefte 7? 7 30 UI6e) pp. 
281f£. See comment on 145:8-17. 
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SFr the translation "yes" for yde, see Liddell, Scott, 
and Jones, A Greek-English Lexicon (Oxford: Clarendon, 1961), 
p- 338b, 3a: "In Tragic dialogue and Plato, where 'yes' or 'no' 
may be supplied from the context." 

6674 Laws 959a,b, Plato calls the body "an attendant sem- 
blance of the self" and uses the term efSwAa of corpses. On 
the other hand, Plutarch calls the soul an et6wAov, since "the 
soul receives the impression of its shape through being moulded 
by the mind and moulding in turn and enfolding the body on all 
sides, so that, even if it be separated from either one for a 
long time, since it preserves the likeness (dyotdtnta) and the 
imprint (témov) it is correctly called an image (ef6wAov)." De 
facte tn orbe lunae, 945a in H. Cherniss & W.C. Helmbold, trans., 
Plutarch's Moralia, vol. XII (Loeb Classical Library; Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1957). 

ST pnaedo Sipe. 

68) selepius 225 

62 ~he phrase is ce2ovpoeit NTMNoKEI8|, ZovpoaT is the 
hitherto unwitnessed qualitative of zoovp(c) (Crum 737; in view 
of the qualitative in-oceit, the int. may be zoovpo ). The 
restoration MNTWN7? "vitality", is a guess, and was chosen as 
the only form I could locate of an abstract noun with no more 
than six letters, so as to restore the lacuna. 

70G6 VII,4, 105:6-11. Note the pun on the word core , which 

can mean either "fire" or "arrow." Thus one can speak either of 
the "fire" or "darts" of fornication. Apparently the theme of 
Cupid's arrow is in view. 

Tyephalata 9325. 

72~he text reads CEN]. Jo NNevmenoc (141:37). The only 

restorations I can think of are, assuming the expression is in 
the future tense in parallel with CENAPPSTEAAOY (TAL 335)", 
CENXKO , they will "place" or "leave" their members, or 
CEN%AO , they will "leave" their members. Either alternative 

gives the sense of "abandoning members (uéAocg)" in despair. 

Apparently this image is meant to convey the fact that these 

wretched men will not strip off the earthly body in patient 

expectation of salvation, but will shuck them off in utter 

despair, since their limbs have become vehicles of torture for 

their souls, undergoing scourging and burning. The plural, 

ta péAn, occurs in burial inscriptions of the first and second 

centuries A.D. meaning "body": tmvetya perSv dnéAve and wouxfic Ex 

pedAdgwv anontavetoncg (TDNT, IV [1967], p. 556). 

73tn the Sahidic versions of Mk. 14:54//Lk. 22:56 and Acts 

16:29, Kw7T ("fire") translates 9c, "light," in the sense of 

some kind of lamp or torch which gives both light and heat. 

This is an apt metaphor for the heat and light of the sun neces- 

sary for the germination of a seed (c£. TloYOEIN ETPOVOEIN 

MTNCaN?2 PS , 142:18). 

74 Dn aedo 83 D,E. 

75 phaedo 84 B. 
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Soe, the end of the farewell discourse in John where the 
disciples say: "Look, now you are speaking plainly, and not at 
all in parables. Now we know that you know everything and have 
no need of being questioned. Accordingly we know you came from 
Goode (OneeG329 8). 

771 should be noted that this formula (142:27,29£) in this 
section uses the Greek word durv and perhaps derives from a dif- 
ferent source than the same formula in 141:25, which uses the 
Coptic 7N ovmne. 

1 cient 28. 

Tone only "furniture" of Hell that is both masculine in 
gender and fits the lacuna ti[...]é seems to be xowe , "wall" or 
leope , “Canal." The adjective which modifies it, €/[. . . -Jw, 
is in all probability either ertlop yw, "which is heavy," or 
eTtopw , "which is wide." The thing which is heavy or wide is 
also eTTaxpuy al, probably set against (spw-), which seems to 
apply to a wall rather than a canal. The prepositional comple- 
ment (MMooy €20VN Epoy , "them (D.O.) into it" seems to require 
the idea of constraint, thus wtt "to imprison." 

80nequires a direct object (MMoov) as in 142:42. This 
leaves two letters before ]Be[, which is probably Al6e . 

8lione direct object changes from "them" to "you" (plural). 
But since the direct object continues as "them" (Ncwoy, 142:42, 
and thereafter), "you" is not the direct object of the descrip- 
tion, but is probably the object of a verb which is used to 
illustrate some feature of the description. Because "you" is 
not a subject under discussion we restore oes ETNSTIWT No& THNE 
"who will pursue you." This allows something like AVW Nrapxwn, 
"and the archons" to fill out the sentence: "They will not be for- 
given their madness. And the archons who will DUESUCHYOURses. — 
The "archons," however, is only a guess (cf. 142:31-32). 

820he sneerers are then delivered (napaStSdvar) over to 
the angel (&yyedAocg) Tartarouchos, who pursues (1TwT Nos-) them 
with fiery scourges ( pareaAAoyvy must be for gpayéAAtov) which 
cast sparks into the face of the one who is pursued. Thus I 
restore 142:42 with words denoting some kind of fiery instru- 
ment of scourging such as chains, swords or whips, In this 
case I have chosen whips (udotvE): [Nyx NZ2ENMSCTIZ Norte , 
"and he will take fiery whips." 

e ohéogony 735-744. This is the translation of H.G. Evelyn- White, Hesiod, The Homerte Poems and Homertea (The Loeb Classical 
Library; Cambridge: Harvard, 1967). 

4... : 5 Iltad VIII 13-16. This is the translation of A.T. Murray, Homer, The Iliad (The Loeb Classical Library; Cambridge: Har- 
vard, 1965). 

oo Ge.Walao 4.7498, 
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8 é 
rhe translation of H.G. Evelyn-White, op. cit. 

ST pid. 
8 0 3 5 
Syekyta (Leipzig: B.G. Teubner, 1893). 

IO) no : 
Ibid., pp. 125-127. He adds: "Wir wissen dass es ein 

solches Gedicht gegeben hat mit dem Titel ‘Opgéwe etc “AtSou 
uatadBaoctc (p. 128). 

0 ; : 
Tartarouchos is derived from the roots tdotapo plus 

Ex(Etv) = taptapodxoc. 

91a cording to the Ethiopic version, English translation 
in Hennecke-Schneemelcher, op. cit., Vol. 2, pp. 668-683. This 
work is to be distinguished from a work of the same title dis- 
covered in the Nag Hammadi Corpus. 

oeror the classical references, see Dieterich, op. cit., 

Ppa LOVE. 

PP Thidsa ps 199E. 

24mext in Hennecke-Schneemelcher, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 671. 

2 Sahe text reads NETP2GATIZE aTCApR dsvW TW TEKO ETNA TEKO 
In such phrases, I have observed that usually has the func- 
tion of joining nouns which lie in the same syntactical position 
so that in a compound oblique object as hope "in the flesh and 
in the prison which will perish" the preposition does not need 
to be repeated: »atcapR MN TNtrEekO . . . On the other hand, avw 
generally has a consecutive function so that such a phrase would 
read atcapZ avw anwtéko + However, in the phrase under con- 
sideration, the preposition a- , functioning as nota accusattivt, 
was probably not felt to have prepositional force, so that either 
M\vw or MN could be used. Cf. Latin et and -que. 

2a 1ato, Gorgtas 493A; Cratylus 400C. 

97 such a usage has been recorded by H.J. Polotsky (Etudes 
de syntaxe copte (Le Caire: Société d'Archéologie Copte, 1944), 
p- 53) as an emplot abustf of the second tense: "L'emphase avec 
laquelle le verbe est prononce s'exprime 'abusivement' par 
l'emploi des Temps Seconds, dans des exclamations comme 'tu es 
fou!' p.ex. cpenose: apeaowe = — watvyn Actes XII,15." 

98oe, Gospel of Thomas Log. 67: “Miserable is the body which 
depends on a body and miserable is the soul which depends on 

these two," and Log. 112: "Woe to the flesh which depends on the 

soul, woe to the soul which depends on the flesh." 

99 orum lists no entry for CweTe 2pal IN’. Zpar Ni- usually 

means é¢v, but can also mean etc. Thus we get Something like 

étotudEetv etc, "prepare for." We may have a scribal error, 

but have no emendation to suggest. 

100; ery much like those cast down to Tartaros; cf. 142:35f. 

10lye have here what appears to be another Coptic pun. They 

are full (mez) of bitterness and their minds are deranged by the 
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burning (movz) within them. (Some form of Mov [to be full of] 
is required in the lacuna; the qualitative is the only form used 

in 143:27-29). 

bes ale is a New Testament concept; cf. Gal. 2:4; 5:1; 
2 Pete 296 

103nhis too is a New Testament concept; cf. Rom. 1:21; 
Eph. 4:18. 

104nhese two phrases are also echoes of N.T. ideas. The 
one is a perverse application of the frequent expression "to be 
baptized with water" and the other is found in the later writ- 
ings) Eph 23; 92) Pet.) 2:10" 3335 Jude 16,08). 

OS metaphor for ignorance; cf. CH I,28: wetavoroate ot 
ovvosetoavtec th TAdvn ual (hendiadys) ovvuotvwvijoavtes Ti 
ayvolaq. 

10646, CH XI,7: "(See) the sun, the begetter of all good, 
the ruler of all order, the governor of the seven worlds. And 
(see) the moon who runs before all (the planets), the instrument 
of nature (gvo.c), transforming matter here below." 

10705, the description in CH Frg. IIa,14: "The sun aloné 
is real, unlike all else it is unchanging, remaining as it is. 
Thus it alone has been entrusted with the making of all things 
in the cosmos, ruling all things, making all things." 

1085 jutarch, De Istde et Ostrtde 367d, trans. by F. C. 
Babbitt, Plutareh's Moralta, Vol, 5 (Loeb Classical Library; 
Cambridge: Harvard, 1962). 

10 es Cumont, After Life in Roman Paganism (New York: 
Dover, 1959), p. 103. Here he no doubt refers to Sulla's ela- 
borate myth in Plutarch, De facie in orbe lunae, 942-945. Cf. 
also Diogenes Laertius VIII 1.31. 

TL OF aes p- 92. Cf. Cumont, Lux Perpetua (Paris: 
Libraire orientaliste Paul Guenther, 1949), p. 171f. 

111) selepiue 3; cf. Plutarch, De gento Socratis, 591b, 
where generation and decay are linked by Nature in the moon. 
Cf. also the fourth century astrologer Firmicus Maternus 
(Mathesis 4.1): "having obtained the entire substance of the 
compound product from a blending of opposites and from various 
elements, and having conceived all animal bodies it (the moon) 
both begets them, and, having been engendered, it dissolves 
them." 

1126 references to the use of wwte MN- (=ovuvovola) as a 
synonym for intercourse, see Crum, 578b. 

bees ats EEG LV, Ole 

11465 Erg. sLVi7 ol. 

11564 XVI,13. Cf. XVI,16: "Thus they (the demons) govern 
this entire earthly realm using our bodies as instruments, and 
this government Hermes called etyaoudvn." 
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116 pane SS 
CWTM NZ2%2 NKWZT EBOA 2N THNE. 2WTt CRorA 2N~ is unattested 

in Crum, but is listed in R. Kasser's Compléments au dicttonnatre 
Copte de Crum (Le Caire: Inst. Fran¢gais, 1964), p. 103a as occur- 
ring in his edition of the Bodmer VI papyrus of the Book of Prov- 
erbs, 10:7; 13:9, where it renders the present passive indicative 
of oBéoat, "to quench." : 

eae. 1a, Roscher, Ausfuhrliches Lexikon der griechischen und 
romtschen Mythologie, 7 vols (Hildesheim: Georg Olms, reprint 
1965)", art.) "Mondgottin", Vol. IL, pt. 2:, cols. 3147=9. 

1185, view of the anti-hylic attitude of the tractate, it is 

difficult to see why this saving fragrance should be granted to 
the four elements. 

119 vanichaean Psalm-Book 214:28-215:4, 

Reh oG 0, 272e503=14: 

tal or the common relationship between fragrance and the 
spiritual, cf. the references in Lampe's Patristte Greek Lexicon 
under ebvwSla, p. 585a. 

122yanichaean Kephalata 160:1-3. Cf. Job 14:9 where it is 
said of a withered tree that dnd doufic tSatog d&vONoeL. 

123 rpid., 162:11£. 

2 124 Van, Net is attested in R. Kasser, op. cit., p. 36 as 
A“ for Bo.NHB, "lord." In the Manichaean Psalm-Book 201:21 
AcPNET a- is translated "be mistress over." 

125 0Everything" is an abstraction. Actually the soul in- 
herits the land in which it grows. This motif of inheriting the 
land goes back to the Old Testament, where it means not only 

inheriting the land of Canaan, but also refers to inheriting the 
promise of future salvation, eternal life, etc. (Gen. 12:7; 
Scene Oisb) Sze oi a. 2OsSLse Socket esueecor es. OORl, 21> ef. Ps. 
Sol, 14s1Oe rn En. 40295) Mt. S253) 20343 Mk. 12:1=-12, etc..)). 

Been use the edition of K. Lake, The Apostolic Fathers, 

2 vols. (Loeb Classical Library: Cambridge: Harvard, 1965). 

127 one son in the parable remains unexplained. 

128 opm NMME apparently carries the same nuance as 

UpTICoovN 7 Tedyvwors (Crum 380b; cf. 1 Pt. i2). pwopm | ren= 
ders the particle ned, and thus "be first to know" should be 
translated "to foreknow" (mopoyivdonuetv) . 

129% For this observation, I am dependent upon a private 

communication by Professor Rolf Knierim, of the Southern 

California School of Theology at Claremont. 

130 though Dt. 27:15-26 are not literally woes, they never- 

theless correspond to the pattern of twelve woes in Thomas the 

Contender: twelve "curses" composed of the passive participle 

“444% followed by an active participle indicating the perpetrator 

of the action which calls forth the woe. In Thomas the Contender 

we have the explicative ovoe; followed four times by the second 

person plural indirect object "epexegeted" by a following active 

participle. 
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131g, B, stauffer, TDNT I (1965), p. 167. 

132 ote of Thomas 39. 

133pni10, De sacr. 43. 

toe eca. B.W. Bacon, "Jesus and the Law," Journal of Btb- 
lieal Literature 47 (1928), p. 225. However, see the convincing 

argument that the demand for perfection is aimed at all the 
Church, by G. Barth in G. Bornkamm, G. Barth, H.J. Held, Tradt- 
tion and Interpretation in Matthew (Philadelphia: Westminster, 

1963), pp. 95-99. 

1355, G. Schrenk, TDNT I (1965), pp. 615ff. 
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CHAPTER III 

CONCLUSIONS 

We shall conclude this analysis of Thomas the Contender by 

offering a summary of its literary composition, its teaching and 

some observations concerning its position within the history of 

religion. 

A. The Literary Composition of Thomas the Contender 

In the commentary we have offered reasons for considering 

Thomas the Contender to be the sum of two originally separate 

works. One work, section A, was a dialogue between Thomas and 

the Savior, perhaps entitled "The Book of Thomas the Contender 

writing to the Perfect." The other work, section B, was a col- 

lection of the Savior's sayings gathered into a homiletical dis- 

course (introductory apocalypse, woes, blessings, final admoni- 

tion), perhaps entitled "The Hidden Words which the Savior spoke, 

which I wrote down, even I, Mathaias." A redactor has prefixed 

section A to section B, and prefaced the whole with an inetpit 

title composed on analogy with the original title to section B, 

and designating Mathaias as the scribe of the whole. The sub- 

script title, designating Thomas as the scribe of the whole, 

was borrowed from the original title to section A, and suffixed 

to the newly-formed whole. Because of the fact that Thomas 

figures prominently in section A as participant in the dialogue, 

but is mentioned nowhere in section B, it is likely that his 

name was originally at home in section A, but not in section B. 

Because Mathaias' name is never mentioned outside the incipit, 

it seems likely that it derived from the original title to sec- 

tion B; it probably would not have derived from section A in 

which Thomas is dominant, nor would it have derived from the 

body of section B, which provides no occasion for the mention 

of names. The likelihood of Mathaias' name having derived from 

the title to section B receives some confirmation when we recall 

that various traditions of some antiquity (mentioned by Eusebius' 

Papias, Hippolytus and Clement of Alexandria; cf. references in 

comment on 140:1-4) connect the name of a certain Matthew 

215 
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(variously spelled Matthaios, Matthias) with the collection and 

transmission of sayings (Adédyta, Adyou. dnédupv@ort) of Jesus. 

In turn, each of the two sections of Thomas the Contender 

presents us with a profile of its own. 

We call section A a "dialogue," but by doing so we speak, 

not of a dramatic dialogue with co-equal participants, but rather 

of a much more colorless and fictitious literary device. More- 

over, as Kurt Rudolf has pointed out, the dialogue of section A 

cannot even be classified along with the literary device of the 

Platonic dialogues. There a central figure (e.g. Socrates) pre- 

sents the thesis of the dialogue almost as one would expound it 

in an essay, but is occasionally interrupted by participants who 

by their questions and objections interact with the central fig- 

ure in such a way that they arrive at the truth, or at least 

come to recognize their ignorance. Rudolph would rather seek 

the genre of literature like section A in a class of literature 

known as erotapokrisis, in which dialogue functions not as 

maeutte, as a dialectical process of discovering a philosophical 

truth by statement (thesis), objection (antithesis) and clarifi- 

cation (synthesis), but rather as a vehicle to expound revela- 

tion of salvific knowledge in the form of catechetical question 

(topic) and answer (commentary). While Plato's dialogues are 

the prime example of.the philosophical dialogue, the tractates 

of the Corpus Hermeticum are a prime example of erotapokrtsets, 

where a disciple, within a dialogue framework, elicits revela- 

tion of supernatural knowledge in philosophical dress. Thus 

while section A of Thomas the Contender presents the formal 

structure of a dialogue, its material structure is that of the 

erotapokrisets, in which a noted apostle, Thomas, elicits from 

the Savior salvific knowledge for the instruction of the ma- 
ture ("The Book of Thomas the Contender writing to the Perfect"). 

This characterization of the literary genre of section A 
corresponds to the general flavor of its contents: it is written 
to men who, like Thomas, at least know that the Savior is the 
knowledge of the truth (138:13), but are presently ignorant of 
the real truth, "that which is hidden" (T38tTE, £4520), Ass a 
result of knowing about that which is hidden (the truth about 
oneself) they shall come to know themselves as well as the 
"depth of the All" (138:17£). We thus get the impression that 
section A was originally addressed to a group of ascetic, 
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syncretistic Christians (in view of the Christian framework) who 

were familiar with some knowledge about the Savior, but needed 

to have this interpreted in a strongly ascetic direction. They 

had the best of intentions to do good, but even so betray that 

they have known the fire of passion (141:22-25). They were 

people who evidently revered the figure of Thomas, and who val- 

ued his direct contact with the resurrected Savior. The intended 

effect of the document upon them would have been to exhort them 

- to observe the teachings of the Savior and preach them to other 

mortals who burned with the fire of lust. 

Furthermore, the figure of Thomas in section A is a crucial 

factor in obtaining this intended effect upon the readers. While 

it is true that, literarily speaking, Thomas functions mostly as 

an interlocutor who provides topics for the Savior's commentary, 

the fact that he assumes this function as an apostle, the twin 

brother of the Savior, who interviews the presumably resurrected 

Savior just prior to his ascension, means that any progress in 

understanding made by Thomas is absolutely crucial to the reader. 

This is emplicit in the analogy presupposed between Thomas and 

the recipients of the document. Thomas, although he knows that 

the Savior is the knowledge of the truth, is nevertheless igno- 

rant of the "real truth" (that which is hidden); but as a result 

of the Savior's impending revelation, he is about to know the 

"real truth" (about himself). Likewise, the reader of section 

A, while currently ignorant, will, as a result of reading sec- 

tion A, come tc know the "real truth" about himself. Thus 

Thomas' progression from ignorance to true knowledge is crucial 

to the reader. 

Furthermore, not only is the figure of Thomas crucial, but 

so also is the setting of the dialogue; it occurs just prior to 

the Savior's ascension, and thus presumably with the resurrected 

One. The dialogue takes place with the Savior at just the point 

where the "real truth" about him is most evident, when his exalted 

nature is most truly exposed, in his resurrected condition. What 

had formerly been obscured by the bonds of the Savior's flesh is 

now revealed in his pre-ascension condition. Simultaneously, 

Thomas initiates the ensuing dialogue: 

Therefore I beg you to tell me the things about 

which I ask you before your Ascension. And whenever I 

hear from you about that which is hidden (or: "the 

hidden one"), then I can speak about them. (138:22-26) 
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That is, the point at which the hidden nature of the Savior 

is disclosed corresponds to the point at which the things about 

which Thomas wants to know, but are now hidden, become manifest. 

When the Savior tells Thomas that in order to be perfect, he 

must first know the visible in order to know the hidden, Thomas 

presses straight to the point of the dialogue: "Tell us about 

these things which you said are not visible, but are hidden from 

us" (138:37-39). All of this points to the conclusion that there 

is presupposed a shift from "unintelligible" knowledge (Thomas 

knows the Savior is the knowledge of the truth, but is neverthe- 

less ignorant), acquired before the ascension (e.g. from the 

earthly Jesus), to a higher plane of revealed or "enlightened" 

knowledge that takes place with the Ascension. What is hidden 

becomes revealed. 

James M. Robinson in commenting on this phenomenon, points 

out that the Markan messianic secret involves a similar shift, 

except that the transition from hidden to manifest occurs at 

the first prediction of the passion and resurrection: "and he 

spoke the word clearly" (nmappnotq Mk. 8:32). In the Gospel of 

John the transition occurs at the end of the farewell discourses 

before Jesus' elevation to the Cross (Jn. 16:29), and in the 

Pistts Sophia, after the Ascension. In Thomas the Contender, 

the point of higher revelation begins just prior to the Ascen- 

sion. In Justin's Apology (1,50) the disciples, just like 

Thomas in Thomas the Contender, can teach the Christian message 

only after they witness the Ascension. That the shift from "un- 

intelligible" knowledge about man's situation to "enlightened" 

knowledge takes place with the disclosure of the Savior's exalted 
reality is further confirmed by a passage in section A which pro- 

vides the hermeneutical key to the whole section: 

And Thomas answered: "Therefore I say to you, 
Lord, that those who speak about things that are not 
visible and which are difficult to explain are like 
those who shoot their arrows at a target at night. 
Indeed they shoot their arrows like anyone else, since 
they shoot at the target; however, it is not visible. 
But when the light comes forth and hides the darkness, 
then the work of each one will appear. And you are 
our light, because you enlighten, Lord. 

That is, illumination by the Savior will make the hidden things 
visible and the things that are difficult to explain plain. 
Thus confrontation with the exalted Savior before his Ascension 
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is the source of the real truth. Thomas has experienced this, 

and has thereby achieved true knowledge. If now the reader can 

identify himself with Thomas, he too will pass from a veiled 

knowledge of the truth into a state of full revelation. He will 

know the truth about himself (e.g. that his bestial body will 

perish) and escaping the passion of the body, will receive the 

exaltation of the Perfection. 

In our characterization of the profile of section A, we 

hope to have shown how its literary form (dialogue), its setting 

in the life of the Savior (prior to the Ascension), and its her- 

meneutical foil (Thomas, with whom the reader is to identify) 

and movement (from unintelligible to enlightened knowledge) each 

contribute to informing and convincing the reader of its ascetic 

message. By identifying with Thomas and participating in his 

enlightenment by the Savior, the reader can achieve perfection 

and can himself become a 'contender,' a missionary for abstinence 

from the flesh. 

Now section B is also a document which preaches asceticism, 

but instead of using a dialogue between the Savior and a revered 

apostle as a vehicle to impress the Savior's ascetic teaching 

upon the readers, section B relies on a collection of the Sav- 

ior's sayings employing the devices of threat (scene of punish- 

ment in Hell, woes) and promise of salvation (beatitudes, direct 

admonition) to get the ascetic message across. Where the readers 

of section A are to become perfect by identifying with Thomas 

who directly receives the ascetic message from the exalted Sav- 

ior, the readers of section B are to be jolted out of their cur- 

rent life and look forward to salvation freed from the flesh. 

Since the ultimate goal of each section is the same, it is 

not difficult to see why they have been combined. 

A material motivation behind their combination, beside 

their obvious similarity in content, can be gleaned from the 

frequent mention in section A of the necessity to preach the 

ascetic message to those whose lives are ridden with lust. 

Thomas, like the reader, is supposed to speak about that which 

is hidden (the true self hidden by the fleshly body); he must 

speak to miserable mortals beset with the fire of lust (141:19- 

25) and warn them of their terrible fate. Thus when the dia- 

logue ends, ("we are persuaded, Lord," etc., 142:19), what is 

there that remains to be done other than to go forth and preach 
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the Savior's words to these miserable men? Accordingly, it would 

be most relevant to prefix section A to section B, an already- 

existing example of the Savior's words on the ascetic life, thus 

illustrating the type of preaching that the readers of section A 

were expected to perform. In doing this, the redactor of A and 

B simply spelled out the fitting response of the reader of sec- 

tion A, by attaching it to a homiletic, hortatory document on 

the same theme. At the same time, section B would intensify the 

message of section A by spelling out a fearful fate for those who 

mocked the Savior's words (142:27-143:7). 

This material motivation, however, while it may have been a 

factor in the redactor's decision to prefix A to B, must be 

supplemented with another, in this case formal, motivation for 

the combination of A with B. This formal motivation is much 

broader in scope than the material motivation just suggested, 

and indeed may have operated upon the redactor's mind in a quite 

unconscious fashion. 

We begin with a few observations about the general drift of 

literary genres in early Christianity. If we take our start with 

collections of the sayings of Jesus, such as lay behind the mid- 

first century Matthean-Lukan source Q, and such as have found 

their way into the mid-second century Gospel of Thomas, we see 
that, as time passes, these sayings collections develop from 

relatively isolated sayings received from an oral tradition into 

larger and larger collections. There comes a point, however, 

when they are taken up into a more comprehensive genre. For 

example, in the first century, sayings of Jesus were assembled 

into a larger framework including a passion story, as in the 
Gospel of Mark. The collection of sayings represented by Q are 

assembled into the larger frameworks of the gospels of Matthew 

and Luke. So in the church traditions represented by Mark, 

Matthew and Luke, which were eventually accepted as orthodox 

writings, the sayings of Jesus are arranged into a life of Jesus 
beginning with an account of his baptism or even of his birth, 
and ending with an account of his passion and resurrection. The 
net result and also the intention of this movement from sayings 
to gospel (evayyéALov) is to produce an authoritative interpre- 
tation of the sayings (and miracles and other traditions as well) 
of Jesus; his sayings are interpreted by his passion, his resur- 
rection, etc. 
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At a later date, in the Gospel of Thomas, we see another 

phase in the trend towards providing an authoritative interpre- 

tation of the words of Jesus. Here the tendency is much more to 

interpret the sayings by expanding the individual saying with 

interpretation, rather than to provide the interpretation by in- 

cluding them in a larger (passion-ressurection) framework. 

Whereas in the Gospels, interpretation was provided by a life- 

of-Jesus framework, and, especially in John, by appending inter- 

pretations to Jesus' words and to stories of his deeds, in the 

Gospel of Thomas interpretation is provided mostly by expanding 

the original saying with Gnostic theology. 

Something similar to the process displayed in the Gospel of 

Thomas can also be seen in Thomas the Contender. We have posited 

that section B was an originally separate document, consisting 

of an introductory apocalypse, woes, blessings and a final ad- 

monition to watch and pray. In each of these subsections, we 

have what purport to be sayings of Jesus ("truly I say to you," 

"woe to you," "blessed are you who," "watch and Praia). Bue 

they can only be the end-product of a process in which the orig- 

inal sayings have been so expanded with (ascetic) interpretations 

that whatever may have been the original saying has been all but 

obliterated by the accretion of (ascetic) interpretation. The 

interpretation of the saying, by expanding it with ascetic com- 

ment, has proceded to the point that all that is left of the 

saying is at most a variant of a beatitude, and at the least a 

' "woe to you," “blessed are Jesuanic formula, “truly I tell you," 

you," etc. The interpretation so predominates over the saying 

that the "saying" portion has become a mere vestige. In fact 

this process has gone so far since the stage of "saying expanded 

with interpretation," which we find in the Gospel of Thomas, that 

one might say that section B was written as an interpretation 

before and aside from the saying; the Jesuanic formulae are only 

an atavism designed to legitimatize the message of the interpre- 

tation by designating Jesus the Savior as its source. 

If this characterization of section B is correct, it is 

clear that the tendency to mix an interpretation of a saying 

with the saying itself has reached the point where the saying 

has disappeared and all that remains is the interpretation. The 

suitability of the “sayings collection" as a vehicle for pre- 

senting gnostic or ascetic theology, anthropology, etc. has come 
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to an end, since it can no longer be creatively developed. It 

is on the verge of becoming an essay or treatise, a genre of 

literature which even the syncretistic Christian would credit 

with little traditional value as an authentic record of what 

the Savior said. The Savior presented his message in the form 

of sayings, parables, etc., not in the form of an essay. To 

continue the use of the "saying plus interpretation" model when 

the saying has become a mere atavism has severely limited the 

possibility of its further creative development; a new and more 

suitable and creative vehicle for presenting the Savior's teach- 

ing had to be found. 

It is the feeling of this author that the only possibility 

open for the creative theologian to expand further the "exploded" 
form of the "saying plus interpretation" model of the Savior's 

teaching which we find in section B of Thomas the Contender, was 

to embed it within a fresh, new literary genre which still pos- 
sessed the capacity for further creative expansion. For the 

mid-third century gnostic (and ascetic) theologian, this genre 
was the dialogue between the Resurrected One and his disciples. 
Instead of trying to bring out the hidden truth of the teaching 
of the earthly Savior by expanding his sayings with gnosticizing 
interpretation (as is done in the Gospel of Thomas and to a gross 
extent in section B of Thomas the Contender), one could bring out 
the hidden truth of the Savior's teaching by having him directly 
teach the disciples between his Resurrection and Ascension. That 
is, what the Savior taught during the time he could actually be 
confronted in his exalted and hidden nature would truly have a 
claim to being direct open revelation. With the Savior in his 
exalted state, nothing about him, neither his true exalted nature 
nor the true hidden meaning of his words, could remain hidden; 
the stark truth was there to behold. 

A similar but much earlier attempt at this device seems, to 
some extent, to lie behind the composition of the "farewell dis- 
course" of the Gospel of John (14:1-16:33). Here the hour for 
Jesus' glorification has come (17:1); after the crucifixion (his 
bwworc) he is to return to his father (14:12,20,28; 16:10,28). 
As in Thomas the Contender, in the Gospel of John Jesus speaks 
Plainly (napopnota, 16:29) with the disciples just prior to the 
"hour" of his elevation, and he does it in the form of a dialogue 
with his disciples. They ask him questions to which he responds 
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"clearly and not in figures," and when the dialogue is over, 

the disciples believe that he has come from God; they are con- 

vinced (cf. Thomas the Contender, 142:19-21). For the author 

of the Gospel of John, the point where Jesus speaks most clearly 

is made to occur in the form of a farewell dialogue (cf. the 

eschatological discourses in the Synoptics, which are not "fare- 

wells"), prior to the Savior's exaltation. It is certainly not 

too far-fetched to see how the farewell dialogue in the Gospel 

of John, written probably just before the turn of the first cen- 

tury, could have provided a model for the dialogue of section A 

of Thomas the Contender, probably written near the turn of the 

second century. In this regard, the main difference, besides 

date, between these two works is that in John, although the say- 

ing has been altered and enlarged in comparison to the sayings 

in the Synoptics, this process of expansion and alteration has 

not yet reached the gross proportions we find witnessed to in 

Thomas the Contender. As we have said, by the time section A 

of Thomas the Contender was composed, the "sayings of Jesus" 

tradition as represented in section B had become so expanded and 

thereby altered as to demand inclusion in a new, more liberal 

form, the dialogue. 

Therefore, the no longer creatively useful "sayings" type 

of teaching, as we find it in section B, could quite naturally 

have found its way into the framework of the potentially very 

creative dialogue form of section A. The sayings in section B, 

having been “interpreted to death," find a fresh possibility of 

interpretation by virtue of being spoken by the resurrected Sav- 

ior himself directly to a revered apostle. The sayings of sec- 

tion B, just as the content of the dialogue of section A, are 

guaranteed as being of the highest revelatory significance. At 

the same time the redactor of Thomas the Contender had achieved 

a way to advance his speculative interpretation beyond the range 

of possibilities offered by the traditional sayings collection 

of which section B represents a "fin-de-stécle." From now (ca. 

A.D. 225?) on, as one can judge from the large number of dia- 

logues of the Resurrected with his disciples to be found in the 

Nag Hammadi gnostic corpus, the literary future of the teachings 

of the Savior is to be found in the genre of dialogue. To be 

as one can see from the Pistts Sophia, traditional sayings 
sure, 

plus their interpretive expansion would be provided, but their 
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unwieldiness would cause them to appear more as discourse than 

saying. The fact that even here the interpretive expansion was 

no longer regarded as satisfactory is demonstrated by the con- 

stant addition of a disciple's comment or analysis at the end 

of each speech of the Savior. To quote James M. Robinson: 

+ + + We are carried step by step through the final 
stage in the procedure that one can only sense from 
the introduction to the Gospel of Thomas to have begun 
in some sayings already there. For in the Gospel of 
Thomas the "secret sayings" of Jesus that the gnostic 
is to "interpret" have in some instances already re- 
ceived a gnosticizing interpretive reformulation, which 
would then be carried a step further when the gnosti- 
cizing interpretation is again interpreted for a still 
deeper meaning. Yet the saying and its interpretation 
are not kept distinct, side by side, as in Pistis 
Sophia, but are rather presented in fusion with each 
other, as a single statement. In Pistis Sophia, the 
speech of Jesus that the disciples proceed to resolve 
is already gnosticized; yet the side-by-side presenta- 
tion in Pistis Sophia of two advanced stages in the 
process illustrates what was less visibly happening in 
the earlier stages as well. . . We thus arrive in 
Pistis Sophia at the point in the trajectory of the 
sayings collection where it is absorbed into and finally 
replaced by the Gattung which had no doubt all along 
been most typical of Christian Gnosticism, namely the 
dialogue of the resurrected Christ with his disciples. 

Thus Thomas the Contender occupies a point with Robinson's 
Gattungsgeschichte midway between the Gospel of Thomas and Pistis 
Sophta: the sayings collection (section B) has been absorbed in- 
to, but not yet replaced by, the dialogue genre. The process is 
similar to, but not simultaneous with, the Gattungsgeschichte of 
the sayings of Jesus in the orthodox sphere: there the isolated 
saying was included within small collections of sayings (such as 
Mk. 4), or were assembled into larger collections (e.g. Q). The 
evangelists then included these collections plus other materials 
into a life-of-Jesus framework (ebayyéALov) concluded by passion- 
resurrection narratives. Finally, the episodes of the life of 
Jesus gain prominence and interest with the addition of birth 
narratives, and eventually in the construction of separate in- 
fancy stories, etc. In both orthodox and syncretistic Chris- 
tianity the tendency is towards the embedding (and eventual dif- 
fusion) of the saying into even larger interpretive frameworks, 
whether they be gospels (evayyYéAvta) or dialogues of the Resur- 
rected with his disciples. Thomas the Contender is most signi- 
ficant as a representative of a late stage of this process in 
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the sphere of syncretistic (ascetic, mildly gnosticizing) Chris- 

tianity; the vestiges of the sayings collection (section B) are 

still quite clear, but have been embedded in the interpretive 

framework of the dialogue, eventually destined to replace the 

"sayings" form altogether. 

B. The Doctrine of Thomas the Contender 

Since Thomas the Contender stands in a Codex which contains 

definitely Gnostic writings, such as the Apoeryphon of John, 

the Gospel of Philtp, On the Origin of the World, and the Hypo- 

stasis of the Archons, it is legitimate to ask if Thomas the 

Contender is itself a Gnostic document. We shall comment on 

this question by reviewing Thomas the Contender under various 

headings: theology, anthropology, cosmology, eschatology, soter- 

iology, Christology, and morality. 

1. Theology. “The cardinal thought of gnostic theology is 

the radical dualism that governs therelation of God and the world 

and correspondingly that of man and the world. The asceticism 

of Thomas the Contender certainly implies a dualism in the rela- 

tion of man and the world, but it is difficult to identify the 

corresponding dualism in the relation of God and the world. 

There are several divine beings or entities mentioned in 

the tractate: the essence (ovola) of light (139:30), the true 

wise one (7+c18H MMHEe fem., 140:2), the Archon who is above, 

ruling over all the powers (€Eovotat) as their king (142:31f), 

and the Good One (mareéeoc , 145:14), who is the king (145:14). 

In addition, there are lesser powers, such as the powers (142:32) 

and the angel, the chief of Tartaros (taptapovxoc, 42331) 5 Fi= 

nally of course, there is "the Savior," who is "the knowledge of 

the Truth" (138:13), the "light" (139:20), "the one who is good 

for us" (140:8), and "the Lord," twice called Jesus. 

Of the first group, the divine entities or beings, it seems 

clear that the most transcendent is the essence of the light, 

to which the Savior, the light of men, ascends whenever men 

abandon bestiality (life in the body). The next entity in our 

list is the true wise one, a (feminine?) being who is the source 

of the wise man's truth, the truth which allows him to evade the 

clutches of the lustful spirit of men. In the commentary we 

have tentatively identified this with the hypostatized wisdom 
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of God, a sort of metaphysical intermediary between God and man. 

"The Archon who is above" seems to represent a being similar to 

the "prince (d&9xwv) of the powers of the air" mentioned in Eph. 

2:2 under his aspect as judge, and occupying a position lower 

in the levels of being than the light-essence. The being iden- 

tified as "the Good One" seems in the present tractate to refer 

to the Savior as "the one who is good for us" (140:8), but in 

its original context, section B, it appears to refer to the 

highest God. Such is probably also the case with the being re- 

ferred to as "the King." 

It appears that we do have a hierarchy of divine beings or 

hypostases, at least in section A of Thomas the Contender, and 

that there is a gulf between these beings and man. On the other 

hand, even though the body and matter are derogated, there is no 

‘claim to the effect that the world is the creation of inferior 

powers, or that the beings intermediate in the scale of divine 

beings obstruct God's relation to man and vice-versa. Moreover, 

in section B of Thomas the Contender there appears to be no 

hierarchy of divine beings. Thus we conclude that while a dual- 

ism is created by the derogation of matter, this dualism is not 

as omnipresent and perverse as it is in so many Gnostic systems. 

2. Anthropology. As already stated, both sections of 

Thomas the Contender claim quite explicitly that the spirit of 

man is entrapped in a lustful material body, which blinds the 

spirit in such a way that it is not aware of its immersion in 

the lustful flesh. This theme is typically Gnostic, except that, 

whereas most gnostic systems are at great pains to recite the 

chain of events by which this immersion came to be, Thomas the 

Contender is only concerned to point out man's present predica- 

ment, and the way out of it. There is no attempt to tell the 

tragic history of the soul. At the same time, there is no at- 

tempt to point out the consubstantiality of man's spirit with 

the divine substance above, a feature of much gnostic thought.” 

Thus we should classify the anthropology of Thomas the Contender 

as ascetic and dualistic, rather than specifically Gnostic. I 

say "not specifically gnostic" because there are enough points 

of contact with gnostic thought so as not to exclude completely 

the gnostic classification. Thus, so far as anthropology is 

concerned, section A has fewer gnostic features than section B. 

Section A views man in somewhat Platonic fashion, as composed 
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of a self imprisoned in a bestial, lustful body. But this body 

is scorched by the flames of its natural (in its nature as 

bestial) drive for sex. This drive enslaves the body, which in 

turn deludes the self as to its true estate. Even though the 

lustful body will perish, excessive attachment to it will cause 

the soul to share the body's fate. Section B, however, repre- 

sents man as possessing a lust-ridden body, but whose lust re- 

sults not fron an inner drive, but apparently from the influence 

of celestial powers, the forces of the evil demons (144:12f). 

The way to escape these forces is to open oneself to the influ- 

ence of other more beneficent celestial powers, the sun and the 

moon, which impart a sweet fragrance to men and hide their dark- 

ness and pollution (144:19ff). Thus section A regards the sexual 

lust of men as resulting primarily from an inner drive of their 

bestial body, while section B regards this lust as resulting pri- 

marily from the body's domination by hostile celestial powers. 

In this regard, section B appears to be more "gnostic" than sec- 

tion A. 

3. Cosmology. Gnostic cosmology views the universe as a 

vast system of concentric shells at whose center lies the impri- 

soning earth, with each shell or heavenly sphere occupied by a 

hostile celestial being (Archon, etc.) who prevents the passage 

of souls out of the world in their attempt to return to the 

world of light beyond the spheres. These Archons collectively 

rule over the world via "fate" expressed in terms of natural law. 

The world is the product of an inferior being, often the chief 

Archon or the demiurge, and as such, matter, particularly in the 

form of the body, is the chief point of contact at which the 

Archon's power impinges upon and imprisons the human soul.° 

Thomas the Contender exhibits some of these features, but 

to a far less degree than most gnostic documents. Whereas most 

gnostic documents relate an elaborate myth about the creation 

of the world through deseption and ignorance on the part of di- 

vine beings inferior to the highest God, Thomas the Contender 

relates no such myth, and even though it regards matter as evil, 

does not even sevm to presuppose such a myth. Thomas the Con- 

tender is, indeed, anti-hylic, particularly in regard to the 

sexuality of the human body, but it does not ascribe the crea- 

tion of the world to an inferior being. By the same token, it 

does not affirm the world's creation by the highest being, but 
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simply takes the existence of the material world as a given fact 

which necessitates, not an explanation of its origin, but an 

escape from it. All that is required is that one know that it 

is evil, not how it became evil. 

Furthermore, Thomas the Contender admits the existence of 

celestial beings, but is not concerned to describe their nature, 

or even elaborate tactics to escape their clutches in the ascent 

through the spheres. In section B there are celestial forces 

(€vépyetat) which control the body through its sexual lust, and 

there is an Archon who prevents the lustful from entering heaven. 

But the ascent of the soul does not require an elaborate system 

of passwords to conceal its identity from, or frighten, the 

celestial Archons; it only requires that one abandon the life 

of the body while on earth, or as section B puts it, that one 

pray that one not be found in the body. Having accomplished 

this, according to section B, one is virtually guaranteed of 

being granted an eternal rest from the Good One, and of reigning 

forever with the King (145:13ff). Thus the creation and habita- 

tion of the earth and the planetary spheres by hostile Archons, 

even if envisaged by the author of section A or section B, or by 

the redactor of the whole, is not a substantive issue for Thomas 

the Contender. On this account then, Thomas the Contender 

should be regarded as ascetic rather than gnostic. 

4. Eschatology. The eschatology of both section A and 

section B is quite similar: the decision one makes about his 

loyalties in this life conditions and even determines his future 

fate (143:6ff). Excessive attachment to the body means sharing 

its fate at death; both soul and body dissolve and perish (cf. 

139:4ff). To abandon the body in this life means escaping its 

fate at death; the body dissolves and perishes, but the soul, 

perfected independently of the body, and fleeing every visible 

spirit (140:4f), will come forth from the bonds of this life 

and inherit eternal rest (145:12ff). Apparently, at least in 

section B, this "rest" is found in the future, on the Day of 

Judgment (143:8). When one dies, if he has not abandoned the 

flesh, he is punished in Hell with no escape, until the Day of 

Judgment. If one abandons the flesh, presumably when he dies, 

he escapes this punishment and finds salvation on the Day of 

Judgment. Beyond that time, the saved soul reigns with the 

King in eternal rest, but of the fate of the soul sullied with 
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the body we hear nothing further. Thus, while spelled out in 

more elaborate and traditional terms in section B, the entire 

tractate views salvation and damnation as an eschatological pro- 

cess, worked out by one's loyalties during his embodied life. 

Therefore, one needs only to be concerned with the present and 

the future, but not with the past: “inquire and be aware of who 

you are, in what way you exist, and in what manner you will 

come to be" (138:8f). 

5. Sotertology. For both sections A and B, salvation is 

escape from the body and from the prison of the material world. 

Furthermore, salvation is a future event, dependent on one's 

detachment from the body during this earthly life. This detach- 

ment is achieved by a gnosis, a knowledge or awareness of the 

power of the lustful body to beguile the soul or spirit of man 

by deluding him that he is to serve the needs of the body, par- 

ticularly its sex drive. The gnosis in Thomas the Contender 

consists of knowing not only the true estate of the soul impri- 

soned in the body, but also that this estate will surely result 

in the soul's demise at the time of the body's death. Thus the 

soteriology is minatory, based on the threat of future peril, 

and this peril is spelled out in terms of future punishment in 

Hell. The actual process of salvation is to act upon this gno- 

sts, and to deny the world and bodily life within it. But what 

makes this gnosis, and therefore salvation, possible is its 

revelation by a revealer figure, in this case the "Savior," who 

is "the knowledge of the truth," "the light," "the one who is 

good for us.” 

In section A the Savior functions as revealer, who must get 

the recipient of the revelation to know himself, his true estate, 

and thus his destiny: "the one who knew himself has already ob- 

tained knowledge of the depth of the All" (138:17£). In order 

to know oneself, one must at least know this much of the nature 

of the revealer, that "he is good for us" (140:7), and that he 

is "the knowledge of the truth." The revealer's authority is 

actually established when the recipient of his word recognizes 

his nature (You are our light!", 139:20) and his ouigin,, the 

ovota of light (139:29f); he is the representative of that 

light-world to which the prospective recipient of the gnosts 

aspires. The Savior then explains that in order to perform the 

things of the Pleroma, which are invisible, one must first 
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recognize "that which is visible" for what it is, that is, the 

lustful body which is destined to perish because it is bestial 

(13 8s 27 = 139.212) 

In section B, the Savior also functions as the revealer of 

man's true estate and destiny depending on whether 1) he remains 

attached to the body, or 2) he abandons the body. The main dif- 

ference between the two sections is that in section A we have a 

much more philosophical rationale built up for understanding 

man's true situation: the Platonic distinction between the vis- 

ible and invisible, the wise man who flees every visible spirit 

and thus avoids sexual lust versus others who flee to the visible 

things wherein burns the fire of lust, which in turn blinds them 

to their true estate. But in section B all we have is outright 

expression of doom for those who submit to the body's lust, con- 

cluded by a promise of a future rest with the King for those who 

watch and pray that they do not come to be (progressively iden- 

tify with) in the flesh. 

Again, while in section A the saving gnosis is mainly 

philosophical, in section B the gnosis is interpreted in a much 

more metaphorical way. For in section B, just as bodily lust 
is not just an inner drive, but results from, or at least is 

compounded by, the influence of hostile celestial powers, so 
also celestial powers (in this case beneficent) intervene in 

the process of salvation: 

Who is the one who will give you the sun to shine upon 
you so as to dissolve the darkness which is in you 
and hide the darkness together with the polluted water? 
The sun and the moon will give you a fragrance, etc. 
(145:17-20) 

It seems that here the sun and moon are conceived as divine 
agents who attack the body and exalt and illumine the soul. 
Here the gnosis is conceived under the metaphor of the illumi- 
nation of the sun, rather than under the philosophical guise of 
visible and invisible, etc. 

While it is true that the details of the salvation process 
differ in sections A and iB, it is pertinent to note that both 
sections regard a saving gnosis as prerequisite to salvation, 
and that they both understand this gnosts as related to illumi- 
nation. In section A, it is the Savior who is the light that 
descends from his otola of light to illumine the soul with gno- 
sis. In section B, it is the light of the sun and moon which 
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dissolve the darkness of bodily life and cause the soul to out- 

strip the body. Once the soul (like the grapevine) receives 

the sun's light, it prospers and branches out, thus overshadow- 

ing the body (the weeds) and chokes it out and kills it (144: 

21-36). Thus in section B, the Savior is not directly identified 

with the revealing illuminator, but is only loosely linked with 

the saving illumination. That is, he and his mission are com- 

pared with the lifegiving light of the sun, without actually 

naming him the illuminator, perhaps because it would be objec- 

tionable to identify him explicitly as the source of illumina- 

tion (like the sun) rather than the mediator of illumination. 

This leads us to the question of Christology. 

6. Christology. Christology is an issue in Thomas the 

Contender because the revealer figure, mostly called "Savior," 

and addressed as "Lord," is twice called "Jesus," and sustains 

relationships with the Christ of the New Testament and other 

Christian literature. He sustains a relationship with a well- 

known Christian apostle, Judas Thomas; he is to undergo an as- 

cension; he calls his hearers "disciples" (138:35); he is the 

"light"; and he speaks in formulae attributed elsewhere to 

Christ: "Truly I tell you" (142:27,29f; cf. 141:25, "woe to 

you," "blessed are you," and "watch and pray" (145:8). 

In all of these respects, however, the Savior acts only as 

revealer and exhorter, and no other salvific functions, such as 

are found in the New Testament, are attributed to him. There 

seems to be no hint of the Pauline "being in Christ," or the 

understanding of Christ as a "ransom"; there is no mention of 

Christ's life or of his incarnation, cross, and Resurrection. 

All that is mentioned of his life is that he walks with Thomas 

prior to his ascension, that he is the twin brother of Judas 

Thomas, and that he is addressed as "Lord" and named "Jesus," 

and "Savior." 

Thus the Christology of Thomas the Contender is freely- 

floating, anchored to the traditional scheme of Jesus' life 

only at a point just prior to the Ascension, with no concern 

expressed for the problem of his death, nor for the fact that 

his life has become past history, nor for the question about 

his present accessibility, nor his relation to the future sal- 

vation (or punishment). Jesus is only a revealer of man's cur- 

rent situation in the light of his proclamation of a future 
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punishment and for salvation. The only feature of the Savior 

that is significant for the reader of Thomas the Contender is 

his pre-Ascension nature; his hidden nature is his exalted na- 

ture. As a glorified being, as "our light," he can illumine 

the darkness covering the meaning of his earthly teaching (cf. 

138:13-20). 

7. Moraltty. Little need be said of the moral teaching 

of Thomas the Contender save to emphasize its ascetic character. 

In order to avoid perishing along with one's lustful, perishable 

body, one is obliged to avoid contamination by matter, i.e. the 

world and one's body. According to Thomas the Contender the 

most prominent feature of the body is the point which it shares 

in common with the beasts: its sexual, lustful nature. The 

body's propensity for sexual lust defines the point at which 

the individual inhabiting a body is most susceptible to the 

contamination of the world. It is because of this that it can 

be said that the sexual drive is a fire which burns the spirits 

(140:3) and souls (140:26) of men. Unless one denies the body, 

one will share its fate in the fires of Hell. Whoever takes 

delight in the pleasures of this life, especially in satisfying 

the fires of passion, is like an insect attracted to a blazing 

candle; he is drunk, his mind is deranged, "but it is the fire 

which will burn them" (142:2). 

Therefore, at least according to section A, one has the 

obligation to proclaim this condition to other miserable mortals 

who have the misfortune to be "begotten in the flesh" (141:19- 
25). This seems to be the extent of any positive ethical action 
prescribed in section A. In section B, the only action of any 
sort that is prescribed can scarcely be called ethical or moral: 
"Watch and pray that you shall not come to be in the flesh, but 
rather that you shall come forth from the bondage of the obliv- 
ion of this life" (145:8-10). The net result is that one must 
primarily avoid sexual intercourse 1) as a deceiving pleasure 
that attaches one to the body and 2) as a means of eventually 
producing another body with which to entrap another human soul 
(cf. 139:8-11). Asa corollary, it even appears that one also 
ought to*‘refrain from eating meat, since one is only using the 
flesh of one lustful body to satisfy and nourish his own lust- 
ful body (139:2-6). Thus there appears to be no significant 
difference between the morality of Thomas the Contender and the 
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morality prescribed by specifically gnostic sects, e.g. the 

Manichaeans. 

C. The Position of Thomas the Contender 
within the History of Religions 

The position of Thomas the Contender in the history of 

religions, specifically of Christianity, is complicated by the 

hybrid nature of the tractate. 

We have characterized section B of Thomas the Contender as 

a collection of sayings expanded with (ascetic) interpretation, 

in which the interpretation has outgrown the sayings far more 

than has the gnosticizing interpretation of the Gospel of Thomas 

outgrown the sayings therein. We have further placed section B 

within the arena of certain collections of sayings traditionally 

ascribed to an individual named Matthew (Matthaios, Matthias, 

Mathaias). The fact that the witnesses to the existence of these 

collections lived roughly from the middle of the second century 

A.D. through the first half of the third century A.D. (Papias, 

fl. ca. 130; Clement of Alexandria, fl. ca. 160-214; Hippolytus, 

fl. ca. 160-235), suggests that these Matthean traditions flour- 

ished from 150 to 250 A.D. Since the interpretation so prepon- 

derates over the saying that the latter has become (except for 

the beatitudes of section B) an atavistic formula, we would tend 

to place the sayings collection of section B toward the end of 

this period, say around 225 to DS OMA L's 

We have characterized section A as a dialogue of the Resur- 

rected with his disciple(s), in this case the disciple-apostle 

Judas Thomas. We have located the provenance of the Thomas- 

tradition in the Syrian Osrhoéne, in particular, the City OL 

Edessa. These traditions probably antedate’ the inception of 

both Marcionite (ca. 275 A.D.?) and orthodox Christianity (ca. 

200 A.D.?) in that area as well as the work of Mani (ca. 240 

A.D.), who himself made mention of Thomas and may have regarded 

him as the "Living Paraclete." The fact that the history of the 

Thomas tradition seems to be established at two points, the 

Gospel of Thomas (ca. 130-150) and the Acts of Thomas (ca. 200- 

250), both of which (since the latter seems to presuppose the 

former) have been attributed to pre-Manichaean Syrian Gnosis, 

provides us with a chronological/geographical framework in which 

to locate section A of Thomas the Contender. In fact, we have 
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already pointed out several parallels between section A of 

Thomas the Contender and the Gospel and Acts of Thomas respec- 

tively. All three contain the ascetic theme, possess a dualistic 

anthropology, and regard Judas Thomas as the twin (6{Svu0c) of 

the Savior and recipient of his most secret revelations. In 

both section A of Thomas the Contender and the Acts of Thomas, 

Thomas has the mission to exhort men to abandon filthy inter- 

course and passion. In view of these common themes and particu- 

larly of the Thomas-tradition central to all three works, we 

believe section A of Thomas the Contender occupies a median 

position in the stream of the ascetic Syrian Thomas-tradition 

as we move from the Gospel of Thomas to the Acts of Thomas. 

First of all, section A of Thomas the Contender occupies a 

median position in terms of the relative dominance of Thomas as 

a character in the literature bearing his name. In the Gospel 

of Thomas, Thomas appears as the scribe of Jesus' secret words, 
and only in one episode, Logion 13, does he appear as a genuine 

character. On the other hand, in the Acts of Thomas, Thomas is 

always and everywhere the central character: apostle to India, 
recipient of secret words, proclaimer and counselor of absti- 

nence from what is carnal, and, finally, martyr. A median 

position is now expressed in section A of Thomas the Contender. 
Although Thomas is not here the central character owing to the 

presence of the Savior as teacher, he is nevertheless the one 

who through his questions and comments moves the dialogue ahead. 
In addition, although no activity of his is reported, by the 
nature of his questions he does in fact contemplate a mission 
of teaching and exhortation to abstinence. Conversely, where 
Thomas dominates a work, the Savior's role is reduced: in the 
Gospel of Thomas he is ostensible author of and central charac- 
ter of every episode; in the Acts he only occasionally appears 
to comfort and instruct Thomas in times of crisis, and in fact 
appears to others in Thomas' likeness. Section A of Thomas the 
Contender strikes a happy medium by presenting the Savior as 
merely the dominant participant in a dialogue. 

Furthermore, the increasing dominance of the figure of 
Thomas and the corresponding attenuation of that of the Savior 
bears a noticeable relationship to the kinds of materials used 
in the composition of each work. In the Gospel of Thomas, a 
long catena of logia of the living Jesus cause him to dominate 
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the work utterly. In section A of Thomas the Contender, a large 

amount of discourse material uttered by the Savior has been 

structured into a dialogue which takes place for the benefit of 

Thomas, who keeps it moving by his questions. Finally, in the 

Aets of Thomas, large blocks of legendary narrative material 

concerning the exploits of the apostle Thomas (some of which, 

judging by the varying lengths of the separate rescensions of 

the Acts, had separate histories of transmission) have been 

combined with prayers and other discursive and hymnic material 

to yield a document whose intent is to present the life of its 

dominant figure, Thomas. 

Lastly, there is a relationship between these documents 

exhibited by the theme most clearly common to them other than 

the Thomas tradition, namely, the negative attitude toward em- 

bodied life in the world, particularly the sexual life. Thus 

in the Gospel of Thomas, out of thirteen logia clearly having 

to do with rejection of the world (22 277d dip 4 2 48705, 007 Ondo 

81,110,114), only four center on a rejection of the sexual life: 

the sexual abstinence motif is present, but not dominant; nor 

is it explicit, but rather conveyed in enigmatic, metaphorical 

sayings. In section A of Thomas the Contender, the sexual ab- 

stinence motif is much more central, portrayed under the meta- 

phor of a burning flame which must be extinguished, and is de- 

nigrated as common bestiality pertaining to perishable bodies. 

In the Acts of Thomas, however, the sexual abstinence motif 

clearly predominates, no longer conveyed in enigmatic metaphors, 

but explicitly in the form of erotic tales in which lovers are 

enjoined to continence. As another aspect in the thematic rela- 

tionship between these documents, one ought further to recall 

the similarity in the order, noted in the comment on 140:27-141: 

12, in which similar themes are treated in Thomas the Contender 

and in the Gospel of Thomas, respectively. 

In view of these comparisons, and at the risk of repeti- 

tion, I should postulate the existence of a tradition centered 

on the apostle Thomas, the twin of Jesus and recipient of his 

secret words, which increasingly regards Thomas as champion and 

contender in the cause of abstinence from all that is worldly, 

especially sex. The association of Thomas with the sexual ab- 

stinence motif appears to be a growing tradition whose growth 

parallels the increasing interest in the character of Thomas as 
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apostle and missionary. Section A of Thomas the Contender looks 

like a product deriving from this stream of ascetic Thomas tra- 

dition at a point somewhere between its expression in the Gospel 

of Thomas and in the Acts of Thomas respectively. As the prov- 

enance of the latter two works seems to be the Gnostic Chris- 

tianity of East Syria (between Edessa and Mesene), we have 

assigned section A of the Book of Thomas the Contender to the 

same milieu. A Syrian provenance would have been a suitable 

host to the sexual abstinence motif of our Book of Thomas the 

Contender since, with the exception of Bardesanes, the great 

figures of Syrian Christianity (Tatian, Marcion, Mani), as well 

as its chief literary products under the name of Judas Thomas, 

strongly contend for such abstinence. 

Moreover, it seems quite certain that the tradition naming 
the apostle Judas, the brother of James (Jude 1), and thus 

Jesus' brother as "Thomas" (an Aramaic term whose Greek equiva- 
lent is "Didymus") meaning "twin," is of Edessene provenance 

(cf. Syr°. rdg. "Judas Thomas" for "Judas not Iscariot" of Jn. 

14:22; the Edessan Abgar legend of Eus. H.E. 1,13,4): . Since 
on the one hand, the Gospel of Thomas contains logia which re- 

cur in the Manichaean Kephalata, Manichaean Psalm-Book, Mani's 
Eptstula Fundamenta (Aug.) as well as in the Turfan fragments, 
and on the other hand, the use of the Acts of Thomas by the 
Manichees is witnessed by Augustine, it is conjectured that 
these works are likely of Edessan origin.® Thus the Didymus 
Judas Thomas tradition contained in them is also likely to have 
been originally Edessan. Judging from the great age of the 
Gospel of Thomas, perhaps as early as the first half of the 
second century, since it was known in Egypt at the beginning of 
the third century in the Oxyrhynchus Papyri, the Thomas tradi- 
tion was, to quote Helmut Koester again: "the oldest form of 
Christianity in Edessa. "9 On the other hand, the date now pro- 
posed for the origin of the Acts of Thomas is, due to evidences 
of Manichaean redaction (the wedding hymn, epiclesis of c. fine 
hymn of the pearl)! placed between the times of Bardesanes and 
Mani, or in the first half of the third century. As for section 
A of Thomas the Contender, we can at least say that it is later 
than the: Gospel of Thomas, but, because of its intermediate 
position in terms of the dominance of roles of the Savior and 
Thomas respectively, and because of its less elaborate structure, 
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probably earlier than the Acts of Thomas. However, its asce- 

ticism more nearly approaches that of the Acts than that of the 

Gospel of Thomas; indeed the abstinence motif seems to become 

more prominent in Syria as we move from Tatian to Mani. 

We thus date the composition of the original section A at 

Ga. 200 A.D. , 

It now remains to deal with the redaction of sections A and 

B which yielded the completed work, The Book of Thomas the Con- 

tender, in its present form. 

Because the Coptic style of the ineiptt differs from that 

of the rest of the document, and because the ineipit carries 

forward from section B its designation as "words" of the Savior, 

the combination of A with B must have occurred in the Coptic 

stage of their transmission, not at some point during their 

existence in Greek dress. Since the Coptic style of sections 

A and B is very similar, they were present to the scribal redac- 

tor of A and B perhaps in the same document, or at least in 

documents copied, maybe even translated from Greek to Coptic, 

by the same scribe. At this point the redactor of A and B pre- 

fixed A to B, placed the original title of A at the end of the 

whole, and composed a fresh inetptt title to the whole using 

the original title of section B as his model. This activity 

must have occurred at a time and place where both A and B would 

have been translated into Coptic and in close proximity to one 

another. It is probable that the redaction was accomplished 

in Egypt, and most probably upper-Egypt, to judge from the Cop- 

tic style of the freshly-composed ineipit; it is written, with 

the exception of one word-form (MMav for MMoov) in standard 

Sahidic, the dialect of upper-Egypt. 

Judging from the Subachmimically-influenced Sahidic dialect 

of the body of the tractate (sections A and B), these were trans- 

lated into Coptic slightly north of the area of their final re- 

daction. 

Finally, the completed tractate was included, perhaps by 

yet another scribe, at the end of Codex II of the Nag Hammadi 

corpus. Thus we obtain the following family tree of the Book 

of Thomas the Contender. 
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Sayings of Jesus 

Thomas tradition Sayings collections 
(Gospel of Thomas) (Q, Gospel of Thomas) 

section A (ca. 200 A.D.) 

(dialogue) 

section B (ca. 225-250 A.D.) 

(interpretation plus atavistic 

saying formula 

| 
translation into Coptic translation into Coptic 

(ca. 250 A.D.) (ca. 250 A.D.) 

incipit of Thomas the Contender (ca. 275 A.D.) 
Redaction (ca. 275 A.D.) 

The Book of Thomas the Contender 
Tractate 7 of Codex II (ca. 300-350 A.D.) 

We have now reached the end of a study of what seems to be 
a most valuable document, valuable as a representative of the 
Thomas-tradition, and as evidence which it provides for charac- 
terizing the development of literary genres in early Christian- 
ity as vehicles for conveying and interpreting the teachings of 
Jesus. It is also of value, though less strikingly, as a repre- 
sentative of a brand of Christian ascetic teaching with gnostic 
features, but which cannot be called gnostic in the same sense 
as the teaching of other dialogues of the Resurrected with his 
disciples. In these ways, Thomas the Contender, in its capacity 
as a representative of an intermediate stage of the development 
of the Thomas tradition, the gnostic dialogue and gnostic asce- 
ticism, makes a contribution to an understanding of the syncre- 
tistic Christianity of the first three centuries. While an at- 
tempt has been made at completeness, there has been no attempt 
on the part of the author to be final. It is hoped that this 
study of the Book of Thomas the Contender will, both by its 
successes and failures, make a real contribution to the ongoing 
study of Gnosticism and early Christianity. 
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NOTES 

1 
Kurt Rudolph, 'Der gnostische "Dialog" als literarisches 

Genus," Probleme der koptischen Literatur (Wissenschaftliche 
Beitrage der Martin-Luther-Universitat; Halle-Wittenberg, 1968). 

2tn an unpublished paper "On the Gattung of Mark: (and 

WOhN)i, (Dew 19 

3rogot Sophon: On the Gattung of @, expanded E. T. of “AOFOI 

ZOOQN," Zeit und Geschichte: Dankesgabe an Rudolf Bultmann a2um 

80. Geburtstag, ed. Erich Dinkler (Tibingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1964), 

Pp. /7=96\. 

Hans Jonas, The Gnostie Religton (Boston: Beacon Press, 

TO 5S)oipe 42s 

ce. the definition of gnosis in the proposal of the Messina 

Colloquium on Gnosticism in Le Origini dello Gnosticismo: Coltlo- 

quto dt Messina, 13-18 aprile 1966., Testi e Discussioni, Pubbli- 

cati a Cura di Ugo Bianchi (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1967), p. xxvii: 

"The gnosts of Gnosticism involves the divine identity of the 

knower (the Gnostic), the known (the divine substance of one's 

transcendent self) and the means by which one knows (gnosts as 

an implicit divine faculty is to be awakened and actualized) ." 

Sonus, Jonas, op. ctt., p. 43. 

T3ee the comment on 138:7-21. 

8see H.-C. Puech in Hennecke-Schneemelcher, op. cit., Onan 

1, p. 283, 299 and G. Bornkamm, Morioka sella Ay 195 Wes 

9uTR 58, 1965, p. 293. 

105, Bornkamm, Hennecke-Schneemelcher, op. LMe MK PAR ASS 

441. 
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